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repair, fire, flood, lightning, power surges, earthquake, or alteration. Spirent will ship repaired Products to Customer, freight prepaid, based on reasonable
best efforts after the receipt of defective Products. Except as otherwise stated, any claim on account of defective materials or for any other cause
whatsoever will conclusively be deemed waived by Customer unless written notice thereof is given to Spirent within the Warranty Period. Spirent reserves
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TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED
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Environmental Considerations
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How To Contact Us

To obtain technical support for any Spirent Communications product, contact our Support Services department using any
of the following methods:

Americas
E-mail: support@spirent.com

Web: https://support.spirent.com/

Toll Free: +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America)
Phone: +1 818-676-2616
Hours: Monday through Friday, 05:00 to 17:00, Pacific Time

Europe, Middle East, Africa
E-mail: support@spirent.com

Web: https://support.spirent.com

Phone: +33 (1) 6137 2270 (France)
Phone: +44 1803 546333 (UK)
Hours: Monday through Thursday, 09:00 to 18:00, Friday, 09:00 to 17:00, Paris Time

Asia Pacific
E-mail: support@spirent.com

Web: https://support.spirent.com

Phone: +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free mainland China only)
Phone: +86 (10) 8233 0033 (China)
Operating Hours: Monday through Friday, 09:00 to 18:00, Beijing Time

Company Address
Spirent Communications, Inc.
27349 Agoura Road
Calabasas, CA 91301 USA
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Chapter 1
Spirent TestCenter Automation Programmer's
Reference

Introduction 11
Automation for Spirent TestCenter Virtual 11
Related Documentation 11
Spirent Knowledge Base 12

Introduction
The Spirent TestCenter Automation Programmer's Reference provides information about the Spirent TestCenter Automation
API syntax and functions. It also provides descriptions of how to use the API along with examples of creating and running
test configurations.

The Programmer's Reference is for those who want to use the API to perform tests using the features of one of the packages
(such as the Multicast base package or the RFC 2544 test package). Users of this manual should have the following:

l Familiarity with the operating system environment on your PC or workstation (Microsoft® Windows® or
Linux®/UNIX®).

l Moderate familiarity with equipment

l Working knowledge of data communications theory and practice

l Ability to program with the Tcl scripting language or one of the other languages supported by the Spirent
TestCenter Automation API.

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

Automation for Spirent TestCenter Virtual
If you are using automation together with virtual Spirent TestCenter ports, you should read Spirent TestCenter (BLL) Virtual
Licensing. This PDF is installed with other Spirent TestCenter PDF user documentation, and it is available as a Related
Resource for Spirent TestCenter applications on the CSC Downloads page. You can also type the title into the search box on
the Knowledge Base to locate the document.

Related Documentation
l Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference

Contains reference information about the objects in the data model.

l Spirent TestCenter (BLL) Virtual Licensing

Describes the virtual port license management move from the STCv (VM) [IL] to the Spirent TestCenter
application [BLL].

Spirent TestCenter Automation Programmer's Reference 11
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l Getting Started with Spirent TestCenter

Provides details on how to install Spirent TestCenter chassis and modules and how to obtain license keys. Refer
to the LicenseServer object in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for information about
virtual licenses.

l Spirent Hardware Reference

This document describes Spirent TestCenter chassis, modules, and accessories. Information is provided on
module LEDs, multiple chassis connections, cables, and chassis commands. Basic information is provided on
system administration functions and diagnostics. This resource is available in PDF format on the Spirent
Customer Service Center website (https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/). To find the Spirent TestCenter
Hardware Reference, go to the Customer Service Center website and type spirent hardware reference in the
Search box and pressEnter. Click the Spirent Hardware Reference link in the Results pane.

l Spirent TestCenter software applications include detailed, context-sensitive online Help systems.

Spirent Knowledge Base
The Spirent Customer Service Center includes useful tools such as a powerful Knowledge Base with thousands of articles to
serve your technical information needs. The Knowledge Base offers an easy-to-use browse mode along with an intelligent
search that offers quick answers to your network analysis and measurement questions.

.
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API Syntax

About Spirent TestCenter Automation API Syntax 13
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Referencing Objects: Object Paths 18
Relation References 19

NOTES:
n Although the examples provided here are written in Tcl, the information contained here, and in much of

the rest of this manual is generic and applies to all Spirent TestCenter language bindings. For information
on how to load a particular language binding, refer to the relevant topics.

n You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter
<version> folder, and navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

About Spirent TestCenter Automation API Syntax

Overview

The Spirent TestCenter API supports a rich hierarchical object-oriented model for control of the Spirent TestCenter system.
The object hierarchy is a tree structure with the root of the tree anchored at the "system1" object. Objects may be manipulated
through a small set of commands and are referred to by system generated handles. Object handles are valid throughout the
lifetime of the object (until the object or its parent is destroyed).

The root of the object tree is always the object referred to by the handle "system1". All objects are children the system1
object or its children. To program Spirent TestCenter, the programmer creates child objects of system1 containing the desired
configuration. In order to reduce the amount of code required to be developed, the API has built-in syntax for directly
selecting elements of the object tree (see "Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN)." Certain objects may be created automatically,
for example, when creating a port object, the generator and analyzer children of the port are automatically created. A small
partial example configuration is shown below. In this configuration, system1 is at the root of the tree with a project child
"project1". A single port (port1) is the child of the project.

Spirent TestCenter Automation Programmer's Reference 13
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Object Hierarchy

The Spirent TestCenter object model itself is language independent. The same set of objects and the same operations are
required to configure the system, regardless of the language bindings used by the programmer.

Architectural Considerations

A Spirent TestCenter object model is built in memory on the local machine (unless using a Spirent LS). The programmer can
build a particular configuration in memory on their local machine and then connect to a chassis and write the configuration
information to one or more ports. It is important to remember that the configuration of a physical port mirrors the
configuration contained on the local machine, only when the port is reserved and attached, and the programmer has synced the
local configuration information with the port or ports. If the local machine is switched off, then any configuration information
in the local machine and any information contained in the Spirent TestCenter chassis is lost. If the local machine is
disconnected from the chassis, then any information regarding the configuration that exists in the chassis is lost. If the physical
port is programmatically detached from the logical representation on the local machine, the configuration on the local machine
no longer reflects the configuration of the port.

In order to ensure that test results are repeatable, configuration information in the chassis does not persist across invocations of
the API. You must recreate the entire test configuration each time you load the API.

Getting Help

Spirent TestCenter supports a "help" command in the API. This command is particularly useful when working in an
environment that supports command interpretation, such as Tcl. Refer to "help" for detailed information on the command. It is
highly recommended that you utilize the help command when needed, as the command supports the ability to identify object
types from handles and explains the usage of Spirent TestCenter commands.

Syntax

Spirent TestCenter presents a small set of commands or functions to the programmer for manipulation of the object hierarchy.
The syntax for a call to a Spirent TestCenter Automation function uses one of the following formats:

functionNameobjectReference [–attributeReference [...]]
functionName [value [...]]

Note: The syntax discussion that follows includes examples that use the Tcl API. For Perl syntax examples, see API Syntax in
the Perl Environment.

The following table provides an overview of the API syntax elements. For more information, see Object, Attribute, and
Relation References.

Note: First time users need only learn the basic syntax and skip over the DAN/DDN notation.

Syntax Element Description

functionName One of the function names defined for the API.

Examples:
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Syntax Element Description

create

get

config

objectReference

One of the following:

objectType

or

objectHandle

or

DDNpath

objectType – An object type name.

Example:

stc::create Project

objectHandle – The handle of an existing object.

Example:

stc::get $project_handle

For more information, see Referencing Objects: Object Handles.

DDNpath – A Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) path name that identifies a set of object
types or an object.

Examples:

stc::create Project.Port

stc::get $project_handle.Port

For more information, see Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN).

attributeReference

One of the following:

attributeName

or

attrNameValue

or

DANpath [Value]

or

relationReference

attributeName – The name of an object attribute. To retrieve attribute values, specify the
object handle and one or more attribute names. Attribute names must start with a hyphen
character (-):

Examples:

stc::get $port -location

stc::get $port -active -location

attrNameValue – Attribute name-value pairs identify an object property and supply a value
for that property. The attribute name must start with a hyphen (-). The attribute value is
separated from the name by a space. In a sequences of name-value pairs, one pair is
separated from the next by a space.

Example:

stc::config $port -active false -location "//10.1.1.1/1/1"

DANpath [Value] – Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) path name; a DAN attribute
reference is a path name that begins with a hyphen (-), followed by a sequence of one or
more object type names, and ends with an attribute name; the names are separated by dots.
A DAN attribute reference may also include a value.

Examples:
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Syntax Element Description

stc::create $streamblock -under $port -frameconfig "" \
-ethernet.EthernetII.etherType 880B

stc::config $project -Port.active false
stc::get $project -Port.active

For more information, see Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN).

relationReference – A relation reference provides access to the object(s) at one side of the
relation connection.

Example:

stc::get $port1 -children

For more information, see Relation References.

value A value may be an IP address, host name, chassis/slot/port tuple, integer, or a string value.

Examples:

stc::connect //172.168.1.1

stc::reserve //172.168.1.1/1/1

stc::sleep 5

Note:

l Use the Spirent TestCenter namespace "stc" to identify Spirent TestCenter Automation functions (for example,
stc::create).

l Spirent TestCenter Automation function names are case-sensitive. Function names are specified using lower-
case characters.

l Object and attribute names are not case sensitive.

Object, Attribute, and Relation References
API function calls contain references that identify objects, object attributes, and relations. Depending on the circumstance, use
one of the following syntax elements:

l Creating Objects: Object Type Names and Paths

l Referencing Objects: Object Handles

l Referencing Objects: Object Paths

l Relation References

Creating Objects: Object Type Names and Paths

When you create Spirent TestCenter objects, you specify the type of object to be created. For example:

set myProject [stc::create Project]

This call to create instantiates an object on the local machine (type Project) and returns a handle to that object. Additional
child objects may be automatically created by the system when an object is created.
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Obtaining Object Handles

You can also create a set of objects in a single call to the create function by specifying an object type path name. Path names
are sequences of object type names, separated by dots. To use a path name with the create function, you must create the new
objects under an existing object. For example:

set router [stc::create EmulatedDevice.BgpRouterConfig -under $proj]

This call to create produces two objects, one for each object type in the path. Note that the object types in the path must
represent valid parent-child relationships in correct descending order. The create function returns the handle of the object
corresponding to the first type in the list (in this case, the EmulatedDevice object). To obtain information about the
descendant object(s) (the BgpRouterConfig object), use the get function to retrieve the object handles:

set routerChildren [stc::get $router -children]

The get function returns the children of the EmulatedDevice object – in this case, the handle to the BgpRouterConfig object.

You can also use a path name in an attribute reference to create a set of objects:

set streamBlock [stc::create StreamBlock -under $port(1) \
-frameconfig "" -ethernet:EthernetII.etherType 880B ]

The call to the create function creates a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter uses the path specification in the attribute
reference to create an additional object, in this case, an EthernetII header object as a child of the newly created StreamBlock
object. Spirent TestCenter sets the etherType attribute when it creates the EthernetII object. For more information about using
path names, see Referencing Objects: Object Paths.

Referencing Objects: Object Handles

In many cases, when you call Spirent TestCenter Automation functions, you either provide or obtain an object handle. A
handle is a string value that identifies a Spirent TestCenter Automation object. Object handles are the links between your
application and the object hierarchy maintained by Spirent TestCenter API. Object handles are valid for the lifetime of the
object.

Note: In some circumstances, Spirent TestCenter will create objects on your behalf. Each object description in the Spirent
TestCenter Automation Object Reference lists the associated automatic objects.

Obtaining Object Handles
Spirent TestCenter Automation creates a handle when you create an object in your configuration. When you call the create
function, the object handle is the return value from the function:

set project_handle [stc::create Project -name "BGPTest"]

When the create function returns, the variable project_handle is set to the value of the object handle for the newly created
Project object. Your application can then use the object handle to refer to the newly created object in other calls to Spirent
TestCenter Automation functions.

Note that when you create an object, you must always specify the parent object handle. The only exception to this rule is
when creating a "Project" object. When creating an object, Spirent TestCenter may automatically create additional objects for
you. For example, when creating a port, Spirent TestCenter will automatically create the generator and analyzer children of
the port object. You can use the stc::get <handle> -children or the stc::get <handle> -children-<object type> to retrieve the
child objects.

Using Object Handles
Although there are many ways to use object handles, you may find that object handles are commonly used in the following
specific circumstances:

l To identify the parent for a new object. With the exception of the Project object, you must specify a parent
when you create an object. For example:

Spirent TestCenter Automation Programmer's Reference 17
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set port handle [stc::create Port -under $project_handle]

In this example, the -under attribute specifies the Project object handle as the parent for the new Port object.
The create function returns the handle for the Port object; you use this object handle as the parent for
StreamBlock objects or other objects that are children of a Port object.

l To gain access to object attributes. You provide a handle when you call get to retrieve an attribute value, or
when you call config to modify an attribute value. You may also use handles when you execute a command
with the perform function (if the command requires access to an object).

Referencing Objects: Object Paths
You can use path name notation to reference objects and object attributes in your test hierarchy. The path name references
shorten the command line and reduce the need to search for handles to access objects.

When you use the API, a function call identifies an object, or it identifies an object and one (or more) of its attributes. For
example:

stc::delete $port stc::config $port -location "//10.100.0.1/1/1"

The API supports the use of path names for both object and attribute identification; the context determines the type of notation.
To specify a path name, use one of the following notations:

l Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN)

l Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN)

l Indexed Notation (DDN and DAN)

Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN)

Use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) as an object reference in a function call to identify an object without having to
retrieve its handle. DDN is a dotted path name sequence beginning with an object handle, followed by one or more object type
names.

handle.type[.type...]

The object types in the sequence must represent objects in a valid parent-child descendant path in your test hierarchy
(extending from the object associated with the object handle). For example:

stc::config $project.Port -location "//mychassis1/1/2"

The $project.Port object reference identifies the first Port child of the $project object; the -location value is applied to the Port
object. (See Indexed Notation (DDN and DAN) for information about identifying one of multiple children of the same type.)

DDN is particularly useful when changing multiple attributes for a single descendant object:

stc::config $project.Port -active false -location "//10.1.1.1/1/1"

In the example above, both -active and -location attribute values are applied to the Port child of the $project object.

Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN)

Use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) to identify attributes of descendant objects. DAN combines both object and
attribute portions of a function call to resolve the attribute reference. The object portion identifies the beginning of the
descendant path. The attribute specification is a dotted path name beginning with a dash (–), followed by a sequence of one or
more object types, and ending with an attribute name. A DAN reference uses the following syntax:

-type[.type...].attribute
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Relation References

The first name of the sequence must specify a type of one of the children of the object part of the function call. For example:

stc::config $project -Port.active false

Using DAN, the attribute path name (-port.active) identifies the active attribute for the Port child of the $project object.

DAN is particularly useful when changing an attribute in two or more different descendants:

stc::config $project -port(1).active false -port(2).active false

In the example above, the attribute references (-port(1).active and -port(2).active) specify the active attribute for two Port
children of the $project object. The example uses indexed notation to identify the descendant objects.

You can also use DAN to create a set of objects:

set streamBlock [stc::create StreamBlock -under $port(1)\
-frameconfig "" -ethernet:EthernetII.etherType 880B ]

The call to the create function creates a StreamBlock object. The call also contains a DAN path specification as part of the
etherType attribute reference. uses the DAN path specification to create the objects identified in the attribute reference, in this
case, an EthernetII header object as a child of the newly created StreamBlock object.

Indexed Notation (DDN and DAN)

Both direct-descendant and descendant-attribute notations support indexing to identify one of a set of descendants of the same
type. The sequential index starting from 1 is assigned for every child object of the same type under the particular parent. In

the following function call, the reference to the Port object identifies the first port created. (A reference without an index
identifies the first object of the specified type.)

stc::config $project.Port -location "//mychassis1/1/2"

To identify one of multiple children of the same type, specify the index of the desired child in parenthesis. The following
examples show the use of indices in both DDN and DAN paths.

stc::config $project.Port(2) -location "//mychassis1/1/2"
set enabled [stc::get $port1 -StreamBlock(2).enableControlPlane]

Relation References

Relations are associations between objects in your test configuration. For example, relations are used to define the parent-
child connection between objects, or to define the association between a stream and a port. When you create your test
configuration, creates some relations on your behalf; in some cases, you create additional relations to define additional
associations .

A relation associates two objects. To use a relation, you refer to the relation by using a side name. Given the handle to one
object in the relation, a side name identifies and provides access to the object on the other side of the relation. A relation
reference consists of a side name and an optional handle list:

-sideName [handleList]
-DANPath.sideName [handleList]

A side name is a single name that identifies both the relation and one side of the relation. For example:

stc::get $port1 -children

In this example, -children identifies the ParentChild relation, referring to the children of the Port object.
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Each relation defines two side names, one for each side. For example, you can establish an AffiliationPort relation between a
Host object and a Port object, to indicate which port on the chassis that particular host will use for network traffic. From the
perspective of the Host object, the Port is an affiliated port. AffiliatedPort is the side name that identifies Port objects in the
AffilationPort relation that connects Host and Port objects. From the perspective of the Port object, the Host is the source of
the relation, referenced by the AffiliatedPortSource side name. Both side names apply to the same relation.

The following figure shows a representation of a single AffiliationPort relation between a Host object and a Port object. The
relation provides access to the objects on either side of the relation by using the appropriate side name to identify the remote
object.

Either of the following statements can establish an AffiliationPort relation between a Host object and Port object. (Use only
one. The config function sets the relation for both sides.)

stc::config $host -AffiliatedPort $port
stc::config $port -AffiliatedPortSource $host

To retrieve a handle to the object on the other side of a relation, use the appropriate side name to identify the remote object:

set port [stc::get $host -AffiliatedPort]
set host [stc::get $port -AffiliatedPortSource]

These topics provide more information about relation references:

l Relation Definitions

l Side Name References

l Retrieving Object Handles

l Modifying a Relation

l Relation References - Full Specification
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Relation Definitions

A relation definition:

l Specifies two sides to the association, identifying the object types that can be used as sources and targets.

l Specifies side names. Use side names to reference the objects in a relation.

n For the parent-child relation, the side names are "parent" and "children".

n In the Object Reference, see the relation s in the object descriptions for additional side names
defined for particular relation types.

Side Name References

A relation reference includes a side name to indicate both the relation type and the side of the relation. A side name
specification can be one of the following:

-sideName
-DANPath.sideName

For example:

stc::get $port1 -children
stc::get $project -Port(1).children
stc::config $pppoeCBD -UsesIf "$ipv4If $pppoeIf"

Retrieving Object Handles

When you use a relation reference in a call to the get function, returns one or more object handles. For example:

stc::get $port1 -children

This function call returns a list containing the object handles for all of the children of the specified Port object.

When you use a relation to retrieve the handles of child objects, you can specify an object type to filter the set of objects.
supports filtering of child relations only.

For example:

stc::get $port1 -children-StreamBlock

This function call returns the handle(s) for the StreamBlock child object(s) of the $port1 object.

Modifying a Relation

When you modify a relation (change the object that is the source or target of a relation), you provide one or more object
handles for the specified side of the relation. To modify a relation, use a side name and a list containing one or more handles:

-sideNamehandleList
-DANPath.sideNamehandleList

For example:

stc::config $port1 -affiliatedPortSource $host1

Although you can use relation references to modify a relation and to retrieve object handles for remote objects defined by a
relation, you cannot use a relation reference to get or set an attribute for the resulting object(s). In order to manipulate
attributes in a remote object, you must first obtain the handle, then use the handle to directly access the attribute. For
example:
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set stream1 [stc::get $port1 -expectedRxSource]
set stream1State [stc::get $stream1 -state]

The first call to the get function retrieves the handle to the StreamBlock object at the source side of the ExpectedRx relation.
The second call retrieves the value of the State attribute from the StreamBlock object.

Relation References - Full Specification

You can also use the full specification of a relation reference. This form may be deprecated at some time in the future. A full
specification for a relation reference includes both the relation type and the side of the relation:

-relationType-side
-DANPath-relationType-side

Specify the side of the relation ("sources" or "targets") explicitly. For example:

stc::get $port1 -ParentChild-targets
stc::get $project -Port(1).ParentChild-targets
stc::config $pppoeCBC -UsesIf-targets "$ipv4If $pppoeIf"

It is easier to use the shorter, simpler side names in relation references. The side name takes the place of a -relationType-side
combination. For example:

stc::get $port1 -children
stc::config $pppoeCBD -UsesIf "$ipv4If $pppoeIf"
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List of API Functions
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an Application Programming Interface (API) that you use to create objects required
to run a test.

A small set of API functions are available to create and manipulate test configurations based on the Spirent TestCenter data
model. For detailed information about the data model, see the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.

The API defines specific commands that you use to execute your test. For information about using Spirent TestCenter
Automation commands, see the description of the perform function and the topic that describes how to use About the
Command Sequencer.

For information about syntax, refer to "About Spirent TestCenter Automation API Syntax."

The functions for the Spirent TestCenter API are:

l apply

l config

l connect

l create

l delete

l disconnect
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l get

l help

l help list

l log

l perform

l release

l reserve

l sleep

l subscribe

l unsubscribe

l waitUntilComplete

apply

Description

Sends a test configuration to the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

Syntax

apply

Comments

The apply function sends a test configuration to the connected chassis (see the description of the connect function). Spirent
TestCenter applies those objects for which the value of the active attribute is True. (An object active attribute is set to True by
default.) Note that if an object active attribute is set to False, Spirent TestCenter does not apply the configuration for that
object, and it does not apply any of its descendants either, regardless of a descendant’s active setting.

If you are running your test by executing individual test steps, then you must apply your test configuration before you execute
any test steps (such as starting router communication or starting traffic). You also use the apply function to activate any
changes that you have made to your test configuration. If you call apply when your test is executing, Spirent TestCenter
applies the configuration immediately, which will affect the running test in real-time.

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions encoded as string values describing the error condition.

Example

stc::apply

Parameters

None.

config

Description

Sets or modifies one or more object attributes, or a relation.
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Syntax

config handle -attrvalue [[-attrvalue] ...]
config handle -DANPathvalue [[-DANPathvalue] ...]
config handle -objectTypePath -attr value ...
config DDNPath -attrvalue [[-attrvalue] ...]
config DDNPath -DANPathvalue [[-DANPathvalue] ...]
config DDNPath -objectTypePath -attr value ...
config handle1 | DDNPath -relationRef handleList

Comments

The config function sets or modifies the value of one or more object attributes. You can also use the config function to
modify relations. Note that if you attempt to modify an attribute for a read-only object, the config function raises an
exception.

l When you modify object attributes, use name-value pairs and specify the attribute name with a dash (-) prefix.
For example:

stc::config port1 -location 10.100.0.0/1/1

l You can use Direct Descendant Notation (DDN) to identify the object, and Descendant Attribute Notation
(DAN) to identify the attribute. For example:

stc::config $project.port -location "mychassis1/1/2"
stc::config $project -port.active false

A DDN path is a dotted path name sequence. The sequence begins with an object handle, followed by one or
more object type names. The path must identify a valid sequence of objects in your test hierarchy.

A DAN path is a dotted path name beginning with a dash (–), followed by a sequence of one or more object
types, and ending with an attribute name. Spirent TestCenter combines the handle (or the DDNPath) with the
DANPath to resolve the attribute reference. The path must identify a valid sequence of objects in your test
hierarchy.

In both DDN and DAN paths, an object type name may have an index suffix (an integer in parenthesis) to
reference one of multiple children of the same type.

For more information about these notations, see Referencing Objects: Object Paths.

l When you modify a relation, you can set either the source or target of the relation. Use a side name for the
relation reference. A side name represents both the relation type and the side of the relation (source or target).
For example:

stc::config $port1 -AffiliatedPortSource router2
stc::config $port -children $stream1 $stream2 $stream3

The relation reference requires a handle list as a value. The handle list identifies one or more objects for the
referenced side of the relation. In the first example above, the config statement sets router2 as the source of the
AffiliationPort relation defined for $port1. The second example establishes three StreamBlock children for
$port.

l You can use the object type path to configure nested objects' attributes. Spirent TestCenter will create nested
objects missing from the path automatically. For example:

stc::config project1 \
-port.1 [ list \

-name MyPort1 \
-generator.generatorConfig [ list \
-durationMode $mode \
-duration $duration ]] \

-port.2.generator.generatorConfig [ list \
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-durationMode $mode \
-duration [expr $duration + 3]]

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

stc::config $bgpSessHandle -connectionRetryInterval 1000
stc::config $port1 -AffiliatedPortSource router2
stc::config $project.Port(2) -location 10.0.0.1/1/1

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

handle handle (string) The string value of the object handle that identifies the object to be
modified.

-attr value name-value pair An attribute name-value pair. The -attr portion of the pair is the name
of the attribute to be modified. The attribute name must start with a
dash (-). The value portion specifies the new value. You can specify
one or more name-value pairs in a single function call. The attribute
name and value must be separated by a space; each name-value pair in
a sequence must be separated by a space.

DDNPath string A dotted path name sequence that begins with an object handle,
followed by one or more object type names. The path must identify a
valid sequence of objects in your test hierarchy. Spirent TestCenter
returns data for the object identified by the last name in the sequence.

Use index values to identify one of a set of children of the same type.
Index values are assigned in order of creation. An unqualified type
name (a name with no index value) indicates the first child object of
that type for the parent.

DANPath string A dotted path name beginning with a sequence of one or more object
types, and ending with an attribute name. Spirent TestCenter combines
the objectHandle (or the directDescendantPath) with the
descendantAttributePath to resolve the attribute reference.

-relationRef handleList handle(s) Specifies a relation reference and one or more object handles.
relationRef specifies the relation type and side of the relation. The
relation reference must start with a dash (–). The relation type and side
elements are separated by a dash (–relationType–side). The relation
reference can include a DAN path

(-DANPath.relationType-side). relationRef can be a side name, which
implies the same information. For information about relation syntax,
see Relation References. The specified object(s) replace(s) the existing
object(s) on the specified side of the relation (relationRef).
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connect

Description

Establishes a connection with a Spirent TestCenter chassis.

Syntax

connect chassis-address | chassis-host-name

Comments

The connect function establishes a connection between the management system that is running the Spirent TestCenter
software and a Spirent TestCenter chassis. Spirent TestCenter Automation uses port number 40004.

You can specify either an IP address or a Domain Name Service (DNS) host name.

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

stc::connect 172.168.1.1stc::connect myChassis1

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

chassis-address

or

chassis-host-name

IP address

string

An IP address or a DNS host name that identifies a Spirent TestCenter chassis.

create

Description

Creates one or more Spirent TestCenter Automation objects.

Syntax

create Project [[-attrvalue] ...]
create objectType -under handle [[-attrvalue] ...]
create objectTypePath -under handle [[-attrvalue] ...]
create objectType -under handle [[-objectTypePath [-attrvalue] ...] ...]
create objectType -under handle [[-DANpathvalue] ...]
create type | path -under handle1 –relationRefhandleList

Comments

The create function creates one or more Spirent TestCenter Automation objects. When you call the create function, you
specify the type(s) of one or more objects to be created. You can specify:
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l An object type name (such as the Project object or the Port object). For example:

stc::create Projectstc::create Port -under $hProject

l An object type path. To specify a path name, use dotted notation. A path name is a sequence of object types that
form valid parent-child relationships in your test hierarchy, extending from the object identified by handle.
Spirent TestCenter creates the set of objects specified in the path. In the following example, Spirent TestCenter
creates an EmulatedDevice object and a BGPRouterConfig object as its child.

stc::create EmulatedDevice.BGPRouterConfig -under $hPort

For information about path name specification, see Object, Attribute, and Relation References.

Usually, when you create an object, you must specify the -under attribute to supply a parent for the newly created object. (The
Project object, shown in the syntax specification above, is the exception to this rule.) The value of the -under attribute is the
object handle returned by the create call that created the parent object, or a handle retrieved by calling get. The parent object
must be the correct type for the object that you create. (If you specify an object type path, the parent object must be the correct
type for the first object type in the path sequence.)

When you create an object, you can also set the object attributes at the same time. To set attributes, specify one or more
attribute name-value pairs.

l If you specify name-value pairs when you also specify an object type path, Spirent TestCenter applies the
attribute values to the object associated with the last name specified in the object type path. In the following
example, Spirent TestCenter creates an EmulatedDevice object and a BGPRouterConfig object as a child of the
newly created EmulatedDevice object. When Spirent TestCenter creates the BGPRouterConfig object, it sets the
-initiate attribute to FALSE.

stc::create EmulatedDevice.BGPRouterConfig -under $hPort \
-initiate FALSE

l You can specify a Descendant Attribute Notation (DAN) path as part of the attribute reference. Spirent
TestCenter uses the specified object type to create the primary object, and the DAN path to create any
additional objects. The path must specify a valid descendant path extending from the primary object. Spirent
TestCenter will create the primary object, the objects identified in the path, and then set the referenced attribute
of the last object in the path. In the following example, Spirent TestCenter creates a Port object (the primary
object), then the StreamBlock and EthernetII objects. When Spirent TestCenter creates the EthernetII object, it
also sets the -etherType attribute.

stc::create Port -under $hProject \
-StreamBlock.ethernet:EthernetII.etherType 880B \
-frameconfig ""

For information about path name specification, see Object, Attribute, and Relation References.

l When you create an object, you can also create a relation between the newly created object and an existing
object. In this case, you specify the object to be created, the handle for its parent (handle1), a relation reference,
and the handle for one or more objects on the other side of the connection (handleList). In the following
example, Spirent TestCenter creates an EmulatedDevice object and establishes an AffiliatedPort relation
between the new EmulatedDevice object and an existing Port object.

set hRouter2 [stc::create EmulatedDevice -under $hProject \
-AffiliatedPort $hPort]

For information about specifying relations, see Relation References.

Return Value

The create function returns a unique string value that is the object handle for the object specified in the function call. (The
create function returns only the handle for the primary object that is created. To obtain the handles for any descendant objects
that are created, use the get function to retrieve the child objects.)
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Examples

set hProject [stc::create Project -name "project1"]
set hPort [stc::create Port -under $hProject]
set hRouter1 [stc::create EmulatedDevice.BGPRouterConfig -under $hPort]
set streamblock [stc::create Port -under $hProject \

-StreamBlock.ethernet:EthernetII.etherType 880B \
-frameconfig "" ]

set hRouter2 [stc::create EmulatedDevice -under $hProject \
-AffiliatedPort $hPort]

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

Project string Specify the Project object type to create the root of your
test hierarchy. A Project object has no parent, so you do
not specify the -under attribute in the function call.

objectType

or

objectTypePath

string The name of the type of object(s) to be created. (For the
names of the objects, see the diagram of the Spirent
TestCenter object hierarchy.)

You can specify a path name in place of a single object
type name. The path name is a sequence of object types,
separated by dots ("."). The sequence must describe valid
parent-child relationships in your test hierarchy. When

you specify a path name, Spirent TestCenter creates all of
the objects specified in the path sequence. For more
information, see Object, Attribute, and Relation
References.

-under handle handle (string) Specifies the handle of the parent for the newly created
object. The type of object that you create must be
appropriate for the parent object. You must specify the -
under attribute when you create any object except the
Project object.

When you specify an object type path, use the -under
attribute to specify the parent of the first object type in
the path.

-attr value

or

-DANPath.attr value

name-value pair

or

DANPath-value pair

An attribute name-value pair. The -attr portion of the pair
is the name of the attribute to be modified. The attribute

name must start with a dash (–). The value portion
specifies the new value. You can specify one or more
name-value pairs in a single function call. The attribute
name and value must be separated by a space; each
name-value pair in a sequence must be separated by a
space.

You can specify a Descendant Attribute Notation (DAN)
path ending in an attribute name-value pair. The path
name is a sequence of object types (ending with an
attribute name), separated by dots ("."). The sequence
must describe valid parent-child relationships in your test
hierarchy, ending with the name of an attribute for the
last object in the path. When you specify a path name,
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Parameter Type Description

Spirent TestCenter creates all of the objects specified in
the path sequence and sets the attribute.

For more information about path specification, see
Object, Attribute, and Relation References. For detailed
information on object definitions including the valid
parent-child relations, see the Spirent TestCenter
Automation Object Reference.

-relationRef handleList handle(s) Specifies a relation reference and one or more object
handles. relationRef specifies the relation type and side
of the relation. The relation reference must start with a
dash (–). The relation type and side elements are
separated by a dash (–relationType–side). (relationRef
can be a side name, which implies the same information.)
For information about relation syntax, see Relation
References.

delete

Description

Deletes the specified object.

Syntax

delete handle

Comments

Deletes the object identified by objectHandle. Spirent TestCenter also deletes all descendants of the specified object (if any).

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

stc::delete $hPort

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

handle handle The object handle that identifies the object to be deleted.

disconnect

Description

Removes a connection with a Spirent TestCenter chassis.
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Syntax

disconnect chassisAddress | chassisHostName

Comments

The disconnect function removes an established connection between the management system that is running the Spirent
TestCenter software and a Spirent TestCenter chassis.

You can specify either an IP address or a Domain Name Service (DNS) host name. Note that when you call disconnect, you
must use the same type of value (address or name) that you used in the call to connect.

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

Using an IP address:

connect 172.168.1.1
.....
disconnect 172.168.1.1

Using a host name:

connect myChassis1
.....
disconnect myChassis1

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

chassis-address

or

chassis-host-name

IP address

string

An IP address or a DNS host name that identifies a Spirent TestCenter chassis.

get

Description

Returns the value(s) of one or more object attributes or a set of object handles.

Syntax

get handle [-attributeName [...]]
get handle [-DANPath [...]]
get DDNPath -attributeName [...]
get DDNPath -DANPath [...]
get handle | DDNPath -relationRef [...]
get handle | DDNPath -children-type
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Comments

The get function returns the value of one or more object attributes, or, in the case of relation references, one or more object
handles.

l The handle identifies the object from which data will be retrieved. If you do not specify any attributes, Spirent
TestCenter returns the values for all attributes defined for the object.

l The attributeName identifies an attribute for the specified object.

l The DANPath (Descendant Attribute Notation path) is a dotted path name beginning with a dash (–), followed
by a sequence of one or more object types, and ending with an attribute name. An object type name may have
an index suffix (an integer in parenthesis) to reference one of multiple children of the same type. Spirent
TestCenter combines the handle (or the DDNPath) with the DANPath to resolve the attribute reference. The
path must identify a valid sequence of objects in your test hierarchy. For example:

stc::config $project -port.active false

Spirent TestCenter combines the object and attribute specifications to retrieve the value of the active attribute
for the first Port object child of $project.

l The DDNPath (Direct Descendant Notation path) is a dotted path name sequence. The sequence begins with an
object handle, followed by one or more object type names. The path must identify a valid sequence of objects in
your test hierarchy. Spirent TestCenter returns data for the object identified by the last name in the sequence.
For example:

stc::get $port1.EthernetCopper -AutoNegotiation

In this case, Spirent TestCenter returns the value of the -AutoNegotiation attribute for the first EthernetCopper
child of the specified Port object.

If there is more than one instance of a particular object type as children of the specified object, use index
notation. (In the example above, the index value 1 is implied.) Spirent TestCenter assigns index values in order
of object creation. For example:

stc::get $project.port(2)

Spirent TestCenter returns the attributes for the second Port object child of the specified Project object.

l When you use a relation reference with the get function, it provides access to one or more objects connected to
the object identified by handle (or DDNPath). Specify a side name for the relation reference, using one of the
following relation-reference formats:

-sideName
-DANPath.sideName

A side name represents both the relation type and the side of the relation (source or target).

l When you use a relation to retrieve the handles of child objects, you can specify an object type to filter the set
of objects. Spirent TestCenter supports filtering of child relations only. For example:

stc::get $port1 -children-StreamBlock

This function call returns the handle(s) for the StreamBlock child object(s) of the $port1 object.

l Usage recommendation: It is acceptable to use stc::get X -children interactively, to see what objects are under
X; however, you must understand the ramifications of using it within a script. Using -children is one way to
learn what objects are under X, and it can be efficient, if you need to query several of X’s children. You may be
tempted to save that return value and parse it for the objects you want, but this is difficult to do correctly. Even
if you parse it accurately today, a future software version may cause your parser to return something you do not
want, due to new objects that you did not expect to see (refer to the examples below). If that new list is then
passed into another command, your script could break.
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If you need to save the return value from an stc::get command, you should specify the child object you want: -
child-port or -child-phy, etc. Use multiple stc::get commands, if you need handles to separate classes. Do not
try to parse the children yourself.

Example 1:

This command returns portoptions1, port1, and port2 today (and several other objects).

stc::get project1 -children

However, in the future, it could return portoptions1, port1, port2, futureobject1, and portsomething1.

To ensure consistent returns, use this command:

stc::get project1 -children-port

This returns port1 and port2 today, and it will return the same values in the future.

Note: If you were trying to parse port from the child list, depending how you do it, you could also see
portsomething1, and that is probably something you do not want.

Example 2:

In this example, the script worked initially, but later failed, when someone added additional code (as noted
below this sample).

# Get all children under the project; we'll parse out the items we want
# separately
set childList [stc::get project1 -children]

# Try to parse out the port handles, but ports will have port1, port2,
and
# portoptions1
# This code was added because the developer didn’t realize you could
# ask for –children-port
# The developer didn't realize portoptions1 was in the list, but their
# script passed anyway

foreach childHandle $childList {
if {[string first "port" $childHandle] == 0} {

lappend ports $childHandle
}

}

This additional code was added, and it caused the script to fail:

# This code was added to a script that was working earlier.
# The code is added inline for simplicity’s sake, but it could have
been
# added to a separate utility script that is called from this script.
# The developer who modified the utility tested their scripts, but
forgot
# to test this one, so they didn’t see the failure.
# The scripts worked, because they ensured that $ports only had ports
in it.
# The script will fail now because $ports includes portoptions1, and
that
# does not have an ActivePhy target
foreach port $ports { 

stc::get $port -ActivePhy-targets
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}
# If you used this instead, your script would work
# ports will have only port1 and port2
set ports [stc::get project1 -children-port]

# This will work because $ports has only port1 and port2 (and not
# portoptions1)

foreach port $ports { 
stc::get $port -ActivePhy-targets

}

Return Value

When you retrieve one or more attributes, get returns a string containing a single attribute value or a set of name-value pairs. If
you do not specify any attributes, the get function can return either a single attribute value or a list of name-value pairs

(depending on the definition of the object).

When the get function returns a list of name-value pairs, Spirent TestCenter returns a single string containing the list. Each
attribute name and its value is separated by a space, and the name-value pairs are separated by a space:

-attr1 value1 -attr2 value2 .. -attrN valueN

When you specify a relation reference, the get function returns one or more handles.

Errors are raised as exceptions encoded as string values describing the error condition.

Examples

stc::get $port -location
stc::get $port -StreamBlock(1).state -StreamBlock(2).state
stc::get $port -children
stc::get $project.Port(2) -children

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

handle handle Identifies the object from which data will be retrieved.

-attributeName string Identifies an attribute for the specified object. The attribute name must
begin with a dash (-).

DDNPath string A dotted path name sequence that begins with an object handle,
followed by one or more object type names. The path must identify a
valid sequence of objects in your test hierarchy. Spirent TestCenter
returns data for the object identified by the last name in the sequence.

Use index values to identify one of a set of children of the same type.
Index values are assigned in order of creation. An unqualified type
name (a name with no index value) indicates the first child object of
that type for the parent.

DANPath string A dotted path name beginning with a sequence of one or more object
types, and ending with an attribute name. Spirent TestCenter combines
the handle (or the DDNPath) with the DANPath to resolve the attribute
reference.
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Parameter Type Description

relationRef string Specifies specifies the relation type and side of the relation. The
relation type must be defined for the object referenced by handle or
DDNPath.

The relation reference must start with a dash (–). The relation type and
side elements are separated by a dash (–relationType–side). The relation
reference can include a DAN path (-DANPath.relationType-side).
relationRef can be a side name, which implies the same information.
For information about relation syntax, see Relation References.

help

Description

Displays help about the Spirent TestCenter Automation API and data model.

Syntax

help
help commands
help command
help handle (documentation, not data)
help objectType

Comments

The help function provides information about Spirent TestCenter Automation. You can display the following types of
information:

l An overview of the help that is available (stc::help)

l An overview of the functions (create, config, etc.) (stc::help commands)

l Information about a specific function or command (stc::help command, for example – stc::help create or
stc::help SaveAsTcl)

l Information about an object type (stc::help handle or stc::help objectType, for example – stc::help $port or
stc::help Port)

Return Value

None. (The function displays the results of the help request.)

Example

stc::help
stc::help commands
stc::help create
stc::help SaveAsTcl
stc::help Port
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description

none – Displays an overview of the help facility.

commands string Displays a list of the API functions.

command string Displays information about the specified function or command.

handle handle Displays information about the object type for the specified handle.

objectType string Displays information about the specified object type.

help list

Description

Search feature that extends the help functionality to list and search for config types and commands. When searching for
commands, all commands including the STAK commands that are available on the system running Spirent TestCenter, are
accessible.

Syntax

help list configTypes
help list commands
help list commands wildcard_pattern
help list commands stak

Comments

To get a list of all config types or all commands, use help list configTypes or help list commands without a search pattern.
To search for specific config types or commands, you must specify an additional search pattern to match. The parameter can
be the name of the specific item to find, or a wildcard string used to match items in the search. The string can include any
number of wildcard (*) characters that match any characters in the names of items.

To get a list of only the STAK commands, pass the stak keyword as the final parameter to the help list commands call. This
lists all the STAK commands available on the Spirent TestCenter instance in use.

Return Value

String with list of all config types or commands, or those matching an additional optional search pattern. Items are separated
by a new line. If no items are returned, 0 is returned.

Example

stc::help list configTypes
stc::help list configTypes xmpp*
stc::help list commands
stc::help list commands wait*
stc::help list commands pv.*.utils.*
stc::help list commands stak
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description

configTypes

or

commands

string Returns a list of config type names.

or

Returns a list of command names including STAK commands.

wildcard_pattern (optional)

or

stak (optional)

string Item name with zero or more wildcard characters (*) that specifies
names that must match the wildcard pattern.

or

If stak, and previous parameter is commands, then this only returns a
list of STAK command names.

log

Description

Writes a diagnostic message to a log file or to standard output.

Syntax

log logLevelmessage

Comments

The log function writes a diagnostic message to a log file or to standard output. Spirent TestCenter Automation provides this
function so that your application can insert a message into the log file.

The log capability uses the values defined for the AutomationOptions object to determine its behavior. By modifying the
AutomationOptions attributes, you can:

l Set the default log level for system messages.

l Send the output to a file. (By default, messages are directed to standard output.)

l Suppress Tcl errors (change the error mechanism from raised exceptions to returned errors).

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

log INFO "Starting traffic"

Parameters

Name Type Description

logLevel enum Identifies the severity of the message. The log level can be one of the following:

INFO
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Name Type Description

WARN

ERROR

FATAL

These values correspond to the logLevel enumerated type values defined for the
AutomationOptions object.

message string A text string containing the message.

perform

Description

Executes a command.

Syntax

perform command [[-parameter value] ...]

Comments

The perform function executes a command. See the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for a complete list of
commands.

Return Value

The perform function returns an array containing name-value pairs corresponding to the complete set of attributes defined for
the command object. The values are encoded as strings. Errors are raised as exceptions encoded as string values describing the
error condition.

Example

stc::perform SaveAsXml -config $project -filename project.xml
stc::perform LoadFromXml -filename project.xml

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

command string The command name.

-parameter value string One or more name/value pairs that may be defined for the command.
The parameter names correspond to the names of attributes defined for
the command object.

release

Description

Terminates the reservation of one or more port groups.
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Syntax

release portList

Comments

release terminates the reservation for one or more ports. The portList parameter specifies one or more chassis-slot-port tuples.
You can release only those ports that you have reserved. For information about port reservations and the syntax for
identifying ports, see the description of the reserve function.

If a port is part of a port group, releasing the port will release all of the ports in the group. Note that you must release every
port that you have reserved. Failure to do this can put the module(s) into a state that requires rebooting.

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

set slot1 0
set port1 2
set chassisAddr 10.0.0.1
stc::connect $chassisAddr]

# create the ports
...
# Reserve ports
stc::reserve $chassisAddr/$slot1/$port1

...[test creation and execution]

# Release ports
stc::release $chassisAddr/$slot1/$port1

Parameters

Parameter Data Type Description

portList :

c/s/p | //c/s/p [...]

(c) chassis IP or host
name

(s) integer

(p) integer

One or more chassis-slot-port specifications.

l The chassis specification is the chassis IP address or
the chassis host name.

l The slot specification is the slot number of the
Spirent TestCenter module. Slot numbers start at one
(1).

l The port specification is the port index on the
module. Port indices start at one (1).

Use one of the following formats for a chassis-slot-port
specification:

l c/s/p
l //c/s/p

Multiple c/s/p specifications must be separated by spaces.
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reserve

Description

Reserves one or more port groups.

Syntax

reserve portList

Comments

The reserve function reserves one or more ports on one or more Spirent TestCenter chassis. When you reserve a port, your test
session has exclusive access to that port for the purpose of running a test.

To identify a port, specify a chassis-slot-port tuple.

l The chassis specification is the chassis IP address or chassis host name.

l The slot number identifies the slot.

l The port number identifies a port on a module in a chassis. Spirent TestCenter modules are single-port or multi-
port. On a single-port module, a port group consists of one port. On a multi-port module, each port group
contains two ports. A port reservation is automatically extended to include any other ports in the group. (That
is, when you reserve a port on a multi-port module, both ports in the group are reserved.)

Note that with a multi-port module, you must explicitly reserve both ports in a group so that Spirent TestCenter
will perform the appropriate setup for each port. If you reserve only one of the two ports in the group, the
second port is locked, preventing others from reserving it, but you must also reserve the second port explicitly
in order to use it.

To specify a chassis-slot-port tuple, use the forward-slash character (/) as a separator:

chassisIP/slot/port

You can also use a double slash prefix:

//chassis-hostname/slot/port

In a list of port groups, use a space to separate tuples:

stc::reserve c/s/p //c/s/p c/s/p

To use a port, you must also create an associated port object and specify its location when you create or configure the object
(see the description of the -location attribute for the port object). At the end of a test, you must release every port that you
reserve. Failure to do this can put the module(s) into a state that requires rebooting. (See the description of the release
function).

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions encoded as string values describing the error condition.

Example

# Set the chassis, slot, and port variables
set slotNum 0
set portNum 2
set chassisAddr 10.0.0.1
stc::connect $chassisAddr
#create the ports
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...
# Reserve ports
stc::reserve $chassisAddr/$slotNum/$portNum

Parameters

Parameter Data Type Description

portList :

c/s/p | //c/s/p [...]

(c) chassis IP or
host name

(s) integer

(p) integer

One or more chassis-slot-port specifications.

l The chassis specification is the chassis IP address or the
chassis host name.

l The slot specification is the slot number of the Spirent
TestCenter module. Slot numbers start at one (1).

l The port specification is the port index on the module.
Port indices start at one (1).

Use one of the following formats for a chassis-slot-port specification:

l c/s/p
l //c/s/p

Multiple c/s/p specifications must be separated by spaces.

sleep

Description

Suspends Tcl application execution.

Syntax

sleep duration

Comments

The sleep function suspends your application for the specified duration (expressed as the number of seconds). This does not
suspend the Tcl event loop; Spirent TestCenter internal processing will continue, regardless of the state of the Tcl event loop.

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.

Example

# Wait-loop. Wait till all sessions are up
set up 0
while {$up != 1} { 
puts "Waiting for BGP sessions to be established..."
set s1 [get bgp_session_state -from $bgp_s1_handle]
set s2 [get bgp_session_state -from $bgp_s2_handle]

if {$s1 == "Established" && $s2 == "Established"} { 
set up 1

}
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stc::sleep 1; #wait 1 second before checking again
}

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

duration integer The number of seconds to suspend application execution.

subscribe

Description

Enables real-time result collection.

Syntax

subscribe -Parent handle
-ResultType resultType
-ConfigType resultParentType
[-FilenamePrefix filenamePrefix]
[-ResultParent resultRootType-list]
[-Interval seconds]
[-ViewAttributeList attrList]
[-ViewName name]

Comments

Spirent TestCenter maintains a set of real-time counters through periodic updates. Use the subscribe function to enable result
collection and to optionally write the results data to a file. The results file uses comma-separated value format (csv).

When you call subscribe, you provide the following information:

l A handle to the Project object in your test configuration (specified as the value to the -parent parameter).

l The object type for the results data (the -resultType parameter). The result type determines the data to be
collected. You do not create results data objects; Spirent TestCenter creates results data objects as needed. You
must establish individual subscriptions for each result type. The possible results type objects are:

AnalyzerPortResults

ArpNdResults

BgpRouterResults

BridgePortResults

Dhcpv4PortResults

Dhcpv4BlockResults

Dhcpv4SessionResults

Dhcpv6PortResults

Dhcpv6BlockResults

Dhcpv6SessionResults

IptvChannelResults

IptvStbBlockResults

IptvViewingProfileResults

IptvTestResults

IsisRouterResults

LacpPortResults

LdpLspResults

LdpRouterResults

MldGroupMembershipResults

MldHostResults

PppoePortResults

PppoeSessionResults

PppProtocolResults

RipRouterResults

RsvpLspResults

RsvpRouterResults

SonetResults

SonetAlarmsResults

RxCpuPortResults

RxPortPairResults
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DiffServResults

FilteredStreamResults

GeneratorPortResults

IgmpGroupMembershipResults

IgmpHostResults

IgmpPortResults

IgmpRouterResults

IptvPortResults

MldPortResults

MldRouterResults

MulticastPortResults

Ospfv2RouterResults

Ospfv3RouterResults

OverflowResults

PimRouterResults

PortAvgLatencyResults

RxStreamBlockResults

RxStreamSummaryResults

RxTrafficGroupResults

TxCpuPortResults

TxPortPairResults

TxStreamBlockResults

TxStreamResults

TxTrafficGroupResults

l The object type for the parent(s) of the result objects (the -resultParent parameter).

l The configuration object type (the -configType parameter). This object type is defined as the source element of
a ResultChild relationship that is defined for the resultType object.

l A file name prefix for the .csv output file. (The -filenamePrefix parameter). Although Spirent TestCenter will
collect results for a subscription, you must provide a file name prefix to direct results output to a file. Spirent
TestCenter generates one file per result type.

l The object(s) in your test configuration that Spirent TestCenter will use to collect results (-resultParent). A
result parent identifies the set of objects for which Spirent TestCenter will collect results. The specified result
root object type is treated as a parent, under which Spirent TestCenter collects results (-resultType) for
configuration objects (-configType).

l The rate at which Spirent TestCenter updates the subscription data and writes out results (the -interval
parameter). By default, the interval between write operations is one second; you can specify a different value
(in seconds).

l Result filtering through the use of views and view attribute lists.

The subscribe function operates in a synchronous fashion when called. When it returns, the test configuration in memory has
been updated with a current copy of the subscribed data. Spirent TestCenter then asynchronously updates the results data set
based on the value of the -interval parameter. Approximately 2000 data elements can be subscribed before the system starts
to discard data due to throughput limitations.

Return Value

The subscribe function returns a handle to a ResultDataSet object. Save this handle for use with the unsubscribe function.
You also use the ResultDataSet object to manage paged results (see Paged Results).

Example

subscribe -parent $project \
-configType Analyzer \
-resultType AnalyzerPortResults \
-filenamePrefix analyzer_port_counter

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

-configType resultParentType string The possible configType objects are the ResultParent
elements identified in the ResultChild relation defined
for the results object.
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Parameter Type Description

-filenamePrefix filenamePrefix string Specifies a prefix for the .csv output file.

The -filenamePrefix parameter is optional, but you must
specify a prefix to generate results output files.

-interval seconds integer The number of seconds between subscription updates
and updates to the CSV file. At each update to the CSV
file, Spirent TestCenter writes the latest values from the
resultType objects in your test configuration. The

default interval is one second.

-parent handle handle The handle for the Project object.

-resultParent resultRootType-List string A result root identifies the set of objects for which
Spirent TestCenter will collect results. A result root
object type is treated as a parent, under which Spirent
TestCenter collects results (-resultType) for
configuration objects (-configType).

If you do not specify -resultParent, Spirent TestCenter
will use the -parent Project object.

-resultType resultType object type Specifies a results object type. The results object type
determines the set of results to be collected. Spirent
TestCenter creates results objects automatically to hold
results data.

viewAttributeList string (list) Defines the list of attributes (results) to be written to the
.csv file. The list is based on the set of attributes
defined for the results object type (-resultType).

viewName string The name of a view. (A view defines a set of results.)

Note: This is not supported in this release.

unsubscribe

Description

Removes a previously established subscription.

Syntax

unsubscribe handle

Comments

The unsubscribe function removes a subscription, stops the system from updating the data set and stops the corresponding file
output. To stop a subscription, you specify the ResultDataSet handle that was returned by the subscribe function.

Return Value

None. Errors are raised as exceptions, encoded as string values, describing the error condition.
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Example

stc::unsubscribe $rdsHandle

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

handle handle The handle for the ResultDataSet object associated with the subscription. (The
handle is returned by the subscribe function.)

waitUntilComplete

Description

Blocks your application until the test has finished.

Syntax

waitUntilComplete [-timeout seconds]

Comments

The waitUntilComplete function blocks your application until the sequencer has completed its operation. Once the sequencer
has finished, the function returns control to your application.

Return Value

The current state of the Command Sequencer (the value of the State attribute for the Sequencer object).

Example

stc::waitUntilComplete -timeout 2000

Parameters

Name Type Description

timeout integer The number of seconds the function will block before returning, regardless of the
state of the sequencer. This attribute is optional; if you do not specify -timeout,
waitUntilComplete will block until the sequencer finishes.
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About the REST API

Introduction

Spirent TestCenter provides a version of its Automation API organized around REST. This makes automation functionality
readily available to a wide variety of clients via HTTP, allowing the use of existing tools, available for many languages and
environments, to create Spirent TestCenter Automation clients. By communicating with Spirent TestCenter via REST,
automation clients no longer require a Spirent TestCenter installation on the client system. REST clients only need network
connectivity with the Spirent TestCenter REST API.

The REST API is provided with any full Spirent TestCenter deployment. This includes Spirent TestCenter on Windows and
Linux, as well as the LabServer. On a LabServer, the REST service is already running as one of the services provided by the
Virtual LabServer. On Windows and Linux, the REST API is optional, and is provided on-demand by starting the REST API
application.

For more information about the REST API application on Windows and Linux, refer to Getting Started with the ReST API
Application. The PDF is available on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD, and in the Documentation installer on the
Downloads page of the Customer Service Center web site: https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/. You can also type the
document title into the Search KB box on the Knowledge Base home page.

The HTTP request methods GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE are used with a URL identifying a resource or function to
provide access to all Spirent TestCenter Automation functionality.

Each URL begins with: http://server.domain:port/stcapi/...

where everything up to the port specifies the server to connect to, the “stcapi” portion identifies the service, and following
that, are the resources to access.

NOTE: If the port is not specified, then it defaults to TCP port 8888.
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The user must create a test session before interacting with a test. After creating a test session with the REST API, subsequent
requests must be accompanied with the session ID. The session ID is provided with each request using the custom HTTP
header “X-STC-API-Session”. So, if the session ID is “Session1 - usr1”, then the header is: “X-STC-API-Session: Session1 -
usr1”

A specific API version may optionally be requested using the custom header: “X-Spirent-API-Version”.

Example requests in this chapter

Examples are provided using raw HTTP and in some cases the command line tool curl, which is a tool for transferring data
with URL syntax. The examples are not language-specific, and the examples can be cut from this document and sent to a web
server or pasted onto the curl command line. For a comparison of curl, raw HTTP and Python, refer to Comparison of REST
Request Example Formats.

In the example URLs, a trailing slash “/” is used to denote container type resources. Individual resources will not be followed
by a slash. For example, when getting a list of all sessions, the “sessions/” container is specified:

GET http://server.domain:port/stcapi/sessions/

When getting information about a specific session, the session_id resource is specified:

GET http://server.domain:port/stcapi/sessions/TestSession1

This convention for containers and items is similar to directories and files, where containers (directories) are denoted by a
trailing slash, and items (files) are not.

Error Codes and Responses

HTTP Status Codes

Standard HTTP status codes are used to indicate the success or failure of every API request. Error codes in the 2xx indicate
success, codes in the 4xx range indicate an error with the data provided to the API or with the use of the API, and codes in the
5xx range indicate a server-side error.

Error Responses

When the STC REST API returns an error response, the response body is JSON and always contains the fields: code and
message. The error message will be similar to this example:

{
"code": 1001,
"message":"Invalid object handle"

}

Error Codes

In addition to human-readable error messages, an error response contains a numeric error code that a client program can use to
identify errors. Error response codes will not change, although text in the error message may change. Currently there is only
one error response from the STC automation API: error code 1001. This indicates an exception when calling into the STC
API, and the error text is the text returned from the STC exception.

HTTP
Status

Numeric
Code Error Text Description

500 1001 unable to connect to stc session: session ID STC exception

503 2001 unable to connect to stc session: session ID Cannot connect to
BLL instance
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HTTP
Status

Numeric
Code Error Text Description

409 2002 session already exists: session ID Session exists

404 2003 session not found: session ID Session not found

500 2004 server error: error text Server error

403 2005 missing X-STC-API-Session header required for request Missing session ID

503 2006 cannot start sessions - session launcher not available Cannot start sessions,
because session
launcher not running

503 2007 unable to contact Test Center Server for session information Spirent TestCenter
Server is not
responding when
creating admin
session

400 3001 request missing required parameter: param A required parameter
is missing from the
request

400 3002 illegal parameter value: param=value A parameter was
given an invalid value

403 3003 command not allowed over stcapi service: cmd A command, such as
CSServerConnect, is
not allowed, as it is
not compatible with
the REST API.

400 3004 unsupported version The specified API
version is not
supported for the
request that was
made.

Automation API to REST API Function Map Summary

Automation API REST API Equivalent

::stc::apply PUT http://host.domain/stcapi/apply

::stc::config PUT http://host.domain/stcapi/objects/{object}

::stc::connect PUT http://host.domain/stcapi/connections/{chassis_addr}

::stc::create POST http://host.domain/stcapi/objects/

::stc::delete DELETE http://host.domain/stcapi/objects/{handle}
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Automation API REST API Equivalent

::stc::disconnect DELETE http://host.domain/stcapi/connections/{chassis_addr}

::stc::get GET http://host.domain/stcapi/objects/{object}

::stc::help GET http://host.domain/stcapi/help/{help_subject}

::stc::help list GET http://host.domain/stcapi/help/list?{search_info}

::stc::log PUT http://host.domain/stcapi/system/log/

::stc::perform POST http://host.domain/stcapi/perform/command={command_name}

::stc::release Supported using perform

::stc::reserve Supported using perform

::stc::sleep NOT SUPPORTED

::stc::subscribe Supported using perform

::stc::unsubscribe Supported using perform

::stc::waitUntilComplete NOT SUPPORTED

REST API Functions
For all API functions in this section, the URI given is the part of the URL that follows “http://host.domain/stcapi”. So, a URI
given as “/sessions/” would have the complete URL: “http://host.domain/stcapi/sessions/”.

Session Management
A client uses the session management methods to get a list of existing sessions, create a new session, and end a session.

Get Existing Session Information

Get information from an existing session.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET/sessions/ List current sessions.

GET /sessions/session_id Get information on a specified session.

HEAD /sessions/session_id Determine if the specified session exists.

Example Request

GET http://host.domain/stcapi/sessions/
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Response

HTTP/1.1 201 OK
["Session1 - jdoe","Session3 – jdoe"]

Example Request

GET http://host.domain/stcapi/sessions/Session3%20-%20jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 OK
{ "ProcessId":"1689","Name":"Session3 - jdoe", "parent":"csserver1",
"TestSessionState":"SEQUENCER_IDLE", "children":"clientinfo1 clientinfo3
csprocessstats2", "SessionDirectory":"STC/4.60.7263.0000/Session3 - jdoe/",
"DetailStatus":"", "Host":"ls-01","Version":"4.60.7263.0000","Active":"true",
"OwnerId":"jdoe", "Port":"40008"}

Example Request

HEAD http://host.domain/stcapi/sessions/Session3%20-%20jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 OK

Create a New Session

When a new session is created, the server returns a unique session ID that clients use in all subsequent requests to interact
with that session.

The client may request a session ID value using the optional sessionname parameter. If the client does not specify a session
ID with the create request, then the server creates a unique session ID. The session ID is returned in the response. The session
ID is passed to the server in subsequent requests using the custom header, "X-STC-API-Session". To demonstrate using a
curl example, the session ID header is specified using –H:

curl \
-H "X-STC-API-Session: ${SESSION_ID}" \
http://host.domain/stcapi/...

The new session will be visible to clients requesting available sessions, and clients can then use the session ID in their
requests to interact with the session. In the REST API there is no “controller” or “viewer” connection. The server internally
enforces that controller actions (POST, PUT, DELETE) exclusively access the session, while viewer actions (GET, HEAD)
have shared access to the session.

Syntax

Resource Description

POST /sessions/ Create a new session.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description

userid (required) string Identity of the user that owns the session. This is not a form of
authentication, but is only a label for the test session.

sessionname (optional) string Requested value to use as session ID. If a session with this ID
already exists, then an error response is returned.

Example Request

POST /stcapi/sessions/ HTTP/1.1
Content-Length: 39
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

userid=jdoe&sessionname=Session3 - jdoe

NOTE: The curl equivalent of the above request is:

curl -X POST \
-d userid="jdoe" \
-d sessionname="Session3 - jdoe" \
http://host.domain/stcapi/sessions/

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 CREATED
{
"session_id": "Session3 - jdoe",
"session_name":"test1",
"user_id":"jdoe"

}

End a Session

This ends a test session, and the session will no longer be available. All configuration, result, and log files associated with the
session will be kept on the server, up to the limit of available space, but will no longer be accessible using the REST API.
Access to the files for terminated sessions is manual. For this reason, clients who want to use files after session termination
should export files before terminating the session.

Syntax

Resource Description

DELETE /sessions/session_id Terminate the specified session.

Parameters

Parameter Description

session_id (required) Given as part of URL Complete session ID value that identifies session to end.
Note: This must be URL-encoded since it is given on URL.
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Example Request

DELETE /stcapi/sessions/Session3%20-%20jdoe HTTP/1.1

Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

Object Management
A client uses the session object methods to create, read, configure, and delete objects.

Create New Automation Objects

This is equivalent to the create automation API.

The API creates one or more Spirent TestCenter Automation objects. When you call the create function, the object_type
parameter specifies the type(s) of one or more objects to be created. You can specify:

l An object type name (such as the “Project“ object or the “Port” object)

l An object type path. To specify a path name, use dotted notation. A path name is a sequence of object types
that form valid parent-child relationships in your test hierarchy, extending from the object identified by handle.
Spirent TestCenter creates the set of objects specified in the path. In the following example, Spirent TestCenter
creates a Router object and a BGPRouterConfig object as its child.

Usually, when you create an object, you must specify the "under" parameter to supply a parent for the newly created object.
(The Project object is the exception to this rule.) The value of the "under" parameter is the object handle returned by the
create call that created the parent object, or a handle retrieved by calling get. The parent object must be the correct type for
the object that you create. (If you specify an object type path, the parent object must be the correct type for the first object
type in the path sequence.)

Syntax

Resource Description

POST /objects/ Create a new Spirent TestCenter object.

Parameters

Parameter Description

object_type (required) Type of object to be created (ex. Port or Router).

under (optional) The handle of the parent of the new object specified by the object_type
argument. If not specified, the default value “system1” is used.

attribute (optional) An attribute, specified as a name-value pair that is set to the attribute of the
created object to the given value.

descendant_attribute (optional) A child object type path with attribute. The path must specify a valid
descendant path extending from the primary object. Spirent TestCenter will
create the primary object and the objects identified in the path, and then set the
referenced attribute of the last object in the path.
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Example Request

POST /stcapi/objects HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 64
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded \

object_type=Router.BGPRouterConfig&under=Project1&initiate=False

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 CREATED
{"handle":"BGPRouterConfig1"}

Configure Object Attributes and Relations

Sets or modifies one or more object attributes, or a relation. This is equivalent to the config automation API method.

Syntax

Resource Description

PUT /objects/handle_or_DDN_path Configure the specified Spirent TestCenter object.

Parameters

Parameter Description

handle_or_DDN_path (required)
Given as part of URL

The string value of the object handle that identifies the object to be modified, or
DDNpath identifying the object.

attribute (optional) Attribute to modify specified as one of:

l name=value
l DANpath=value

relationRef (optional) Specifies a relation reference and one or more object handles. relationRef
specifies the relation type and side of the relation. The relation reference can
include a DAN path. relationRef can be a side name, which implies the same
information. The specified object(s) replace(s) the existing object(s) on the
specified side of the relation (relationRef).

NOTES:
n In both DDN and DAN paths, an object type name may have an index suffix (an integer in parenthesis) to

reference one of multiple children of the same type.

n The REST API makes no distinction between an attribute argument and a relationRef argument.

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/objects/port2 HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 112
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Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

connectionRetryInterval=1000&location=10.0.0.1/1/1&AffiliatedPortSource=router2&c
hildren=router1 router2 router3

Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

Get Attribute Values and Object Handles

Returns the value(s) of one or more object attributes, or returns a set of object handles. This is equivalent to the get
automation API method.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /objects/handle_or_DDN_path Get attributes for specified object.

Parameters

Parameter Description

handle_or_DDN_path (required)
Given as part of URL

The string value of the object handle that identifies the object to be modified, or
DDNpath identifying the object.

attribute (optional) Attribute to get value of, specified as one of:

l name
l DANpath

relationRef (optional) Specifies the relation type and side of the relation. The relation type must be
defined for the object referenced by handle or DDNPath.

NOTES:
n In both DDN and DAN paths, an object type name may have an index suffix (an integer in parenthesis) to

reference one of multiple children of the same type.

n The REST API makes no distinction between an attribute argument and a relationRef argument..

Example Request

GET /stcapi/objects/Port1?location&active HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 – jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"location":"10.0.0.1/1/1","active":"false"}
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Example Request

GET /stcapi/objects/Port1?StreamBlock(1).state HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"state":"enabled"}

Example Request

GET /stcapi/objects/Port1.EthernetCopper?AutoNegotiation HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"AutoNegotiation":"true"}

Example Request

GET /stcapi/objects/Port1?children HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"children":["StreamBlock1", "streamBlock2"]}

Delete Objects

Delete the specified object. Notice that this request only accepts an object identified by its handle. This is equivalent to the
delete automation API method.

Syntax

Resource Description

DELETE /objects/handle Delete the specified object.

Parameters

Parameter Description

handle (required) Given in URL Handle of object to delete.

Example Request

DELETE /stcapi/objects/StreamBlock3 HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
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Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

Bulk Object Management
A client uses the session object methods to bulk create, bulk read, bulk configure, and bulk delete multiple objects.

Bulk Create New Automation Objects

The API creates one or more Spirent TestCenter Automation objects. When you call the bulkcreate function, the object_
type parameter specifies the type of one or more root objects to be created, the under parameter specifies the parent object for
root object to be created under, the attribute dictionary specifies the values of root objects and their children objects. You can
specify:

l One dictionary with the attributes for the root objects under the objects specified by “under”, and the attributes
for the children objects under the root objects.

l List of dictionaries with keyword “bulklist” together with “under”. Each dictionary in the list has attributes for
children objects under the objects specified by “under”.

l List of dictionaries with keyword “bulklist” together with “object_type”. Each dictionary in the list has
attributes for the root objects to be created with type “object_type”, and attributes for its children objects of
one root object under the parent object specified by “under” in this dictionary.

Syntax

Resource Description

POST /bulk/objects/ Create multiple new Spirent TestCenter objects under multiple objects parents
specified by xpath expression or object handles.

Parameters

Parameter Description

under (required) The handle or xpath expression of the parent of the new object specified by the
object_type argument or the new objects defined by the keys in attributes.

object_type (optional) Type of root object to be created (ex. Port, EmulatedDevice, or Router).

attributes (required) Dictionary of attributes, specified in name-value pairs that are set to the attribute
of the created object and children objects to the given value.

Example Request

POST /stcapi/bulk/objects
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test
Content-Length: 64
Content-Type: application/json
{

"under": "project1",
"object_type": "emulateddevice",
"routerid": "192.0.0.1",
"name": "bgpdev",
"bgprouterconfig": {

"name": "bgprouter",
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"AsNum": 10
}

}

Create emulateddevice and bgprouterconfig object under this emulateddevice. The response is: emulateddevice and
bgprouterconfig object creation are successful.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 201
{

"status": "success",
"handles": ["emulateddevice1", "bgprouterconfig1"]
"objects": {

"emulateddevice1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"routerid":
"192.0.0.1", "name": "bgpdev"}},

"bgprouterconfig1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"asnum": 10,
"name": "bgprouter"}}

}
}

Example Request

POST /stcapi/bulk/objects
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test
Content-Length: 64
Content-Type: application/json
{

"under": "emulateddevice[@name^='mydev']",
"bgprouterconfig": {

"name": "bgprouter",
"AsNum": 10

}
}

Create bgprouterconfig object under the emulateddevices whose name starts with “mydev”, two emulateddevice objects are
found. The response is: each bgprouterconfig object creation under each emulateddevice object is successful.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 201
{

"status": "success",
"handles": ["bgprouterconfig1", "bgprouterconfig2"]
"objects": {

"bgprouterconfig1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"asnum": 10,
"name": "bgprouter"}},

"bgprouterconfig2": {"status":"success", 'props': {"asnum": 10,
"name": "bgprouter"}}

}
}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

under (required) The handle or xpath expression of the parent of the new object specified by the
object_type argument or the new objects defined by the keys in attributes.

attributes (required) Dictionary of attributes under “bulklist” key, specified in name-value pairs that
are set to the attribute of the created object and children objects to the given
value. Each attribute item will be created under the parent objects handles or
found by the xpath expression in “under” by sequence.

Example Request

POST /stcapi/bulk/objects
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test
Content-Length: 64
Content-Type: application/json
{

"under": "emulateddevice[@name^='mydev']",
"bulklist":
[{"bgprouterconfig": {
"name": "bgprouter",
"AsNum": 10,
"DutAsNum": 20,
"bgpipv4routeconfig": {

"name": "ipv4route1",
"MdtIpv4Addr": "10.61.0.1",
"initiate": False}

}
},
{
"EthIIIf": {"name": "ethiiif 1", "SourceMac": be:ef:00:00:02:00}
}
]

}

Create bgprouterconfig/ethiiif object values in the json data list under the emulateddevices whose name starts with "mydev",
two emulateddevice objects are found.
The response is: one bgprouterconfig object is created for one emulateddevice, the child object bgpipv4routerconfig of
bgprouterconfig is also created. EthIIIf object is created for another emulateddevice.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 201
{

"status": "success",
"handles": ["bgprouterconfig1", "bgpipv4routeconfig1", "ethiiif1"]
"objects": {

"bgprouterconfig1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"asnum": 10, "name":
"bgprouter", "bgpipv4routeconfig": "bgpipv4routeconfig1"}},

"bgpipv4routeconfig1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"MdtIpv4Addr":
"10.61.0.1", "initiate": False}},

"ethiiif1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"SourceMac":
be:ef:00:00:02:00, "name": " ethiiif 1"}}

}
}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

object_type (required) Type of root object to be created (e.g. Port or Router).

attributes(required) Dictionary of attributes under “bulklist” key, specified in name-value pairs that
are set to the attribute of the created object and children objects to the given
value. Each attribute item will be created under its own parent object handle or
found by the xpath expression in “under” in this item’s dictionary.

Example Request

POST /stcapi/bulk/objects
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test
Content-Length: 64
Content-Type: application/json
{

"object_type": "emulateddevice",
"bulklist":

[{ "Routerid": 192.0.0.1,
"under": "port[@name='myport1']",
"bgprouterconfig": {
"name": "bgprouter",
"AsNum": 10,
"bgpipv4routeconfig": {

"name": "ipv4route1",
"MdtIpv4Addr": "10.61.0.1",
"initiate": False}

}
},

{
"Routerid": 193.0.0.1,
"under": "port[@name='myport2']",
"EthIIIf": {"name": "ethiiif 1", "SourceMac": be:ef:00:00:02:00}

}
]

}

Create two emulateddevice objects with the values in the json data list. The response is: the status is "success". Two
emulateddevice objects and its children objects are created and configured by the value in the list one by one.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 201
{

"status": "success",
"handles": ["emulateddevice1", "emulateddevice2", "bgprouterconfig1",

"bgpipv4routeconfig1", "ethiiif1"]
"objects": {

"emulateddevice1":{"status":"success", "props": {"Routerid":192.0.0.1,"
AffiliatedPort-target":port1, "bgprouterconfig":"bgprouterconfig1"}},

"emulateddevice2":{"status":"success", "props": {"ethiiif":ethiiif1,
"Routerid":193.0.0.1, "AffiliatedPort-target":port1 }},

"bgprouterconfig1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"asnum": 10, "name":
"bgprouter", "bgpipv4routeconfig": "bgpipv4routeconfig1"}},

"bgpipv4routeconfig1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"MdtIpv4Addr":
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"10.61.0.1", "initiate": False}},
" ethiiif1": {"status":"success", 'props': {"SourceMac":

be:ef:00:00:02:00, "name": "ethiiif 1"}}
}

}

Bulk Configure Object Attributes and Relations

Sets or modifies one or more object attributes, or one or more relations.

The attribute dictionary specifies the values of root objects and their children objects. You can specify:

l One dictionary with the attributes for the root objects and the attributes for the children objects under the root
objects

l List of dictionaries. Each dictionary in the list has attributes for the root objects to be configured and the
attributes of its children objects of one root object by “children object type or children object xpath” in this
dictionary.

Syntax

Resource Description

PUT /bulk/objects//{object
xpath_or_objcthandle list}

Configure the specified Spirent TestCenter objects and their children objects.

Parameters

Parameter Description

{object xpath_or_objecthandle list}
(required) Given as part of URL

The string value of the object handles or xpath expression that identifies the
objects to be modified.

attributes (required) Attribute to modify specified as one dictionary of:

l name-value (relationRef is also specified with name-value pair)
l children object name-attributes

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/bulk/objects/emulateddevice[name^=dev]
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test
Content-Length: 128
Content-Type: application/json
{ 

"AffiliatedPort": port[@name='Port 1'],
"Routerid": 192.0.0.1,
"DeviceCount": 10,
"PrimaryIf": Ipv4If,
"TopLevelIf": Ipv4If,
"EthIIIf":

{"SourceMac": be:ef:00:00:02:00},
"Ipv4If": {

"Address": 192.85.0.2,
"Gateway": 192.85.0.1,
"PrefixLength": 16,
"stackonendpoint": EthIIIf
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}
}

Configure emulateddevice whose name starts with “dev” and its children objects ethiiif, ipv4if , and set up a relationship
between them.

The response is: the attributes value of two emulateddevice objects and their children objects are updated successfully.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{
"status": "success",
"handles": ['emulateddevice1', 'ethiiif1', 'ipv4if1', 'emulateddevice2']
"objects": {

"emulateddevice1":{"status":"success", "props":
{"ethiiif":ethiiif1,"ipv4if":ipv4if1,
"DeviceCount":10,"Routerid":192.0.0.1,"PrimaryIf-
target":ipv4if1,"TopLevelIf-target":ipv4if1,"AffiliatedPort-target":port1,
"name":dev1}},

"emulateddevice2": {"status":"success", "props":
{"DeviceCount":20,"Routerid":196.0.0.1, "AffiliatedPort-target": port1,
"name":dev2}},

"ethiiif1": {"status":"success", "props": {SourceMac":be:ef:00:00:02:00}},
"ipv4if1": {"status":"success", "props":

{"Address":192.85.0.2,"Gateway":192.85.0.1,"PrefixLength":16，stackonendpoint-
target":
ethiiif1}},
}

}

Parameters

Parameter Description

{object xpath_or_objecthandle list}
(required) Given as part of URL

The string value of the object handles or xpath expression that identifies the
objects to be modified.

attributes (required) Attributes to modify specified as list of dictionaries, each dictionary has:

l name-value (relationRef is also specified with name-value pair)
l children object name-attributes

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/bulk/objects/emulateddevice[name^=dev]
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test
Content-Length: 128
Content-Type: application/json
[
{ 

"Routerid": 192.0.0.1,
"DeviceCount": 10,
"PrimaryIf": Ipv4If,
"TopLevelIf": Ipv4If,
"EthIIIf":
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{"name": "ethiiif 1", SourceMac": be:ef:00:00:02:00},
"Ipv4If": {

"name": "ipv4if 1",
"Address": 192.85.0.2,
"Gateway": 192.85.0.1,
"PrefixLength": 16,
"stackonendpoint": EthIIIf

}
},
{ 

"AffiliatedPort": port[@name='Port 1'],
"Routerid": 196.0.0.1,
"DeviceCount": 20

}
]

Configure two emulateddevice objects whose name starts with “dev” with the values in the json data list.

The response is: the status is “success”. Two emulateddevice objects found by "[name^=dev]" are sorted by name and
configured by the value in the list one by one.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{

"status": "success",
"handles": ['emulateddevice1', 'ethiiif1', 'ipv4if1', 'emulateddevice2']
"objects": {

"emulateddevice1":{"status":"success", "props":
{"ethiiif":ethiiif1,"ipv4if":ipv4if1,
"DeviceCount":10,"Routerid":192.0.0.1,"PrimaryIf-target":ipv4if1,"TopLevelIf-
target":ipv4if1,"AffiliatedPort-target":port1,
"name":dev1}},

"emulateddevice2": {"status":"success", "props":
{"DeviceCount":20,"Routerid":196.0.0.1, "AffiliatedPort-target": port1,
"name":dev2}},

"ethiiif1":{"status":"success","props":{SourceMac":be:ef:00:00:02:00}},
"ipv4if1": {"status":"success", "props":

{"Address":192.85.0.2,"Gateway": 192.85.0.1,"PrefixLength":16，stackonendpoint-
target":
ethiiif1}},
}

}

Bulk Get Attribute Values and Object Handles

Returns the value(s) of one or more object attributes.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET/bulk/objects//{objectxpath_
or_objecthandle list}

Get attributes for the objects specified by handles value or xpath expression.
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Parameters

Parameter Description

{objectxpath_or_objecthandle list}
(required) Given as part of URL

The string value of the object handles or xpath expression that identifies the
objects to be retrieved.

attribute (optional) Attributes to get the value of, specified as one list.

Example Request

GET /stcapi/bulk/objects/emulateddevice[name^=mydev]
HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 – test1
X-STC-API-Children-Depth: 2

Get the attribute of the emulateddevice whose name starts with “mydev”, and the attributes of its children. The children depth
is 2: X-STC-API-Children-Depth: 2

The response is: one emulateddevice object and its five children objects attributes are all returned successfully.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{
"status": "success",
"handles": ["emulateddevice1"],
"objects":
{
"emulateddevice1": {"status": "success", "props": {"vlanif": "vlanif1

vlanif2", "bgprouterconfig": bgprouterconfig1, "ethiiif": ethiiif1", "name":
"...."}},

"ethiiif1": {"status": "success", "props":
{"SourceMac":"00:10:94:00:00:03","SrcMac":"0", …}},

"vlanif1": {"status": "success", "props":
{"Address":"10.0.0.3","AddrStep":"0.1.0.0", …}},

"vlanif2": {"status": "success", "props":
{"Address":"10.0.0.4","AddrStep":"0.2.0.0", …}},

"bgprouterconfig1": {"status": "success", "props": {"bgpipv4routeconfig":
"bgpipv4routeconfig1", "name": "..."}},

"bgpipv4routeconfig1": {"status": "success", "props": {"name": ...}}
}

}

Example Request

GET /stcapi/bulk/objects/port[1]+emulateddevice[1]
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 – test1

Get the attribute of the port whose index is 1, and the attribute of the emulateddevice whose index is 1, the children depth is
default 1.

The response is these two objects attributes are all returned successfully.
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Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{

"status": "success",
"handles": ["port1", "emulateddevice1"],
"objects":
{

"port1": {"status": "success", "props":
{"location":"10.0.0.1/1/1","active": "true", ...}},

"emulateddevice1": {"status": "success", "props": {"name":
"mydev", "routerid": "2", ...}}

}
}

Example Request

GET
/stcapi/bulk/objects/emulateddevice[name^=mydev]
HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 – test1
X-STC-API-Children-Depth: 2

Get the attribute of the emulateddevice whose name starts with “mydev”, and get the attributes of its children, the children
depth is 2: `X-STC-API-Children-Depth: 2`.

The response is: one emulateddevice object and its five children objects attributes are all returned successfully.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{
"status": "success",
"handles": ["emulateddevice1"],
"objects":
{
"emulateddevice1": {"status": "success", "props": {"vlanif":

"vlanif1vlanif2",
"bgprouterconfig": bgprouterconfig1, "ethiiif": ethiiif1", "name":"...."}},

"ethiiif1": {"status": "success", "props":
{"SourceMac":"00:10:94:00:00:03","SrcMac":"0", …}},

"vlanif1": {"status": "success", "props":
{"Address":"10.0.0.3","AddrStep":"0.1.0.0", …}},

"vlanif2": {"status": "success", "props":
{"Address":"10.0.0.4","AddrStep":"0.2.0.0", …}},

"bgprouterconfig1": {"status": "success", "props": {"bgpipv4routeconfig":
["bgpipv4routeconfig1","name": "..."}},

"bgpipv4routeconfig1": {"status": "success", "props": {"name": ...}}
}

}

Bulk Delete Objects

Bulk Delete the specified objects. Note that this request accepts an object identified by its handle or xpath expression.
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Syntax

Resource Description

DELETE /bulk/objects/{objectxpath_or_
objecthandle list}

Delete the multiple objects specified by xpath or object handles.

Parameters

Parameter Description

Handle list or xpath expression
(required) Given in URL

Handles of object or xpath expression that identifies the objects to be retrieved.

Example Request

DELETE
/stcapi/bulk/objects/emulateddevice[@name="
mydev"]/bgprouterconfig/bgpipv4routeconfig

HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test

Delete all bgpipv4routeconfig objects under emulateddevice whose name is “mydev”.
The response is: only one bgpipv4routeconfig is deleted, another bgpipv4routeconfig object deletion failed.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{

"status": "partial",
"handles": ["bgpipv4routeconfig1", "bgpipv4routeconfig2"],
"objects":
{

"bgpipv4routeconfig1": {"status": "success"}
"bgpipv4routeconfig2": {"status": "failure", "message": "cannot be

deleted", "code": "5001"}
}

}

Example Request

DELETE
/stcapi/bulk/objects/emulateddevice[@name="mydev"]//bgpipv4routeconfig[1]
+bgpipv4routeconfig[3]

HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - test

Delete two bgpipv4routeconfig objects under one emulateddevice whose name is “mydev”, one object index is 1, another
object index is 3.
The response is: both bgpipv4routeconfig objects are deleted successfully.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
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{
"status": "success",
"handles": ["bgpipv4routeconfig2", "bgpipv4routeconfig4"],
"objects":
{

"bgpipv4routeconfig2": {"status": "success"}
"bgpipv4routeconfig4": {"status": "success"}

}
}

Chassis Connections

Connect Chassis

Establishes a connection with a Spirent TestCenter chassis. This is equivalent to the connect automation API.

NOTE: For the POST methods, which operate on multiple chassis, the action is specified by parameter
“action=connect” or “action=connectall”

When action=connectall is set, this connects all chassis that have previously been specified using the “action=connect”
method.

Syntax

Resource Parameters Description

PUT
/connections/chassis

Connect to the specified chassis. The
chassis is specified by IP address or
hostname string.

POST /connections/ action=connect&chassis_addr&chassis_addr[...] Connect to the specified chassis, where
chassis_addr is the chassis IP address or
hostname string.

POST /connections/ action=connectall Reconnect to all previously connected
chassis

Example Request

POST /stcapi/connections/172.168.1.5 HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 CREATED
"172.168.1.5"

Example Request

POST /stcapi/connections/ HTTP/1.1
-X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 17
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
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action=connectall

Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

Example Request

POST /stcapi/connections/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 38
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

action=connect&172.168.1.5&172.168.1.6

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 CREATED
["172.168.1.5","172.168.1.6"]

Disconnect Chassis

Removes connections to a Spirent TestCenter chassis. This is equivalent to the disconnect automation API method.

Syntax

NOTE: Action is specified by parameter “action=disconnect” or “action=disconnectall”

Resource Parameters Description

DELETE /connections/chassis_addr Disconnect from the specified
chassis

POST /connections/ action=disconnect&chassis_addr&chassis_addr
[...]

Disconnect from the specified
chassis, where chassis_addr is
the chassis IP address or
hostname.

POST /connections/ action=disconnectall Disconnect from all
previously connected chassis.

Example Request

DELETE /stcapi/connections/172.168.1.5 HTTP/1.1
-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT
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Example Request

POST /stcapi/connections/ HTTP/1.1
-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 20
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

action=disconnectall

Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

Example Request

POST /stcapi/v1/connections/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 20
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

action=disconnect&172.168.1.5&172.168.1.6

Response

HTTP/1.1 204 NO CONTENT

Get Chassis Connection Status

Get the Boolean connection status of all known (previously connected) chassis. A value of true means the chassis is
connected, false means the chassis is not connected.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /connections/ Get connection status of all known chassis.

GET /connections/chassis_addr Get connection status of specified chassis.

Example Request

GET /stcapi/connections/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"172.168.1.5":true,"172.168.1.6":false}

Example Request

GET /stcapi/connections/172.168.1.5 HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
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Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"IsConnected":true}

Reserve and Release Chassis Resources

Reserving chassis resources is done by performing the attachPorts command. Releasing chassis resources is done by
performing the detachPorts command.These are used with the perform command.

Get Chassis Information

Get a list of all known (previously connected) chassis, or get information about a specific known chassis.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /chassis/ List all known (previously connected) chassis.

GET /chassis/chassis_addr Get information about the specified chassis.

Example Request

GET /stcapi/chassis/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
["172.168.1.5","172.168.1.6"]

Example Request

GET /stcapi/chassis/172.168.1.5 HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"Hostname": "172.168.1.5", "ControllerHwVersion": "51", "SlotCount": "0",
"children": "physicaltestmodule1 physicalchassistempstatus1 physicalchassisfan1
physicalchassispowersupplystatus1", "StatusChanged": "CHASSIS_CHANGE_UNKNOWN",
"Status": "CHASSIS_STATUS_UP", "DiskFree": "64092", "IsConnected": "true",
"TcpPort":
"40004", "SyncStatus": "CHASSIS_FULL_SYNC", "Active": "true", "SyncEvent":
"SYNC_EVENT_COMPLETE", "IsFirmwareVersionValid": "true", "FirmwareVersion":
"4.40.5203", "SerialNum": "9-11753EC8", "DiskUsed": "425274", "Name":
"PhysicalChassis 1", "parent": "physicalchassismanager1",
"ExpectedFirmwareVersion":
"", "FirmwareVersionStatus": "", "FirmwareInstallStatus":
"FIRMWARE_INSTALL_INACTIVE", "Model": "CHASSIS_9U", "BackplaneHwVersion": "0",
"FirmwareInstallProgress": "0", "PartNum": "SPT-QEMU", "SyncSrc": "SYNC_SRC_NTP",
"TotalDiskSize": "489366"}
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Apply Configuration to Chassis

Sends a test configuration to the Spirent TestCenter chassis. This is equivalent to the apply automation API method.

Syntax

Resource Description

PUT /apply Apply configuration to all connected chassis.

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/apply HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 202 ACCEPTED

Get Help Information

Displays help about the Spirent TestCenter Automation API and data model. This is equivalent to the help automation API
method.

NOTE: Help does not require that a session be established, unless asking for help on an object type or a specific object
specified by a handle.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /help/ Get API usage help.

GET /help/commands/ Get help describing all available commands.

GET /help/command Get help on specified command.

GET /help/object_type Get help on specified object type (requires session).

GET /help/handle Get help on specified object (requires session).

Parameters

Parameter Description

help_subject (optional) Passed as
query string to GET

l If none (empty), returns an overview of the help facility.
l If commands, returns a list of API functions.
l If name of command, returns information about the specified command.
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Parameter Description

l If handle value, returns information about the object type for the
specified handle.

l If object type name, returns information about the specified object type.

Example Requests

GET /stcapi/help/ HTTP/1.1

GET /stcapi/help/commands/ HTTP/1.1

GET /stcapi/help/create HTTP/1.1

GET /stcapi/help/SaveAsTcl HTTP/1.1

GET /stcapi/help/Port HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

GET /stcapi/help/Port1 HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{"message":"Help message text"}

Search Help Information

Searches for config types or commands, with optional wildcard matching. This is equivalent to the help list automation API
method. This API returns a list of matching items. If there are no matching items to return, then an empty list is returned.

NOTE: Using the search help feature requires that a session is established.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /help/list?help_search_subject&pattern Search for
commands or config
types (requires
session). First query
string parameter
must be commands
or configTypes,
followed by optional
wildcard pattern to
match.
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description

help_search_subject (required) string If configTypes, then returns a list of config type names.

or

If commands, then returns a list of API command names including
STAK commands.

wildcard_pattern (optional)

or

stak (optional)

string Item name with zero or more wildcard characters (*) that specifies
names that must match the wildcard pattern.

or

If stak, and the previous parameter is commands, then this only
returns a list of STAK command names.

Example Request

GET /stcapi/help/list?commands HTTP/1.1

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
["cmdA", "cmdB", ..]

Example Request

GET /stcapi/help/list?commands&wait* HTTP/1.1

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
["Wait", "WaitForAggregateSubState", ..]

Example Request

GET /stcapi/help/list?commands&stak HTTP/1.1

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
["STAKcmdA", "STAKcmdB", ..]

Example Request

GET /stcapi/help/list?commands&noSuchCommand HTTP/1.1

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[ ]
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Log

Writes a diagnostic message to a log file or to standard output. This is equivalent to the log automation API method.

Syntax

Resource Description

POST /log/ Tell Spirent
TestCenter to write
the given message
to the BLL log file,
using the
optionally specified
severity level.

Parameters

Parameter Description

log_level (optional) Identifies the severity of the message. These are the possible log levels:

INFO

WARN

ERROR

FATAL

These values correspond to the logLevel enumerated type values defined for the
AutomationOptions object.

message (required) A text string containing the message.

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/log/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 39
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

log_level=INFO&message=Starting traffic

Response

HTTP/1.1 202 ACCEPTED

Perform

Execute a command. This is equivalent to the perform automation API method.
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Syntax

Resource Description

POST /perform/ Tell Spirent TestCenter to perform the specified command, passing it the specified parameters.

Parameters

Parameter Description

command (required) Command to execute.

parameter (optional) A parameter specified as a name-value pair.

Example Request

POST /stcapi/perform/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 45
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

command=StartCars&myattr1=Hello&myattr2=World

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{["attribute_a":"foo","attribute_b":"bar","attribute_c":"baz"]}

Bulk Perform

Execute a command on multiple objects specified by a handles list or xpath expression. The return value format is the same
as that of the perform automation REST API method.

Syntax

Resource Description

POST /bulk/perform/ Tell Spirent TestCenter to perform the specified command, passing it the specified parameters.

Parameters

Parameter Description

command (required) Command to execute.

parameter (optional) A parameter specified as a name-value pair.

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/bulk/perform/BgpAdvertiseRouteCommand
HTTP/1.1 X-STC-API-Session: Session1 – test
Content-Length: 112
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
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routelist=emulateddevice[@name^="mydev"]&prefixfilter=64

Bulk Perform bgpadvertiseroute command on the emulateddevice objects whose name starts with “mydev”. The response is
the result of performing this command on "emulateddevice4 emulateddevice5", and the response format is the same as that of
the perform automation REST API.

Response

HTTP/1.1
Status 200
{
"parent": "system1", "Name": "{mydev: Advertise Routes 2}", "RouteList":
"emulateddevice4 emulateddevice5", "PrefixFilter": "0", "CategoryFilter":
"ANY", "PercentFilter": "100", "State": "COMPLETED", "Status": "{}",
"StartTime": "1587005762.64124", "EndTime": "1587005763.26922",
"ElapsedTime": "628 ", "ProgressDisplayCounter": "true", "ProgressStepsCount":
"1",
"ProgressCurrentStep": "1", "ProgressCurrentStepName": "{}", "ProgressMaxValue":
"0",
"ProgressCurrentValue": "0", "ProgressCancelled": "false", "Active": "true"
}

Import Files into Session

A client can use an existing configuration, stored in a file (.tcc, .xml, .db), and load the file into their session. To do this, the
client must first upload the file to the server. After the file is uploaded, clients can issue perform commands that use that file.

When a file is uploaded to the server, the server responds with information about the file. This includes the file size and SHA1
hash. The client can use this data to check that the file was correctly uploaded.

Syntax

Resource Description

PUT /files/file_name Upload the specified file into the session. File name specified in URL.

POST /files/ Upload the specified file into the session. The file name is expected to be in the
“content-disposition” header of the request.

NOTE: When using PUT, the content-disposition header must still contain:

attachment; filename=xxx

However, only the file name specified in the URL is used to save the uploaded file.

Example Request

PUT /stcapi/files/myconfig.tcc HTTP/1.1
content-type: application/octet-stream
content-disposition: attachment; filename=myconfig.tcc
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 27010
Expect: 100-continue

... binary data ...
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Example Request

POST /stcapi/files/ HTTP/1.1
content-type: application/octet-stream
content-disposition: attachment; filename=myconfig.tcc
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 27010
Expect: 100-continue

... binary data ...

NOTE: To upload a file using curl, issue the following command, with your session ID:

curl -X POST --data-binary "@myconfig.tcc" -H "X-STC-API-Session:
RestSession1 - jdoe" -H "content-type: application/octet-stream" -H
"content-disposition: attachment; filename=myconfig.tcc"
http://host.domain/stcapi/files/

NOTE: The Response to each of the provided example Requests is the same.

Response

HTTP/1.1 201 CREATED
{

"name": "myconfig.tcc",
"sha1": "a6ea33358b33b52550f9caebaa5f8a91b9b2f73c",
"size": 538624

}

Get System Information

Get information about the Spirent TestCenter system. This is useful to see the Spirent TestCenter version and API version
information. It is provided primarily as an easy way to get version information that may be useful for diagnostic purposes.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /system/ Get information about the Spirent TestCenter system.

Example Request

GET /stcapi/system/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
{

"stc_version":"4.60.6963.0000",
"supported_api_versions":["1"],
"stcapi_name":"Spirent TestCenter Automation REST API",
"stcapi_version":"2.0.2"

}
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File Management

List and Export Files from Session

When a test runs on the Spirent TestCenter server, the result files and log files are stored on the server. The client will have to
download these files from the server. The client can get a list of existing files, and can download the files.

Syntax

Resource Description

GET /files/ List files in sessions.

GET /files/file_name Download the specified file from the files in the session.

Example Request

GET /stcapi/files/ HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe

NOTE: To download a file using curl, issue the following command, with your session ID:

curl –G -H 'X-STC-API-Session: Session1 - jdoe' –o bll.log \
http://host.domain/stcapi/files/bll.log

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
["bll.log", "172.168.1.5.log", "my_results.db"]

Example Request

GET /stcapi/files/bll.log HTTP/1.1
X-STC-API-Session: Session1 – jdoe
Accept: application/octet-stream

Response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
File data. Content-type = application/octet-stream

Automation REST API Methods Not Supported

This table lists the Automation REST API methods that are not currently supported.

Automation API REST API Equivalent

Reserve Reserving chassis resources is done using perform attachPorts

Release Releasing chassis resources is done using perform detachPorts
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Automation API REST API Equivalent

Subscribe Subscribing to results is done using perform subscribe

Unsubscribe Unsubscribing from result is done using perform unsubscribe

Sleep Client must implement sleep

waitUntilComplete Client must poll sequencer state

Comparison of REST Request Example Formats
The following are three examples of the same request to create a new port object:

Curl command line

curl -X POST \
-H "X-STC-API-Session: RestSession1 - jdoe" \
-H "Accept: application/json" \
-d object_type=port \
-d under=project1 \
http://host.domain/stcapi/objects/

Raw HTTP request

POST /stcapi/objects/ HTTP/1.1
User-Agent: curl/7.22.0
Host: host.domain
Accept: application/json
X-STC-API-Session: RestSession1 - jdoe
Content-Length: 31
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

object_type=port&under=project1

Python

headers = {
'Accept': 'application/json',
'X-STC-API-Session': 'RestSession1 - jdoe'
'Content-type': 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded'

}
params = urllib.urlencode(dict(object_type='port', under=project))

conn = httplib.HTTPConnection(server, 80)
conn.connect()
conn.request('POST', '/stcapi/objects/', params, headers)
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About the Script Template
Every Spirent TestCenter Automation script uses a set of basic elements that provide standard operations that are necessary
for Spirent TestCenter tests. These operations are:

l Initialization

l Connecting to a chassis

l Port reservation and mapping

l Exception handling

l Termination

These topics describe a Tcl script that includes these elements. The script uses a simple back-to-back test configuration that
uses two ports, one port generating traffic to the other port.

l Initialization

l Return Status and Error Handling

l Test Configuration

l Chassis Connection, Port Reservation and Mapping

l Script Termination

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

Initialization
Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment loads the package and defines variables that will be used later in the script.

puts " Loading SpirentTestCenter..."
package require SpirentTestCenter

set scriptName "priorityBasedScheduling.tcl"
set testName "priorityBasedScheduling"
puts "Start running $scriptName"
set chassisAddress "10.100.20.56"
set slotPort1 "1/1"
set slotPort2 "1/3"
set portCount "2"
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If the Spirent TestCenter pkgIndex file is installed in accordance with the instructions in the installation manual, then Spirent
TestCenter supports the use of the -exact and ?version? arguments to the Tcl "package require" command.

A shorthand alternative for the SpirentTestCenter package name is "stc" Thus, "package require stc" is also a valid invocation
of the Spirent TestCenter Tcl API.

Return Status and Error Handling
Spirent TestCenter uses the standard error reporting mechanisms, i.e. throws an exception and set the global variables
$::errorInfo and $::errorCode. The reported values are strings that contain the substring "STCERROR" along with an
explanatory message.

This example uses a set of statements to catch the exception and handle errors from calls to the Spirent TestCenter Automation
API. These statements are written as a procedure that gets used repeatedly.

Procedure CRS uses the Tcl commands eval and catch to execute the Spirent TestCenter function call and handle any
exceptions that may occur. If the function executes successfully, the procedure returns the function return value to the main
stream of execution. If an exception occurs, the procedure displays an error message and stops the test.

#################################################################
#Name: CRS
#Purpose: Check the returned status of the called STC function
#Input: the function and accompanied attributes
#Output: the returned status
#################################################################

proc CRS {args} {
upvar evalResult evalResult
upvar cmdReturn cmdReturn
set status 1
set cmd "$args"

if {[catch {eval $cmd} cmdReturn] } {
if {([regexp "STCERROR" $errorInfo] == 1) || ([regexp "stcerror" $errorInfo]

== 1)}
{ 

puts "Command $cmd failed!"
puts "Error text is $errorInfo"
exit

} else {
#Tcl Crash
puts "Command crashed. TCL error message was:"
puts $cmdReturn
puts $errorInfo
exit
}

} else {
set evalResult $cmdReturn

} ;# end if-else statement
return $evalResult

} ;# end procedure
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About Chassis Management
Spirent TestCenter defines the following set of objects to represent a Spirent TestCenter chassis and its components:

l PhysicalChassis – represents a connected chassis.

l PhysicalChassisManager – parent to the physical chassis objects.

l PhysicalChassisFan – represents a fan on the connected chassis.

l PhysicalChassisThermal – represents a thermal sensor on the connected chassis.

l PhysicalChassisSyncTopology – represents a chassis in the sync topology chain to which the connected chassis
belongs.

l PhysicalPort – represents a single port on a module.

l PhysicalPortGroup – represents a port group on a module.

l PhysicalTestModule – represents a module on a chassis.

Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically. The objects are organized into a sub-hierarchy descending from the
pre-defined object system1. The following figure shows the parent-child hierarchy for the chassis-related objects.
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In order to use any of these objects, use the get function to retrieve the object handles and then use the object handles to
retrieve attribute values for the chassis data. These topics describe a script that connects to a chassis and displays module
information.

l Chassis Connection

l The PhysicalChassisManager Object

l Module Information

l Chassis Disconnection

Chassis Connection
To run any Spirent TestCenter Automation test, you must connect to a Spirent TestCenter chassis. The following code
fragment shows a call to the connect function.

Note: You must create a Project object in order to connect to a chassis.

package require SpirentTestCenter

set chassisAddr 10.6.2.68

# Create the "root" project object
set project1 [stc::create Project]

# Connect to the chassis
puts "Connecting to chassis $chassisAddr"
set chassis [ stc::connect $chassisAddr ]
if {[catch { stc::connect $chassisAddr } error]} { 

puts "Connection to chassis failed: $error"
exit

}

The PhysicalChassisManager Object
You can establish connections with multiple Spirent TestCenter chassis. Spirent TestCenter defines the
PhysicalChassisManager object; this object is the parent of the PhysicalChassis object(s) that represent(s) the connected
chassis. To gain access to the chassis objects:

l Retrieve the PhysicalChassisManager object. The PhysicalChassisManager object is a child of the pre-defined
system root object system1. Spirent TestCenter creates the system1 object automatically. ("system1" is a pre-
defined name that is reserved for this object.) To retrieve the chassis manager object, call the get function,
specifying the system1 object and the -children side name with the PhysicalChassisManager object type filter.
The get function will return the handle to the PhysicalChassisManager object.

l Retrieve the PhysicalChassis children of the chassis manager object. Call the get function, specifying the handle
to the chassis manager object ($chassisHandle) and the -children side name with the PhysicalChassis object
type filter. The get function will return a list of chassis objects, representing the connected chassis.

The following code fragment shows the calls to retrieve the handles to the chassis manager and chassis objects:

# Get the handle to the physical chassis
set chassisHandle [stc::get system1 -children-PhysicalChassisManager]
set mgrHandleList [stc::get $chassisHandle -children-PhysicalChassis]

It is not necessary to reserve ports when using the PhysicalChassisManager objects. This makes it useful for monitoring
chassis and port status.
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Module Information
The following code fragment displays module, port group, and port information for a Spirent TestCenter chassis. The code
loops through the set of PhysicalChassis objects. For each chassis object, the script:

l Retrieves the handles for the PhysicalTestModule children of the PhysicalChassis object, then retrieves and
displays the module attributes. The code uses the -children side name with the -PhysicalTestModule object
type filter to retrieve the handles.

l For each test module object, it retrieves the handles for the PhysicalPortGroup children of the
PhysicalTestModule object, then retrieves and displays the port group attributes. The code uses the -children
side name with the -PhysicalPortGroup object type filter to retrieve the handles.

l For each port group object, it retrieves the handles for the PhysicalPort children of the PhysicalPortGroup
object, then retrieves and displays physical port attributes. The code uses the -children side name with the -
PhysicalPort object type filter to retrieve the handles.

# Display test module info
foreach mgrHandle $mgrHandleList {
set modHandleList [stc::get $mgrHandle \

-children-PhysicalTestModule]
foreach modHandle $modHandleList {

array set mEntry [stc::get $modHandle ]
puts "Card($mEntry(-Index)) $mEntry(-ProductId):$mEntry(-SerialNum):$mEntry(-

FirmwareVersion):$mEntry(-Status):$mEntry(-Description)"
set pgroupList [stc::get $modHandle -children-physicalportgroup ]
foreach pg $pgroupList {

array set pgEntry [stc::get $pg]
puts "\t$pgEntry(-Name) $pgEntry(-OwnershipState) $pgEntry(-Status)

Reserved:(-ReservedByUser) $pgEntry(-OwnerUserId) $pgEntry(-OwnerHostname)"
set portList [stc::get $pg -children-physicalport]
foreach ptEntry $portList {
array set pEntry [stc::get $ptEntry]
puts "\t\t$pEntry(-Name) $pEntry(-Location)"

}
}

}
}

Chassis Disconnection
At the end of your test, you should disconnect any connected chassis. The following code fragment shows a call to the
ChassisDisconnectAll command.

puts "Disconnecting from chassis $chassisAddr"
array set cmdResp [ stc::perform ChassisDisconnectAll ]

How to query a chassis for information without reserving the port

When you are connected to a chassis, you can query for information about the chassis and the modules residing in it without
having to reserve any ports. You can access the PhysicalChassis object representing the connected chassis, and from it be
able to query information about the chassis, and modules (PhysicalTestModule), port groups (PhysicalPortGroup) and ports
(PhysicalPorts) within it. The PhysicalChassis object also has child objects that contain information about the chassis’ time
sync topology (PhysicalChassisSyncTopology), power supplies (PhysicalChassisPowerSupplyStatus), fans
(PhysicalChassisFan) and temperature sensors (PhysicalChassisTempStatus).

These are some of the properties that are available for the PhysicalChassis object:
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l Hostname: IPv4/IPv6 address or hostname of the connected chassis

l PartNum: Unique part number description (e.g. SPT-9000)

l FirmwareVersion: Firmware version installed (e.g. 3.50.0001)

l ControllerHwVersion: Controller version (e.g. 2)

l SerialNum: Serial number

l SyncStatus: Indicates if the chassis is in or out of sync with its time source (e.g. CHASSIS_FULL_SYNC)

l SyncSrc: Sync time source (e.g. SYNC_SRC_NTP)

l SlotCount: Number of slots

The following Tcl example demonstrates how to query for basic information about a chassis, including the power supply
status:

set szChassis "MyChassis"
stc::connect $szChassis

set hMgr [stc::get system1 -children-PhysicalChassisManager]
set hChassis [stc::get $hMgr -children-PhysicalChassis]
array set chassisProps [stc::get $hChassis]
puts "\nDisplaying info for chassis $szChassis...\n"
puts "Part number: $chassisProps(-PartNum)"
puts "Serial number: $chassisProps(-SerialNum)"
puts "Firmware version: $chassisProps(-FirmwareVersion)"
puts "Controller version: $chassisProps(-ControllerHwVersion)"
puts "Number of slots: $chassisProps(-SlotCount)"
puts "Sync status: $chassisProps(-SyncStatus)"
puts "Sync source: $chassisProps(-SyncSrc)"

set hPower [stc::get $hChassis -children-PhysicalChassisPowerSupplyStatus]

array set powerProps [stc::get $hPower]

puts "\nChassis $szChassis power supply info:\n"

for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $powerProps(-PowerSupplyList)]} {incr i} {
set szName [lindex $powerProps(-PowerSupplyList) $i]
set iVoltage [lindex $powerProps(-PowerSupplyVoltageList) $i]
set iCurrent [lindex $powerProps(-PowerSupplyCurrentList) $i]
set iStatus [lindex $powerProps(-PowerSupplyStatusList) $i]
puts "\t\"$szName\" power supply voltage is $iVoltage\(volts\), current is

$iCurrent\(amps\), status is $iStatus"
}

Please refer to the GetChassisInfo.tcl script, which demonstrates how to query for comprehensive information about a chassis.

How to break a port reservation

In the special circumstance that you need to take ownership of a port that is already reserved by another user, the following
command is provided:

stc::perform ReservePort -Location {list of "chassis/slot index/port index"}
-RevokeOwner TRUE

Note: Performing this action will affect the current user’s testing, so it is strongly recommended that you contact the user
before using this command..

Please refer to the ForceReservePorts.tcl script which demonstrates how to use this feature.
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How to reboot a chassis, module or port group

In the unlikely event that a chassis, module or port group becomes unusable (e.g. some of the processes have crashed or run
out of memory, etc.), the following command will reboot and recover the equipment from the Down state:

Note: It is strongly recommended that you first check for, and contact, existing users before rebooting any equipment.

stc::perform RebootEquipment –EquipmentList {list of chassis, module or port
group object}

When the command is invoked, the following sequence of actions will be performed:

l All port(s) for the equipment will be reserved (any existing users will be disconnected). For example, when
rebooting a chassis, all of the port(s) in each of the module(s) will be reserved.

l Equipment will be rebooted.

l The command will wait either

n for the equipment, and all underlying entities (that were online prior to reboot), to come back
online

n or until the timeout limit is reached.

For example, when rebooting a chassis, the command will return success only if the chassis and all module(s) and port(s)
come back online before the timeout limit.

The following Tcl example demonstrates how to reboot a chassis:

puts "Connecting to chassis $szChassisIp..."
stc::connect $szChassisIp
set hChassisMgr [stc::get system1 -children-physicalchassismanager]
set hChassis [stc::get $hChassisMgr -children-physicalchassis]
puts "Rebooting chassis [stc::get $hChassis -Hostname]..."
stc::perform RebootEquipment -EquipmentList $hChassis
puts "Chassis reboot complete."
puts "Disconnecting from chassis $szChassisIp."
stc::disconnect $szChassisIp

Please refer to the RebootEquipment.tcl script which demonstrates how to reboot a chassis, module, or port group.

Output File Location

Output files (that are relative, not absolute) are written relative to the OutputBasePath property in the TestResultSetting
object. The OutputBasePath property can be obtained with the GetTestResultSettingPaths command and can be modified
using the TestResultSetting object. For more information, refer to "Output File Locations" and the Spirent TestCenter
Automation Object Reference.
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Introduction
These topics contain code fragments that create objects, configure traffic, and establish subscriptions for test results.

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic

l Generator and Analyzer

l Results Subscription

Project and Port Objects

This test uses two ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis. The following code fragment:

l Creates the Project object that will serve as the root of the test configuration object hierarchy.

l Creates two Port objects as children of the Project object.

l Identifies the port locations.

l Defines the Ethernet copper interface, by creating EthernetCopper objects as children of the Port objects.

###########################################################
puts " Creating project..."
set project [stc::create project]
puts " project ($project) created"

#############################
### Create the ports under the project
#############################
puts "Creating the ports..."
set port(1) [CRS stc::create port -under $project]
set port(2) [CRS stc::create port -under $project]

#############################
### Configure the ports under the project
#############################
set portReturn [CRS stc::config $port(1) -location
"//$chassisAddress/$slotPort1"]
set portReturn [CRS stc::config $port(2) -location
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"//$chassisAddress/$slotPort2"]

#############################
### Create the PHY (copper) under the port object.
#############################
set ethernetCopper(1) [CRS stc::create "EthernetCopper" \

-under $port(1) \
-Name "ethernetCopper 1" ]

set ethernetCopper(2) [CRS stc::create "EthernetCopper" \
-under $port(2) \
-Name "ethernetCopper 2" ]

puts "Port configuration complete"

For cards with dual media ports, one can set the active port using the PortSetupSetActivePhy command. This command takes a
Phy object argument. The Phy objects are children of the port object and must be created by the programmer as in the example
above. For single media cards, or cards where the user does not need to set or change the active phy (e.g. the default phy is

used), then it is not necessary to create the phy objects and select the active phy.

Traffic

The following code fragment creates two StreamBlock objects for the transmitting port ($port(1)). This example does not
configure frame headers, so Spirent TestCenter will use the default values in the automatically created EthernetII and IPv4
header objects.

######################################
###### Create stream blocks (one per port)
######################################
puts "Creating/configuring the streamblocks on the ports..."
set StreamBlock1 [stc::create "StreamBlock" \

-under $port(1) \
-FrameLengthMode "FIXED" \
-FixedFrameLength "222" \
-LoadUnit "INTER_BURST_GAP" \
-Load "20000000.000000" \
-Priority "2" ]

set StreamBlock2 [stc::create "StreamBlock" \
-under $port(1) \
-FrameLengthMode "FIXED" \
-FixedFrameLength "1500" \
-LoadUnit "INTER_BURST_GAP" \
-Load "200000000.000000" \
-Priority "0" ]

puts "Streamblock creation completed"

Generator and Analyzer

The following code fragment configures the generator for the transmitting port and the analyzer for the receiving port. Spirent
TestCenter creates the generator and analyzer objects automatically when the port is created, so the script must retrieve the
handles of the objects in order to perform the configuration. The code fragment:

l Retrieves the handle to the Generator object from its parent Port object (port 1) and then sets the name of the
object.

l Retrieves the handle to the GeneratorConfig object from its parent Generator object. It then uses the
GeneratorConfig handle to set the scheduling mode and duration mode attributes.
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l Retrieves the handle to the Analyzer object from its parent Port object (port 2) and then sets the name of the
object.

l Retrieves the handle to the AnalyzerConfig object from its parent Analyzer object. It then uses the
AnalyzerConfig handle to set the analyzer attributes.

#############################
### Configure the generator attributes
#############################
puts "Configuring the generator on port 1"
set generator1 [stc::get $port(1) -children-Generator]
stc::config $generator1 -Name "Generator 1"
set generatorConfig1 [stc::get $generator1 -children-GeneratorConfig]
stc::config $generatorConfig1 \

-SchedulingMode "PRIORITY_BASED" \
-DurationMode "CONTINUOUS"

puts "Generator(1) configuration completed"

#############################
### Configure the analyzer attributes
#############################
puts "Configuring the analyzer on port 2"
set analyzer2 [stc::get $port(2) -children-Analyzer]
stc::config $analyzer2 -Name "Analyzer 2"
set analyzerConfig2 [stc::get $analyzer2 -children-AnalyzerConfig]
stc::config $analyzerConfig2 \

-TimestampLatchMode "END_OF_FRAME" \
-JumboFrameThreshold "1500" \
-OversizeFrameThreshold "2000" \
-UndersizeFrameThreshold "64" \
-AdvSeqCheckerLateThreshold "1000" \
-Name "AnalyzerConfig 2"

puts "Analyzer configuration completed"

Note that the script uses the filtered side name syntax to retrieve the appropriate child object handles, for example:

stc::get $port(1) -children-Generator
stc::get $generator1 -children-GeneratorConfig
stc::get $port(2) -children-Analyzer
stc::get $analyzer2 -children-AnalyzerConfig

The side name -children identifies the ParentChild relationship. The appended object type name (-GeneratorConfig, for
example) acts as a filter to limit the returned list to the desired type.

Results Subscription

The following code fragment establishes results subscriptions for both the stream block on the transmitting port and the
analyzer on the receiving port. A subscription is an indication to the system that you wish to have run time results transmitted
asynchronously to your PC. Run time results are updated at the interval specified in the subscription call or at a one second
interval if not otherwise specified.

The code fragment:
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l Establishes a subscription for TxStreamBlockResults data. The call to the subscribe function specifies:

n The Project object handle.

n The object handle of the aggregation point for the automatically created results objects (-
resultParent). Statistics are collected for all objects of the specified type that exists under the -
resultParent object.

n The set of results (-resultType).

n The object type of the source object in the ResultChild relationship with the configuration type
object (-configType). In this case, the StreamBlock object is the source object and the
TxStreamBlockResults object is the target.

l Establishes a subscription for AnalyzerPortResults data. The call to the subscribe function specifies:

n The Project object handle.

n The object handle of the aggregation point for the automatically created results objects (-
resultParent). Statistics are collected for all objects of the specified type that exists under the -
resultParent object. The result parent for this subscription is the Project object

n The set of results (-resultType).

n The object type of the source object in the ResultChild relationship with the configuration type
object (-configType). In this case, the Analyzer object is the source object and the
AnalyzerPortResults object is the target.

#############################
### Subscribing to results
#############################
puts "Subscribing to results..."
set sbResult [CRS stc::subscribe -Parent $project \

-ResultParent $port(1) \
-ConfigType StreamBlock \
-resulttype TxStreamBlockResults

\
-filenameprefix

streamBlock${testName}]

set analyzerResult [CRS stc::subscribe -Parent $project \
-ResultParent $project \
-ConfigType Analyzer \
-resulttype AnalyzerPortResults \
-filenameprefix

analyzer${testName}]

puts "Results subscription complete"

Chassis Connection, Port Reservation and Mapping
After you create the test configuration, you must connect to a Spirent TestCenter chassis, and then reserve and map the ports
that the test uses. Port reservation identifies the user of a port. You must reverve a port in order to control it. The
SetupPortMappings call establishes a logical connection from the in-memory configuration on your workstation to the physical
port, so that configuration information located in memory on your workstation can be written to the physical chassis port. The
following code fragment:

l Specifies the IP address of the chassis in a call to the connect function.

l Reserves the ports, specifying the chassis, slot, and port values.

l Executes the SetupPortMappings command to establish the connection between the logical port representation
(the Port objects) and the physical ports on the chassis. The SetupPortMappings command uses the
chassis/slot/port information from the Port object to create the mapping.
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l Applies the test configuration, sending the test configuration data to the chassis ports mapped by the SetupPort
Mappings call.

Note:

l The chassis-slot-port specification identifies the group to which the port belongs. In this example, ports 1 and
2 belong to the same group. It is necessary to explicitly reserve both ports in a group so that Spirent
TestCenter will perform the appropriate initialization for each port. For more information about port groups,
see the description of the reserve function.

l When you reserve a port, you establish exclusive access to the port.

l Port numbering begins at 1 and matches the labels on the cards.

l The following code fragment demonstrates connection, reservation, and mapping as three separate operations.
Spirent TestCenter also provides a single command (AttachPorts) that you can execute to perform these
operations all at once, with a single function call.

#############################
# Connect to the chassis
#############################
puts "Connecting to the chassis..."
set resultReturn [CRS stc::connect $chassisAddress]
puts "Chassis connnection complete"

#############################
# Reserve ports
#############################
puts "Reserving the ports..."
set resultReturn [CRS stc::reserve "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort1"]
set resultReturn [CRS stc::reserve "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort2"]
puts "Port reservation complete"

#############################
# Set up logical <-> physical port mappings
#############################
puts "Logical to physical port mappings started..."
set resultReturn [CRS stc::perform setupPortMappings]
puts "Logical to physical port mapping complete"

#############################
### Apply the previously created configuration
#############################
puts "Applying configuration..."
set resultReturn [CRS stc::apply]

puts "Configuration applied successfully"

Test Execution
Once the configuration has been applied, the test can be run. These topics show the different aspects of test execution:

l Start traffic (Start Analyzers and Generators).

l After the test time has expired, Stop Traffic generation.

l Get the Frame Count.

Using the Apply Command

Use the delete, config, and create commands to make changes to a configuration. When you make changes to a BLL
configuration, the changes are only written to the local memory. Use the apply command to transmit the configuration
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changes to the IL. Any changes that were made since the last apply command will be submitted. For small incremental
changes, the apply will take an insignificant amount of time; if there are many changes, the apply takes longer.

Explicit vs. Implicit Apply
There are cases in which the framework handles the apply implicitly. In such cases, everything seems to work, even if you
made changes to configuration, but you did not add the apply command to the script. For example, some commands will
automatically trigger an apply. Starting the sequencer will also trigger an apply. In cases where an implicit apply is performed
after an explicit apply, there is little to no performance penalty (depending on how much was changed in between the applies),
and you should not be concerned. In spite of any implicit apply commands, it is important to remember, when modifying a
configuration, to always call apply to submit the changes to the IL.

See Apply.tcl for an example.

Start Analyzers and Generators

The following code fragment starts the traffic for the test by executing the AnalyzerStart and GeneratorStart commands. Once
traffic is being generated, the script executes a loop, calling the sleep function inside the loop to suspend script execution for
the duration of the test.

################################################################
puts " Starting analyzers..."
#############################
### Start analyzers
#############################

set analyzerCurrent [stc::get $port(2) -children-analyzer]
stc::perform analyzerStart -analyzerList $analyzerCurrent
puts " Analyzers started"

#############################
### Generate traffic
#############################
puts " Starting traffic generation..."
set generatorCurrent [stc::get $port(1) -children-generator]
stc::perform generatorStart -generatorList $generatorCurrent
puts " Traffic generation started"

################################################################
set testTime 20
# Sleep for $testTime seconds
puts " Pausing for $testTime seconds..."
puts -nonewline " "
for {set elapsedTime 1} \

{$elapsedTime <= $testTime} \
{incr elapsedTime} \

{
stc::sleep 1
puts -nonewline "| $elapsedTime"
flush stdout

}

puts ""
puts "Pause time expired"

Stop Traffic

The following code fragment stops the generator and analyzer. Although the test was configured for unidirectional traffic
(using the generator on the first port and the analyzer on the second port), this code stops all of the generators and analyzers
that are reserved and attached.
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############################################################
# Stop traffic
puts " Stopping traffic generation..."
for {set portIndex 1} {$portIndex <= $portCount} {incr portIndex} {

set portCurrent $port($portIndex)
set generatorCurrent [stc::get $port($portIndex) -children-generator]
set analyzerCurrent [stc::get $port($portIndex) -children-analyzer]

stc::perform generatorStop -generatorList $generatorCurrent
stc::perform analyzerStop -analyzerList $analyzerCurrent

}
puts " Traffic generation stopped"

Get the Frame Count

Once the traffic is stopped, the script retrieves the frame count. The following code fragment:

l Retrieves the handle for the Analyzer object.

l Retrieves the handle for the target object of the ResultChild relation extending from the Analyzer object. (The
type of result child object was established by the analyzer subscription.)

l Retrieves the value of the FrameCount attribute.

#############################
### Validate
#############################
puts "Validating..."
puts "get individual stream block results here";

set analyzerCurrent [stc::get $port(2) -children-analyzer]
set portResultsHnd [stc::get $analyzerCurrent -resultchild]

set Fcount [stc::get $portResultsHnd -Ipv4FrameCount]
puts "FrameCount value = $Fcount";

puts "Test run completed"

It is not necessary to stop the analyzer to retrieve the frame count. The FrameCount counter updates at the interval given in
the subscription call and can be retrieved at any time. Certain counters, such as short-term rate counters, will reset to zero
after the expiration of the next subscription interval after stopping the analyzer; however, accumulation counters do not reset
to zero until commanded by you.

Script Termination
After the test has completed, your script may do the following to gracefully clean up any resources used by the system:

l Release any reserved port groups. You can release all the port groups that you have reserved. Note that a port
group may contain more than one port; any attempt to use a port handle after it has been released will result in
an error. (For a description of the release function, see the online Help for Spirent TestCenter Automation.)
Releasing the port makes it available to others after the port has finished resetting its configuration.

l Disconnect from the chassis. Disconnecting from the chassis will also release and reset any ports that are
reserved by you.

l Delete the Project object to release any resources on the local machine associated with ports accumulated
through use of the API.

l Issues the ResetConfig command to set any objects not associated with ports back to their default values

The following code fragment shows an example of the function calls that you use to perform cleanup.
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#########################################################
# Release hardware
puts "Releasing hardware..."

# Release ports
puts " Releasing ports..."
for {set portIndex 1} {$portIndex <= $portCount} {incr portIndex} {

set portCurrent $port($portIndex)
stc::release [stc::get $portCurrent -location]

}

# Disconnect from chassis
puts " Disconnecting from $chassisAddress..."
stc::disconnect $chassisAddress
puts " Disconnect from $chassisAddress completed"

puts "Hardware release completed"

##########################################################
# Clean up
puts "Cleaning up..."

puts "Deleting objects..."
stc::delete $project
puts "Objects deleted"

puts "Resetting global config…"
stc::perform ResetConfig -config system1

puts "Clean up finished"
puts "Finished running $scriptName"

If you intend to exit the script without using any additional Spirent TestCenter resources, it is not necessary to perform any of
these steps. You may simply exit the script directly, which will have the effect of releasing and resetting any reserved ports
along with the in-memory configuration on your workstation.
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About the Command Sequencer
Spirent TestCenter Automation defines a set of commands that you use to execute different aspects of test logic. For example,
you can use the following commands for a BGP test:

l BgpStopKeepalive

l BgpResumeKeepalive

l BgpBreakTcpSession

l BgpResumeTcpSession

l BgpRestartRouter

l BgpReadvertiseRoute

l BgpWithdrawRoute

l BgpViewRoutes

l BgpImportRouteTable

There are two methods of executing commands:

l You can use the perform function to execute a command. When you call the perform function, you specify the
name of the command and any parameters that are required. For example:

stc::perform CaptureStart -captureProxyId $capture1

The set of attributes defined for the command object determine the possible parameters.

l You can use the Command Sequencer to organize and execute a set of commands. When you use the
Command Sequencer, you create command objects; then you use the perform function to invoke the Sequencer
commands that organize and run the test.
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Command object type names and sequenceable commands:

n The name of a command object type is formed by adding the suffix "Command" to a command
name. For example, use the name of the command CaptureStart with the perform function; use
the object type name CaptureStartCommand with the Command Sequencer.

n You can use only sequenceable commands with the Command Sequencer. A sequenceable
command is identified in its command object description (see the Spirent TestCenter Automation
Object Reference). Most of the commands that manipulate the Sequencer directly are not
sequenceable. (An example of a command that you can use only with the perform function is the
SequencerStart command.)

These topics provide information about the Spirent TestCenter Command Sequencer.

l Using the Sequencer

l Sequencer Commands

l Sequencer/Command States

l Sequencer Example (Basic)

l Sequencer Example (Advanced)

Using the Sequencer
The Command Sequencer is represented by the Sequencer object. Spirent TestCenter creates the Sequencer object
automatically. To use the Sequencer:

l Create the command objects for the protocol(s) that you are testing.

l Use the SequencerInsert command to add commands to the Sequencer. The order of command execution is
determined by the order of insertion. You can also set the position of a command within a sequence by
specifying the InsertAfter and InsertIndex attributes when you invoke SequencerInsert. Note that you can
modify the command sequence by invoking the SequencerMove, SequencerRemove, SequencerReplace, or
SequencerClear commands.

l Use the SequencerStart command to execute the command sequence. Spirent TestCenter will execute the
command sequence until completion, or until it encounters a break point or you invoke the SequencerPause
command.

Important: You can insert commands or modify the execution order only when the Sequencer is in the IDLE state. (For
information see Sequencer/Command States.)

Sequencer Commands
The following table provides an overview of the Sequencer commands:

Purpose Command Description

Creating and modifying
a command sequence

SequencerInsert Adds commands to the Sequencer. The commands
will be executed in the order in which they are
inserted. You can insert commands only when the
Sequencer is in the IDLE state (see
Sequencer/Command States).

SequencerRemove Removes commands from the Sequencer.

SequencerClear Removes all commands from the Sequencer.

SequencerReplace Replaces one command with another.
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Purpose Command Description

SequencerMove Changes the order of sequenced commands.

Running a command
sequence

SequencerStart Starts command execution. The Sequencer
executes commands in the order that they were
inserted. Command execution continues until one
of the following occurs:

– The command sequence has finished.

– The Sequencer encounters a breakpoint.

– You invoke SequencerPause or SequencerStop.

The SequencerStart command returns control to
script execution quickly, and the Sequencer keeps
running in the background. While the Sequencer
executes the command sequence, your script can
do other things, including checking on Sequencer
status.

Note that you should not modify your test
configuration while the Sequencer is running.
After you invoke the SequencerStart command,
you should only use the get function to retrieve
information until the Sequencer stops for one of
the reasons listed above.

SequencerPause Pauses the Sequencer. If you execute
SequencerPause while a command is running, the
sequencer will pause after that command has
finished. When the Sequencer is paused, and you
invoke SequencerStep or SequencerStart, Spirent
TestCenter resumes command execution from the
place that execution was paused.

SequencerStep Executes a single command, then pauses. When
the Sequencer is paused, and you invoke
SequencerStep or SequencerStart, Spirent
TestCenter resumes command execution from the
place that execution was paused.

SequencerStop Stops the Sequencer after the currently running
command has finished. After stopping a sequence,
you can only start a sequence again from the
beginning of the sequence. (You cannot resume a
stopped sequence.)

Sequencer control SequencerInsertBreakpoint Adds one or more breakpoints. A breakpoint
identifies a command. When the Sequencer
encounters a breakpoint, it pauses before running
the command associated with the breakpoint.
When you use breakpoints, you must insert them
when the Sequencer is idle (see Sequencer States).
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Purpose Command Description

SequencerRemoveBreakpoint Removes a breakpoint.

SequencerDisable Disables a sequenced command. When the
Sequencer encounters a disabled command, it skips
the command and executes the next command in
the sequence.

SequencerEnable Enables a command.

SequencerLoop Performs a loop of commands. To set up a
command loop, use SequencerInsert to add
command objects to the loop object, and add
iteration objects to the loop to define the loop
parameters (for example, the
IterateFrameSizeCommand object).

SequencerBreakLoop Breaks out of the currently executing loop.

Sequencer/Command States
Spirent TestCenter defines a set of Sequencer states; it also defines a set of states for each command. These topics provide
information about sequencer and command states:

l Sequencer States

l Command States

Sequencer States
The Sequencer operates in one of following states:

l IDLE - The Sequencer is stopped.

l INIT - The Sequencer goes through an initialization state whenever it goes from IDLE to RUNNING.

l RUNNING - The Sequencer is executing a command.

l WAIT - The Sequencer is waiting for a command to finish executing.

l PAUSE - The Sequencer is paused

You can determine the state of the sequencer by retrieving the value of the State attribute for the Sequencer object:

stc::get system1.sequencer -state

In the function call above, the specification system1.sequencer uses path notation to identify the Sequencer child of the
system1 object. (Spirent TestCenter creates the system1 object automatically.) For more information about using path notation
for object and attribute references, see Referencing Objects: Object Paths.

The following figure indicates the Sequencer states, along with the commands and conditions that promote a change in state.
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Important: Once you start a command sequence (by invoking the SequencerStart command), you should not modify your
test configuration. You may use the get function to retrieve information, but you should consider the test configuration
"locked" until the command sequence is finished or the Sequencer pauses.

Command States

Spirent TestCenter defines individual command states:

l INIT

l START

l RUNNING

l PAUSED

l PRECOMPLETE

l COMPLETED

l FAILED

l VALIDATION_ERROR

To determine the state of a command, retrieve the value of the State attribute for the command object:

set durationState [stc::get $DurationCommand -State]

Sequencer Example (Basic)
These topics describe a simple Sequencer example:

l Test Configuration

l Initialization
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l Port and Traffic Configuration

l Command Sequence

l Test Execution

Test Configuration

The following figure shows the object hierarchy for the basic Sequencer example. The generator, analyzer, and analyzer port
result objects are shown in red, indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically.

This example uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis. The first port will send traffic to the second port. During the test,
the script will monitor the sequencer status. Once the sequence is complete, the script retrieves the total frame count.

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment loads the package, and it also defines the location and test duration variables that will be used later in
the script.

# Load Spirent TestCenter
package require SpirentTestCenter

set chassisAddress "10.100.20.5"
set slotPort1 "2/1"
set slotPort2 "2/2"
set runtime 5

Port and Traffic Configuration

The following code fragment:

l Creates the test configuration objects:

n The Project object is the root of the test configuration object hierarchy.

n The Port objects represent physical ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis. Port objects are
children of the Project object.

n The StreamBlock object defines the traffic for the test. The StreamBlock object is a child of the
first Port object.

l Executes the attachPorts command to connect to the chassis, then reserve and map the ports.

l Applies the configuration.

l Establishes a subscription for analyzer port results to collect the total frame count.

set project [stc::create project]
set port(1) [stc::create port -under $project \

-location "$chassisAddress/$slotPort1"]
set port(2) [stc::create port -under $project \
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-location "$chassisAddress/$slotPort2"]
set streamBlock [stc::create streamBlock -under $port(1) \

-EnableStreamOnlyGeneration TRUE \
-frameConfig "" \
-FixedFrameLength 128 \
-load 100]

puts "Connect, reserve ports, set up port mappings"
stc::perform attachPorts -portList "$port(1) $port(2)" \

-autoConnect TRUE

puts "Apply the configuration to the test instruments"
stc::apply

puts "Enable analyzer results"
set resultDataSet1 [stc::subscribe -Parent $project \

-ConfigType Analyzer \
-viewAttributeList "TotalFrameCount" \
-resulttype AnalyzerPortResults ]

Command Sequence

The script for this example uses the following command objects, in the sequence shown:

1. AnalyzerStartCommand

2. GeneratorStartCommand

3. WaitCommand

4. GeneratorStopCommand

5. AnalyzerStopCommand

To use command objects with the Sequencer, you create command objects and insert them into the Sequencer. The Sequencer
object and the command objects are children of the Spirent TestCenter system object (system1). Spirent TestCenter creates
the system1 object automatically.

The following code fragment creates the command objects for the example configuration and inserts them into the Sequencer.

puts "Get the Sequencer"
set sequencer [stc::get system1 -children-sequencer]

puts "Set up the commands"
set commands ""
set analyzers "[stc::get $port(1) -children-analyzer] \

[stc::get $port(2) -children-analyzer]"
lappend commands [stc::create analyzerStartCommand \

-under system1 \
-analyzerList $analyzers]

set generators "[stc::get $port(1) -children-generator]"
lappend commands [stc::create generatorStartCommand \

-under system1 \
-generatorList $generators]

lappend commands [stc::create waitCommand -under system1 \
-WaitTime $runtime]

lappend commands [stc::create generatorStopCommand \
-under system1 \
-generatorList $generators]

lappend commands [stc::create analyzerStopCommand \
-under system1 \
-analyzerList $analyzers]
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puts "Add the commands to the Sequencer: $commands"
stc::perform sequencerInsert -commandList "$commands"

The code fragment above:

l Retrieves the handle to the Sequencer object for use during monitoring (see Test Execution to see the code that
monitors the Sequencer state). Note that the get function call uses the -children side name for the relation
reference, with the object type filter (-Sequencer) to retrieve only the Sequencer object handle.

l Retrieves the handles to the Analyzer objects for each port. As in the call to retrieve the handle to the Sequencer
object, the calls to the get function use the ParentChild side-name/type-filter relation reference to retrieve the
handles (in this case -children-analyzer).

l Creates the AnalyzerStartCommand object, setting the -AnalyzerList attribute to provide the list of handles to
the Analyzer objects.

l Retrieves the handle to the Generator object for the first port. (The call to the get function uses the ParentChild
side–name/type–filter relation reference to retrieve the handles.)

l Creates the GeneratorStartCommand object, setting the -GeneratorList attribute to provide the list of handles to
the Generator object.

l Creates the WaitCommand object, specifying the wait time to set the time that traffic will be generated.

l Creates the GeneratorStopCommand object (setting the -GeneratorList attribute).

l Creates the AnalyzerStopCommand object (setting the -AnalyzerList attribute).

l As each command is created, the returned command object handle is appended to the command list. Once the
script has finished creating the command objects, it executes the sequencerInsert command to add the
commands to the Sequencer. The Sequencer will execute the commands in the order they occur in the list.

Test Execution

The following code fragment runs the test. The test execution consists of the following operations:

1. Start the sequencer – the sequencer will execute the commands in the order in which they were inserted into the
sequencer. The time established for the WaitCommand determines the amount of time that Spirent TestCenter
will generate traffic.

2. Wait until the sequence is complete. The waituntilcomplete function checks the Sequencer state and returns
control to the script when the Sequencer pauses or becomes idle.

3. Retrieve the frame count for both the transmitting and receiving ports – the script retrieves the handle to the
AnalyzerPortResult object for each port, and then uses those handles to retrieve (and display) the total frame
count.

4. Disconnect from the chassis.

puts "Start the Sequencer running"
stc::perform sequencerStart

stc::waituntilcomplete

puts "Print counters"
for {set i 1} {$i <= 2} {incr i} {

set analyzerCounters [stc::get $port($i).analyzer \
-children-analyzerPortResults]

puts "Port $i total frame count: [stc::get $analyzerCounters -
totalFrameCount]"
}

puts "Disconnect"
stc::perform chassisDisconnectAll
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Sequencer Example (Advanced)
These topics describe a more complex Sequencer example:

l Initialization

l Test Configuration

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Sequencer Configuration and Execution

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment loads the package, and it also defines variables that will be used later in the script.

set scriptName "Advanced2PortSequencer.tcl"
puts "Start running $scriptName"

# Load Spirent TestCenter
package require SpirentTestCenter

set chassisAddress "10.100.20.51"
set slotPort1 "1/1"
set slotPort2 "1/2"
set runtime 30

Test Configuration

The following figure shows the test configuration object hierarchy for the example script. The advanced Sequencer example
script uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis. The ports use Ethernet copper connections to a DUT running at
autonegotiated speeds.

The advanced Sequencer example uses the following objects:
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l The Project object is the root of the test configuration object hierarchy.

l The Port objects represent physical ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

l The EthernetCopper objects define the Ethernet copper interface for the ports.

l The Host objects represent emulated hosts within the emulated network created by Spirent TestCenter.

l The EthIIIf and Ipv4If objects define the Ethernet and IPv4 interfaces for the hosts.

l The StreamBlock, EthernetII, and IPv4 objects define the traffic streams for the test.

l The Generator objects (shown in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically)
define traffic generation for the ports.

These objects represent the emulated network configuration. The lines between the objects indicate the parent-child relations
that connect the objects. (Spirent TestCenter creates parent-child relations automatically.) To complete the test configuration,
the script creates additional relations and command objects to execute the test. (See Additional Relations and Sequenced
Commands.)

These topics contain the code fragments that create the test configuration:

l Project, Port, and EthernetCopper Objects

l Hosts and Host Interfaces

l Additional Relations

Project, Port, and EthernetCopper Objects

The following code fragment creates the Project, Port, and EthernetCopper objects.

l The Project object is the root of the test configuration hierarchy.

l The Port objects represent the physical ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

l The EthernetCopper objects define the type of port connection, including duplex and auto-negotiation settings.

puts " Creating project..."
set project [stc::create Project]
puts " project ($project) created"

# Set log parameters
# -logTo values: stdout/filename
# -logLevel values: DEBUG/INFO/WARN/ERROR
stc::config automationoptions -logTo stdout -logLevel WARN

#############################
### Create the ports under the project
#############################
puts "Creating the ports..."
set port(1) [stc::create Port \

-under $project \
-Location "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort1" \
-Name "Port //$slotPort1"]

set port(2) [stc::create Port \
-under $project \
-Location "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort2" \
-Name "Port //$slotPort2"]

#############################
### Create the port type under the port object. In this case the port type is
copper
#############################
set ethernetCopper(1) [stc::create EthernetCopper \

-under $port(1) \
-Duplex "FULL" \
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-AutoNegotiation "TRUE" \
-AutoNegotiationMasterSlave "MASTER" \
-Name "ethernetCopper 1"]

set ethernetCopper(2) [stc::create EthernetCopper \
-under $port(2) \
-Duplex "FULL" \
-AutoNegotiation "TRUE" \
-AutoNegotiationMasterSlave "MASTER" \
-Name "ethernetCopper 2"]

Hosts and Host Interfaces

Host objects represent host systems in the emulated network environment. Host objects are children of the Project object;
they are associated with ports on Spirent TestCenter chassis with the AffiliationPort relation. (See Additional Relations for an
example of creating an AffiliationPort relation.) Host objects also provide the configuration of the interface stack through the
definition of interface objects. The example script uses Ethernet and IPv4 interfaces. The interface objects (EthIIIf and Ipv4If
objects) are children of the Host objects.

The following code fragments show the creation of the Host and interface objects. (The first code fragment creates the Host
and EthIIIf objects; the second fragment creates the Ipv4If objects.) Once these objects have been created, the stacking order
of the interfaces is determined by creating the appropriate relations (see Additional Relations).

#############################
### Create the hosts that will be used as sources for the streamblocks
#############################
set host(1) [stc::create Host \

-under $project \
-Name "Host 1"]

set host(2) [stc::create Host \
-under $project \
-Name "Host 2"]

puts "Host creation complete"
puts "Creating/configuring the host's EthernetII interface..."

#############################
### Create/configure the Ethernet II interface for the hosts
#############################
set ethIIIf(1) [stc::create EthIIIf \

-under $host(1) \
-SourceMac "00:00:01:00:00:02" \
-Name "EthIIIf 1"]

set ethIIIf(2) [stc::create EthIIIf \
-under $host(2) \
-SourceMac "00:01:01:00:00:02" \
-Name "EthIIIf 2"]

puts "Host EthernetII interface creation/configuration complete"

The following code fragment creates the IPv4 interface objects, one for each host.

puts "Creating/configuring the host's IPv4 interface..."
set ipv4If(1) [stc::create Ipv4If \

-under $host(1) \
-Address "30.0.0.3" \
-PrefixLength "24" \
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-UsePortDefaultIpv4Gateway "FALSE" \
-Gateway "30.0.0.1" \
-ResolveGatewayMac "TRUE" \
-Name "Ipv4If 1"]

set ipv4If(2) [stc::create Ipv4If \
-under $host(2) \
-Address "30.1.0.3" \
-PrefixLength "24" \
-UsePortDefaultIpv4Gateway "FALSE" \
-Gateway "30.1.0.1" \
-ResolveGatewayMac "TRUE" \
-Name "Ipv4If 2"]

puts "Host IPv4 interface creation/configuration complete"

Additional Relations

When you create objects (with the exception of the Project object), you specify a parent when you call the create function
(stc::create -under parent). Spirent TestCenter automatically creates the ParentChild relations for newly created
objects. A test configuration requires additional relations between objects to establish connections that are not available
through the ParentChild relation.

The example script establishes the following relations for each port/host combination:

l The AffiliationPort relation defines the association between an emulated host and a port on a Spirent TestCenter
chassis.

l The TopLevelIf relation identifies the initial interface in the host interface stacking order.

l The PrimaryIf relation identifies the top level interface (TopLevelIf) that faces the DUT.

l The StackedOnEndpoint relations define the stacking order of the interfaces on an emulated host.

The following figure shows the relations that the example script creates in addition to the automatically created ParentChild
relations. In the figure, the additional relations are shown with arrows, with the arrow pointing at the target of the relation.
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The following code fragment shows the calls to the config function to establish the relations. Each call to config specifies the
local object to be configured and a relation specification. For example, the following call to config establishes the
AffiliationPort relation between the first host and the first port.

stc::config $host(1) -AffiliatedPort $port(1)

The relation specification uses the relation type side name (-AffiliatedPort) and the remote object that completes the relation
– $port(1). The AffiliatedPort side name represents the remote side of the AffiliationPort relation (-targets).

puts "Setting up the relations for the hosts to the port objects..."

#############################
### Set up the relations from port level objects
### to host objects and interfaces
#############################
stc::config $host(1) -AffiliatedPort $port(1)
stc::config $host(1) -TopLevelIf $ipv4If(1)
stc::config $host(1) -PrimaryIf $ipv4If(1)
stc::config $ipv4If(1) -StackedOn $ethIIIf(1)
stc::config $host(2) -AffiliatedPort $port(2)
stc::config $host(2) -TopLevelIf $ipv4If(2)
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stc::config $host(2) -PrimaryIf $ipv4If(2)
stc::config $ipv4If(2) -StackedOn $ethIIIf(2)
puts "Host relation configuration complete"

Traffic Configuration

The sequencer example generates traffic from each emulated host. The following code fragment creates the StreamBlock,
EthernetII, and IPv4 objects to define the traffic streams.

l A StreamBlock object is a child of a Port object. The example creates one StreamBlock object under each Port
object in the configuration. The script also clears the frame configuration. This is necessary to take advantage of
the host interface configuration (see Traffic Bindings).

l The EthernetII and IPv4 objects are children of the StreamBlock objects. Each StreamBlock object has one
EthernetII and one IPv4 child.

Note: PDU specification:

l The example code shows the specification of the EthernetII and IPv4 objects as follows:
ethernet:EthernetII ipv4:IPv4 When you use Protocol Data Unit (PDU) objects that are children
of StreamBlock objects, you must use the PDU library name prefix for the object. Only use the PDU library
prefix for StreamBlock children, not for any other PDU objects.

l When you specify a StreamBlock child, you must use the character case shown (ethernet:EthernetII,
for example).

###### Create stream blocks (one per port)
set streamBlock(1) [stc::create streamBlock -under $port(1)]
set streamBlock(2) [stc::create streamBlock -under $port(2)]

###### Clear the frame configuration for the stream blocks
set streamBlockConfig(1) [stc::config $streamBlock(1) -frameconfig ""]
set streamBlockConfig(2) [stc::config $streamBlock(2) -frameconfig ""]

#### Create/configure the Ethernet II interface for the first streamblock
set strBlkEthII(1) [stc::create ethernet:EthernetII \

-under $streamBlock(1) \
-name "eth_sb1" \
-srcMac 00:00:00:01:00:01]

### Create/configure the IPv4 interface for the first streamblock
set strBlkIpv4(1) [stc::create ipv4:IPv4 \

-under $streamBlock(1) \
-name "ipv4_sb1" \
-sourceAddr 30.0.0.11 \
-destAddr 30.1.0.11 \
-gateway 30.0.0.1]

#### Create/configure the Ethernet II interface for the second streamblock
set strBlkEthII(2) [stc::create ethernet:EthernetII \

-under $streamBlock(2) \
-name "eth_sb2" \
-srcMac 00:00:00:01:00:02]

### Create/configure the IPv4 interface for the second streamblock
set strBlkIpv4(2) [stc::create ipv4:IPv4 \

-under $streamBlock(2) \
-name "ipv4_sb2" \
-sourceAddr 30.1.0.11 \
-destAddr 30.0.0.11 \
-gateway 30.1.0.1]
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Traffic Bindings
The following figure shows the source and destination bindings that are established between the StreamBlock objects and the
Ipv4If objects associated with the hosts. These relations set the traffic streams from one port to the other.

The following code fragment shows the function calls to establish the bindings. Each call to config specifies the local object
to be configured (the StreamBlock object) and a relation specification for the source or destination binding. For example, the
following call to config establishes the SrcBinding relation between the StreamBlock and the Ipv4If objects associated with
the first host.

stc::config $streamBlock(1) -SrcBinding $ipv4If(1)

The relation specification uses the relation type side name (-SrcBinding) and the remote object that completes the relation –
$ipvrIf(1). The SrcBinding side name represents the remote side of the SrcBinding relation (-targets).

#############################
### Set up the relations for the bindings in the streamblocks
### The source is the host on each port, and the destination
### is the routeblock advertised by the other port
#############################
stc::config $streamBlock(1) -SrcBinding $ipv4If(1)
stc::config $streamBlock(1) -DstBinding $ipv4If(2)
stc::config $streamBlock(2) -SrcBinding $ipv4If(2)
stc::config $streamBlock(2) -DstBinding $ipv4If(1)
puts "Streamblock configuration complete"

Attaching Ports

To run the test, you must:
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l Connect to the chassis.

l Reserve the ports that you intend to use.

l Map the reserved ports.

You can perform these operations by calling the connect function, and then use the ReservePort and MapPort commands. As
an alternative, you can accomplish all three operations by using the AttachPorts command. The AttachPorts command uses the
location defined in the Port objects to connect to the chassis and reserve the ports, after which it creates the mapping between
the physical ports and their logical representation in the test configuration. The following code fragment demonstrates the use
of the AttachPorts command, after which it applies the test configuration.

puts "Connecting to the chassis..."

#############################
# Connect, reserve, and map
#############################
stc::perform attachPorts -portList "$port(1) $port(2)" -autoConnect TRUE

puts "Logical to physical port mapping complete"
puts "Applying configuration..."

#############################
### Apply the previously created configuration
#############################
stc::apply
puts "Configuration applied successfully"

Sequencer Configuration and Execution

The advanced Sequencer example generates traffic using varying frame sizes and loads. The sequenced operations for this
example consist of the following:

l Configure the test duration (SetDurationCommand).

l Start the emulated devices (DevicesStartAllCommand).

l Define a command loop based on frame size (SequencerLoopCommand).

l Define the frame sizes for the test (IterateFrameSizeCommand).

l Define a command loop based on load size (SequencerLoopCommand).

l Define the load sizes for the test (IterateLoadSizeCommand).

l Start the Generators (GeneratorStartCommand)

l Wait (WaitCommand)

l Stop the Generators (GeneratorStopCommand)

In preparation for traffic generation, the following code fragment obtains the handles to the Generator and StreamBlock
objects.

puts "Starting to configure the sequencer..."

set generatorList ""
set streamBlockList ""
set hHostList [stc::get $hProject -children-host]
foreach portName $hPortList {

lappend generatorList [stc::get $portName -children-Generator]
set streamBlockList [concat $streamBlockList \

[stc::get $portName -children-StreamBlock]]
}

These topics describe:
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l Sequenced Commands

l Execution Hierarchy

l Insertion and Execution

Sequenced Commands
The following figure shows the set of command objects for the advanced Sequencer test. This figure indicates the parent-
child relations for this objects. Note that command objects are children of the internal object System1. The figure shows the
System1 object in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates this object automatically.

The following code fragment creates the command objects. The code fragment retrieves the handle to the Sequencer object
(for inserting objects into the sequencer later – see Execution Hierarchy), and then creates the command objects as children of
the system1 object.

set sequencer [stc::get system1 -children-sequencer]

set setDurationCommand [stc::create SetDurationCommand \
-under system1 \ -DurationMode "SECONDS" \
-DurationSeconds "10" \
-Name "SetDurationCommand" \
-GeneratorList "$generatorList"]

set startAllDevicesCommand [stc::create DevicesStartAllCommand \
-under system1 \
-projectHandle $hProject]

set frameSizeLoop [stc::create SequencerLoopCommand \
-under system1 \
-IterationCount "1" \
-ExecutionMode "BACKGROUND" \
-GroupCategory "REGULAR_COMMAND" \
-ContinuousMode "TRUE" \
-Name "Frame Size Loop"]
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set loadLoop [stc::create SequencerLoopCommand \
-under system1 \
-IterationCount "1" \
-ExecutionMode "BACKGROUND" \
-GroupCategory "REGULAR_COMMAND" \
-ContinuousMode "TRUE" \
-Name "Load Loop"]

set iterateFrameSizeCommand [stc::create IterateFrameSizeCommand \
-under system1 \
-FrameSizeType "STEP" \
-FrameSizeStart "128" \
-FrameSizeEnd "512" \
-FrameSizeStep "128" \
-Name "IterateFrameSizeCommand" \
-StreamBlockList $streamBlockList]

set iterateLoadSizeCommand [stc::create IterateLoadSizeCommand \
-under system1 \
-LoadType "STEP" \
-LoadUnits "PERCENT_LINE_RATE" \
-LoadStart "10" \
-LoadEnd "20" \
-LoadStep "10" \
-Name "IterateLoadSizeCommand" \
-StreamBlockList $streamBlockList]

set generatorStartCommand [stc::create GeneratorStartCommand \
-under system1 \
-Name "GeneratorStartCommand" \
-GeneratorList "$generatorList"]

set generatorStopCommand [CRS stc::create GeneratorStopCommand \
-under system1 \
-Name "GeneratorStopCommand"]

set generatorWaitForStop [stc::create WaitCommand \
-under system1 \
-WaitTime 30 \
-Name "Generator Wait For Stop"]

Execution Hierarchy
To generate traffic using varying frame sizes and loads, the command objects are organized into execution loops that use
iteration objects to determine the loop parameters. The advanced Sequencer example uses two execution loops:

l The outer loop uses the IterateFrameSizeCommand object to step through a series of frame sizes. The
IterateFrameSizeCommand object defines:

n The method of setting the frame size (in this case STEP, increasing the frame size with each
iteration).

n The starting, step, and ending frame size values.

n The streams for traffic generation.

l The inner loop uses the IterateLoadSizeCommand object to step through a series of load sizes. The
IterateLoadSizeCommand object defines:

n The method of setting the load size (in this case STEP, increasing the load size with each
iteration).

n The load unit.
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n The starting, step, and ending load size values.

n The streams for traffic generation.

The inner loop also executes the set of commands that generate traffic.

The previous diagram shows the execution hierarchy for the example. The actual structure of the hierarchy is determined by
insertion into the Sequencer. The figure indicates:

l The sequence of execution that is established by the order specified during insertion.

l The loop structure that is created by using the SequencerInsert command. You create a command loop by
specifying a SequencerLoopCommand object as the command parent.

For example:

stc::perform SequencerInsert \
-CommandHandles "$iterateFrameSizeCommand $loadLoop" \
-CommandParent $frameSizeLoop

This command inserts the iterateFrameSize and load size SequencerLoop commands into the frame size loop.

Insertion and Execution
The following code fragment performs the sequencer insertion operations that set up the execution logic, and then it runs the
test.

l In this example, the insertions are handled in three separate operations that reflect the loop structure.

l After inserting the commands into the sequencer, the script starts the sequencer and executes a simple loop to
check the sequencer state. The sequencer will transition to the IDLE state when the command sequence has
completed.

l Once the command sequence has finished, the script releases the ports and disconnects from the chassis.

#############################
### Set up the actual sequence of events...
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#############################
stc::perform SequencerInsert \

-CommandHandles "$setDurationCommand $devicesStartAllCommand $frameSizeLoop"
stc::perform SequencerInsert \

-CommandHandles "$iterateFrameSizeCommand $loadLoop" \
-CommandParent $frameSizeLoop

stc::perform SequencerInsert \
-CommandHandles "$iterateLoadSizeCommand $generatorStartCommand \

$generatorWaitForStop $generatorStopCommand"
-CommandParent $loadLoop

set sequencerList "$sequencer $setDurationCommand $startAllDevicesCommand \
$frameSizeLoop $iterateFrameSizeCommand $loadLoop \
$iterateLoadSizeCommand $generatorStartCommand \
$generatorWaitForStop $generatorStopCommand"

puts "Sequencer configuration complete"

puts "[clock format [clock seconds] -format %A%t%m-%d-%Y%l:%M:%S%p] Starting
Sequencer..."
stc::perform sequencerStart

while {[stc::get $sequencer -state] != "IDLE"} {
puts "Waiting for sequencer to finish.
Current state: [stc::get $seq -state]"
stc::sleep 1

}

puts "Releasing the ports..."
stc::release "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort1"
stc::release "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort2"
puts "Disconnecting from the chassis"
stc::perform chassisdisconnectall
puts "Disconnecting from the chassis complete"
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About Results
Spirent TestCenter collects test results throughout the execution of a test. In order to retrieve results values, you must
establish subscriptions for sets of results that you wish to analyze. Based on the subscriptions, Spirent TestCenter maintains
test results in memory by setting the value of result attributes for objects in the object hierarchy. During a test, you can obtain
test results by using the get function to retrieve the value of result attributes.
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After the test has completed, Spirent TestCenter produces output files containing the end-of-test results data. Spirent
TestCenter Automation also produces a log file.

These topics provide information about producing and obtaining test results:

l Overview

l Paged Results

l End-of-Test Results Database

Overview
Spirent TestCenter test results are collected for the duration of a test and, at the end of a test run, Spirent TestCenter
Automation optionally writes the test results to files. To enable the collection of test results, you must establish subscriptions
for results.

These topics provide information about:

l Log Files: The Automation Options Object

l Subscriptions

l Result Files

l Using the API to Retrieve Test Results`

Log Files: The Automation Options Object

Spirent TestCenter defines the AutomationOptions object to store settings for logging diagnostic messages. The object has the
following attributes:

l LogLevel - Defines the minimum severity level of logged diagnostic messages.The testResultSetting object also
controls where messages are logged.

l LogTo - Specifies the output destination for diagnostic messages.

Spirent TestCenter automatically creates the AutomationOptions object . To set the automation options, first retrieve the
handle for the object, and then call the config function to set the values. For example:

set hOptions [stc::get system1 -children-AutomationOptions]
stc::config $hOptions -LogLevel ERROR

The call to config specifies that Spirent TestCenter will report ERROR level messages only. The levels specified are
cumulative with higher levels, For example, setting the LogLevel to INFO will cause INFO, WARN, and ERROR messages to
be logged.

Subscriptions

To retrieve results values, you must establish subscriptions for sets of results. When you create a subscription, you specify the
following information to identify the type and scope of results to be collected:

l The type of results to be collected (the -resultType parameter).

l The configuration object associated with the results (the -configType parameter). The configuration object is
defined as the source element of a ResultChild relationship that is defined for the resultType object. (See the
Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for the ResultChild definitions for specific result object
types.)

l The root of the results collection (the -resultParent parameter). By default, the result parent is the Project object,
producing results for the entire test configuration. You can reduce the amount of data collected by specifying a
different result parent, for example, a particular port.

Note: When you specify either the DiffServResults or the FilteredStreamResults object type as the subscription result type (-
resultType), you cannot use the default result parent (-resultParent $project). DiffServResults and FilteredStreamResults are
associated with specific ports, so you must identify a single port as the result parent.
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For example, the following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults for the transmitting
port and AnalyzerPortResults for the receiving port.

set tx_resinfo [stc::subscribe -parent $project \
-resultParent $tx_port \
-configType generator \
-resultType generatorPortResults]

set rx_resinfo [stc::subscribe -parent $project \
-resultParent $rx_port \
-configType analyzer \
-resultType analyzerPortResults]

The following figure shows the objects in the test configuration that are identified by the subscriptions above. Based on the
subscription, Spirent TestCenter will create the objects that it needs to store result values (in this example, the ResultDataSet,
GeneratorPortResults, and AnalyzerPortResults objects).

In the figure, the automatically created objects are shown in red. Note that when you call the subscribe function, some
attributes require handle values (-parent, -resultParent) and some attributes require object type values (-configType, -
resultType). The subscribe function returns a handle to a ResultDataSet object. Spirent TestCenter uses this object to manage
the result objects. You use the ResultDataSet object to obtain handles for the individual result objects and to managed Paged
Results.

Note: Analyzer filters produce results that are stored in FilteredStreamResults objects. Any time you use an analyzer filter,
regardless of the port on which it is configured, Spirent TestCenter disables the TxStreamResults and
RxStreamSummaryResults objects on all ports. (For information about using filters, see Analyzer Filters.)

(For more information, including additional parameters, see the description of the subscribe function.)

Result Files

Result files contain comma-separated values (.csv file extension). These files are suitable for display using a spreadsheet
program, for example, Microsoft Excel, OpenOffice Calc, or Gnumeric. You must use the subscribe function to direct Spirent
TestCenter Automation to produce result files. (You can also use Spirent TestCenter to create a results database. For
information about creating and using a results database, see End-of-Test Results Database.)

When you call the subscribe function, you identify the type of results to be collected, and you specify the set of objects for
which the results will be collected. By default, Spirent TestCenter Automation does not produce result output. To produce an
output file you must specify the -filenamePrefix parameter in the subscription call. The following example shows a
subscription for port results collected from the analyzer. The results will be written to the file APR_results.csv in the
current default directory.

set rx_resinfo [stc::subscribe -parent $project \
-resultParent $rx_port \
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-configType analyzer \
-filenamePrefix "APR_results" \
-resultType analyzerPortResults]

The subscription above will generate a file containing results data for all of the attributes defined for the AnalyzerPortResults
object. To reduce the amount of data written to the file, use the -viewAttributeList parameter to supply one or more attribute
names. The names must identify attributes defined for the -resultType object. Spirent TestCenter will write out data for only
the specified attributes. For example:

set rx_resinfo [stc::subscribe \
-parent $project \
-resultParent $rx_port \
-configType analyzer \
-filenamePrefix "APR_results" \
-resultType analyzerPortResults \
-viewAttributeList "Ipv4FrameCount TcpFrameCount UdpFrameCount" ]

For more information, see the description of the subscribe function.

Using the API to Retrieve Test Results

When you run a Spirent TestCenter test, Spirent TestCenter Automation maintains a copy of the test results by updating the
value of result attributes defined for the objects subscribed in the test object hierarchy.

You can examine test results at any time during test execution, depending on when a particular type of test result is available.

l Spirent TestCenter Automation continuously updates result attributes that reflect the value of real-time counters
or any discrete test measurement taken during test execution. You can retrieve these values at any time. Spirent
TestCenter updates result attributes based on polling interval specified for the subscription (the -interval
parameter for the subscribe function).

l For certain types of operations, results data is available after specific commands are executed.

l Spirent TestCenter Automation derives certain test results as statistics that reflect data collection over time. This
type of test result is available at the end of the test run; for example, after the analyzer is stopped.

To retrieve test result values, use the get function. The following example shows a call to the get function that retrieves the
value of the total frame count for the analyzer.

set frame_count [stc::get $analyzerResults -totalFrameCount]

Note:

l Inconsistent results: You can retrieve test results during test execution, and you can modify the attributes of
your test configuration in response to those results. When you modify attributes during a test, you must call the
apply function to activate the changes. When you call the apply function, Spirent TestCenter Automation sends
the modifications to the chassis. The executing test is modified at that point, and the result values will reflect
the changes in real time. Depending on your configuration, the type of test you are running, and the type of
modifications to the configuration, there may be a short period of time during which your results are
inconsistent.

l Subscription limits: The subscribe function operates in a synchronous fashion. When it returns, the test
configuration in memory has been updated with a current copy of the subscribed data. Spirent TestCenter
updates the subscription based on the value of the -interval parameter. Approximately 2000 data elements can
be subscribed before the system starts to discard data due to throughput limitations.

These topics provide information about accessing results data:

l The ResultsDataSet Object

l Result Report Objects (ARP/ND and Ping)

l Results From Specific Commands
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The ResultsDataSet Object
When you create a subscription, the subscribe function returns a handle to a ResultsDataSet object. Spirent TestCenter creates
ResultsDataSet objects automatically, and uses them to manage the set of result objects that it creates for a test. You can use
a ResultsDataSet object to access results objects and to manage paged result retrieval (see Paged Results).

When Spirent TestCenter creates result objects, it also establishes relations between the result objects and ResultDataSet
objects. The following code fragment shows an example of how to retrieve handles for the result objects associated with a
subscription identified by a ResultDataSet object ($ResultDataSet).

set resultobjlist [stc::get $ResultDataSet -resultChild]
foreach object $resultobjlist {

set mystrmblkhndl [stc::get $object -parent]
}

The call to the get function specifies the resultChild relation; the function returns a list of handles identifying target result
objects in that relation. Then, using the handle for a result object, the example retrieves the StreamBlock parent of the result
object.

Result Report Objects (ARP/ND and Ping)
ARP/ND (Address Resolution Protocol/Neighbor Discovery) and ping operations produce results that are stored in result
report objects.

l Most of the ARP/ND commands (ArpNdStart, ArpNdStartOnAllDevices, ArpNdStartOnAllStreamBlocks,
ArpNdStop, and ArpNdVerifyResolved) produce results that are stored in the ArpNdReport object.

l The ping commands (PingStart and PingStop) produce results that are stored in the PingReport object.

The following code fragment shows an example of how to use an ARP command (ArpNdStart) and retrieve the results from
the ArpNdReport object. The code fragment:

l Calls the perform function, invoking the ArpNdStart command. The command invocation identifies the ports
to be used.

l Waits five seconds for the ARP communication to complete.

l Retrieves handles to the ArpNdReport result object associated with the receiving port. The call to the get
function returns the children of the port object, and specifies the ArpNdReport object type as a filter for the -
Children relation side name (-Children-ArpNdReport) to obtain only the ArpNdReport object.

l Displays the ARP/ND results data.

# Start ArpNd
stc::perform ArpNdStart -HandleList [list $hPortRx $hPortTx]

# Wait 5 seconds for Arps to complete.
after 5000

# Display ArpNdReport.
set hArpNdReport [stc::get $hPortRx -Children-ArpNdReport]
puts "\nArpNdReport information"
foreach {szAttr szName} [stc::get $hArpNdReport] {

puts \t$szAttr\t$szName
}

Results From Specific Commands
There are a limited set of commands that produce results directly upon execution. These commands can be divided into the
following categories:
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l ARP/ND

l DHCP

l PPPoX

l L2tp

The following table shows the categories, the associated commands, and the corresponding result objects that are updated.

Category Command Result Object

Arp ArpNdUpdateArpCache ArpCache

DHCP Dhcpv4SessionInfo DhcpIpv4SessionResults

Dhcpv6SessionInfo DhcpIpv6SessionResults

PPPoX PppoxSessionInfo PppoeSessionResults

PppoxSessionInfo PppoL2tpv2SessionResults

L2tp L2tpSessionInfo L2tpv2SessionResults

L2tpNodeInfo L2tpv2NodeResults

L2tpTunnelInfo L2tpv2TunnelResults

For example, to retrieve the ARP cache table for a set of ports, use the ArpNdUpdateArpCache command. The following code
fragment:

l Calls the perform function, invoking the ArpNdUpdateArpCache command. The command invocation identifies
the ports for which cache table data is desired.

l Retrieves handles to the ArpCache result objects associated with the ports. The call to the get function returns
the children of the port object, and specifies the ArpCache object type as a filter for the -Children relation side
name (-Children-ArpCache) to obtain only the ArpCache object.

l Displays the ARP cache table data.

stc::perform ArpNdUpdateArpCache -HandleList [list $hPortTx $hPortRx]

set hTxArpCacheResults [stc::get $hPortTx -Children-ArpCache]
set hRxArpCacheResults [stc::get $hPortRx -Children-ArpCache]

puts "\nArp cache table information"
puts "\tTx arp cache table [stc::get $hTxArpCacheResults -ArpCacheData]"
puts "\tRx arp cache table [stc::get $hRxArpCacheResults -ArpCacheData]"

Paged Results
For certain result types, Spirent TestCenter Automation provides a mechanism to segment large amounts of results data into
"pages." You can use this mechanism to retrieve the results one page at a time. The results continue to be updated during
paging operations.

When you create a subscription, the subscribe function returns a handle to a ResultsDataSet object. Use the ResultsDataSet
object to manage paged results. You can use the paged results support for the following results object types (specified with the
resultType parameter in the call to the subscribe function).
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AnalyzerPortResults

DiffServResults

FilteredStreamResults

GeneratorPortResults

PortAvgLatencyResults

TxCpuPortResults

RxCpuPortResults

TxPortPairResults

RxPortPairResults

TxStreamBlockResults

RxStreamBlockResults

TxStreamSummaryResults

RxStreamSummaryResults

TxTrafficGroupResults

RxTrafficGroupResults

To define the amount of data in a page, and to identify the data to be retrieved, use the following attributes (defined for the
ResultsDataSet object).

l The RecordsPerPage attribute defines the amount of data in a page. A record corresponds to the data
associated with one result object.

l The PageNumber attribute identifies the data to be retrieved. To retrieve all of the data produced by a
subscription, set the PageNumber attribute to one, and increment the value until it reaches the TotalPageCount
value.

l The TotalPageCount attribute defines the total number of pages. (This is a read-only attribute determined by
the RecordsPerPage value.)

These topics describe an example script that uses the paged result mechanism.

l Initialization

l Test Configuration

l Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Retrieving Results

l Cleanup

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment loads the package, and it also defines variables that will be used later in the script.

package require SpirentTestCenter

# Equipment variables
set chassisAddr 10.100.20.5
set portCount 2
set txSlot
set txPort
set rxSlot
set rxPort 2

puts "Streams script begins"

# Emulation Variables
set txIpAddr "10.1.1.1"
set rxIpAddr "20.200.2.2"
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set rxMacAddr "22.22.22.22.22.22"

Test Configuration

The example uses two ports on a single Spirent TestCenter chassis – one port for transmitting traffic, one port for receiving
traffic. This test generates Ethernet traffic with a range of addresses.

The script creates the following objects:

l The Project object is the root of the test configuration object hierarchy.

l The Port objects represent physical ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis. Port objects are children of the
Project object.

l The StreamBlock object defines the traffic for the test. The StreamBlock object is a child of the first Port
object.

l The EthernetII object defines the source and destination MAC addresses.

l The RangeModifier object specifies a range of addresses for the traffic stream.

The following figure shows the test configuration object hierarchy. In the figure, the objects that Spirent TestCenter creates
automatically are shown in red. The script uses the Generator objects on the transmitting port, and the Analyzer objects on the
receiving port. Spirent TestCenter creates result objects based on the subscriptions.

The figure shows three object types associated with results data:

l ResultDataSet – This example uses two subscriptions, and thus, two ResultDataSet objects. Of the two
subscriptions, only the ResultsDataSet object for the RxSTreamSummaryResult subscription can be used for
paged retrieval.

l RxStreamSummaryResults – For this subscription, Spirent TestCenter collects stream summary results for the
receiving port; the script will use the paged result mechanism for these results.

l AnalyzerPortResults – Using this subscription, the script will retrieve frame length and count data.

These topics describe different elements of the test configuration for the example script:
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l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Generator/Analyzer Configuration

Project and Port Objects
The following code fragment creates the Project and Port objects for the test. After the script creates the Port objects, it
executes the attachPorts command to connect to the chassis, then reserve and map the ports. Once the ports are attached, the
script applies the configuration. This code fragment also shows a Tcl catch statement, which begins a block that encloses the
rest of the script.

# Configuration begins

if {[catch {
# Create the root project object
set proj [stc::create project]

# Create ports
puts "Create ports"
set txPortHandle [stc::create port -under $proj \

-location //$chassisAddr/$txSlot/$txPort \
-useDefaultHost False ]

set rxPortHandle [stc::create port -under $proj \
-location //$chassisAddr/$rxSlot/$rxPort \
-useDefaultHost False ]

# Connect, reserve, and map
stc::perform attachPorts -portList "$txport $rxport" \

-autoConnect TRUE

puts "Apply configuration"
stc:apply

Traffic Configuration
In preparation for generating traffic, the script stops the generator and analyzer, so that the test will begin in a known,
initialized state.

set generator [stc::get $txPortHandle -children-Generator]
puts "Stopping Generator -current state [stc::get $generator -state]"
stc::perform GeneratorStop -GeneratorList $generator
set analyzer [stc::get $rxPortHandle -children-Analyzer]
puts "Stopping Analyzer -current state [stc::get $analyzer -state]"
stc::perform AnalyzerStop -AnalyzerList $analyzer

The paged results script uses the following objects to configure traffic:

l The StreamBlock object defines the general parameters for test traffic. The StreamBlock object is a child of
the first Port object (the transmitting port).

l The EthernetII object provides the source and destination MAC addresses.

l The script uses a RangeModifier object to generate a range of destination addresses in the traffic stream.

n The RangeModifier object uses the OffsetReference attribute to identify the value that will
change. In this example, the OffsetReference attribute identifies the destination MAC attribute
of the EthernetII object. The reference uses a path notation that starts with the name value of
the EthernetII object, followed by the attribute name (sb1_eth.dstMac).
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n The DataType attribute specifies a MAC address format, which the Data, Mask and StepValue
attributes must also use.

After creating the traffic objects, the script executes the StreamBlockUpdate command to complete the stream configuration.

# Add in the stream blocks
puts "Configuring stream blocks"
set streamBlock(1) [stc::create streamBlock \

-under $txPortHandle \
-insertSig true \

-frameConfig "" \
-frameLengthMode RANDOM \
-maxFrameLength 1200 ]

# Code the length in the destination MAC for easy viewing
puts "Adding headers"
stc::create ethernet:EthernetII \

-under $streamBlock(1) \
-name sb1_eth \
-srcMac 00:00:20:00:00:00 \

-dstMac 00:00:00:00:00:40

puts "Creating Modifier on Stream Block"
set RangeModifier(1) [stc::create RangeModifier \

-under $streamBlock(1) \
-ModifierMode INCR \
-Mask "00:00:FF:FF:FF:FF" \
-StepValue "00:00:00:00:00:01" \
-RecycleCount 32767 \
-RepeatCount 0 \
-Data "00:00:10:10:10:01" \
-DataType NATIVE \
-EnableStream true \
-Offset 0 \
-OffsetReference "sb1_eth.dstMac" ]

stc::perform StreamBlockUpdate -streamBlock "$streamBlock(1)"

Generator/Analyzer Configuration
The following code fragment configures traffic generation.

#
# Configure generator
#
puts "Configuring Generator"
set generatorConfig [stc::get $generator -children-GeneratorConfig]

stc::config $generatorConfig \
-DurationMode BURSTS \

-BurstSize 1 \
-Duration 32767 \

-LoadMode FIXED \
-FixedLoad 100 \

-LoadUnit PERCENT_LINE_RATE \
-SchedulingMode RATE_BASED

#
# Analyzer Configuration
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#
puts "Configuring Analyzer"
set analyzerConfig [stc::get $analyzer -children-AnalyzerConfig]

Subscription

The paged result example establishes two subscriptions:

l AnalyzerPortResults (non-paged) – The script will use this subscription to obtain frame length and frame count
data.

l RxStreamSummaryResults (paged) – The script will use the ResultDataSet object associated with the stream
summary results subscription to manage the paged result retrieval. This subscription also specifies output to a
file.

The following code fragment establishes the subscriptions and applies the configuration.

#
# Subscribe to analyzer results
#
puts "Subscribe to results"
stc::subscribe -parent [stc::get system1 -children-Project] \

-resultParent [stc::get system1 -children-Project] \
-configType analyzer \
-resultType AnalyzerPortResults -interval 1

set rdsRxStreamSum \
[ stc::subscribe -parent [lindex [stc::get system1 -children-Project] 0] \

-resultParent [stc::get system1 -children-Project] \
-configType streamblock \
-resultType rxstreamsummaryresults \
-interval 1 \
-filenamePrefix "rxstreamsummaryresults-5228" ]

puts "Apply configuration"
stc::apply

SubscribeResultsViewCommand

This command provides you with the ability to subscribe to a runtime Result View that is already defined by a Result View
Template XML file. This command has an optional parameter to export the subscribed results. Results can be exported to a
CSV format or Binary format file (as output from the command).

The following code shows an example of subscribing to the results view and exporting to CSV:

stc::perform SubscribeResultsViewCommand \
-FileNamePrefix streamcounter \
-ExportFormat CSV \
-RecordsPerPage 500 \
-Interval 3 \
-TemplateUri "/Result Views/Stream Results/Detailed Stream Results.xml"

Traffic Generation

To generate traffic, the script:

l Starts the Analyzer on the receiving port.

l Waits for two seconds.
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l Starts the Generator on the transmitting port.

l Waits for five seconds.

l Stops the Analyzer.

# Start things running
puts "Start Analyzer"
stc::perform AnalyzerStart -AnalyzerList $analyzer
puts "Current analyzer state [stc::get $analyzer -state]"
stc::sleep 2
puts "Start Generator"
stc::perform GeneratorStart -GeneratorList $generator
puts "Current generator state [stc::get $generator -state]"
stc::sleep 5
puts "Current analyzer state [stc::get $analyzer -state]"
puts "Current generator state [stc::get $generator -state]"
puts "Stop Analyzer"
stc::perform AnalyzerStop -AnalyzerList $analyzer

# Give the analyzer time to stop
stc::sleep 1

Retrieving Results

In the following code fragment, the script first retrieves results based on the AnalyzerPortResults subscription. The script:

l Retrieves the handle to the AnalyzerPortResults object.

l Retrieves frame length and counts defined for the AnalyzerPortResults object (JumboFrameCount,
SigFrameCount, UndersizeFrameCount, OversizeFrameCount, MaxFrameLength, TotalFrameCount).

After retrieving the frame data, the script uses the paged mechanism to retrieve data from the RxStreamSummaryResults
subscription. The script uses the default page size (100 records per page). The script:

l Retrieves the total page count

l Loops through the paged data:

n Sets the page number in the ResultsDataSet object (the subscribe function returns the handle to
the ResultsDataSet object).

n Applies the updated configuration.

n Retrieves the results for the page.

n Loops through the records for the retrieved page and displays the results for each record (object).

n Increments the page number.

n Retrieves the total page count (the total may have changed if results collection was not complete
when loop started).

set analyzerResults [ stc::get $analyzer -children-AnalyzerPortResults ]
puts "Frames Counts"
puts -nonewline "Jumbo([stc::get $analyzerResults -JumboFrameCount]) \

Sig([stc::get $analyzerResults -sigFrameCount]) "
puts -nonewline "Under([stc::get $analyzerResults -UndersizeFrameCount]) \

Over([stc::get $analyzerResults -oversizeFrameCount]) "
puts "Max Len([stc::get $analyzerResults -MaxFrameLength]) \

Total([stc::get $analyzerResults -totalFrameCount])"

set pageNumber 1
puts "[stc::get $rdsRxStreamSum -totalPageCount]"
set totalPageCount [stc::get $rdsRxStreamSum -totalPageCount]
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while { $pageNumber < $totalPageCount } {
puts "Set page $pageNumber: [time [ stc::config $rdsRxStreamSum \

-pageNumber $pageNumber ] 1 ]"
puts "Update results: [time [ array set res [ stc::apply ] ] 1 ]"

# Display RxStreamSummaryResults Children of $streamBlock(1) here
set resultObjects [stc::get $streamBlock(1) \

-children-RxStreamSummaryResults]
foreach summaryResult {$resultObjects} { 

puts "results for $summaryResult: [stc::get $summaryResult]"
}

incr pageNumber
set totalPageCount [stc::get $rdsRxStreamSum -totalPageCount]

}

ExportDbResultsCommand

This command saves test results and exports aggregated results to a CSV file. You can provide the aggregation attribute. You
can export results to a saved result db file by providing the ResultDbFile parameter. When you use the Field option, you do
not need to provide a template Uri parameter. You can also select Binary as the export format (as output from the command).
The command supports the exporting of a selected range of results using the StartIndex and TotalCount parameters.

The following code shows examples of exporting the results view and exporting to CSV:

Example 1: Save results and export results aggregated with IPv4 source address and source MAC address.

stc::perform ExportDbResultsCommand \
-Field "SrcIPv4 SrcMac" \
-Format CSV \
- StartIndex 10 \
- TotalCount 50

Example 2: Use the saved db result file to export results to the provided template rtp file:

stc::perform ExportDbResultsCommand \
-TemplateUri "templates/DESTIPV4.rtp" \
-ResultFileName "test" \
-Format csv \
-ResultDbFile "EotResultDb_2010-09-02_00-19-31.db"

Cleanup

After stopping the generators and analyzers, the script:

l Releases the reserved ports. The script uses the detachPorts command to release the ports.

l Disconnects from the chassis.

l Deletes the Project object to delete the test configuration.

The following code fragment shows an example of the function calls that you use to perform termination.

### Release/Disconnect
puts "Releasing $chassisAddr/$txSlot/$txPort and $chassisAddr/$rxSlot/$rxPort"
stc::release "$chassisAddr/$txSlot/$txPort $chassisAddr/$rxSlot/$rxPort"

# Disconnect from a chassis
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puts "Disconnecting"
stc::disconnect $chassisAddr

### Delete configuration
puts "Deleting project"
stc::delete $proj
} err] } {

puts "Error caught: $err"
}

End-of-Test Results Database
A subscription establishes a set of result attributes that define the test result data to be collected. When you call the subscribe
function, the –ResultType parameter specifies the results data to be collected, and the –ResultParent parameter specifies the
scope of data collection within the test configuration. (For information about using the subscribe function, see Subscriptions.)

During the test, Spirent TestCenter collects results according to the subscription result object types. After a test has completed,
you can write the end-of-test results to an SQLlite database. Once you have created the database, you can use Spirent
TestCenter Automation to access the database. You can also use the Results Reporter to view the contents of the results
database.

These topics provide information about:

l Creating a Results Database

l Retrieving Results from the Database

l Results Reporter

Creating a Results Database

There are two commands that you can use to create a results database:

l The SaveResult Command

l The EotResultsWriteIteration Command

The SaveResult Command
To create a results database, use the SaveResult command. The following example shows a call to SaveResult. The command
creates a database named "analyzer_filters.db" that contains results for the entire test configuration.

stc::perform SaveResult -databaseConnectionString "analyzer_filters.db"

The EotResultsWriteIteration Command
You can use the EotResultsWriteIteration command to write results for the current configuration at the end of a test iteration.
For example, you can include a call to this function at the end of a sequencer loop. The following code fragment creates an
EOTResultsWriteIterationCommand object to write out the results associated with the specified stream block list.

set EOTResultsWriteIterationCommand [stc::create "EOTResultsWriteIterationCommand"
\

-under "System1" \
-Name "EOTResultsWriteIterationCommand" \
-StreamBlockList $StreamBlockList \
-EnableDetailedResultsCollection "TRUE"]
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Retrieving Results from the Database

To retrieve results from a results database, use the QueryResult command. The command operates on views of the database
that correspond to views presented by the Results Reporter.

When you invoke the QueryResult command, you specify:

l The results database (the DatabaseConnectionString attribute).

l The database node for the query (the ResultType attribute). A node is a collection of results. The ResultType
specification is a path name extending from the root of the database to a particular node. (The Results Reporter
displays the hierarchical organization of nodes.) By default (an empty string), QueryResult returns results for
all nodes. The ResultType specification consists of names in the path separated by forward slashes (/). The
path names are case-sensitive and cannot contain spaces.

l The result attribute values (corresponding to columns in the database) to be returned (the AttributeList
attribute). By default (an empty string), QueryResult returns all attributes. The AttributeList specification
consists of attribute names (column names) separated by spaces. Individual names within the list are case-
sensitive and cannot contain spaces.

l The count of values to be returned (the Count attribute). The count corresponds to rows in the database. By
default (an empty string), QueryResult returns all rows, starting at the first row for an attribute (column). You
can specify a different starting point by using the Offset attribute.

l The first value (row) to be returned (the Offset attribute). Use this with the Count attribute to retrieve a subset
of rows.

l A filter to be applied to the returned values (the Filter attribute). You can specify an expression using the
following comparison operators to reduce the number of values returned.

n == (equals)

n != (does not equal)

n > (greater than)

n >= (greater than or equal to)

n < (less than)

n <= (less than or equal to)

For example, the filter expression "TotalTxFrameCount > 50" returns the TotalTxFrameCount
values that are greater than 50. By default, QueryResult returns all values.

The following example shows a call to the perform function to execute the QueryResult command.

stc::perform QueryResult \
-databaseConnectionString "analyzer_filters.db" \
-attributeList "PortName TotalTxFrameCount TotalRxFrameCount" \
-resultType "SavedResult/PortTraffic/BasicTrafficCounters/BasicCounters"

This call specifies three result attributes (PortName, TotalTxFrameCount, and TotalRxFrameCount) that are collectively
represented by the BasicCounters node. Spirent TestCenter returns the requested values, formatted with braces to indicate
rows of data. For example, the previous call to QueryResult might return results like the following, showing total transmitted
and received frame counts for two ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis:

{{{Port //7/3} 100 0} {{Port //7/4} 0 100}

Results Reporter

The Results Reporter is a tool with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and a limited command line interface. You can use the
Results Reporter to do the following:

l View the Contents of a Results Database

l Using the Results Reporter to View a Test Configuration
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l Using the Results Reporter to Produce Reports

View the Contents of a Results Database
To invoke the Results Reporter:

If you are running Spirent TestCenter on Windows, the installation creates an icon on your desktop for the Results Reporter.
You can use the icon to invoke the Results Reporter, or you can use the Windows batch file STCResultsReporter.bat, located
in the following directory:

C:\Program Files\Spirent Communications\Spirent TestCenter\Spirent TestCenter
Application\Results Reporter

If you are running Spirent TestCenter on a Linux system, you can invoke the Results Reporter from a script.

# Set the directory where Results Reporter is installed
set rrPath "/Spirent_TestCenter_2.15/Spirent_TestCenter_Application_Linux/results_
reporter"
# Provide the full path to the database
set database "/home/tests/results.db"
puts "Launching RR from $rrPath..."
exec sh $rrPath/STCResultsReporter.sh -o results.db

The actual path to the Results Reporter depends on where you have installed Spirent TestCenter; the actual path to the
database is the location that you used when you saved the configuration results. Spirent Communications provides the shell file
STCResultsReporter.sh to run the Results Reporter.

Using the Results Reporter to View a Test Configuration
To use the Results Reporter to view a test configuration, you must run Spirent TestCenter as a server.

l Add the following lines to the file stcbll.ini:

[msg]
serverPort=5009
serverAddress=localhost:5009

The stcbll.ini file is located in the following directory:

Spirent communications\Spirent TestCenter\Spirent TestCenter Application

l Run the server using this short Tcl script:

puts "Starting server..."
set env(STC_AS_SERVER) true
package require SpirentTestCenter

l Use a second Tcl script to connect to the server and display the configuration in the Results Reporter: (The
following example is based on a Linux installation.)

package require SpirentTestCenter
puts "Connected to server. stscytem1 children: [stc::get system1 -children]"
# Change the system's name
stc::config system1 -name "Test Name"

# Set the directory where Results Reporter is installed
set rrPath "/Spirent_TestCenter_2.15/Spirent_TestCenter_Application_Linux/results_
reporter"
puts "Launching Results Reporter from $rrPath..."
exec sh $rrPath/STCResultsReporter.sh -a localhost:5009 -v system1
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Using the Results Reporter to Produce Reports
The Results Reporter defines a limited command line interface that you can use to produce reports using data from the result
database. To use the command line interface, execute one of the following files:

l On Windows: ResultsReporterCLI.bat

l On Unix: ResultsReporterCLI.sh

For example (on Unix):

./ResultsReporterCLI.sh -o MyResults.db -f pdf -d MyResults.pdf -t
templates/CustomStats.rtp

This example generates a PDF from your database file "MyResults.db", creating the file MyResults.pdf using the template
CustomStats.rtp. Templates are located in the following directory:

Spirent TestCenter Application\Templates\System\Result Views

The Results Reporter CLI supports the following options:

Option Description

-d file
--dest file

The output destination path for the resulting
file.

-f pdf|html|csv|jpeg
--format pdf|html|csv|jpeg

The output format.

(Note that JPEG output is currently limited
to the first page of the template.)

-h
--help

Displays option help.

-o file
--open file

Open a result database at the given path.

-t file
--template file

Specifies a template to be applied to the
database.

Result Categories
Simply put, we want to see the results from our test. What happened? How do I get the results that tell me whether or not my
test passed? These questions can be answered with Spirent TestCenter’s result categories: realtime results, end-of-test results,
updated results, and database results.

l Realtime results are results that are periodically updated during a test. Realtime results may be stored to a file
at a specified interval, or retrieved from the API during the test or after the test has stopped. Certain results
(rate counters) are only available while the Analyzer is running. Stopping the analyzer clears these counters.

l End-of-test results refer to a condition when all the generators and protocols have stopped. End-of-test results
should only be retrieved after an API refresh command has been executed.

l Updated results require a command to be executed prior to collecting the results.

l Database results store the most recent results contained in memory in a database formatted file. The resulting
database file includes configuration information in addition to result information.
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Results Data Model

First Things First

From port, traffic, and protocol counters to timing results such as latencies and jitter, the Spirent TestCenter platform provides
an extensive set of result statistics. However, not all of these statistics are available during a test. Some stream-related statistics
involving histograms, counters, rates, and timing measurements must be selected prior to starting a test. The different

selections available are called result modes.

Before configuring a test, and before obtaining any results, determine the result mode containing the statistics required for the
test. Then configure the test system to retrieve these results. If timing metrics (such as latency, jitter, and inter arrival time) are
required, you must select the appropriate mode. If a histogram measurement is required, select the correct mode. Since the

result mode selects statistics for stream-related results, the following result objects will be affected:

l RxTrafficGroupResults

l RxStreamBlockResults

l RxStreamSummaryResults

l FilteredStreamResults

l RxPortPairResults

l PortAvgLatencyResults

The GUI refers to these result modes as either Counter Modes or Traffic Result Modes; the API refers to these modes as
ResultViewModes. The result modes can be configured in the GUI either from the Tree View level’s Settings node or by using
the Change Counter Mode drop-down options (only available for supported result views).

Selecting the Result View Mode from the Tree View Settings Node

Selecting the Result View Mode from a Result View
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The result modes can be configured in the API using the ResultOption object. The object’s attribute -ResultViewMode, is
used to select from one (1) of five (5) modes as illustrated in the following code segment.

# Enable the histogram result view mode.
set hResultOptions [stc::get $hProject –Children-ResultOptions]

puts "\nConfigure the result view mode"
stc::config $hResultOptions –ResultViewMode HISTOGRAM

By default, BASIC mode enables the most commonly used statistics of the result objects. Histogram statistics will require the
mode to be configured as HISTOGRAM, JITTER, or INTERARRIVALTIME. Advanced sequencing requires the
FORWARDING mode.

This figure shows the available statistics for the RxTrafficGroupResults, RxStreamBlockResults, RxStreamSummaryResults,
FilteredStreamResults, and RxPortPairResults result objects, by result view mode.
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Result View Mode Comparisons

This figure shows the available statistics for PortAvgLatencyResults, by result view mode.
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Result View Mode Comparisons

Note: When the -ViewAttributeList is configured, attributes that are normally available for the -ResultViewMode setting are
no longer available. If you want results retrieval during the course of the test, do NOT use the -ViewAttributeList attribute. If
you want results written to a file only, use the -ViewAttributeList attribute to save only what you need.

Realtime Results
Realtime results represent the majority of results available from the API. The stc::subscribe function is used to create a result
subscription for the specified results. The following code segment illustrates its usage.

# Create a project.
set hProject [stc::create Project]

# Subscribe to a result object.
stc::subscribe –Parent $hProject \

-ConfigType StreamBlock \
-ResultType RxStreamSummaryResults \
-FilenamePrefix RxStreamSummaryResults

Here are a few pertinent items to configure:

l The -ResultType attribute specifies the result object to retrieve.

l The -ConfigType attribute specifies the ResultChild relation between the result object to retrieve and its target.

l The -FilenamePrefix attribute specifies whether to write the results to a csv (comma separated values) file.

The -ConfigType information can be found in the result object’s definition in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object
Reference document. This figure illustrates the process to find its value.
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Identifying the -ConfigType Attribute

To use the stc::subscribe command:

1. Select the result type from this manual under the stc::subscribe command or from the Result Objects Index in
the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference Guide.

Note: Identify the Source value from the ResultChild relation column in the Spirent TestCenter Automation
Object Reference Guide.

2. Insert the value into the -ConfigType attribute.

Note: Some result objects, like Dhcpv4PortResult, support more than one-ConfigType value.

The stc::subscribe command initiates a results update mechanism as shown in this figure.
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Subscription Mechanism for Realtime Results

The notification messages returned from the IL contain the results data to place into the requested result objects. The
notifications are returned from the IL depending on the polling interval configured with the -Interval attribute.

Note: Sometimes the results files contain entries with "0" or empty data results. This is because the notification system can
start retrieving data before a test has started.

The stc::subscribe command returns a handle to a ResultDataSet object. The ResultDataSet object’s attribute, -
ResultHandleList, contains a list of the available result object handles. These handles provide access to the statistics available
for each result object as defined in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference Guide.

The handles returned in the -ResultHandleList attribute are also available under their-ResultChild objects. For example, if a
result object is a child of an Analyzer object, then -Children-AnalyzerPortResults attribute can also be used to retrieve this
handle.

Note: More than one handle can be returned in the list; develop code properly to handle multiple items.

Just as you subscribe to results, the API allows you to unsubscribe from them as well. The following segment of code shows
how to unsubscribe.

# Note the format used. No Attribute is required.
puts "Unsubscribe from results"
stc::unsubscribe $hDataSetAnalyzerPortResults
stc::unsubscribe $hDataSetGeneratorPortResults
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Notes:

l No attributes are required; only the handle to a ResultDataSet object (obtained from the stc::subscribe function)
is required. Once you unsubscribe, the result handles are no longer valid.

l If the -FilenamePrefix attribute is configured, comma separated variable (.csv) files will be generated in the
working directory where the Tcl shell was executed.

l Unsubscribing from results is not necessary, unless you want to stop the results from being updated. In general,
you do not need to use this command.

End-of-Test Results
End-of-Test results classify a state where the traffic generator and protocols have stopped. In other words, these are the results
available after a test has completed.

How to Define a Results View

A Result View is the parent object in the data model where all results are stored. To begin updating the data model with Result
objects, the Result View must be subscribed. There are three types of Result Views and different methods for subscribing

them.

l Result Data Set

l Result Chart Query Set (charts)

l Dynamic Result View

Result Data Set
Existing Result Data Sets can be loaded from one of the many Spirent TestCenter predefined templates in the
Templates/System/Result Views directory, or they can be created automatically by subscribing to a particular Result Type.

l Method 1 – Loading from a predefined template. These generalized templates include many of the Result Data
Sets typically used in a test environment. This method is used most often.

set hResultDataSet [ stc::createResultDataSet -under project1 ]
stc::perform LoadFromTemplate -Config $hResultDataSet -TemplateUri
"/Result Views/Stream Results/Detailed Stream Results.xml"

l Method 2 – Creating automatically from the subscribe command. Use this method for more specific needs; for
example, if you are only interested in certain properties of a particular Result Type.

stc::subscribe -Parent project1 -configType streamblock \
-resulttype txstreamresults -viewAttributeList "bitrate"

Both methods can be used for runtime processing via the in-memory data model, but Method 2 also includes the option to
write the results data to a CSV file at a specified interval for reporting or other post processing. Method 1, the load from
template method, does not include this option. Another difference is that the Result Data Set has a 1-1 relationship with the
Result Type. This means there is a separate Result Data Set for each Result Type, and each Result Data Set must be processed
separately. Using Method 2, if a CSV file is written, there would be a file for each Result Type.

See ResultDataSet.tcl for an example

Processing Realtime Results Considerations
l The subscription interval is the interval at which result objects are updated. The default interval is 1 second,

which suits most cases.

n Set the interval too low, and you run the risk of the results being updated during the results
processing.

n Set the interval too high, and a result value that is necessary to perform the test could be missed.
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l Pages are how Result Data Sets can group results into "blocks" of results. Typically, there are 100 results per
page. This is important for performance in large scale tests, since the IL only processes the current active page.
The user is responsible for iterating all of the pages to get all results. Since this is a configuration change, the
apply command needs to be called after setting the page number for the ResultDataSet. (See "Using the Apply
Command") There is a slight delay of approximately 2.5 seconds after the apply that is needed for the IL to
begin creating result objects for the current page. Therefore, during this delay, some results that are necessary
to perform a test could be missed. If result values are zero, the delay may need to be increased.

What does this all mean? If your test needs to be very sensitive to result values changing, for example, you want to know
exactly the point in time at which a frame count reaches 1000, you may need to consider using Result Chart Query Sets
(charts) instead. If your test does not need to be that sensitive, then Result Data Sets will work.

See ProcessingRealtimeResults.tcl for an example.

Result Chart Query Set (charts)
Result Chart Query Sets is another realtime result mechanism much like Result Data Sets. The difference is that the data is in
x,y pairs in an object called RealtimeChartSeries. X is a timestamp, and Y is the data value for whichever result property has
been subscribed. The advantage of charts is that it is more detailed, meaning the user ends up with more result values than
with Result Data Sets due to special processing considerations. (See "Processing Realtime Results considerations") The
disadvantage is that Result Chart Query Set is more CPU intensive and consumes more memory.

All result data pairs are collected in a property collection DataStream from the RealtimeChartSeries object. Result Chart
Query Sets are created by creating data model objects ResultChartQuerySet with 1 or more ResultQuery children.

set hResultChart [stc::create ResultChartQuerySet \
-under project1 -name "My Chart"]

stc::create ResultQuery -under $hResultChart \
-ConfigClassId Generator \
-ResultClassId GeneratorPortResults \
-PropertyIdArray GeneratorPortResults.TotalBitRate \
-ResultRootList $hPortTx

See ResultChartQuerySet.tcl for example.

Dynamic Result View
Dynamic Result Views are slightly more powerful by allowing fine control over the data you are interested in. This power
comes from custom SQL queries which allow you to fully express your intent.

The advantages over realtime results (ResultDataSet) are:

l You can be as generalized or explicit as needed. For example, you could select all Streamblock.TxBitRate
counters for the entire project or select all Streamblock.TxBitRate counters for an individual port, where the
value is greater than 100. This filtering is simply an SQL WHERE clause.

l You can see the overall count or drill down to get more specific. This is done by expanding each
ResultViewData row.

l Ability to do sorting, grouping, limit size and offset, which is all done with standard SQL clauses.

Basically Dynamic Result Views are as powerful as the SQL query being used. The limitations are they are not realtime
(which means update has to be called periodically) and currently they are only available for streams.

Two methods for creating Dynamic Result Views.

l Method 1 – Create data model objects PresentationResultQuery and DynamicResultView.

set hdrv [stc::create DynamicResultView -under project1 \
-ResultSourceClass Port]

set hprq [stc::create PresentationResultQuery -under $hdrv \
-SelectProperties {Port.Name StreamBlock.TxBitRate
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StreamBlock.RxBitRate} \
-FromObjects project1 \
-WhereConditions {{StreamBlock.TxBitRate >= 90000000}} \
-LimitSize 20]

l Method 2 – Use the DefineDynamicResultView command and pass in an SQL query string.

set hdrv [stc::create DynamicResultView -under project1 \
-ResultSourceClass Port]

stc::perform DefineDynamicResultViewCommand \
-Query "SELECT Port.Name, StreamBlock.TxBitRate, \
StreamBlock.RxBitRate FROM project1 WHERE \
StreamBlock.TxBitRate >= 90000000 LIMIT 20" \

-Target $hdrv

See DynamicResultView.tcl for example.

Refresh Result View Command

A few result objects require the RefreshResultView command. This updates the contents of the result object with valid data.
These result objects are valid for End-of-Test results only and should NOT be retrieved while a test is running. This command
must be executed in order to obtain results from the following result objects:

l Tx/RxPortPairResults

l Tx/RxStreamBlockResults

l PortAvgLatencyResults

These result objects are summarizations of the detailed streams statistics (TxStreamResults and RxStreamSummaryResults
objects) for the various levels: Port and StreamBlock. Some processing time is required for these results. Subscribe to the
result object and configure the appropriate -ConfigType and -ResultType attributes as described previously. This is shown in
this code segment.

# Subscribe to a result object.
set hDataSetRxStreamBlockResults [stc::subscribe –Parent $hProject \

-ConfigType StreamBlock \
-ResultType RxStreamBlockResults \
-FilenamePrefix RxStreamBlockResults]

Subscribing to these results alone will not retrieve any data. In addition to subscribing to the result object, you must also
execute the RefreshResultView command on the appropriate handle using the -ResultDataSet attribute after the test has
completed. A time delay is also required for summarizing the results. This is shown in the next code segment.

# Retrieving results using the RefreshResultView command.
stc::perform RefreshResultView –ResultDataSet $hDataSetRxStreamBlockResults

# Allow time for the summarization of the results.
# (after is a Tcl command with units of milliseconds)
after 5000

The results retrieval method for the RefreshResultView command is shown below.
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Subscription Mechanism for End-of-Test Results

Note:

l These results are valid for End-of-Test results only. Do NOT use for realtime results retrieval.

l After calling the RefreshResultView command, a wait command must be applied. In Tcl, use the "after 5000"
command.

l At the end of the test, no rate counters will be available since all traffic will have stopped.

l The .csv result files generated for these subscriptions might contain multiple entries even though the
RefreshResultView command was called only once. Use the last entry.

This behavior is identical to that of the GUI. In the GUI, the icon circled in the following figure represents this command.

GUI RefreshResultView Button

Updated Results
Some results require the execution of a command to update their data. There are two classes of updated results:
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l First class of updated results – reports which are updated after one of their class of commands is executed.

l Second class of updated results – results which are updated after a specific command is executed.

The following paragraphs describe these results classes in detail.

Reports from Perform Commands

Ping and Arp results are available as report objects following the execution of any of their class of commands. Two results fall
into this class: PingReport and ArpNdReport. The PingReport object will be updated after either a PingStartCommand or
PingStopCommand command is executed. Likewise, the ArpNdReport will be updated after any of the ArpNd class of
commands is executed. This code segment shows how to retrieve the Arp report results.

# Start ArpNd
puts "\nStart Arp"
stc::perform ArpNdStart -HandleList [list $hPortRx $hPortTx]

# Wait for Arps to complete.
puts "\nwaiting 5 seconds ..."
after 5000

# Display ArpNdReport.
set hArpNdReport [stc::get $hPortRx -Children-ArpNdReport]

puts "\nArpNdReport information"
foreach {szAttr szName} [stc::get $hArpNdReport] {

puts \t$szAttr\t$szName
}

Results from Update Commands

Other results are available only after a specific update command is executed. There are four types of results that fall into this
category: Arp cache, Dhcp, PPPoX, and L2tp. This table illustrates the result objects and the commands required to update
them.

Category Result Object Command

Arp ArpCache ArpNdUpdateArpCacheCommand

Dhcp DhcpIpv4SessionResults

DhcpIpv6SessionResults

Dhcpv4SessionInfoCommand

Dhcpv6SessionInfoCommand

PPPoX PppoeSessionResults

PppoL2tpv2SessionResults

PppoxSessionInfoCommand

PppoxSessionInfoCommand

L2tp L2tpv2SessionResults

L2tpv2NodeResults

L2tpv2TunnelResults

L2tpSessionInfoCommand

L2tpNodeInfoCommand

L2tpTunnelInfoCommand

Result Objects and the Commands to Update Them

After the command is executed with the appropriate attributes (specify the objects to retrieve results for), retrieve the handle to
the result object. Then, retrieve the attributes for the result object.

For example, the ArpCache object requires the ArpNdUpdateArpCacheCommand. This code segment shows how to retrieve
the Arp results. First, execute the command specifying the objects to update and retrieve results for; in this case, port objects.
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# Update ArpCache
puts "\nUpdating ArpCache tables on the ports"
stc::perform ArpNdUpdateArpCache -HandleList [list $hPortTx $hPortRx]

Next, retrieve the result object handles using the Child Relation method discussed previously.

# View the ARP cache table for each port.
set hTxArpCacheResults [stc::get $hPortTx -Children-ArpCache]
set hRxArpCacheResults [stc::get $hPortRx -Children-ArpCache]

Finally, access the information from the result object.

puts "\nRetrieving arp cache table information"
puts "\tTx arp cache table [stc::get $hTxArpCacheResults -ArpCacheData]"
puts "\tRx arp cache table [stc::get $hRxArpCacheResults -ArpCacheData]"

Database Results
The GUI can write results to a database file. This figure shows how to save results to a database file using the GUI.

Save Results to a Database File Using the GUI

The majority of these tables are named after API objects – you can see relationships between the table names and result
object names, as well as the object attribute names and the table column names. Any SQL tool can open and browse the
database file. Spirent’s ResultsReporter application was designed to open and view these files.

Note: Rates will not be available in the saved results database since all traffic was stopped when results were written to the
database file.

Where are the RFC 2544 and 2889 Result Objects?

The RFC 2544 and 2889 result objects are not accessible from the API. Instead, these results are written directly to the
database file at the end of an RFC test. Unlike the other result objects, these result objects cannot be subscribed to using the
stc::subscribe function, nor can they be retrieved using the stc::get function. There is currently no method to retrieve any of
the result objects for these tests using the API.

Note:

l RFC result objects are not available to the API; the API does not subscribe to these results.

l RFC result objects can be created under the Project object, but they will NOT contain valid test results. These
test results are not written to these objects at the completion of a test. Instead, at the completion of a test, the
results are written directly to the database file

.
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Where are the Results
The result statistics are stored in result object attributes. Before you can retrieve the result statistics, you need the result object
that contains them. This section describes how to retrieve the result object. There are several ways to obtain these handles:
from the ResultDataSet handle returned from the stc::subscribe function, from the -ResultChild-Targets relation, or from the -
Children relation. Once the handle is obtained, the result statistics are easy to access.

From Subscribe

The first method to retrieve result object handles uses the stc::subscribe function. When you subscribe to results, the API
creates a ResultDataSet object which contains one or more result objects. For instance, if a subscription is made to port results,
and your system has three (3) ports, there will be three (3) result objects; one result object for each port. The ResultDataSet is
the collection of these result objects. This figure illustrates the steps to retrieve the result object starting with the stc::subscribe
function.

Steps to Retrieve Result Object

The following code segments accompany the figure above. Sample code is provided for each step to retrieve the results. Step 1
shows how to subscribe to the results and retrieve a handle to a ResultDataSet object.

# Subscribe to realtime results.
# STEP 1. Retrieve the ResultDataSet handle.
set hResultDataSetGeneratorResults [stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \

-Config Generator \
-ResultType GeneratorPortResults \
-Interval 1 \
-FilenamePrefix GeneratorPortResults]

Step 2 includes code to display the number of elements in a result data set. It is possible to have more than one result object.
The ResultDataSet object’s attribute, -ResultHandleList, contains a list of the available result object handles. The Tcl
command llength returns the number of elements in the specified list variable.

# STEP 2. Retrieve the handles from the -ResultHandleList attribute.
set lstResultObjects [stc::get $hResultDataSetGeneratorResults \
–ResultHandleList]

# Display the number of result objects in this result data set.
puts "Number of Result Objects:\t[llength $lstResultObjects]"
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This code sample, Step 3, illustrates how to iterate through each result object handle if a list contains multiple result object
elements.

# STEP 3. Retrieve data from the result object.
foreach hResultObject $lstResultObjects {
puts \t$ResultObject\t[stc::get $hResultObject -GeneratorFrameCount]
}

From ResultChild Relations

A second method to return result object handles uses result child relations. After retrieving the ResultDataSet using the
method described earlier, we will use the object’s attribute,- ResultChild-Targets. This attribute contains a list of the available
result object handles. This relation returns the identical result handles as the ResultDataSet object’s attribute,-

ResultHandleList. The only difference is in Step 2 described above and illustrated in the next code segment.

# STEP 2. Retrieve the handles from the –ResultChild-Targets attribute.
set lstResultObjects [stc::get $hResultDataSetGeneratorResults \
–ResultChild-Targets]

From Children Relation

A third method to return the result object handles uses the child relationship between the parent and results objects. Once
results are subscribed to, they are automatically placed as a child object under the appropriate parent object. For example, if a
user subscribes to the AnalyzerPortResults, the API will automatically place a result object underneath each port’s Analyzer
object in the -Children-AnalyzerPortResults relation. The following code segment shows the syntax for retrieving the result
object handle.

set hResultObject [stc::get $hParentObject –Children-ResultObjectName]

"ResultObjectName" is the name of the result object and must be ‘-‘ed with the -Children prefix.

This method is very useful if you know which specific port, streamBlock, or other object that contains the results you seek.
You will not need to "walk" or iterate through a list of result objects to find what you need. Instead, you quickly retrieve the
result object under the parent object and access the results.

Relationships Between the Methods

The following diagram displays the relationship between the result objects and the methods to retrieve them both before and
after the stc::subscribe function or update command is executed.

Note: The objects do not exist (they are empty) if no results have been obtained from the API.
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Note: The returned handle will contain valid result object information if it exists. If no result information is available, the
returned handle will be empty, "". This indicates a result object does not exist.

How to Retrieve Statistics from a Result Object

Once you have a handle to a result object, any result object, several mechanisms to retrieve results can be used. The result
objects contain statistics (result attributes) that can be retrieved using the API. The statistics are retrieved from result object
handles using the stc::get function. Three methods to retrieve and store result statistics are: one statistic at a time, as a list of
statistics, or as an array of statistics.

One Statistic at a Time
Retrieve one statistic at a time.

Note: A single attribute is used. The stc::get function returns a value.

# Retrieve an individual statistic.
set iFrameCount [stc::get $hStreamResults -FrameCount]

# Use the statistic.
puts "FrameCount:\t$iFrameCount"

List of Statistics
Retrieve several statistics at once. This is more efficient than retrieving one statistic at a time. The stc::get function returns a
list of attribute-value pairs.

# Retrieve a list of statistics.
set lstResults [stc::get $hStreamResults -FrameCount \
-StreamIndex -SigFrameCount]

# Use the statistic list.
puts "Retrieved statistics: FrameCount, StreamIndex, SigFrameCount"
puts \t$lstResults
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# Use the FrameCount statistic.
set iFrameCount [lindex $lstResults [expr [lsearch $lstResults \
–framecount] +1] ]

puts "Frame count:\t$iFrameCount"

Using the list does require some work to access individual attributes.

Note:

l Use the "-" dash in front of the attribute name to access its value.

l If all of the results are returned with the stc::get function, the attributes retain their original case sensitive text.
If one or more attributes are specified, the attributes are converted to lower case.

Array of Statistics
Retrieve several statistics at once. This is similar to retrieving a list of statistics described in the previous section. The
difference is that the list returned from the function is now converted into an array variable. The Tcl command array set
converts the list elements into an array. The Tcl function parray (print array) can be used to display the array’s contents.

# Retrieve a list of statistics.
array set aResults [stc::get $hStreamResults -FrameCount \
-StreamIndex -SigFrameCount]

# Use the statistic array.
puts "Retrieved statistics: FrameCount, StreamIndex, SigFrameCount"
parray aResults

# Use the FrameCount statistic.
puts "Frame count:\t$aResults(-framecount)"

This is the most efficient method to retrieve multiple statistics. It is also the fastest method to access individual attributes.

Note:

l Use the "-" (dash) in front of the attribute name to access its value.

l If all the results are returned with the stc::get function, the attributes retain their original case sensitive text. If
one or more attributes are selected, they are converted to lower case.

Filter What You Don’t Need
The API can write enormous amounts of results data to the output files. Here are two ways to filter the results:

l Use the ViewAttributeList attribute to filter attributes written to a file.

l Use the -ResultParent attribute to filter the result objects retrieved from the API and written to a file.

In general, use your test objectives to select only those results that you need. Then, use one or both of these methods to
optimize your results collection.

Creating a Result Filter

Result filters improve the efficiency of tests by saving only the important results. You can create multiple result filters and
use them as required. You can also change the result filter for subscribed result views. This section shows how to create a
result filter and to set up a filter property.

#Create counter result filter
set parentFilter [stc::create CounterResultFilter -under $project1 \

-ResultsLimitCount 100]

ResultsLimitCount allows you to set up the maximum number of results to be saved.
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#Create filter property
set counterFilter [stc::create CounterFilterProperty -under $parentFilter \

-PropertyOperand "FrameCount" \
-ComparisonOperator "GREATER_THAN" \
-ValueOperand "0" \
-BooleanOperator "OR"]

You can append additional CounterFilterProperty filters under the existing CounterFilterProperty and relate them using a
Boolean operator.

See Stc_Result_Filter.tcl for details.

Filter File Results with the -ViewAttributeList Attribute

The stc::subscribe function’s filter mechanism can limit the results written to a file. This improves the efficiency of your test
system by eliminating updates of unnecessary statistics. Use the -ViewAttributeList attribute in the stc::subscribe function to
select only those statistics that you want written to the results files. The following code segments show how to configure this
attribute.

# Selecting one attribute.
-FilenamePrefix RxStreamSummaryResults \
-ViewAttributeList FrameCount \
-Interval 1

# Selecting more than one attribute using a string surrounded by double quotes.
-FilenamePrefix RxStreamSummaryResults \
-ViewAttributeList "FrameCount FrameRate" \
-Interval 1

# Selecting more than one attribute using the Tcl list command.
-FilenamePrefix RxStreamSummaryResults \
-ViewAttributeList [list FrameCount FrameRate] \
-Interval 1

Filter API Results with the -ResultParent Attribute

Another way to filter the results uses the -ResultParent attribute. By default, this is set to the -Parent attribute, which is the
project handle. This configures all the result object types under the parent object to be collected. By selecting specific child
objects, the results can be minimized. This is illustrated in the following figure. In the figure, five (5) ports have been defined
in the project. The test only requires results from one of the ports.

Filtering Results Using the -ResultParent Attribute
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The code segment for this is shown below. Configure the -ResultParent handle to the Port 4’s handle to retrieve only those
results.

# Using the default value for the –ResultParent attribute
# will retrieve all results.

-Parent $hProject
# Configure the –ResultParent attribute to a specific port,
# to retrieve only those results.

-Parent $hProject \
-ResultParent $hPort

This filters not only the results available to the API, but also what is generated in the output file. The generated output file
using the specific -ResultParent attribute is shown in the following figure.

Filtering Using the -ResultParent Attribute– Without (top) and With (bottom).

In the first configuration, the project handle is used. All the result object types for the child port objects are retrieved. In the
second configuration, a specific child port object is chosen. Only the result types for this port are retrieved.

When the ResultParent Attribute is Required

Some result objects require that the -ResultParent attribute be configured to something other than the default. By default, this
value is set to the value of the -Parent attribute, which is normally set to the project handle. The project handle collects results
for all object types created under it. However, two (2) result objects require the -ResultParent attribute be configured to one
and only one port handle:

l DiffServResults

l FilteredStreamResults

Compare the result objects RxStreamSummaryResults and FilteredStreamResults. The following code segments illustrate
how to use the -ResultParent attribute.

# Subscribe to RxStreamSummaryResults. Uses the default –ResultParent value \
# which is the same as –Parent, or $hProject.
stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \

-ConfigType StreamBlock \
-ResultType RxStreamSummaryResults \
-Filenameprefix RxStreamSummaryResults

The RxStreamSummaryResults does not require a -ResultParent value; its default is the same value as the -Project attribute,
indicating all ports under the project are selected. However, the FilteredStreamResults object is valid on a per port basis.
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These results track streams that arrive on a particular port only. It therefore requires that its subscription command configure a
specific port for the -ResultParent attribute. This is illustrated in the following code segment.

# Subscribe to FilteredStreamResults. Configure the –ResultParent value \
# to a specific port handle, hPortRx.
stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \

-ResultParent $hPortRx \
-ConfigType Analyzer \
-ResultType FilteredStreamResults \
-Filenameprefix FilteredStreamResults

This behavior is identical to the GUI. In the figure below, notice the Show drop-down selection difference between the
Detailed Stream Results and the Filtered Stream Results views.

GUI Show Selection Drop-down Button

The Show drop-down selection is related to the API by the -ResultParent attribute.

Note: DiffServResults and FiltereredStreamResults require the -ResultParent attribute to be set to a port.

Paging Results
Data navigation is accomplished by the API using a paging mechanism. The API uses the paging mechanism to optimize
results retrieval when large amounts of data are available. The firmware will collect all specified results and store them in a
"book." Instead of returning the book of results every interval, a page from the book is returned. The paging mechanism allows
a user to select which page of the book to retrieve, one-at-a-time. This diagram illustrates the mechanism.
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Results Paging Mechanism

These are some key points to remember when using the paging mechanism:

l The -RecordsPerPage attribute defines the number of result objects returned to the -ResultHandleList attribute.

l Result handle values change after every page number change. Old handles contain invalid results (they are
empty). Don’t use them!

l The stc::apply function is required after configuring a new page on the ResultDataSet handle.

l A delay is required.

Note: If a few ports are used, set the -RecordsPerPage value to the maximum number available. All results will be returned at
every interval. If your test system seems slow, lower the value.
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Some Finer Points

Don't use these ResultObjects – they don't exist!

Important:

l PortPairResults, TrafficGroupResults, CustomTestResults, and FilteredStreamSummaryResults result objects do
not exist in the API data model.

l There is no method to obtain the MulticastPortResults result object. These results are already available in the
Igmp/MldPortResults objects.

l There is no method to obtain the PppSessionResults result object. These results are already available in the
PppoeSessionResults and PppoL2tpv2SessionResults objects.

What happens when I use an Analyzer Filter?

Analyzer filters are used to obtain FilteredStreamResults. When an analyzer filter is configured on any port, the
TxStreamResults and RxStreamSummaryResults objects are disabled on all ports. These result objects are NOT available
during the test (realtime) or at the end of the test from the API. However, if the results are saved to a database using the
SaveResultCommand, the final results of these objects are written to the tables: TxEotStreamResults and RxEotStreamResults.
These tables can be viewed from the ResultsReporter application.

Notes:

l TxStreamResults and RxStreamSummaryResults are not available from the API if an analyzer filter is
configured on any port.

l If no analyzer filters are created, you can subscribe to FilteredStreamResults, TxStreamResults, and
RxStreamSummaryResults. The FilteredStreamResults will contain results tracked by streams per port.

View to Result Object Mappings
Views are result object representations in the GUI. Views can combine statistics from multiple result objects to provide a
complete view of both transmit and receive sides. A result object is typically the transmit or receive side only. The majority of
views share the same name as its corresponding result object. However a few, notably Basic Traffic Results and Detailed
Stream Results, do not.

The figures in this section show the relationships between the GUI views and the API result objects. If the statistics from a
GUI result view are required in a script, subscribe to the result objects as shown in these diagrams. You can also select the
view in the GUI, save as a Tcl (GUI-to-script) file, and then examine the code segments with the stc::subscribe functions to
identify which result objects are required.

Port Views to ResultObject Mappings
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Stream Views to ResultObject Mappings

Port Protocol Views to ResultObject Mappings

Router Protocol Views to ResultObject Mappings
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Host Protocol Views to ResultObject Mappings

IPTV Views to ResultObject Mappings

Result Object Hierarchy
The API provides an extensive set of results objects, available from a summarized level (project) to the more specific level
(substream). The figures in this section illustrate the hierarchical levels and the result object positions. The result objects are
classified into the following results categories:

l PGA (Packet Generator and Analyzer)

l Connectivity (Arp and Ping)

l Access (Dhcp, PPPoX)

l Multicast (MLD, IGMP)

l Triple Play (SIP/IPTV)

l Routing

l Layer2 (EOAM, L2TP) Sonet
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PGA (Packet Generator and Analyzer)
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Connectivity (Arp and Ping)
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Access (Dhcp, PPPoX)
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Multicast (MLD, IGMP)
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Triple Play (SIP/IPTV)
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Routing
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Layer2 (EOAM, L2TP)
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Sonet
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Location of command output files
Output files generated by commands using relative file paths are saved relative to the base directory (<base-directory>)
specified by the TestResultSetting object.

Note: Result database files follow this convention. This has been standardized for other output file types.

The <base-directory> is determined by two property values: TestResultSetting.SaveResultsRelativeTo and
TestResultSetting.ResultsDirectory. ResultsDirectory is appended to whatever initial path is specified by the
SaveResultsRelativeTo property. These properties are configurable via the API and via the GUI in the Results section of the
Tools > Options dialog. SaveResultsRelativeTo values are listed in the combo box, while the ResultsDirectory path can be
entered in the text entry control. Changes to these values are reflected in the base directory preview entry.
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To save output files into an absolute path, set “Save result/output files relative to” to None and specify an absolute path in
“Additional base path” text entry control. The User Working Directory in this dialog can be specified in Tools > User Data
dialog.

If a command is configured with a relative path, it will write relative to <base-directory>. If a command is configured with an
absolute path, it will write to the path, unless that path points to a restricted folder.

Commands configured with relative paths will write to different subdirectories under <base-directory> depending on the type
of file they write. Commands that write result database files will continue to write to <base-directory>/Results/<config-name>-
<timestamp>.

Commands that write non-result database files will write to <base-directory>/<config-name> if the sequencer is not running.
This path is saved in the TestResultSetting.OutputBaseDirectory property. If the sequencer is running, these commands will
write to <base-directory>/<config-name>-<timestamp>. This path can be reproduced by combining the
TestResultSetting.OutputBaseDirectory and TestResultSetting.ConfigTimestamp values.

The following code sample summarizes the sub-directories under <base-directory> and the files contained therein.

- <base-directory>
- <config-name> (non-db files, seq is not running)
- <config-name>-<timestamp> (non-db files, seq is running)
- Results

- <config-name>-<timestamp> (db files)

<base-directory> is the directory specified by the TestResultSetting object.
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<config-name> is the name of the configuration file. If running from the GUI, this is the name of the .tcc or .xml file or
"Untitled". If running from automation, this is the name of the script or "Untitled".

<timestamp> is the time the sequencer was started. Directories with <timestamp> are only used if the file was written
while the sequencer was running.

Note: The above applies only when commands are configured with relative paths, not absolute paths.

This list includes commands that allows the user to specify the output location. This list may not be all inclusive.

l L2TestSaveTemplateCommand

l PppoxSessionInfoCommand

l CaptureDataSaveCommand

l Dhcpv4SessionInfoCommand

l Dhcpv6SessionInfoCommand

l EoamSaveLinkTracePathCommand

l AbstL2tpInfoCommand (base class for other L2tp*InfoCommands)

l SaveFrameConfigToPduTemplateCommand

l FrameLengthDistributionSaveAsTemplateCommand

l ProfilesSaveAsTemplateCommand

l LicenseDownloadFileCommand

l UploadFileCommand

l SaveResultsCommand

l EOTResultsWriteDatasetCommand

l IptvStartTestCommand

l IptvWizardFinishCommand

l SaveResultCommand

l SaveAsXmlCommand

l SaveAsTclCommand

l SaveAsTclWithXmlCommand

l SaveToTccCommand

l TimedResultLoggingStartCommand

l Result Subscribe Command (used by the stc::subscribe command)

Configuring the Test Result Directory

Use the TestResultSetting object under the Project to configure the path to which Spirent Test Center will write test results.

set trs [lindex [stc::get project1 -children-TestResultSetting] 0]
stc::config $trs -saveResultsRelativeTo NONE -resultsDirectory my_results

Results can be saved relative to one of these four locations:

l INSTALL_DIR - Spirent TestCenter installation directory.

l CURRENT_WORKING_DIR - Current working directory. This is the directory that Spirent TestCenter
currently has open. If you change directory (cd) in your script, the working directory will also change.

l USER_WORKING_DIR - User working directory. This is ~ on *NIX and typically %USERPROFILE%/My
Documents/Spirent/… on Windows.
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l CURRENT_CONFIG_DIR - Current configuration directory. This is the directory where the saved or loaded
.xml or .tcc file is located. If no .xml or .tcc file has been saved or loaded, files are saved to the user's working
directory.

If one of these paths is not suitable, an absolute path can be used.

Note: Absolute paths are not recommended, because the script is no longer portable.

USER_WORKING_DIR is the recommended setting, especially for shared environments.

See TestResultSetting.tcl for an example.

Location of other output files (those not written by commands)
Any file written at run-time, but not by a command, will be written in the user data directory. Files not written by commands
include log files, crash zips, user-defined result view template files, and other temporary files.

The user can specify the location of all output data by setting the environment variable STC_USER_DATA_PATH to a
location of their choice. When this variable is defined, either in system environment or in automation scripts, the user data
directory will be set to: {STC_USER_DATA_PATH}\Spirent\{ApplicationName}{Version}.

If this variable is not defined, the default user data directory is used. The default user data directory for each supported
operating system is listed below.

Windows

C:\Users\{Username}\Documents\Spirent\{ApplicationName} {Version}

Examples:

C:\Users\{Username}\Documents\Spirent\TestCenter 5.XX

C:\Users\{Username}\Documents\Spirent\TestCenter Session Manager 5 .XX

Non-Windows

~\Spirent\{ApplicationName} {Version}

Examples:

~\Spirent\TestCenter 5.XX

~\Spirent\TestCenter Session Manager 5.XX

Note: We do not support backward compatibility for scripts that depend on the legacy location of these files.

Location of read-only files installed on Windows
Read-only files that are written by the installer include:

l PDUs

l Templates (except user-defined result view templates)

l ScriptWizards

l ScriptCommands

On Windows, these directories will be installed in the default windows common application data directory:

C:\ProgramData\Spirent\{ApplicationName Version}

Example:

C:\ProgramData\Spirent\TestCenter 5.XX
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Note: We do not support backward compatibility for scripts that depend on the legacy location of these files. However, since
the APIs have been updated to use the new locations, it should not break old scripts. The only scripts that will no longer work
are ones that used hard-coded file paths pointing to the legacy locations.

How to write code to find a file that was output by a command
The easiest way is to configure the command with an absolute path. Using an absolute path does not mean your script is not
portable. You can use base directories stored in the system object to build your absolute path.

Where this is impossible (for instance, you cannot specify absolute paths for result dbs) or impractical, the user can use the
TestResultSetting.OutputBaseDirectory property and TestResultSetting.ConfigTimestamp properties to access output files in
the following manner:

<base-directory>/<config-name> -> TestResultSetting.OutputBaseDirectory

<base-directory>/<config-name>-<timestamp> ->

TestResultSetting.OutputBaseDirectory + TestResultSetting.ConfigTimestamp

<base-directory>/Results/<config-name>-<timestamp> ->

TestResultSetting.ResultDbBaseDirectory

Examples:

set timestamp \
[stc::get system1.project.testresultsetting -configtimestamp]

set outputDirNoTimestamp \
[stc::get system1.project.testresultsetting -outputBaseDirectory]

set outputDirWithTimestamp $outputDirNoTimestamp$timestamp
set resultDbDirectory \
[stc::get system1.project.testresultsetting -resultDbBaseDirectory]

Note: Users have always encountered this issue for result database files (even prior to the 3.00 release); users can now use
the TestResultSetting.ResultDbBaseDirectory to access result database files.

How to write code to find files in the user data directory
Use GetSystemPaths command.

Example:

array set sysPaths [stc::perform GetSystemPaths]
set userDataPath $sysPaths(-UserDataPath)

How to write code to find files in the common application
directory
Use GetSystemPaths command.

Example:

array set sysPaths [stc::perform GetSystemPaths]
set commonDataPath $sysPaths(-CommonDataPath)

How to write code to find log files
Use GetSystemPaths command.
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Example:

array set sysPaths [stc::perform GetSystemPaths]
set sessionDataPath $sysPaths(-SessionDataPath)

How to configure log file settings

The stcbll.ini File

You can configure the logging behavior by modifying the keys in the stcbll.ini file. The stcbll.ini file is the Spirent TestCenter
Application installation directory. If you accepted the default installation location on Windows, it would be in the following
directory:

C:\Program Files\Spirent Communications\Spirent TestCenter <version>\Spirent TestCenter Application

The logger section is the first section at the top.The keys described below can be added to the existing section, if they are not
already defined. For example, to change maxLifeTimeInDays to 1, you simply add that key to the existing section in the file:

[logger]
maxLifeTimeInDays=1

These are the applicable keys:

l maxLifeTimeInDays - Number of days before logs are deleted (cleanup happens when you start the BLL).

l maxFileSizeInMB - Maximum size of log files. When file size limit is reached, the current bll.log will be
backed up to a new file (for example, bll.log.1), and the current log messages will continue to be written to
bll.log.

l maxBackup - Maximum number of backup files to create. If the limit is reached, then the oldest backup is
deleted. For example, assume that maxFileSizeInMB is 5 and maxBackup is 2. When bll.log reaches 5MB,
bll.log is renamed to bll.log.1 and we start writing to a new bll.log file. When bll.log reaches 5MB a 2nd time,
we rename bll.log.1 to bll.log.2, bll.log to bll.log.1, and we start writing to a new bll.log file. If bll.log reaches
5MB a 3rd time, we would delete the oldest log file.

l outputDirectory (automation only) - Directory in which to save log files. Example:

outputDirectory=D:/mydir/mylogs

Log File Directory Environment Variable

You can also change the location of the log files by creating an environment variable named STC_LOG_OUTPUT_
DIRECTORY and setting it to the path where the files should be written. Consult the documentation for your particular OS for
information on how to set environment variables.
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Introduction to modifiers (also called hypermodifiers)
Simply put, modifiers change the stream contents generated by StreamBlocks. Modifiers provide the ability for streamBlocks
to generate up to 32,767 trackable streams or to generate billions of combinations for non-trackable streams. These streams
can be tracked as a group, using one common signature tag, or individually, using a unique signature tag for each stream
generated. Modifiers change the content of the StreamBlock packet by modifying specific bytes or fields. The content in
these generated streams changes from packet-to-packet. For instance, a modifier can increment the source MAC address 255
times before starting the sequence over.

The API/GUI supports three types of modifiers: RangeModifiers, RandomModifiers, and TableModifiers.

Note: The GUI refers to the TableModifier as a list modifier.

Modifiers are illustrated in the following figure.
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Modifiers applied to a streamBlock

In this figure, the streamBlock’s packet is represented by the cylindrical gray rod. The figure shows a packet with both an
EthernetII and an IPv4 protocol data unit (PDU). The lines demarcate the protocol fields such as destination MAC, and source
IP address. In the figure, two of the modifiers are positioned at the dstMac and etherType fields in the EthernetII PDU. A
modifier is also positioned over the IPv4 PDU’s sourceAddr field. The modifiers are represented by the light and dark blue
rings.

The packet consists of PDUs such as EthernetII, IPv4, or IPv6. The modifier ring can slide over the streamBlock packet,
allowing the modifier to be positioned over any PDU field name, or to be offset by any valid number of bytes relative to a
PDU field name.

How to configure modifiers
The three modifier objects use four attributes for configuration: -Data, -StepValue,

-Mask, and -RecycleCount. The attributes configure the starting value (-Data), the step value (-StepValue), the bytes to modify
(-Mask), and the number of times a packet is modified before restarting the sequence (-RecycleCount).

The format for the -Data, -StepValue, and -Mask attributes depends on the -DataType setting: Native or Byte. In Native
format, use the format of the field name from the

-OffsetReference attribute. For example, in Native format, a MAC address entry will require 6 hexadecimal values separated
by ":" delimiters. Likewise, in Native format, an IP address will require 4 integer values separated by "." delimiters.The Native
format enforces the validity of the value entered. For example, if a user enters

"FF:FF:00:01:AC"

as the value of a MAC address field, the API will return an error indicating that the value requires 6 bytes.

In Byte format, use hexadecimal characters only; no delimiters are required. The API does not enforce any format checks.
Instead, use the same byte width for each attribute. For example, use:

-Data -StepValue -Mask

1) 0023 0002 FFFF

2) 00112244 00202020 FFFFFFFF

Byte formatted values are left-aligned relative to the reference field.

-Data, -StepValue, and –Mask value interpretation:
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Content bytes: b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6

F . ... ... ... ... ... Not … ... ... ... ... . F

0F ... ... ... ... ... Not ... ... ... ... ... 0F

FF FF FF ... ... ... Not ... ... ... FF FF FF

Positioning modifiers
A modifier can be positioned anywhere within a packet. The position is determined by specifying a starting reference location
in the packet. This starting reference is identified by two pieces of information: a PDU name and a field name within the
PDU. The format is as follows:

PDU name . PDU field name

PDU name is the value of the -name attribute identifying the PDU when it was created (stc::create) or configured
(stc::config). PDU field name is the attribute name of a field name, such as -dstMac; these can be any of the attributes
documented in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference document. Set this reference in the modifier’s attribute -
OffsetReference. Again, this attribute requires the PDU name dotted with the field name to identify the starting position for
the modifier.

The Byte format supports an additional offset attribute, -Offset. This attribute allows for the modifier to be placed N bytes
relative to the -OffsetReference attribute setting.

If the -Offset attribute is used, modify the size of the other attributes to stay within the boundary. For instance, if a source
MAC address is to be modified, the modifier attributes (-Data, -StepValue, and -Mask) must remain within the 6-byte field. If
an -Offset value of 2 is used, the size of the attributes must be less than or equal to 4 bytes.

Caution: When using the -Offset attribute, ensure the modifier does not cross the field boundary. If the modifier crosses the
boundary, the API will return an error condition indicating the modifier has gone beyond the field boundary.

Note: Negative values are not allowed.

Modifying payloads
As mentioned above, the modifier requires a field name as a reference point. There is no reference field name for "payload."
So, how can the payload contents be modified? Use a custom header object. This has a single attribute field, -pattern, which
can be used to represent a payload section in a packet.

Modifying a StreamBlock's Payload
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Modifier modes
The following figures are sliced views of a streamBlock with a modifier ring; each depicting the modes supported by the
modifier type: Range, Table, or Random.

Modifier Modes by Type

The three core modifier modes are increment, decrement, and random. Random selects the byte or field values at random for
each and every packet generated. Shuffle mode is an enhancement of the random mode. In shuffle mode, values are chosen at
random from a set, to create a sequence of values. But, unlike the random mode, the values will not be repeated until all values
in the set have been selected. This sequence then starts over. The TableModifier allows specific values to be placed in order.

An example of the shuffle mode is explained in the example below. The values are randomly selected from a set created using
the -Data, -StepValue, and -RecycleCount attributes. Once each value in the set has been selected, the sequence starts over.

Note: The first value in the shuffle sequence is always the -Data value.

The following example illustrates the Shuffle mode.

-StepValue set to 00 00 00 00 00 02

-Mask set to FF FF FF FF FF FF

-Data set to 00 00 00 00 00 00

-RecycleCount set to 4

Possible values in the set:

Possible Shuffle Mode Sets

If the shuffle mode generated the second set, the transmitted packets would look like:
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Shuffle Mode Sequence Repetition

The TableModifier uses a user-defined list of entries with sizes from 1 to 16 bytes (depending on the field boundary). A
TableModifier can contain up to 32,768 elements when the -EnableStream attribute is set to TRUE; the same number as the
maximum trackable streams per streamBlock.

TableModifier is an excellent choice when specific IP or MAC values are required; values that could not be generated from
simple increment or decrement operations.

The modes supported by each modifier are shown in the table below.

Note:

l All of the entries in the list modifier must be the same size or the API will return an error condition.

l When using a large number of entries, memory usage becomes a constraint, and the time to configure
increases, since the table data is passed to the firmware.

Mode

Support Modifier Modes

Range Random Table

Increment X

Decrement X

Random X

Shuffle X

Supported Modifier Modes by Type

Fine-tuning modifiers
The -Mask attribute can be used to further refine which bytes are modified. For the RangeModifier, this attribute is "ANDed"
with the StepValue attribute to produce a final step value. For the RandomModifier, this attribute indicates which bytes will
change. The following figures illustrate the operation of the -Mask attribute for both the RangeModifier and
RandomModifier.
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RangeModifier Mask

RandomModifier Mask

Note:

l The mask feature is not supported with the TableModifier.

l The mask feature only works with the RangeModifier when the -EnableStream attribute is set to TRUE.

l The -Mask attribute must be bitwise contiguous.

The following examples show the proper use of the -Mask attribute.

AE:D3:FF:00:00:00 is not allowed has "1010111011010011"

FF:00:FF:FF:FF:AA is not allowed has "111111110000000011111111"

00:00:00:AE:D3:FF is not allowed has "1010111011010011"
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255.255.255.172 is not allowed has "10101100"

255.255.255.240 is allowed has "11110000"

Types of modifiers
This table illustrates the attributes supported by the modifiers.

Range Random Table

EnableStream

ModifierMode

EnableStream

--

EnableStream

--

DataType

Mask

Data

StepValue

DataType

Mask

--

--

DataType

--

--

Data

OffsetReference

Offset

RecycleCount

RepeatCount

OffsetReference

Offset

RecycleCount

RepeatCount

OffsetReference

Offset

--

RepeatCount

Attribute Comparison by Modifier Type

Combining modifiers
Modifiers can be combined by stacking and chaining them together. Stacking refers to a method that combines more than one
modifier on a PDU field name. The key to stacking is to ensure the -Mask attribute settings do not overlap one another.
Priority is given to the last modifier configured.

Modifier Stacking
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Chaining refers to a method that links modifiers together; one modifier will not operate until its linked modifier has stepped
through its -RecycleCount. For the TableModifer, the linked modifier will change when all the elements of the list have been
used. An analogy for chaining modifiers is a digital clock. One modifier represents the hour variable, another represents the
minute variable, and another represents the second variable.

Chaining Modifiers (Digital Clock Analogy)

The hours are chained to the minutes; the minutes are chained to the seconds. The modifiers do not increment until their linked
modifier repeats. So, minutes do not change until the seconds modifier starts over. Hours do not change until the minutes
modifier starts over. Apply this technique to any fields in the PDUs.
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Packet Generator and Analyzer – Ethernet, IP, TCP, and UDP
The Packet Generator and Analyzer (PGA) base package supports tests that generate and analyze traffic using combinations
of the following protocols:

l Ethernet protocol

l Internet Protocol (IP)

l Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

l User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

The PGA package also supports the definition of VLAN sub-interfaces for Ethernet ports.

These topics provide an overview of the protocols that you use for traffic generation and analysis and a short Tcl example:

l PGA Protocols

l Using Spirent TestCenter Automation for PGA Tests

These topics describe the elements of traffic generation and test analysis in more detail:

l Packet Generation

l Packet Capture and Filters

PGA Protocols

Ethernet Protocol

The Ethernet Protocol is a data link protocol for local area networks (LANs). Ethernet communication is based on Media
Access Control (MAC) addresses. An Ethernet frame uses the MAC addresses encoded in the network adapter cards for
devices attached to the Ethernet network segment. In the Spirent TestCenter environment, you use Spirent TestCenter
software running on a Spirent TestCenter chassis to simulate large Ethernet-based networks.

Internet Protocol (IP)

The Internet Protocol supports the transmission of internet datagrams from a source to a destination. IP supports two basic
functions: addressing and fragmentation.
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l Addressing: IP uses fixed-length addresses to identify both source and destination hosts. IPv4 uses 32-bit
addresses, generally represented in dotted decimal notation (for example, 10.10.100.1). IPv6 use 128-bit
addresses, normally written as eight groups of up to four hexadecimal digits, separated by colons (for example,
1001:0ac8:11a1:02e1:2244:3a2e:8260:6443).

l Fragmentation: IP specifies a method for dividing large packets into smaller packets at any point on a route
between the source and destination. When transmitted data is fragmented, the IP header fields provide the
information that is required for the destination host to reassemble the original transmission.

IP is limited in scope; it does not provide any transport services. IP is used with either the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) or the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as a transport protocol.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

TCP provides reliable, port-based transmission of data in an IP environment. TCP involves a handshake mechanism for
establishing a connection, and co-operative communication between peers once the connection has been established. The co-
operative nature of the communication provides the data transfer, reliability, flow control, and multiplexing features of the
protocol.

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

UDP provides port-based, connectionless transmission of data. Unlike the TCP, UDP adds no reliability or flow-control
functions to IP. Because of UDP's simplicity, UDP headers contain fewer bytes and consume less network overhead than TCP.

Using Spirent TestCenter for PGA Tests
With the Packet Generator and Analyzer package, you can generate test traffic containing packets with Ethernet, IPv4, IPv6,
TCP, and UDP headers. When you use this package to generate traffic, you create a test configuration that describes the
headers for the protocols that you want to use, and then you start the test (or start the traffic). Based on your test configuration,
Spirent TestCenter automatically handles all of the required protocol negotiation and then starts generating traffic. In addition
to providing you the means of creating test configurations, Spirent TestCenter also provides you with various mechanisms that
support test analysis.

These topics describe a simple Tcl script that generates traffic with Ethernet and IPv4 headers. This example uses a back-to-
back configuration consisting of two ports on a Spirent TestCenter module – one for generating traffic and one for receiving
traffic.

l Initialization

l Object Hierarchy

l Traffic Configuration

l Generator Configuration

l Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Retrieving Results

l Test Completion

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment:

1. loads the Spirent TestCenter package.

2. displays the Spirent TestCenter version number. The script uses the pre-defined name "system1" to obtain the
version information.

3. creates variables for chassis, slot, and port values. The script will use these variables to set the port location.

Note that the entire script is contained within a Tcl catch block.
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if {[catch {
package require SpirentTestCenter

# Retrieve and display the current API version.
puts "SpirentTestCenter version:\t[stc::get system1 -Version]"

# Physical topology
set szChassisIp 10.100.33.30
set iTxSlot 11
set iTxPort 9
set iRxSlot 11
set iRxPort 10

Object Hierarchy

The following figure shows the test configuration object hierarchy for the example script. The example script uses two ports
on a Spirent TestCenter chassis. The ports use Ethernet copper connections to a DUT running at autonegotiated speeds.

The generator and analyzer objects (along with the corresponding configuration and result objects) are shown in red,
indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically.

The example uses the following objects:

l The Project object is the root of the test configuration object hierarchy.

l The Port objects represent physical ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

l The EthernetCopper objects define the type of port connection, including duplex, line speed, and auto-
negotiation settings.

l The StreamBlock, ethernet:EthernetII, and ipv4:IPv4 objects define the traffic stream for the test. The
StreamBlock is a child of a Port object; in this example, the stream that it defines applies to the transmitting
port. A StreamBlock can also be a child of the Project object, in which case it defines streams for all ports.

The ethernet:EthernetII and ipv4:IPv4 objects are Protocol Data Unit (PDU) objects. The PDU objects
represent protocol headers for packets.

l The Generator object (shown in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates this object automatically)
represents the traffic generator for the transmitting port.

l The GeneratorConfig object (shown in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates this object automatically)
defines the parameters for traffic generation on the transmitting port.

l The GeneratorPortResults object (shown in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates this object
automatically) contains generator result data for the transmitting port.
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l The Analyzer object (shown in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates this object automatically)
represents the Analyzer for the receiving port.

l The AnalyzerPortResults object (shown in red to indicate that Spirent TestCenter creates this object
automatically) contains analyzer result data for the receiving port.

The following code fragment creates the Project, Port, and EthernetCopper objects. After the script creates the port
configuration, it invokes the AttachPorts command. AttachPorts accomplishes the following actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

# Create the root project object
puts "Creating project ..."
set hProject [stc::create project]

# Create ports
puts "Creating ports ..."
set hTxPort [stc::create port -under $hProject \

-location //$szChassisIp/$iTxSlot/$iTxPort \
-useDefaultHost False ]

set hRxPort [stc::create port -under $hProject \
-location //$szChassisIp/$iRxSlot/$iRxPort \
-useDefaultHost False ]

# Configure physical interface.
set hTxPortPhy [stc::create EthernetCopper -under $hTxPort \

-LineSpeed SPEED_10M \
-Duplex HALF \
-AutoNegotiation FALSE]

set hRxPortPhy [stc::create EthernetCopper -under $hRxPort \
-LineSpeed SPEED_10M \
-Duplex HALF \
-AutoNegotiation FALSE ]

# Attach ports (connects to the chassis and maps the ports).
puts "Attaching Ports ..."
stc::perform attachPorts -portList [list $hTxPort $hRxPort] \

-autoConnect TRUE

Traffic Configuration

This example generates traffic from a single port. The following code fragment creates the StreamBlock, EthernetII, and IPv4
objects to define the traffic stream.

l The script creates a StreamBlock object as a child of the transmitting Port object. The script also clears the
frame configuration because the script will create the PDU objects explicitly.

l The EthernetII and IPv4 PDU objects are children of the StreamBlock objects. Spirent TestCenter constructs
packets using headers that correspond to the PDU objects; the order of headers in the packets is the order in
which the PDU objects were created.

set hStreamblock [stc::create streamBlock -under $hTxPort \
-insertSig true \
-frameConfig "" \
-frameLengthMode FIXED \
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-maxFrameLength 1200 \
-FixedFrameLength 256 \
-Load 10 \
-LoadUnit FRAMES_PER_SECOND]

# Add an EthernetII Protocol Data Unit (PDU) and an IPv4 PDU
puts "Adding headers"
stc::create ethernet:EthernetII -under $hStreamblock \

-srcMac 00:00:20:00:00:00 \
-dstMac 00:00:00:00:00:00

stc::create ipv4:IPv4 -under $hStreamblock \
-sourceAddr 30.0.0.11 \
-destAddr 30.1.0.12

puts "Applying configuration"
stc::apply

Note: PDU specifications:

l The example code shows the specification of the EthernetII and Ipv4 objects as follows:

ethernet:EthernetII
ipv4:IPv4

l When you use Protocol Data Unit (PDU) objects that are children of StreamBlock objects, you must use the
PDU library name prefix for the object. Only use the PDU library prefix for StreamBlock children, not for any
other PDU objects. The Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference shows the PDU library prefix for the
PDU objects.

l When you specify a StreamBlock child, you must use the character case shown (ethernet:EthernetII,
for example).

This example shows an alternate way to create the same stream block as in the above example.

l The script creates a stream block object as a child of the transmitting port object. In the same create command,
the script also defines Ethernet and IPv4 headers in the frame configuration as well as defining values for
specific fields of the intended PDU objects.

l The "frameconfig" property specifies the PDU objects to create under the stream block object. The "frame"
property specifies the values for specific fields within the PDU objects to be created.

set hStreamblock [stc::create streamBlock \
-under $hTxPort \
-insertSig true \
-frameconfig "EthernetII IPv4" \
-frame "EthernetII.1.srcMac 00:00:20:00:00:00 \

EthernetII.1.dstMac 00:00:00:00:00:00 \
IPv4.1.sourceAddr 30.0.0.11 \
IPv4.1.destAddr 30.1.0.12"

-frameLengthMode FIXED \
-maxFrameLength 1200 \
-FixedFrameLength 256 \
-Load 10 \
-LoadUnit FRAMES_PER_SECOND]

puts "Applying configuration"
stc::apply

Note: The "frameconfig" property MUST appear BEFORE the "frame" property when both properties are used within the
same command.

These are additional examples of using the "frame" property to modify stream block frame configuration:
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l Create a raw stream block with default information and IP source address 10.10.10.10:

stc::create StreamBlock –under $hTxPort \
–frame "IPv4.1.sourceAddr 10.10.10.10"

l Create a bound stream block with VLAN priority 010:

stc::create StreamBlock –under $hTxPort –srcBinding $vlanIf1 \
–dstBinding $vlanIf2 –framel "Vlan.1.pri 010"

l Create and initialize a raw stream block with protocol stack EthernetII/Vlan/Vlan/IPv4/Tcp, where the second
VLAN’s ID is 200 and IPv4’s TTL is 255:

stc:create StreamBlock –under $hTxPort \
–frameConfig "EthernetII Vlan Vlan IPv6 Tcp" \
–frame "Vlan.2.id 200 Ipv4.1.ttl 255"

l Modify IP source address of an existing raw stream block with default information to 50.40.30.20:

stc:config $streamblock –frame "IPv4.1.sourceAddr 50.40.30.20"

Note: Indexing is used to allow the targeting of specific PDUs for modification, when there are multiple PDUs of the same
type, such as VLAN, under a streamblock.

Generator Configuration

Traffic generators are associated with ports; Spirent TestCenter creates Generator objects automatically, as children of Port
objects. To manage traffic generation, Spirent TestCenter also creates GeneratorConfig and GeneratorPortResults objects as
children of Generator objects.

To use a generator, you establish generator parameters by setting GeneratorConfig object attributes. After the test completes,
you obtain generator results by accessing the GeneratorPortResults object.

The following code fragment:

l Retrieves handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

l Retrieves the handle for the GeneratorConfig object.

l Sets generator parameters. For this example, Spirent TestCenter will generate 100 frames in single-frame bursts.

# Retrieve the generator and analyzer objects.
set hTxGenerator [stc::get $hTxPort set hRxAnalyzer [stc::get $hRxPort -children-
Analyzer]

# Configure generator.
puts "Configuring Generator on transmitting set hTxGeneratorConfig [stc::get
$hTxGenerator -children-GeneratorConfig]
stc::config $hTxGeneratorConfig -DurationMode BURSTS \

-BurstSize 1 \
-Duration 100 \
-LoadMode FIXED \
-FixedLoad 100 \
-LoadUnit PERCENT_LINE_RATE \
-SchedulingMode PORT_BASED

Note that you can set traffic parameters at both the port (GeneratorConfig) and stream (StreamBlock) levels. The
GeneratorConfig object SchedulingMode attribute setting determines how Spirent TestCenter will schedule the packets for
transmission.

l The scheduling mode PORT_BASED directs Spirent TestCenter to use port parameters to generate traffic. In
this mode, the scheduling parameters configured on the StreamBlockLoadProfile objects are ignored, and only
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the scheduling parameters configured on the GeneratorConfig object are used.

l The scheduling mode RATE_BASED directs Spirent TestCenter to use stream parameters to generate traffic.
In this mode, the scheduling parameters configured on the StreamBlockLoadProfile object are used, and the
GeneratorConfig scheduling parameters are ignored. In the case of conflict at the generator output, the
StreamBlock defined first is transmitted first. In other words, there is an implicit priority defined for
streamblocks in this mode based on the order of creation.

l The scheduling mode PRIORITY_BASED directs Spirent TestCenter to generate traffic according to the
setting of the StreamBlock object Priority attribute. In this mode, the scheduling parameters configured on the
StreamBlockLoadProfile object are used, and the GeneratorConfig scheduling parameters are ignored. In the
case of conflict at the generator output, the StreamBlock defined with the lower numerical priority is
transmitted first. In other words, there is an explicit priority defined for StreamBlocks in this mode based on
the Priority attribute in the StreamBlockLoadProfile selected by the AffiliationStreamBlockLoadProfile
affiliation in the StreamBlock.

Be sure to set the scheduling mode before you configure the StreamBlockLoadProfile parameters.

Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. For
detailed information, see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

# Subscribe to realtime results.
puts "Subscribe to results"
stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \

-ConfigType Analyzer \
-resulttype AnalyzerPortResults \
-filenameprefix AnalyzerPortResults

stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \
-ConfigType Generator \
-resulttype GeneratorPortResults \
-filenameprefix GeneratorPortResults

# Apply configuration.
puts "Applying configuration"
stc::apply

Traffic Generation

The following code fragment starts the Analyzer and generates traffic for the test. The generator is configured to transmit for
a fixed period of time, so the script uses the GeneratorWaitForStop command to suspend script execution before continuing.
The script also uses a Tcl "after" statement to suspend execution to allow the Analyzer time to complete its tasks.

# puts "Start Analyzer"
# stc::perform AnalyzerStart -AnalyzerList $hRxAnalyzer

puts "Start Generator"
stc::perform GeneratorStart -GeneratorList $hTxGenerator

puts "Current analyzer state [stc::get $hRxAnalyzer -state]"
puts "Current generator state [stc::get $hTxGenerator -state]"

puts "Wait for generator to stop"
stc::perform GeneratorWaitForStop -GeneratorList $hTxGenerator
puts "Generator stopped"

puts "Wait 5 seconds for Analyzer..."
after 5000
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Retrieving Results

The script uses the GeneratorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults objects to obtain transmitted and received frame counts. The
following code fragment:

l Retrieves the handle to the GeneratorPortResult object (child of the Generator object).

l Retrieves the handle to the AnalyzerPortResult object (child of the Analyzer object).

l Uses the retrieved handles to obtain frame count data.

# Display some statistics.
set hTxGeneratorResults [stc::get $hTxGenerator \
-children-GeneratorPortResults]

set hRxAnalyzerResults [stc::get $hRxAnalyzer \
-children-AnalyzerPortResults]

puts "Frame Counts (generated):"
puts "\tIpv4 frames: [stc::get $hTxGeneratorResults \
-generatorIpv4FrameCount]"

puts "\tSignature frames: [stc::get $hTxGeneratorResults \
-generatorSigFrameCount]"

puts "\tTotal: [stc::get $hTxGeneratorResults \
-generatorFrameCount]"

puts "Frame Count (transmitted): [stc::get $hTxGeneratorResults \
-totalFrameCount]"

puts "Frame Counts (received):"
puts "\tIpv4 frames: [stc::get $hRxAnalyzerResults -ipv4framecount]"
puts "\tSignature frames: [stc::get $hRxAnalyzerResults -sigFrameCount]"
puts "\tTotal frames: [stc::get $hRxAnalyzerResults -totalFrameCount]"

Test Completion

At the end of the test, the script releases the ports and disconnects from the chassis.

# Detach ports.
stc::perform detachPorts -portList [list $hTxPort $hRxPort]

# Delete configuration
puts "Deleting project"
stc::delete $hProject
} err] } {
puts "Error caught: $err"

}

Packet Generation
When you create a test configuration for traffic generation, you create one or more StreamBlock objects, each with one or
more PDU objects. When your test starts generating traffic, Spirent TestCenter transmits packets containing protocol headers
based on the definitions of the PDU objects.

These topics describe different aspects of packet generation:

l Starting Traffic Generators

l Packet Generation – Single Stream

l Packet Generation – Multiple Streams and Modifiers

l Using Multiple Modifiers
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Starting Traffic Generators

Traffic generators are associated with ports; whenever you create a Port object, a Generator object is automatically created.
To start traffic, use the GeneratorStart command and specify one or more Generator handles:

set hGenerator [stc::get $hPortTx -children-Generator]
stc::perform GeneratorStart -GeneratorList $hGenerator

With a configuration that uses multiple generators, you can specify some control over how Spirent TestCenter starts the
generators referenced in a generator list. Use the TrafficOptions object to specify the generator start characteristics. The
TrafficOptions object is a child of the Project object. A TrafficOptions object is created automatically when you create a
Project object.

You can specify synchronous or asynchronous starting mode by setting the -TrafficStartMode attribute. The modes are:

l SYNCHRONOUS - When you invoke GeneratorStart, Spirent TestCenter will start all generators in the
generator list at the same, after a short delay. Spirent TestCenter uses the delay to synchronize the ports. Use
the -TrafficStartInterval to set the delay.

l ASYNCHRONOUS - When you invoke GeneratorStart, Spirent TestCenter starts all generators in the list
immediately. In this case, the generators may not start at the same time.

The following code fragment retrieves a handle to the TrafficOptions object and establishes synchronous starting. Spirent
TestCenter will start the generators after a delay of 640 microseconds. (The TrafficStartInterval is specified in units of 64
microseconds.)

set tOpt [stc::get $project -children-TrafficOptions]
stc::config $tOpt -TrafficStartMode SYNCHRONOUS \

-TrafficStartInterval 10

PDUs (building PDUs)

By default, the StreamBlock contains the default PDUs base on the Phy type of the module. Once you create a StreamBlock,
you can customize or build the PDUs under that StreamBlock.

The following code demonstrates how to customize the existing pdus:

set pdus [stc::get streamblock1 –children]
# it will return Ethernet and ipv4 if it is an Ethernet module

stc::config [lindex $pdus 0] –dstMac AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF
# change the destination mac to AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF

The following code demonstrates how to build a new pdus:

stc::config streamblock1 –frameconfig ""
stc::config streamblock1 –frameconfig {<frame><config><pdus><pdu name="eth1" \
pdu="ethernet:EthernetII"></pdu><pdu name="proto1" pdu="arp:ARP"> \
<hardware>0001</hardware><protocol>0800</protocol></pdu></pdus> \
</config></frame>}

stc::perform streamblockupdate –streamblock streamblock1

The following code demonstrates an alternative way to customize existing PDUs using the "frame" property:

# stream block is created with IPv4 PDU by default,
# we can do the following to configure the IPV4 PDU fields
stc::config $myStreamBlock –frame "IPv4.1.sourceAddr 77.55.33.11 IPv4.ttl 255"

The following code demonstrates an alternative way to build new PDUs:
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# create a stream block with Ethernt IPv4 TCP PDUs
stc::create $myStreamBlock –frameconfig "EthernetII IPv4 Tcp"

# change PDU stack to Ethernet IPv4 UDP
stc::config $myStreamBlock –frameconfig "EthernetII IPv4 Udp"

# force the change to take effect immediately
stc::perform streamblockUpdate –streamblock $myStreamBlock

# IPv4 PDU selects ToS as the default,
# we can do the following to modify ToS fields
stc::config $myStreamBlock –frame "ToSByte.1.rBit 0 ToSByte.1.mBit 1"

# switch IPv4 PDU to use DiffServ
stc::config $myStreamBlock –frame "ToSDiffServ.1 diffServ"

# modify DffServ fields
stc::config $myStreamBlock \
–frame "DiffServByte.1.dscpLow 5 DiffServeByte.dscpHigh 3"

The Signature field

The signature field allows an analyzer port to identify the frames transmitted by the Spirent TestCenter port and to include
them in all analyzer statistics. Stream statistics are updated only for frames that are received with a signature field. If you
disable the signature field, then the frames will not be included in the stream statistics. All of the results related to streams are
affected by the signature field.

The signature field is enabled by default. You can disable the signature field by using following command:

#create stream block under port1
set streamBlock(1) [stc::create streamBlock -under port1]

#disable signature field for stream block
stc::config $streamBlock(1) -InsertSig FALSE

Packet Generation – Single Stream

When you create a StreamBlock with PDU objects, specifying source and destination for the headers, Spirent TestCenter
generates a single stream of packets, each with the same source and destination values.

The figure below represents packet generation using a single source address and a single destination address.

In the traffic configuration represented above, the Ethernet header defines a single source MAC address and a single
destination MAC address. For that traffic stream, all of the packets are sent to the same destination (and are identified as
coming from a single source).

Packet Generation – Multiple Streams and Modifiers

To use a single StreamBlock to generate multiple streams, create a modifier object as a child of a StreamBlock. Spirent
TestCenter uses modifiers to change field values in protocol headers as it generates packets. For example, you can create a
modifier that increments an IPv4 address through a range of 100 destination addresses before restarting the sequence.
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These topics provide information about using modifiers:

l Modifier Objects

l Modifier Example

Modifier Objects
A modifier object is a child of a StreamBlock object. A modifier identifies a protocol header field by naming an attribute of a
PDU object that is a child of the same StreamBlock parent. Modifier objects use the -OffsetReference attribute to specify the
PDU object and attribute. The following figure shows the relationship between a RangeModifier object and a PDU object:

This RangeModifier object references the destination MAC field of the Ethernet header. The -OffsetReference value (eth_
hdr1.dstMac) uses the following dotted notation format:

PDU-object-name.attribute-name

The PDU-object-name portion of the reference is the value of the -Name attribute for the PDU object. The attribute-name is
the name of one of the attributes defined for the object. The two names are separated by a dot.

Modifier objects also specify the parameters that Spirent TestCenter applies to the field value when it generates packets. The
parameters determine the set of values that will be generated according to the type of modifier.

l The RangeModifier object defines a range of values that Spirent TestCenter uses to modify a header field.
When you use a RangeModifier, you specify a starting value, a mask to indicate which bytes of the field are to
be modified, a step value, and a limit to the range. Range modifiers also use modifier modes to determine how
the generated values are applied (increment, decrement, or shuffle).

l The RandomModifier object uses a random set of values to modify a header field. When you use a
RandomModifer object, you specify a mask to indicate which bytes of the field are to be modified. Spirent
TestCenter produces random field values for the duration of traffic generation.

l The TableModifier object uses a fixed set of values to modify a header field. When you use a TableModifier
object, you specify a list of values that Spirent TestCenter uses for the header field.

The following table provides an overview of the RangeModifier object used in the Modifier Example. For more detail and
information about the RandomModifier and TableModifier objects, see the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.

RangeModifier Attributes Description

-OffsetReference Identifies the protocol header field to be modified.

-DataType The data type for the -Data, -StepValue, and -Mask attribute values. Spirent
TestCenter defines two types: NATIVE and BYTE.

NATIVE modifier values are expressed in formats to match the type of the header
field to be modified. For example, in NATIVE mode, the -Data, -StepValue, and -
Mask values that modify an IPv4 header address must be specified in IPv4 address
format (such as -StepValue 0.0.0.1). Spirent TestCenter validates the format of
NATIVE mode values.
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RangeModifier Attributes Description

BYTE modifier values are expressed as hexidecimal values. BYTE values do not
require any delimiters. Spirent TestCenter does not validate the format of BYTE
mode values.

-Data The initial value for the field. Must be specified using a format that corresponds to
the data type (NATIVE or BYTE).

-StepValue The step value used for incrementing or decrementing the header field value
through the range. Must be specified using a format that corresponds to the data
type (NATIVE or BYTE).

-ModifierMode Indicates how values are to be modified. Range modifiers support three modes:
increment (INCR), decrement (DECR), and random (SHUFFLE).

-Mask A mask indicating the bytes that will be affected. Must be specified using a format
that corresponds to the data type. The mask feature only works with the
RangeModifier when the -EnableStream attribute is set to TRUE. The size of the
mask value must match the field to be modified, taking into account any size
limitation imposed by an offset location within the field (-Offset), if specified.

-RecycleCount The number of times the field value will change before starting again.

-Offset An offset value indicating a byte position within the field. (only used with -
DataType BYTE.) If you specify an offset, adjust the size of the -Data and -Mask
values accordingly so that they do not extend beyond the header field.

-RepeatCount The number of times the value will be repeated.

-EnableStream Indicates whether to use software (stream blocks) or hardware (Variable Field
Definitions) to generate modified values. Software-based streams support the use of
unique signature fields. Hardware-based streams support the generation of only one
signature field value for each stream block. In either case, set the StreamBlock
attribute -InsertSig to TRUE to generate signature fields. You can track packets
based on the signature field; for more information, refer to the Tracking Packets by
Signature Field topic.

Modifier Example
The following figure shows the objects for a stream block with an Ethernet header and a RangeModifier object that references
the destination MAC address in the EthernetII PDU object. The figure also shows the code fragment that creates these objects.

l The modifier specifies a range of 20 MAC addresses (-RecycleCount), starting with the address
00:00:00:00:00:00 (-Data). The mask value indicates that the four least significant bytes can change (-Mask
00:00:FF:FF:FF:FF).

l When Spirent TestCenter applies the modifier, it will use an increment of 1 (-ModifierMode, -StepValue) to
increment the destination MAC address 20 times before starting again with the initial value.

l The modifier is configured to use native mode (-DataType), so the -Data, -Mask, and -StepValue values are
specified in the format that the header field uses (in this example, MAC address format).

l This example uses signature fields (StreamBlock attribute -InsertSig set to TRUE). It also uses software stream
generation (RangeModifier attribute -EnableStream set to TRUE), so that Spirent TestCenter will generate a
unique signature field value for each stream generated from this stream block.
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# Create a stream block.
set hStreamBlock [stc::create streamBlock -under $hPortTx \

-insertSig true \
-frameConfig "" \
-frameLengthMode FIXED \
-maxFrameLength 1200 \
-FixedFrameLength 128]

# Add an EthernetII Protocol Data Unit (PDU).
stc::create ethernet:EthernetII -under $streamBlock(1) \

-name eth_hdr1 \
-srcMac 00:00:20:00:00:00 \
-dstMac 00:00:00:00:00:40

# Create 20 trackable streams (each stream has a unique stream identifier).
puts "Creating Range Modifier on Stream Block"
set RangeModifier(1) [stc::create RangeModifier \

-under $streamBlock \
-ModifierMode INCR \
-Data "00:00:00:00:00:00" \
-Mask "00:00:FF:FF:FF:FF" \
-StepValue "00:00:00:00:00:01" \
-RecycleCount 20 \
-RepeatCount 0 \
-DataType NATIVE \
-EnableStream true \
-OffsetReference "eth_hdr1.dstMac" \
-Active true]

The following is an alternative way to specify modifier offset reference without having to know the PDU object’s name in
advance:

set RangeModifier(1) [stc::create RangeModifier \
-under $streamBlock \
-ModifierMode INCR \
-Data "00:00:00:00:00:00" \
-Mask "00:00:FF:FF:FF:FF" \
-StepValue "00:00:00:00:00:01" \
-RecycleCount 20 \
-RepeatCount 0 \
-DataType NATIVE \
-EnableStream true \
-OffsetReference "EthernetII.1.dstMac" \
-Active true]

Note: Indexing is used to allow the targeting of specific PDUs for modification, when there are multiple PDUs of the same
type, such as VLAN, under a streamblock

Using Multiple Modifiers

You can create multiple modifiers for a single StreamBlock. There are two ways to combine modifiers:
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l You can chain range modifiers and table modifiers together. When you chain modifiers together, Spirent
TestCenter applies the modifiers in sequence. Spirent TestCenter generates packets for the extent specified by
each modifier before using the next modifier in the chain. To chain modifiers together, set the CarryChainTo
relation (for an example of how to use this relation, see the end of the code sample following the figure below).

l You can stack modifiers. To stack modifiers, create multiple modifiers that reference the same PDU field. For
stacked modifiers, you must also specify mask values such that the modifiers do not manipulate the same bits of
the referenced field. (The mask values cannot overlap.)

The following figure shows the objects and corresponding code fragment for a stream block with Ethernet and IPv4 headers.
There are three range modifiers to manipulate the headers. After creating the objects, the modifiers are chained together.
Spirent TestCenter will use the modifiers in the chained sequence:

l Modifier 1 – Spirent TestCenter generates five packets, changing the destination MAC address in the Ethernet
header in each packet.

l Modifier 2 – Spirent TestCenter generates five packets, changing the destination MAC address in the Ethernet
header in each packet.

l Modifier 3 – Spirent TestCenter generates five packets, changing the protocol specification in the IPv4 header
in each packet.

# Create a stream block.
set hStreamBlock [stc::create streamBlock -under $hPortTx -insertSig true \

-frameConfig "" -frameLengthMode FIXED -maxFrameLength 1200 \
-FixedFrameLength 128]

# Add an EthernetII and IPv4 Protocol Data Units (PDUs)
stc::create ethernet:EthernetII -under $hStreamBlock -name sb1_eth \

-srcMac 00:00:20:00:00:00 -dstMac 00:00:00:00:00:40

stc::create ipv4:IPv4 -under $hStreamBlock -name sb1_ip \
-sourceAddr 10.0.0.2 -destAddr 192.168.1.1

# Use modifier to generate multiple streams.
puts "\nCreating Modifiers on Stream Block"
set hRangeModifer1 [stc::create RangeModifier -under $hStreamBlock \

-ModifierMode INCR -Mask "00FF" -StepValue "0001" -Data "0000" \
-RecycleCount 5 -RepeatCount 0 -DataType BYTE -EnableStream false \
-Offset 4 -OffsetReference "sb1_eth.dstMac"]
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set hRangeModifer2 [stc::create RangeModifier -under $hStreamBlock \
-ModifierMode INCR -Mask "00FF" -StepValue "0001" -Data "0000" \
-RecycleCount 5 -RepeatCount 0 -DataType BYTE -EnableStream false \
-Offset 4 -OffsetReference "sb1_eth.srcMac"]

set hRangeModifer3 [stc::create RangeModifier -under $hStreamBlock \
-ModifierMode INCR -Mask "FF" -StepValue "01" -Data "00" \
-RecycleCount 5 -RepeatCount 0 -DataType BYTE -EnableStream false \
-Offset 0 -OffsetReference "sb1_ip.protocol"]

# Chain modifiers together.
stc::config $hRangeModifer1 -CarryChainTo $hRangeModifer2
stc::config $hRangeModifer2 -CarryChainTo $hRangeModifer3

Custom Headers

Spirent TestCenter Automation provides provides the Custom header object that you can use to modify the contents of a
packet payload. The Custom object has a single attribute (-Pattern) which you use to specify a sequence of bytes in
hexadecimal format. Spirent TestCenter will insert the byte pattern into the packet at the location that corresponds to the
order of your PDU object creation sequence. Once you have created the Custom object, you can create a modifier object that
uses the Custom object -Name attribute value and -Pattern reference (-OffsetReference custom-pdu-name.pattern) to identify
the payload for modification.

Triggers - setting up and using triggers

Spirent TestCenter Automation provides trigger functionalities to start/stop/filter captured packets. The
CaptureFilterStartEvent, CaptureFilterStopEvent and the CaptureFilterQualityEvent control the triggers of the capture engine.

This example shows how to set up a start capture trigger when the capture engine receives IPv4 packets:

set CaptureFilter(1) [lindex [stc::get $Capture(1) -children-CaptureFilter] 0]
stc::config $CaptureFilter(1) -FilterExpression {{ Start Event (IPv4) }}
set CaptureFilterStartEvent(1) \
[lindex [stc::get $Capture(1) -children-CaptureFilterStartEvent] 0]

stc::config $CaptureFilterStartEvent(1) -Ipv4 "INCLUDE

Packet Capture and Filters

Spirent TestCenter Automation provides filter functionalities for capture. You can define different pattern combinations on
the capture engine.

This example shows a capture engine with a filter on the destination MAC address:

set Capture(1) [lindex [stc::get $Port(1) -children-Capture] 0]
stc::config $Capture(1) -CurrentFiltersUsed "2" -CurrentFilterBytesUsed "8"
set CaptureFilter(1) [lindex [stc::get $Capture(1) -children-CaptureFilter] 0]
stc::config $CaptureFilter(1) -FilterExpression {{ Pattern
(EthernetII:Destination MAC == 00:00:01:00:00:01) }}
set CaptureAnalyzerFilter(1) [stc::create "CaptureAnalyzerFilter" \

-under $CaptureFilter(1) \
-IsSelected "TRUE" \
-FilterDescription {EthernetII:Destination MAC} \
-ValueToBeMatched {00:00:01:00:00:01} \
-FrameConfig {<frame ><config><pdus><pdu name="eth1" \
pdu="ethernet:EthernetII"><dstMac>00:00:01:00:00:01</dstMac></pdu> \
<pdu name="ip_1" pdu="ipv4:IPv4"></pdu></pdus></config></frame>}]

See Stc_Capture_Filter.tcl for details.
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Protocol Stacks
Protocol stacks are required for protocols to communicate within a network. Spirent TestCenter provides you with the
capability to build different technology protocol stacks by using multiple data model objects and relationships. The protocol
stack data model objects are typically used to define the information in different protocol stack layers. For example, IPv4If
defines the IP layer information (for example, IPv4 address, gateway, etc.) in a protocol stack. The relationships are used to
link multiple protocol stack layers (that is, the data model objects) together to generate appropriate protocol stacks. These
topics describe the objects and relationships in more detail.

Emulated Device and Interfaces
EmulatedDevice objects represent devices in the emulated network environment. EmulatedDevice objects are children of the
Project object and they are associated with ports on Spirent TestCenter chassis with the AffiliationPort relation (Refer to the
"Relations" section for more details.). EmulatedDevice objects also provide the configuration of the interface stack through
the definition of interface objects and relationships which are defined in the "Relations" section. These objects define the
interface type in the Spirent TestCenter API:

l EthIIIf object – specifies the MAC address for the device’s Ethernet interface(s).

l VlanIf object – specifies the VLAN ID, priority, Cfi and Tpid for the device’s VLAN interface(s).

l ItagIf object – specifies the service identifier and priority for the device’s 802.1ah I-Tag Interface

l MplsIf object – specifies the MPLS label, experimental bits, and time-to-live for the device’s MPLS interface

l Aal5If object – specifies the Vpi/Vci for the device’s ATM Aal5 interface

l HdlcIf object – specifies the protocol type for the device’s HDLC interface
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l PppIf object – specifies the protocol type for the device’s PPP interface

l PppoeIf object –specifies the Pppoe session id for the device’s pppoe interface

l GreIf object – specifies the GRE tunnel address and GRE keepalive for the device’s GRE interface

l IPv4If object – specifies the IPv4 address and gateway address for the device’s IPv4 interface

l IPv6If object – specifies the IPv6 address and gateway address for the device’s IPv6 interface address. (Note:
To specifiy the global and link local address, different IPv6If objects must be used.)

l L2TPv2 object – specifies the L2TP tunnel address for device’s L2TPv2 interface

l WimaxIf object –specifiesthe SS MAC address for device’s Wimax interface.

l FcIf object – specifies world wide name for device’s Fiber channel interface.

Relations
Spirent Test Center creates meaningful protocol stacks by using a relation to connect the EmulatedDevice object and interface
objects.

The following relations are used to create a protocol stack:

l AffiliationPort: defines the association between an emulated device and a port on a Spirent TestCenter chassis.

l TopLevelIf: identifies the initial interface in the emulated device interface stacking order.

l PrimaryIf: identifies the top level interface (TopLevelIf) that faces the DUT.

l StackedOnEndpoint: defines the stacking order of the interfaces on an emulated host.

l UsesIf: identifies the interfaces that a protocol uses.

The following figure shows how the data model objects and relations are used to create a BGP configuration with
IPv6/Ethernet protocol stacks. The configuration has a BGPRouterConfig which use (using the UsesIf relation) both IPv6
global and IPv6 link local protocol stack. Both IPv6 interfaces (i.e... IPv6If) are top most interfaces (using TopLevelIf relation)
of Router A (i.e EmulatedDevice.) and both interfaces are stacked on (using the StackedOnEndpoint relation) on the ethernet
interface (i.e EthII).
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To create the above configuration, you can either manually create the objects and use the relations to link them together, or
you can use DeviceCreateCommand. The latter option is recommended, because the command will automatically create
objects and the necessary relations between the objects. Using DeviceCreateCommand reduces the chance of error in creating
the stack. The DeviceCreateCommand takes the following parameters:

l ParentList: Parent of the device created, which typically is a Project object.

l DeviceType: Device type that you would like to create. It should be set to EmulatedDevice in most cases.

l DeviceCount: Number of devices the will be emulated by an EmulatedDevice object

l IfStack: Interface stack that you would like to create. For example IPv4If EthIIIf will create an IPv4/Ethernet
stack.

l IfCount: Number of interfaces to create for each interface specified in IfStack.

l Port: Port that the created device belongs to.

l DeviceRole: Role that the device is playing. (This is an optional parameter.)

The examples for using manual and command configuration to create protocol stacks can be found in
ProtocolStackManualMode.tcl and ProtocolStackCommandMode.tcl.

Device Wizard
Spirent TestCenter provides an easy way to configure multiple EmulatedDevice objects in the GUI, using the Create Devices
Wizard. This wizard can also be used through the Spirent TestCenter automation API. To use the Device Wizard, you need to
do the following:
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l create and configure an EmulatedDeviceGenParams object

l create and configure DeviceGen_IfParams objects to define the interfaces

l set TopLevelIf and StackedOn relations to specify the interface stack

l create and configure protocol configuration objects to specify the protocols

l create and configure DeviceGenLinkedStep objects to specify stepping with the port, vlan, etc.

l perform DeviceGenConfigExpand on the EmulatedDeviceGenParams object

This example uses the Device Wizard to configure two devices with BGP on each of the two ports:

set params [stc::create EmulatedDeviceGenParams -under project1 \
-Port [list $port1 $port2] \
-Count 2 -BlockMode ONE_DEVICE_PER_BLOCK]

set ipv4If [stc::create DeviceGenIpv4IfParams -under $params \
-PrefixLength 24 -Addr "10.0.0.2" -Gateway "10.0.0.1"]

stc::config $params -TopLevelIf $ipv4If
stc::create DeviceGenLinkedStep -under $ipv4If \

-PropertyId Addr -Step "1.0.0.0" -LinkToId "port"

set ethIf [stc::create DeviceGenEthIIIfParams -under $params \
-SrcMac "00:10:94:00:00:01"]

stc::config $ipv4If -StackedOn $ethIf

stc::create BgpDeviceGenProtocolParams -under $params \
-UseGatewayAsDutIpAddr true -AsNum 100 -DutAs 100

stc::perform DeviceGenConfigExpand -GenParams $params -DeleteExisting NO

This process can be simplified using these methods:

l Nested object creation syntax can be used to create child objects under a parent object

l EmulatedDeviceGenParams can be created under the DeviceGenConfigExpand object where it will be used by
default

l Interface relations will automatically be determined if none are specified. The DeviceGen_IfParams objects
MUST be created bottom up from the interface closest to the wire.

l DeviceGenLinkedStep can be configured by setting a property on the parent object with the syntax "PropertyId
StepPer LinkToId". For example, setting AddrStepPerPort on the DeviceGenIpv4IfParams object configures a
DeviceGenLinkedStep under the DeviceGenIPv4IfParams with PropertyId=Addr and LinkToId=Port.

Using these simplifications, the code example above could be re-written as follows:

stc::perform DeviceGenConfigExpand -DeleteExisting NO \
-EmulatedDeviceGenParams [list -Port [list $port1 $port2] \
-Count 2 -BlockMode ONE_DEVICE_PER_BLOCK \
-DeviceGenEthIIIfParams [list \
-SrcMac "00:10:94:00:00:01"] \
-DeviceGenIpv4IfParams [list \
-PrefixLength 24 -Addr "10.0.0.2" -Gateway "10.0.0.1" \
-AddrStepPerPort "1.0.0.0" ]\
-BgpDeviceGenProtocolParams [list \
-UseGatewayAsDutIpAddr true -AsNum 100 -DutAs 100 ] \
]
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Topology Emulation
In certain test topologies, you may need to emulate a device behind another device. However, the local protocol stack of the
behind device is not necessarily the same as the protocol stack that is used to communicate to the device under test (DUT).
For example, assume the following is an IP forwarding topology, and Spirent TestCenter is emulated Device 2 behind
emulated Device 1. In order for Device 2 to communicate with the DUT, it cannot use its local Ethernet interface (Eth2),
since emulated device 1 is an IP forwarding device instead of a switch or bridge. Thus, Link objects are included to allow
you to create a proper stack for protocol communication.

Links
A Link object is used connect two devices emulated by Spirent TestCenter. The direction of the link, incoming or outgoing,
determines which device is in front (the device closer to the DUT) and which device is behind the front-end device (further
away from the DUT).

A device can have a number of incoming links, but only one outgoing link. A device that has an outgoing link owns the Link
object. You can cascade multiple devices behind each other using different links or the same link. Looking from the DUT’s
point of view, when there are multiple emulated devices linked to each other on a port, it would resemble a tree structure, or
a chain of multiple devices, depending on the topology, as shown in these diagrams.
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For different technologies, different Link objects can be used to emulate a test topology. For example, the VrfProviderLink
object is used to connect the VPN PE (Provider Edge) device to the VPN P (Provider) device, while the VrfCustomerLink
object is used to connect the VPN CE (Customer Edge) device to the VPN PE (Provider Edge) device.

To create a Link in automation, always use LinkCreateCommand. The command takes the following parameters:

l LinkType: Name of the Link which can be obtained from the LinkType Property of the LinkRegistry.

Note: The name of the link is not necessarily the same as the object name. You should always get the name from the
LinkRegistry.

l SrcDev: Source Device of the link

l DstDev: Destination Device of the link

l SrcIf: Source Interface of the link. (No need to configure; internally updated)

l DstIf: Destination Interface of the link. (No need to configure; internally updated)

The example of how to use LinkCreateCommand can be found in ProtocolStackDeviceBehindDevice.tcl

Test Analysis
Spirent TestCenter supports the following test analysis methods:

l Tracking Packets by Signature Field

l Analyzer Filters

l Histograms

l Capture

Tracking Packets by Signature Field

Spirent TestCenter gives you the capability of tracking streams by inserting signatures into packets. When you use software-
based streams (StreamBlock attribute EnableStreamOnlyGeneration set to TRUE, or modifier attribute EnableStream set to
TRUE), Spirent TestCenter generates unique signature values for each stream generated from a stream block. When you use
hardware-based streams (StreamBlock attribute EnableStreamOnlyGeneration set to False, or modifier attribute EnableStream
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set to False), Spirent TestCenter generates a single signature value that it uses for all streams generated from a stream block.
Note that the stream block setting overrides the modifier setting.

If you track streams by signature, the same test configuration will produce different stream results according to the stream
setting (software-based or hardware-based). For example, the following code fragment:

l Establishes a subscription for RxStreamSummaryResults.

l Creates a stream block that will use signature frames.

l Creates Ethernet and IPv4 PDU objects.

l Creates a modifier that specifies software-based streams (-EnableStream TRUE) and generates 100 different
IPv4 destination addresses for the streams.

set rds [ stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \
-configType StreamBlock \
-resultType RxStreamSummaryResults \
-viewAttributeList [list FrameRate FrameCount] \
-filenameprefix RxStreamSummaryResults]

set hStreamBlockTx [stc::create streamBlock -under $hPortTx \
-insertSig true -frameConfig "" \
-frameLengthMode FIXED -maxFrameLength 1200 \
-FixedFrameLength 128]

stc::create ethernet:EthernetII -under $hStreamBlockTx -Name "ethhdr"
stc::create ipv4:IPv4 -under $hStreamBlockTx -Name "ipv4hdr"

# create a modifier
set rangemod [stc::create RangeModifier -under $hStreamBlockTx \

-enablestream TRUE \
-offsetreference ipv4hdr.destAddr \
-data 0.0.0.0 \
-stepvalue 0.0.0.1 \
-mask 0.0.0.255 \
-recyclecount 100]

When a test runs using this configuration, the results show counts for 100 separate streams (-RecycleCount 100). If the
configuration is changed to use hardware-based streams (-EnableStream FALSE), all packets generated using that stream
block will have the same signature. The results will show the counts grouped together as if they are a single stream,
regardless of destination addresses or any other potentially differentiating field. To track specific field values, use an
Analyzer filter (see the following section).

Analyzer Filters

You can use the Analyzer to track specific field values in incoming signature-tagged packets. There are two methods you can
use to specify Analyzer filters:

l AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter and PDU Objects

l Bit Filter Objects

Note: Spirent TestCenter provides two independent filtering mechanisms – the Analyzer filter and the Capture filter. The
Analyzer filter does not apply when capturing packets, and the Capture filter does not apply when analyzing streams.

AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter and PDU Objects
To track a field value in signature-tagged packets, you can use the AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter object along with PDU objects
to identify the header fields. The following figure shows the object hierarchy for using Analyzer filters:
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To use a PDU object for an Analyzer filter, set the header field to be filtered by using a filter specification for the
corresponding PDU object attribute value. The following code fragment shows how to use PDU objects to set up filters for
MAC and IP addresses. The code fragment:

l Retrieves the handle to the Analyzer object.

l Creates an AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter object. The script also clears the frame configuration because the script
will define the filter by creating the PDU objects explicitly.

l Creates an EthernetII PDU object with a filter specification for the source MAC address: -srcMac
00:00:00:00:00:00/FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF#FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF

l Creates an Ipv4 PDU object with a filter specification for the destination IPv4 address: -destAddr
192.168.1.1/192.168.1.3#255.255.255.255

set hAnalyzer [stc::get $hPortB -children-Analyzer]

# Create the AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter filter.
# Clear the -FrameConfig attribute value.
set hAnalyzerFrameConfigFilter [stc::create AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter\

-under $hAnalyzer \
-FrameConfig ""]

stc::create ethernet:EthernetII \
-under $hAnalyzerFrameConfigFilter \
-name af1_eth \
-srcMac "00:00:00:00:00:00/FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF#FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF"

stc::create ipv4:IPv4 -under $hAnalyzerFrameConfigFilter \
-name af1_ip \
-destAddr "192.168.1.1/192.168.1.3#255.255.255.255"

The address field values use the following filter specification:

-attr-name min-filter-value/max-filter-value#mask

-attr-name is the PDU object attribute, specified as part of a call to the create or config function.

min-filter-value is the minimum value for the field.

max-filter-value is the maximum value for the field.

mask identifies the bytes to be filtered.

Specify the values in NATIVE format to match the field being filtered. The minimum and maximum values are separated by a
forward slash (/); the maximum and mask values are separated by a number sign (#).

Note: Analyzer filters produce results that are stored in FilteredStreamResults objects. Any time you use an analyzer filter,
regardless of the port on which it is configured, Spirent TestCenter disables the TxStreamResults and
RxStreamSummaryResults objects on all ports.

Bit Filter Objects
Spirent TestCenter provides 16– and 32–bit filter objects that you can apply to traffic streams. To use a bit filter object, create
the object (Analyzer16BitFilter or Analyzer32BitFilter) as a child of the Analyzer or AnalyzerFrameConfigFilter object. The
following figure shows the bit filter objects.
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To configure the filter, provide the following information:

l A hexadecimal mask to be used as the filter (-Mask).

l The position at which to apply the filter, specified as a starting location (-Location) and an offset (-Offset)
indicating the number of bytes from the starting location. The starting location can be one of a set of
enumerated type values that identify a logical starting point to which the offset is applied. Examples of -
Location values include:

START_OF_FRAME

START_OF_IPV4_HDR

START_OF_PAYLOAD

See the description of the bit filter objects in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for the -
Location values you can use for each object (Analyzer16BitFilter and Analyzer32BitFilter).

l A range of values for the masked field (-StartOfRange, -EndOfRange)

(See the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for the complete list of attributes.)

The following code fragment creates and configures a 16-bit filter that tracks packets with a destination MAC address
between 00:00:00:00:00:00 and 00:00:00:00:FF:FF.

set hAnalyzer16BitFilter1 [stc::create Analyzer16BitFilter \
-under $hAnalyzer]

stc::config $hAnalyzer16BitFilter1 -FilterName DstMacFilter \
-Offset 4 \
-StartOfRange 0x0000 \
-EndOfRange 0xFFFF \
-Mask 0xFFFF

Histograms

Spirent TestCenter provides a histogram engine that compiles results based on stream analysis. To use the histogram engine
with Spirent TestCenter Automation, you must configure the Analyzer to perform histogram calculations. When you use the
histogram engine, Spirent TestCenter tracks frames that contain a signature field. The StreamBlock object attribute insertSig
controls the insertion of a signature field into frames. (By default, insertSig is set to TRUE.)

These topics provide information about using Spirent TestCenter Automation to perform histogram calculations on your test
data.

l Histogram Calculations

l Histogram Configuration Objects

l Configuring the Histogram Engine

Histogram Calculations
Spirent TestCenter supports the following histogram calculations:

l Frame length – histogram analysis using frame lengths in bytes

l Interarrival time – uses frame inter-arrival times in 10ns units
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l Jitter - tracks frame jitter times in 10ns units. Measured on in-sequence frames only.

l Latency – tracks frame transfer delay (latency) in 10ns units

l Seq diff check – tracks differences between the sequence numbers of consecutive packets

l Seq Run Length – tracks the number of in-sequence frames received between two out-of-sequence frames

Histogram Configuration Objects
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides the following objects for histogram configuration. The Analyzer and histogram
objects are shown in red, indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically.

To use a particular type of histogram calculation, retrieve the handle to the appropriate histogram object and set the attributes.
Histogram objects have the following attributes:

l BucketSizeList - Specifies a list of bucket size values; used when DistributionMode is CUSTOM_MODE and
ConfigMode is CONFIG_SIZE_MODE.

l ConfigMode - Bucket configuration mode; CONFIG_SIZE_MODE uses bucket sizes, CONFIG_LIMIT_
MODE uses bucket limits (-LimitList).

l DistributionMode - One of CENTERED_MODE, LEFT_MODE, RIGHT_MODE, or CUSTOM_MODE.

l DistributionModeSize - Bucket size relative to non-custom distribution modes.

l LimitList - List of bucket limits when -ConfigMode is CONFIG_LIMIT_MODE.

l UniformDistributionSize - Size of the uniformly sized buckets.

See the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for details about the histogram objects.

Configuring the Histogram Engine
Perform the following steps to configure the histogram engine:

1. Use signature fields in your traffic streams. (By default, the StreamBlock attribute insertSig is set to TRUE.)

2. Set the ResultOptions attribute ResultViewMode to one of the histogram options (HISTOGRAM, JITTER, or
INTERARRIVAL). This setting determines the set of counters available for analysis. (For lists of the counters,
see the description of the ResultOptions object in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.) The
ResultOptions object is an automatically created child of the Project object.

3. Set the AnalyzerConfig attribute HistogramMode to the appropriate mode, one of the following:
INTERARRIVAL_TIME, LATENCY, FRAME_LENGTH, SEQ_RUN_LENGTH, SEQ_DIFF_CHECK, or
JITTER.

4. Configure the histogram object that corresponds to the selected histogram mode. The histogram objects are
children of the AnalyzerConfig object.

5. Establish a subscription for the histogram results.

The following code fragment demonstrates how to configure the histogram engine for frame length calculations, using limits
for bucket configuration.
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stc::config $hProject.resultOptions -ResultViewMode HISTOGRAM \
-Active TRUE \
-Name ResultOptions1

# Configure the histogram on the analyzer.
puts "\nConfiguring Analyzer"
set hAnalyzerConfig [stc::get $hAnalyzer -children-AnalyzerConfig]

stc::config $hAnalyzerConfig -HistogramMode "FRAME_LENGTH"
stc::config $hAnalyzerConfig.FrameLengthHistogram \

-ConfigMode CONFIG_LIMIT_MODE \
-LimitList "1088 2176 3264 4352 5440 6528 7616 \
8704 9792 10880 11968 13056 14144 15232 16384" \

-Active TRUE

# Subscribe to realtime results
stc::subscribe -Parent $hProject \

-ConfigType StreamBlock \
-resulttype RxStreamSummaryResults \
-filenameprefix FrameLengthHistogram \
-viewAttributeList "StreamIndex SigFrameCount \

HistBin1Count HistBin2Count \
HistBin3Count HistBin4Count \
HistBin5Count HistBin6Count \
HistBin7Count HistBin8Count \
HistBin9Count HistBin10Count \
HistBin11Count HistBin12Count \
HistBin13Count HistBin14Count \
HistBin15Count HistBin16Count"

Capture

You can direct Spirent TestCenter Automation to capture frame data during a test. To capture data, your script must perform
the following steps:

1. Create the test configuration.

2. Set the capture parameters. This will involve setting attributes for one or more automatically created objects,
and possibly creating additional objects to specify detailed capture filtering. (This step is optional. You can use
the default parameters to capture all traffic, transmitted and received.)

3. Start capture.

4. Start and then stop traffic.

5. Stop capture and save the captured data.

These topics provide information about using the capture capability.

l Capture Data Model

l Starting Capture

l Stopping Capture

l Capture Loopback

l Capture Triggers

Capture Data Model
Spirent TestCenter defines a set of capture objects that you use to define and control capture. The capture capability is
associated with ports. The following figure shows the capture objects. The objects shown in red indicate the objects that
Spirent TestCenter creates automatically.
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When you create a Port object, Spirent TestCenter automatically creates the following objects:

l The Capture object manages capture operations for the port, handling settings for the different capture modes.

l The CaptureFilter object supports pre-define capture filters that operate at the protocol header level, and filters
that use various size constraints. To filter packets at a finer level of granularity, use the CaptureAnalyzerFilter
object (see Capture Triggers).

l The CaptureFilterStartEvent object defines events that will start capture.

l The CaptureFilterStopEvent object defines events that will stop capture.

See the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for more information about these objects.

Starting Capture
To start capture:

l Retrieve the handle to the Capture object. Capture objects are automatically created children of Port objects.

l Set the capture parameters. This example uses REGULAR_MODE to capture all packets, and TX_RX_MODE
to capture both transmitted and received packets.

l Invoke the CaptureStart command, specifying the handle to the Capture object as the -CaptureProxyId attribute
value.

set hCapture [stc::get $hPortRx -children-capture]
stc::config $hCapture -mode REGULAR_MODE -srcMode TX_RX_MODE
stc::perform CaptureStart -captureProxyId $hCapture

Stopping Capture
After stopping traffic, and then stopping the generator(s) and analyzer(s), invoke the CaptureStop command and save the
capture data to a file. The CaptureDataSave command creates a PCAP file containing raw packet data.

stc::perform CaptureStop -captureProxyId $hCapture
stc::perform CaptureDataSave -captureProxyId $hCapture \

-FileName "capture.pcap"

You can use tools such as Ethereal or Wireshark to view the contents of PCAP files.

Capture Loopback
To determine what is being transmitted from a port, you can set up a local loopback in software and then capture the received
frames. To set up a configuration for a local loopback, use the following objects that are children of the Port object associated
with the transmitting port.

l Create an EthernetCopper object and set the -DataPathMode attribute to LOCAL_LOOPBACK. (You can also
use an EthernetFiber object for this purpose.)

l Retrieve the Capture object (automatically created as a child of the Port object) and set the -SrcMode attribute
to RX_MODE).
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This configuration uses a software loopback; the effect is that the port transmits and then receives the transmitted packets.
The RX_MODE setting for the Capture object allows Spirent TestCenter to track the packets in loopback. The following
figure shows the object hierarchy for local loopback and a representation of the software loopback connection that is created
for the port. (The Capture object is shown in red to indicate that it is automatically created.)

Capture Triggers
Spirent TestCenter provides a trigger as a mechanism to match a portion of received frames and count the successful
matches. You can set a trigger by using the CaptureAnalyzerFilter object on a receiving port. The filter object identifies the
protocol header fields to be filtered (-FrameConfig). The -FrameConfig attribute uses an XML-formatted value. The easiest
method to create the frame configuration is to use the Spirent TestCenter GUI to create a capture filter, then save it to XML,
which creates an output file. You can then copy the XML expression to your script.

Note: Spirent TestCenter provides two independent filtering mechanisms – the Capture filter and the Analyzer filter. The
Capture filter does not apply when analyzing streams, and the Analyzer filter does not apply when capturing packets.
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Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet
Spirent TestCenter provides support for using the Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE) in a network testing
environment. These topics provide a brief overview and information about using Spirent TestCenter Automation for PPPoE
tests.

Note: The other Access protocols are similarly configured within the Spirent TestCenter Automation framework. Refer to
DHCPv4 Example (Tcl) for a brief discussion about the changes necessary to configure DHCPv4.

l PPPoE Overview

l Using Spirent TestCenter Automation for PPPoE Tests

l PPPoE Example (Tcl)

l DHCPv4 Example (Tcl)

PPPoE Overview
The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) provides a method of transporting datagrams over point-to-point links between hosts,
switches, and routers. Spirent TestCenter provides support for Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet (PPPoE). In PPPoE
communication, a PPPoE frame is embedded within an Ethernet Frame. The Ethernet frame headers include an ETHER_
TYPE field, which identifies the PPPoE stage (discovery or session). The Ethernet frame payload contains headers that
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include a CODE field, which identifies the PPPoE content (contained in the PPPoE frame payload). For a detailed description
of PPPoE encapsulation, see RFC 2516 - A Method for Transmitting PPP Over Ethernet (PPPoE).

To support PPP-encapsulated data transmission over Ethernet:

l PPPoE defines a discovery stage.

l PPPoE uses the PPP session stage which consists of the following:

n A Link Control Protocol (LCP) for configuring the data-link connection.

n Network Control Protocols (NCPs) for configuring different network-layer protocols.

PPPoE Discovery

PPPoE Discovery uses a client-server model. PPPoE clients broadcast initiation packets and PPPoE servers send unicast offer
packets. Based on the offer packets it receives, a client will send a request packet to a server. If the request is confirmed, the
client will initiate a PPPoE session. In the course of the discovery communication, the client and server exchange Ethernet
MAC addresses and establish a unique session identifier.

Link Control Protocol

When discovery has been completed, the PPPoE peers use LCP to configure the connection for the PPPoE session. Although
PPP defines several configuration options, PPPoE uses only the following:

l Maximum-Receive-Unit (MRU) - specifies a maximum packet size. For PPPoE, the MRU size cannot exceed
1492.

l Magic number - used for loopback detection.

l Authentication - during the LCP phase, one peer may send an authentication challenge to the other. LCP
supports two authentication protocols:

n Password Authentication Protocol (PAP). PAP is a simple authentication protocol in which a
peer sends a password in response to the challenge.

n Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP). CHAP is based on the message digest
concept in which the PPPoE peers share a secret password value but do not send that value
across the connection. A peer sends a challenge (containing a random number value), the
challenged peer uses the challenge value together with the password to calculate a message
digest value. The challenged peer returns a response containing the message digest. If the
transmitted message digest matches the same calculation performed by the challenging peer, the
connection setup can continue.

Network Control Protocols

When the link has been established, the session peers perform NCP negotiation to:

l Configure network protocols. Spirent TestCenter supports the IP Control Protocol (IPv4CP and IPv6CP).

l Assign IP addresses for the session.

Using Spirent TestCenter Automation for PPPoE Tests
When you use Spirent TestCenter to test PPPoE, you use the Spirent TestCenter Automation software and one or more Spirent
TestCenter modules to emulate devices that act as PPPoE clients or servers. The clients and servers communicate with DUTs
to create PPPoE sessions. Once the sessions are established, you can send traffic across the PPPoE links.

These topics provide an overview of the Spirent TestCenter Automation API and data model for PPPoE tests:

l PPPoE Objects and Attributes

l PPPoE Communication

l PPPoE Encapsulated Traffic
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PPPoE Objects and Attributes

The following describes many of the attributes you use when you define a PPPoE test configuration. For more information,
see the description of the PppoeClientBlockConfig, PppoeServerBlockConfig, and PppoeSession objects in the Spirent
TestCenter Automation Object Reference.

When you create a Spirent TestCenter test, you create a test configuration that defines emulated device systems. To create a
PPPoE test, you configure the emulated device systems with PPP interfaces and you also configure the emulated device
systems to operate as either PPP clients or PPP servers.

A PppoeClientBlockConfig object defines the characteristics for a set of PPP clients on a single device block. (Likewise, a
PppoeServerBlockConfig object defines one or more servers on a single device block.) The number of clients or server
available sessions is determined by the device count.

The following table shows the PPPoE client and server attributes for the different PPPoE session capabilities.

PPPoE Session
Capability

Attributes

Client (PppoeClientBlockConfig) Server (PppoeServerBlockConfig)

Connection AutoRetry

EnableAutoRetry

–

Session authentication
– PAP, CHAP, or
AUTO (PAP or
CHAP, determined by
DUT)

Authentication

Username

Password

Authentication

Username

Password

CHAP ChapAckTimeout

ChapChalRequestTimeout

IncludeTxChapId

MaxChapRequestReplyAttempts

ChapReplyTimeout

IncludeTxChapId

MaxChapRequestChallengeAttempts

PAP MaxPapRequestAttempts

PapRequestTimeout

PapPeerRequestTimeout

Echo requests EchoRequestGenFreq

MaxEchoRequestAttempts

EchoRequestGenFreq

MaxEchoRequestAttempts

Magic number
negotiation (loopback
detection)

EnableMagicNum EnableMagicNum

PppPos EnableMpls

EnableOsi

EnableMpls

EnableOsi

RelayAgent EnableRelayAgent

IncludeRelayAgentInPadr

EnableRelayAgent

IncludeRelayAgentInPadr
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PPPoE Session
Capability

Attributes

Client (PppoeClientBlockConfig) Server (PppoeServerBlockConfig)

RelayAgentMacAddr

RelayAgentType

RemoteOrSessionId (client form)

CircuitId (client form)

RelayAgentMacAddr

RelayAgentType

RemoteOrSessionId (server form)

CircuitId (server form)

Encapsulation IpcpEncap

EnableMruNegotiation

MruSize

IpcpEncap

EnableMruNegotiation

Link Control Protocol

(LCP)

LcpConfigRequestMaxAttempts

LcpConfigRequestTimeout

LcpTermRequestMaxAttempts

LcpTermRequestTimeout

MaxNaks

LcpConfigRequestMaxAttempts

LcpConfigRequestTimeout

LcpTermRequestMaxAttempts

LcpTermRequestTimeout

MaxNaks

Network Contro
Protocol (NCP)
negotiation

NcpConfigRequestMaxAttempts

NcpConfigRequestTimeout

NcpConfigRequestMaxAttempts

NcpConfigRequestTimeout

PPPoE Discovery
packets

PPPoE Active
Discovery Initiation
(PADI)

PPPoE Active
Discovery Request
(PADR)

PadiMaxAttempts

PadiTimeout

PadrMaxAttempts

PadrTimeout

–

Miscellaneous ServiceName

TotalClients

UsePartialBlockState

ServiceName

TotalClients

UsePartialBlockState

PPPoE Communication

PPPoE communication includes discovery, LCP, and NCP messages. When you use Spirent TestCenter Automation, you
create the object hierarchy, and then, to start communication, you only need to execute the PPPoxConnect command. Spirent
TestCenter handles discovery, LCP, and NCP negotiation, based on the attribute values of the PppoeClientBlockConfig and
PppoeServerBlockConfig objects.

Once a session is established, you can manage the session by executing Spirent TestCenter Automation commands, and you
can monitor the session by checking attribute values for the PppoeSessionResults object (such as the SessionState attribute).

These topics describe:
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l The Connect Operation

l Session Termination

l Monitoring a Session

l Pause, Resume, and Retry Operations

The Connect Operation
After you have created the object hierarchy, you can use the PppoxConnect command to establish one or more PPPoE
sessions. You can then use the PppoxConnectWait command to block the script execution until the client blocks go into the
CONNECTED or IDLE state. Both states indicate that Spirent TestCenter is finished attempting the sessions. CONNECTED
indicates that at least one session on the client block is in the CONNECTED state. IDLE indicates that none of the sessions
on the client block is in the CONNECTED state. Failed sessions can later be reattempted with the PppoxRetry command. The
connect commands use client blocks (PppoeClientBlockConfig objects) to start sessions. For each client block specified in
the command line, Spirent TestCenter starts the number of sessions implied by the device count for the associated device
block..

Session Termination
A PPPoE session may terminate for any number of reasons, for example, a connection goes down, a session peer is
unresponsive, or a peer terminates the session explicitly. Sessions can terminate during any stage of operation - discovery,
LCP or NCP negotiation, or during the session itself. To terminate a session, Spirent TestCenter sends the appropriate
communication according to the current stage of the session. (See RFC 2516 - A Method for Transmitting PPP Over Ethernet
(PPPoE) for more details.)

You can terminate a session by invoking the PppoxDisconnect or PppoxDisconnectWait command. The disconnect
commands use client blocks (PppoeClientBlockConfig objects) to disconnect sessions. For each client block specified in the
command line, Spirent TestCenter disconnects the established sessions.

The following PppoeClientBlockConfig and PppoeServerBlockConfig attributes can also affect session termination:

l The LcpConfigRequestTimeout attribute specifies the maximum time allowed for configuration, at which point
Spirent TestCenter will transmit another Configure-Request packet. The LcpConfigRequestMaxAttempts
attribute specifies the maximum number of configuration requests that Spirent TestCenter will send. After
sending LcpConfigRequestMaxAttempts requests (without a corresponding response), Spirent TestCenter
assumes the peer cannot respond and it terminates the session.

l The LcpTermRequestTimeout attribute specifies the maximum time allowed for termination, at which point
Spirent TestCenter will transmit another Terminate-Request packet. The LcpTermRequestMaxAttempts
attribute specifies the maximum number of termination requests that Spirent TestCenter will send. After
sending LcpTermRequestMaxAttempts requests (without a corresponding response), Spirent TestCenter
assumes the peer cannot respond and it terminates the session.

l The MaxNaks attribute specifies the maximum number of Negative-Acknowlegments allowed during LCP and
NCP configuration/negotiation. After receiving MaxNaks messages, Spirent TestCenter terminates the session.

Monitoring a Session
To monitor client or server state during a session, use the PppoeSessionResults object attribute SessionState. The following
table shows the different state values:

States Description

NONE

IDLE

CONNECTING

CONNECTING_FAILED

The SessionState attribute represents the current state for all clients or
servers associated with a client or server configuration block
(PppoeClientBlockConfig or PppoeServerBlockConfig object). Clients
and servers start in the IDLE state.

When you execute the PppoxConnect command, the state changes to
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States Description

CONNECTED

DISCONNECTING

CONNECTING. Once all sessions have finished with NCP negotiation,
the state changes to CONNECTED. If there is an error during connection,
the state changes to CONNECTING_FAILED.

When the sessions are disconnected (as a result of executing the
PppoxDisconnect command) the client sends messages to terminate the
session, and the state changes to DISCONNECTING. (Sessions can also
be terminated due to an error, resulting in a state change to
DISCONNECTING.) Once the sessions have been disconnected or
terminated, the state changes to IDLE.

A session state of NONE indicates that the session is in an undefined
state (i.e. has not been applied to the IL yet).

Pause, Resume, and Retry Operations
When you execute the PppoxConnect command, Spirent TestCenter will potentially start a large number of sessions.
Depending on the size of your test configuration, there can be a significant amount of network traffic as PPPoE peers attempt
to establish sessions. Spirent TestCenter Automation defines a set of commands that you can use to mediate the process of
session setup:

l PppoxPauseCommand – interrupts the overall session setup process. Those sessions that are already in the
process of coming up are allowed to continue. Those sessions that have not yet started are prevented from
starting.

l PppoxResumeCommand – allows those sessions that have not yet started, to start coming up. Once the sessions
are established, the SessionState attribute value changes to CONNECTED; if the sessions cannot be established,
the attribute value changes to CONNECTING_FAILED.

l PppoxRetryCommand and PppoxRetryWaitCommand – attempt to bring up the failed sessions.

PPPoE Encapsulated Traffic

To send traffic in PPPoE frames, you create a StreamBlock object. To associate the traffic with the PPPoE session, you must
define the SrcBinding and DstBinding relations between the StreamBlock and the device IP interface objects of the source and
destination devices. Spirent TestCenter sets the source or destination addresses for the traffic by using the IP addresses
obtained from NCP address negotiation.

Note: When you create your test configuration, you must apply the configuration in two stages. First, create the objects and
apply the configuration. This first apply transaction will resolve the addresses needed for the binding. After the first apply, set
the binding attributes (above), and call the apply function a second time.

PPPoE Example (Tcl)
To create a PPPoE test, write a Tcl script that performs the following test configuration operations:

l Create emulated device systems

l Configure the interface stack (PPP and other interfaces) on the emulated device

l Configure a PPPoE client or server on an emulated device

l Configure traffic streams using the emulated device as a traffic source and or destination.

These topics describe an example Tcl script that creates a PPPoE test configuration and the runs the test.

l Example Test Configuration

l Initialization

l Device Emulation

l Emulated Device Relations
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l Traffic Generation and Results Collection

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l PPPoE Sessions

Example Test Configuration

This diagram shows a representation of a simple PPPoE test configuration. This test emulates two device systems on a single
Spirent TestCenter chassis. The devices are configured with IPv4, PPP, and Ethernet interfaces. The test configures multiple
PPPoE clients on each device. Each client uses the port associated with the device to establish PPPoE sessions with a DUT.
Once the sessions are established, traffic is generated, using the IP addresses that are associated with the PPP sessions.

The following figure shows the object hierarchy for this simple PPPoE test. The Project object at the root of the hierarchy has
Port and EmulatedDevice objects as children.

The test emulates two devices with Ethernet, IPv4 and PPP interfaces. Each device uses a PPPoE client block to configure
multiple clients. In the figure, the generator, analyzer, and session result objects are shown in red, indicating that Spirent
TestCenter creates these objects automatically.

The figure shows the parent-child relations that Spirent TestCenter establishes automatically when you create objects. This
test configuration also uses additional relations, such as the AffiliationPort relation. The AffiliationPort relation connects an
EmulatedDevice object with the Port object that identifies the physical port on the Spirent TestCenter chassis; the emulated
device system will use that port for network communication. For information about the additional relations for this test, see
Emulated Device Relations.
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Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment loads the package, and it also performs the following setup.

l Defines variables that will be used later in the script. These variables include:

n The chassis, slot, and port location.

n The test duration.

n The number of PPPoE clients to be emulated.

l Creates the Project object that is the root of the object hierarchy.

l Sets automation options to send diagnostic messages to standard output and specify the minimum severity for
logged messages. (The log level is WARN, specifying that warning and error messages are to be logged.)

set scriptName "Basic2PortPPPoEwBoundStreams.tcl"
puts "Start running $scriptName"

# Load Spirent TestCenter
package require SpirentTestCenter

set chassisAddress "10.100.20.53"
set slotPort1 "1/1"
set slotPort2 "1/2"
set runtime 30
set numberOfClients 10

puts " Creating project..."
set project [stc::create Project]
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puts " project ($project) created"

# Set log parameters
stc::config automationoptions -logTo stdout -logLevel WARN

Device Emulation

To emulate device systems, the example script:

l Creates Port objects to identify physical ports on Spirent TestCenter chassis.

l Creates a subtree of objects that represent a device system. An EmulatedDevice object is the root of the
subtree; the subtree includes interface objects (EthIIIf, Ipv4If, PppIf, and PppoeIf objects) and a PPP
configuration object (PppoeClientBlockConfig).

After the device emulation is complete, the script will configure relations to associate device blocks with ports,
define the interface stacking order, and associate the PPPoE clients with interfaces (see Device Emulation).

These topics show example code that creates the host emulation for the PPPoE test.

l Port Identification

l First Device System Interface Stack

l PPPoE Client Configuration

l First Emulated Device System Configuration (Descendant-Attribute Notation)

l Second Emulated Device Configuration (at Creation)

Port Identification
The following code fragment creates two Port objects and an EthernetFiber object for each port to define the physical port
interface. When you create a Port object, you specify chassis, slot, and port location values. Spirent TestCenter will use the
port location values later on to connect to the chassis and then reserve and map the ports. (See Attaching Ports.)

puts "Creating the ports..."

#############################
### Create the ports under the project
#############################
set port(1) [stc::create Port \

-under $project \
-Location "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort1" ]

set port(2) [stc::create Port \
-under $project \
-Location "//$chassisAddress/$slotPort2" ]

#############################
### Create the port type under the port object.
### In this case the port type is fiber.
#############################
set ethernetFiber(1) [stc::create EthernetFiber \

-under $port(1) ]

set ethernetFiber(2) [stc::create EthernetFiber \
-under $port(2) ]

puts "Port creation complete"
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First Device System Interface Stack
An emulated device system defines the set of interfaces that will be used for network communication during the test. You
emulate a device system by creating an EmulatedDevice object along with the appropriate set of interface objects.

The following code fragment creates two EmulatedDevice objects for the test, and it creates the interface objects for the first
emulated device. The interface objects (EthIIIf, Ipv4If, PppIf, and PppoeIf objects) are children of EmulatedDevice objects.
(The script will create the interface objects for the second emulated device later, as part of a demonstration of the different
methods for configuring the emulated devices.)

The script creates each EmulatedDevice object with a device count of 10 (the numberOfClients value set during
initialization). The device count determines the number of PPPoE clients on the emulated device.

puts "Creating the emulated devices..."

#############################
### Create the emulated devices that will be used as sources for
### the streamblocks
### Note: The "deviceCount" attribute defines how many
### PPPoE clients are configured on the device/deviceblock
#############################
set emulatedDevice(1) [stc::create EmulatedDevice \

-under $project \
-DeviceCount $numberOfClients ]

set emulatedDevice(2) [stc::create EmulatedDevice \
-under $project \
-DeviceCount $numberOfClients ]

puts "Emulated device creation complete"
#############################
### Create all of the stack interfaces for the first emulated device
#############################
set ethIIIf(1) [stc::create EthIIIf -under $emulatedDevice(1)]
set pppoeIf(1) [stc::create PppoeIf -under $emulatedDevice(1)]
set pppIf(1) [stc::create PppIf -under $emulatedDevice(1)]
set ipv4If(1) [stc::create Ipv4If -under $emulatedDevice(1)]

PPPoE Client Configuration
To emulate PPPoE clients, create a PppoeClientBlockConfig object as a child of a an EmulatedDevice object. A
PppoeClientBlockConfig object defines the PPPoE client parameters that will be used for each of the emulated clients on a
host.

The following code fragment creates a PppoeClientBlockConfig object for the first emulated device. (After creating the device
system objects, the script will connect the PppoeClientBlockConfig object to the PPPoE and IPv4 interface objects on its
device; see Emulated Device Relations.) The call to create the object specifies the following:

l The PPP protocol type – PPPoE (the Protocol attribute).

l Authentication – The clients on the first emulated device will use Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) to
establish PPPoE sessions (the Authentication, PapRequestTimeout, MaxPapRequestAttempts, UserName, and
Password attributes). The script specifies username/password generation in the UserName and Password fields.

l Handling of PPPoE Discovery packets:

n PPPoE Active Discovery Initiation (PADI) – the PadiTimeout, PadiMaxAttempts attributes

n PPPoE Active Discovery Request (PADR) – the PadrTimeout and PadrMaxAttempts attributes

l Encapsulation – IPv4 (the IpcpEncap attribute)

l Use of the Maximum-Receive-Unit option (the EnableMruNegotiation and MruSize attributes)
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l Link Control Protocol (LCP) magic number (the EnableMagicNum attribute)

l Echo-Request packets (the EchoRequestGenFreq and MaxEchoRequestAttempts attributes)

For a complete list of PppoeClientBlockConfig attributes, see the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.

puts "Creating/configuring the emulated device block's PPPoE session blocks..."
#############################
### Create/configure the PPPoE session blocks for the emulated devices
### The username and passwords for each of the session blocks
### are using wildcards. The wildcard @x uses values to modify
### the string : (start,count,step,zeroPadding,stutter)
### The wildcard @s uses the session index associated with
### the PPPox client
#############################
set pppoeClientBlockConfig(1) \

[stc::create "PppoeClientBlockConfig" \
-under $emulatedDevice(1) \
-PapRequestTimeout 3 \
-MaxPapRequestAttempts 10 \
-PadiTimeout 3 \
-PadiMaxAttempts 10 \
-PadrTimeout 3 \
-PadrMaxAttempts 10 \
-IpcpEncap IPV4 \
-Protocol PPPOE \
-EnableMruNegotiation TRUE \
-EnableMagicNum TRUE \
-Authentication PAP \
-MruSize 1500 \
-EchoRequestGenFreq 30 \
-MaxEchoRequestAttempts 0 \
-UserName "sTest@x(1,1,1,3,0)Center@x(1,10,1,2,0)" \
-Password "stc123pwd@x(1,1,1,3,0)"]

The PPPoE client configuration for the first emulated device specifies username and password generation with wildcards.
Spirent TestCenter will use the wildcard specifications to generate username/password combinations in sequence for PPP
sessions.

In the following specification, the token "@x" represents one or more characters that will be generated according to the
values in the parentheses.

stc123pwd@x(1,2,3,3,1)

The ordered values in the parentheses define the wildcard generation. Spirent TestCenter generates an ASCII-Decimal value
from the wildcard expression. The syntax of the wildcard expression is as follows:

@x(start,count,step,pad-width,repeat-count)

l The characters "@x" are a token indicating the position at which Spirent TestCenter will insert generated
characters.

l The start value specifies the initial value for iterative wildcard generation.

l The count value is the number of unique values in the set of generated values. (The default count is 1.)

l The step value is the iteration step value.

l The pad-width value is the minimum width of the generated value. If necessary, Spirent TestCenter prepends
zeros to the generated values to produce the minimum width value.

l The repeat-count value defines number of times the generated value should be repeated before applying the
step.
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For the example given above – stc123pwd@x(1,2,3,3,1)– the first five generated values are:

stc123pwd001

stc123pwd001

stc123pwd004

stc123pwd004

stc123pwd001

Spirent TestCenter will repeat the generation cycle to produce as many values as required for the number of sessions in the
test. Spirent TestCenter defines a set of tokens for wildcard substitution. For more information, see the description of the
Username and Password attributes for the PppoeClientBlockConfig and PppoeServerBlockConfig objects in the Spirent
TestCenter Automation Object Reference.

The following code fragment creates a PppoeClientBlockConfig object for the second emulated device, determining the
characteristics of the PPP clients on the second device block. (Later on, the script will connect the PppoeClientBlockConfig
object to the PPPoE and IPv4 interface objects on its emulated device; see Emulated Device Relations.)

The PPPoE configuration for the second emulated device is similar to that of the first . The protocol type, encapsulation,
MRU, LCP, and Echo-Request values are the same; however, the clients for the second emulated device will use the Challenge
Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP-MD5) to establish PPPoe sessions. For CHAP-MD5 authentication, the script
specifies the ChapCalRequestTimeout, ChapAckTimeout, and MaxChapRequestReplyAttempts attributes.

set pppoeClientBlockConfig(2) [stc::create "PppoeClientBlockConfig" \
-under $emulatedDevice(2) \
-ChapChalRequestTimeout 3 \
-ChapAckTimeout 3 \
-MaxChapRequestReplyAttempts 10 \
-PadiTimeout 3 \
-PadiMaxAttempts 10 \
-PadrTimeout 3 \
-PadrMaxAttempts 10 \
-IpcpEncap IPV4 \
-Protocol PPPOE \
-EnableMruNegotiation TRUE \
-EnableMagicNum TRUE \
-Authentication CHAP_MD5 \
-IncludeTxChapId TRUE \
-MruSize 1384 \
-UserName sTestCenter \
-Password stc123 ]

puts "Emulated Device PPPoE Session Blocks creation/configuration complete"

First Emulated Device System Configuration (Descendant-
Attribute Notation)
The following code fragment shows the use of Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) to set the attributes of the interface
objects. When you use DAN, you specify a path name consisting of a sequence of one or more object type names, ending with
an attribute name. The names are separated by dots. (For more detailed information, see Descendant-Attribute Notation
(DAN).)

In the following example, a single call to the config function configures all of the interfaces for the first emulated device
(emulatedDevice(1)). Each attribute specification includes the object type of the interface object and the attribute name. For
example, the source MAC address for the emulated device is specified as follows:

-EthIIIf.SourceMac 00:10:94:00:00:02
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The EthIIIf.SourceMac DAN specification, combined with the emulatedDevice(1) object specification, identifies the
SourceMac attribute for the EthIIIf Ethernet interface object that is a child of the first emulated device object.

puts "Configuring the first emulated device using DAN notation"
#############################
### Configure the first emulated device using the DAN notation
#############################
stc::config $emulatedDevice(1) \

-EthIIIf.SourceMac 00:10:94:00:00:02 \
-EthIIIf.Name "EthIIIf 1" \
-PppoeIf.SessionId 9 \
-PppoeIf.SessionIdStep 1 \
-PppoeIf.SessionResolver PppoeProtocol \
-PppoeIf.Name "PppoeIf 1" \
-PppIf.ProtocolId PPP_PROTOCOL_ID_IPV4 \
-PppIf.Name "PppIf 1" \
-Ipv4If.AddrResolver PppoeProtocol \
-Ipv4If.ResolveGatewayMac TRUE \
-Ipv4If.GatewayMacResolver default \
-Ipv4If.Name "Ipv4If 1"

puts "First emulated device configuration complete"

Second Emulated Device Configuration (at Creation)
The following code fragment configures the second emulated device when it creates the interface objects for that device. The
code fragment creates each interface object (EthIIIf, PPPoeIf, PppIf, and Ipv4If), specifying the configuration values at the
time of creation.

puts "Creating/configuring the second emulated device's EthernetII interface..."

#############################
### Create/configure the Ethernet II interface for the second emulated device
#############################
set ethIIIf(2) [stc::create EthIIIf \

-under $emulatedDevice(2) \
-SourceMac 00:10:94:00:01:03 ]

puts "Second emulated device EthernetII interface creation/configuration
complete"
puts "Creating/configuring the second emulated device's PPP/PPPoE interfaces..."

#############################
### Create/configure the PPP/PPPoE interfaces for the second emulated device
#############################
set pppoeIf(2) [stc::create PppoeIf \

-under $emulatedDevice(2) \
-SessionId 0 \
-SessionIdStep 1 \
-SessionResolver PppoeProtocol ]

set pppIf(2) [stc::create PppIf \
-under $emulatedDevice(2) \
-ProtocolId PPP_PROTOCOL_ID_IPV4 ]

puts "Second emulated device PPP/PPPoE interfaces creation/configuration
complete"
puts "Creating/configuring the second host's IPv4 interface..."
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#############################
### Create/configure the IPv4 interface for the second emulated device
#############################
set ipv4If(2) [stc::create Ipv4If \

-under $host(2) \
-AddrResolver PppoeProtocol \
-ResolveGatewayMac TRUE \
-GatewayMacResolver default ]

puts "Second emulated device IPv4 interface creation/configuration complete"

Emulated Device Relations

Up to this point, the connections between objects in the test configuration have been defined by the parent-child relations that
Spirent TestCenter automatically configures when you create objects. Spirent TestCenter requires additional relations between
objects in order to support various operations of the test configuration.

For this test, the example script configures the following relations:

l The AffiliationPort relation defines the connection between an emulated device and the Spirent TestCenter port
that the device will use. To define this connection, you configure an AffiliatedPort relation between an
EmulatedDevice object and the appropriate Port object.

l The TopLevelIf relation identifies the initial interface in the emulated device interface stacking order.

l The PrimaryIf relation identifies the top level interface (TopLevelIf) that faces the DUT.

l StackedOnEndpoint relations define the stacking order of the interfaces on an emulated device.

l The UsesIf relation identifies the interfaces that the PPP client uses. To define this type of connection,
configure a UsesIf relation between a PppoeClientBlockConfig object and the set of interface objects that it
uses.

The following code fragment shows the config function calls that create these relations. When you configure a relation, you
specify the object that will act as one side of the relation, followed by the relation specification, which identifies the other side
of the relation. For example:

stc::config $emulatedDevice(1) -AffiliatedPort $port(1)

This call to config specifies emulatedDevice(1) as the source of the relation, and port(1) as the target.

puts "Setting up the relations for the hosts to the port objects..."

stc::config $emulatedDevice(1) -AffiliatedPort $port(1)
stc::config $emulatedDevice(1) -TopLevelIf $ipv4If(1)
stc::config $emulatedDevice(1) -PrimaryIf $ipv4If(1)
stc::config $ipv4If(1) -StackedOn $pppIf(1)
stc::config $pppoeIf(1) -StackedOn $ethIIIf(1)
stc::config $pppIf(1) -StackedOn $pppoeIf(1)
stc::config $pppoeClientBlockConfig(1) -UsesIf "$ipv4If(1) $pppoeIf(1)"

stc::config $emulatedDevice(2) -AffiliatedPort $port(2)
stc::config $emulatedDevice(2) -TopLevelIf $ipv4If(2)
stc::config $emulatedDevice(2) -PrimaryIf $ipv4If(2)
stc::config $ipv4If(2) -StackedOn $pppIf(2)
stc::config $pppoeIf(2) -StackedOn $ethIIIf(2)
stc::config $pppIf(2) -StackedOn $pppoeIf(2)
stc::config $pppoeClientBlockConfig(2) -UsesIf " $ipv4If(2) $pppoeIf(2) "

puts "Emulated Device relation configuration complete"
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The following figure shows the relations for the first emulated device-port configuration. (The relations for the second
emulated device-host configuration are identical.)

Traffic Generation and Results Collection

Spirent TestCenter uses Generator objects to manage traffic generation, and Analyzer objects to manage results collection.
When you create a Port object, Spirent TestCenter automatically creates Generator, GeneratorConfig, Analyzer, and
AnalyzerConfig objects for the port. (See the object hierarchy diagram in Example Test Configuration to see these objects in
the hierarchy.)

The following code fragment configures the generators for each port.

puts "Configuring the attributes on each generator (per port)"

#############################
### Configure the generator attributes
#############################
stc::config $port(1).generator.generatorConfig \

-SchedulingMode PORT_BASED \
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-Duration $runtime \
-DurationMode SECONDS \
-LoadUnit PERCENT_LINE_RATE \
-LoadMode FIXED \
-FixedLoad 10.000000

stc::config $port(2).generator.generatorConfig \
-SchedulingMode PORT_BASED \
-Duration $runtime \
-DurationMode SECONDS \
-LoadUnit PERCENT_LINE_RATE \
-LoadMode FIXED \
-FixedLoad 10.000000

The calls to the config function use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) to set the attributes for the GeneratorConfig object.
For example:

$port(1).generator.generatorConfig

The object specification consists of the Port object handle – $port(1) – followed by a sequence of object types (separated by
periods). The sequence represents objects in the port parent-child descendant path in the test hierarchy. Note that DDN allows
you to set multiple attributes of the GeneratorConfig object without having to retrieve the Generator or GeneratorConfig
handles.

The following code fragment also uses DDN paths to configure the analyzers on the ports.

stc::config $port(1).analyzer.analyzerConfig \
-TimestampLatchMode START_OF_FRAME \
-SigMode ENHANCED_DETECTION \
-HistogramMode INTERARRIVAL_TIME

stc::config $port(2).analyzer.analyzerConfig \
-TimestampLatchMode START_OF_FRAME \
-SigMode ENHANCED_DETECTION \
-HistogramMode INTERARRIVAL_TIME

Attaching Ports

To run the test, you must:

l Connect to chassis.

l Reserve the ports that you intend to use.

l Map the reserved ports.

You can perform these operations by calling the connect and reserve functions, and then use the MapPort command. As an
alternative, you can accomplish all three by using the AttachPorts command. The AttachPorts command uses the location
defined in the Port objects to connect to the chassis and reserve the ports, after which it creates the mapping between the
physical ports and their logical representation in the test configuration. The following code fragment demonstrates the use of
the AttachPorts command, after which it applies the test configuration.

puts "Connecting to the chassis/reserving the ports/mapping the ports..."

stc::perform attachPorts -portList "$port(1) $port(2)" -autoConnect TRUE

puts "Connection/reserving/mapping complete"
puts "Applying configuration..."

#############################
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### Apply the previously created configuration
#############################
stc::apply

puts "Configuration applied successfully"

Results Subscription

To enable the collection of test results, you must establish subscriptions for result attributes. Use the subscribe function to
establish subscriptions and to direct Spirent TestCenter Automation to produce result files. Refer to the following code
fragment.

In the following calls to the subscribe function:

l The –parent parameter is required, and for its value, you must specify the handle for the Project object in your
test configuration.

l The –configType parameter determines the configuration type.

l The –resultType parameter identifies the type of results to be collected. Note that Spirent TestCenter
automatically creates result objects as needed.

l The –filenamePrefix parameter specifies the name of the results file (formatted as comma-separated values,
.csv file extension). You must specify a prefix to generate results output files.

By default, for all the subscriptions, Spirent TestCenter will collect results for the entire configuration. To override this
default, and limit results collection, use the –resultParent parameter. (The default is the equivalent of specifying -
resultParent $project, collecting any results associated with objects that are descendants of the Project object.) For
more information, see the description of the subscribe function.

puts "Subscribing to results..."

#############################
### Subscribing to results
#############################
set resultDataSet1 [stc::subscribe -Parent $project \

-ConfigType Analyzer \
-resulttype AnalyzerPortResults \
-filenameprefix analyzer_port_counters ]

set resultPPPoESet1 [stc::subscribe -Parent $project \
-ConfigType PPPoXPortConfig \
-resulttype PppoePortResults \
-filenameprefix pppoe_port_counters ]

set resultGeneratorDataSet [stc::subscribe -Parent $project \
-ConfigType Generator \
-resulttype GeneratorPortResults \
-filenameprefix generator_port_counters \
-Interval 2]

puts "Results subscription complete"

PPPoE Sessions

Spirent TestCenter uses the PPPoE client (or server) configuration to establish PPPoE sessions – in this example, client
configuration, defined in the PppoeClientBlockConfig objects. Once the sessions are established, the script can configure
traffic, including PPPoE headers.

These topics contain code examples that start PPP sessions and configure PPP traffic.
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l Establishing PPPoE Sessions

l Session State

l PPPoE Session Traffic

Establishing PPPoE Sessions
This code fragment executes the PPPoXConnect command to start the PPP sessions. After waiting 5 seconds for the sessions
to be established, the script executes the PPPoXSessionInfo command to retrieve session data from the chassis.

puts "Connecting PPPoE sessions on all ports..."
#############################
### Connnecting PPPoE sessions
#############################
stc::perform PPPoXConnect \
-blockList "$pppoeClientBlockConfig(1) $pppoeClientBlockConfig(2)"

puts "Waiting for PPPoE sessions to connect (5 seconds)"

#############################
### Wait for a few seconds to allow the PPPoE sessions to connect
#############################
stc::sleep 5

puts "Finished waiting for PPPoE sessions to connect"
puts "Retrieving the PPPoE session information"

stc::perform PppoxSessionInfo \
-blockList "$pppoeClientBlockConfig(1) $pppoeClientBlockConfig(2)"

puts "PPPoE session results information retrieved"

Session State
Once the session data has been retrieved, the script executes a loop that performs the following:

l Retrieves the PppoeSessionResults children of the PppoeClientBlockConfig object. Spirent TestCenter creates
the PppoeSessionResults object automatically to store the session data.

l For each client, the script retrieves the session state, and if the session is connected, the script retrieves the IP
address for the session.

#############################
### Retrieve the session state and IP address from the session
### results. Each session has numberOfClients defined, and as
### a result each client has a state and an IP address. There are
### many other result fields that can be retrieved.
#############################

puts ""
puts "Session State IP Address"

# For each block
for {set block 1} {$block <= 2} {incr block} {

set pppoeResultCurrent \
[stc::get $pppoeClientBlockConfig($block) \

-children-PppoeSessionResults]

# For each client in the block
for {set i 0} {$i < $numberOfClients} {incr i} {
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set sessionResults [lindex $pppoeResultCurrent $i]
set sessionState [stc::get $sessionResults -SessionState]
if {$sessionState == "CONNECTED"} {

set sessionIp [stc::get $sessionResults -Ipv4Addr]
} else {

set sessionIp "N/A"
}

puts "$sessionState $sessionIp"
}

puts ""
}

PPPoE Session Traffic
To configure PPPoE session traffic for a host, the script creates StreamBlock objects. After creating these objects, the script
sets the source and destination bindings for the streams.

This code fragment creates StreamBlock objects for each port.

puts "Creating/configuring the streamblocks on the ports..."

###### Create stream blocks (one per port)

set streamBlock(1) [stc::create streamBlock -under $port(1)]
set streamBlock(2) [stc::create streamBlock -under $port(2)]

puts "Streamblock configuration complete"

The PppoeSession header is a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) object that is a child of a StreamBlock object. To use PDU objects
that are direct children of StreamBlock objects, you must use the PDU library prefix for the object:

stc::create pppoe:PPPoESession -under $streamBlock(1)

(The PDU library name is shown as the prefix in the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference, at the top of the
documentation page for PDU objects that are StreamBlock children.)

Note: For the remaining traffic headers, Spirent TestCenter will use the stacked interfaces configured on the emulated hosts
to generate headers in the traffic frames.

The following code fragment creates the source and destination bindings for the traffic streams. The script creates SrcBinding
and DstBinding relations for the StreamBlock associated with each port, so that the two devices will send traffic to each
other. For each device:

l The SrcBinding relation connects the local StreamBlock with the local (source) Ipv4 interface (the Ipv4If
object).

l The DstBinding relation connects the local StreamBlock with the remote (destination) Ipv4 interface (the
Ipv4If object).

puts "Creating the streamblock relations"

### Set up the relations for the bindings in the streamblocks
### The source is the PPPoE host on each port, and the destination
### is the PPPoE host configured on the other port

stc::config $streamBlock(1) -SrcBinding $ipv4If(1)
stc::config $streamBlock(1) -DstBinding $ipv4If(2)
stc::config $streamBlock(2) -SrcBinding $ipv4If(2)
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stc::config $streamBlock(2) -DstBinding $ipv4If(1)

puts "Streamblock relation configuration complete"

This figure shows the source and destination bindings for the traffic streams.

Test Execution

To run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test, you must start the generator(s) to send traffic, and the analyzer(s) to collect
results. These topics show the different aspects of test execution:

l Generator/Analyzer Set Up

l Execution

l Termination
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Generator/Analyzer Setup
The code fragment:

l Retrieves the handles for the generators and analyzers associated with each of the ports. The script will use
these handles to start and stop the generators and analyzers.

l Before starting traffic, start the analyzers to account for whatever time lag may be involved in starting streams
of traffic. Note that before starting the analyzers, the script stops them in order to start in a known beginning
state.

l Apply the configuration again to account for any modification to the test configuration due to subscription and
establishing the PPP sessions.

puts "Finding the current generator on the ports..."

#############################
### Find the current generators
#############################
set generatorCurrent(1) [stc::get $port(1) -children-generator]
set generatorCurrent(2) [stc::get $port(2) -children-generator]

puts "Found the current generator on the ports"
puts "Finding the current analyzer on the ports..."

#############################
### Find the current analyzers
#############################
set analyzerCurrent(1) [stc::get $port(1) -children-analyzer]
set analyzerCurrent(2) [stc::get $port(2) -children-analyzer]

puts "Found the current analyzer on the ports"
puts "Stopping the analyzers on all ports..."

#############################
### Stop the analyzers to put the system in a known good state
#############################
stc::perform analyzerStop -analyzerList "$analyzerCurrent(1) $analyzerCurrent(2)"

puts "All analyzers stopped on all ports"
puts "Starting the analyzers on all ports..."

#############################
### Start the analyzers
#############################
stc::perform analyzerStart -analyzerList "$analyzerCurrent(1) $analyzerCurrent
(2)"

puts "All analyzers started on all ports"
puts "Applying configuration..."

#############################
### Apply the configuration after the streams have been modified
#############################
stc::apply
puts "Configuration applied successfully"

Execution
This code fragment starts traffic generation, waits for the pre-determined time period, and then stops the generators and
analyzers.
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puts "Starting traffic on all ports..."

#############################
### Start the generators
#############################
stc::perform generatorStart \

-generatorList "$generatorCurrent(1) $generatorCurrent(2)"

puts "All traffic started"
puts "************** Sleeping for $runtime seconds **************"

stc::sleep $runtime

puts "************** Finished sleeping **************"
puts "Stopping the generators on the ports..."

#############################
### Stop the generators
#############################
stc::perform generatorStop -generatorList "$generatorCurrent(1) $generatorCurrent
(2)"

puts "Generators stopped on all ports"

puts "Stopping the analyzers on all the ports..."

#############################
### Stop the anyalyzers
#############################
stc::perform analyzerStop -analyzerList "$analyzerCurrent(1) $analyzerCurrent(2)"

puts "Analyzers stopped on all ports"

Termination
After stopping the generators and analyzers, the script:

l Disconnects the PPP sessions.

l Releases the reserved ports. The script uses the detachPorts command to release the ports.

l Disconnects from the chassis.

This code fragment shows an example of the function calls that you use to perform termination.

puts "Disconnecting PPPoE sessions on all ports..."
#############################
### Disconnecting PPPoE sessions
#############################
stc::perform PPPoXDisconnect \

-blockList "$pppoeClientBlockConfig(1) $pppoeClientBlockConfig(2)"

puts "All PPPoE stopped on all ports"
puts "Waiting for PPPoE sessions to disconnect (5 seconds)"

#############################
### Wait for a few seconds to allow the PPPoE sessions to disconnect
#############################
stc::sleep 5
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puts "Finished waiting for PPPoE sessions to disconnect"
puts "Releasing the ports..."

#############################
### Release Ports
#############################
stc::perform detachPorts -portList "$port(1) $port(2)"
puts "Releasing the ports complete"

puts "Disconnecting from the chassis"

#############################
### Disconnect
#############################
stc::perform chassisdisconnectall

puts "Disconnecting from the chassis complete"

DHCPv4 Example (Tcl)
The configuration of DHCPv4 is very similar to that of PPPoE. The main difference is in the configuration of the interface
stack and the protocol configuration itself.

In the above example, PPP and PPPoE interfaces were necessary to run the PPPoE protocol. DHCPv4 does not need these,
and the stack can be simplified to Ethernet II-VLAN (if necessary)-IPv4. These interfaces are stacked using the -
StackedOnEndpoint relation as they are in PPPoE.

DHCPv4 also has its own protocol configuration. Instead of creating a PppoeClientBlockConfig as done for PPPoE, a
Dhcpv4BlockConfig is created under the Emulated Device to enable DHCPv4 emulation. DHCPv4 port-level settings can be
configured on the Dhcpv4PortConfig under the port, and DHCPv4 block-level settings can be configured on the
Dhcpv4BlockConfig. The Dhcpv4BlockConfig's -UsesIf relation should point only to the IPv4 interface.

DHCPv4 sessions can be bound performing the Dhcpv4Bind command. Similarly, they can be released using the
Dhcpv4Release command. Session information can be obtained with the SessionInfo command.

Traffic is configured the same way, mapping the appropriate IPv4 interfaces to the Streamblock's src-binding and dst-binding
relations.
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Unicast Routing - Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
The Internet is a collection of autonomous systems (AS). The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an exterior gateway
protocol that is used to connect these systems. Although primarily used to connect autonomous systems, BGP is also used as
an interior gateway protocol within an AS.

Routers that use the BGP protocol are called BGP speakers. BGP speakers exchange routing information about network
reachability and AS paths. For a particular route, this information includes a destination address and a list of AS addresses
that describes a path to the destination. Based on the exchange of information, the BGP speakers build and maintain routing
tables that contain a representation of large portions of the network topology.

BGP communication uses the following messages:

l OPEN - When two BGP speakers establish a connection, they send OPEN messages to start the session.

l KEEPALIVE - Throughout a session, speakers send KEEPALIVE messages to maintain the connection.

l UPDATE - Once the connection has been accepted, and the session has been established, each speaker sends
initial UPDATE messages that contain a complete version of its routing table. Speakers send subsequent
UPDATE messages to advertise changes to the routing tables. These changes involve the addition of new
routes, the replacement of existing routes, and the withdrawal of routes.

l NOTIFICATION - Speakers send NOTIFICATION messages to indicate error conditions that result in closing
the connection.

When you use Spirent TestCenter to test BGP, you use a Spirent TestCenter module to emulate BGP routers. You can create
test configurations in which the emulated routers and SUTs form various combinations of external and internal BGP
speakers.

To use Spirent TestCenter Automation for a BGP test, you write a script that creates an object hierarchy. The object hierarchy
supplies information that Spirent TestCenter will use to construct BGP messages and emulate router behavior. When the test
runs, your script will control message traffic at a high level – for example, starting and stopping the protocol or advertising
and withdrawing routes. Spirent TestCenter handles all of the corresponding message traffic.
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These topics describe an example BGP test configuration and the corresponding Tcl script that creates and uses the
configuration:

l BGP Test Configuration Objects

l BGP Communication in the Spirent TestCenter Environment

l BGP Example (Tcl)

BGP Test Configuration Objects
The following figure shows an example BGP test configuration and the object hierarchy for the example. The test uses two
ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis. Each port has an associated emulated router.

To create a BGP test configuration:

l Create one or more EmulatedDevice objects.

l Create interfaces for the router(s). The example described in this documentation uses Ethernet and IPv6
interfaces – EthIIIf and Ipv6If objects that are children of the EmulatedDevice objects. As part of the router
emulation, the test configuration includes Ipv6If objects for both the link-local and external IPv6 interfaces.

l To emulate a BGP router, create a BgpRouterConfig object as a child of an EmulatedDevice object.

l To define route characteristics for the interface configuration that you are using, create additional BGP router
configuration objects. For IPv6; the example object configuration uses the BgpIpv6RouteConfig and
corresponding Ipv6NetworkBlock objects. (In the figure below, the Ipv6NetworkBlock objects are shown in
red, indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically.)

l Use the BgpGlobalConfig object to define parameters for all BGP sessions. The BgpGlobalConfig object is
shown in red, indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates the object automatically.
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In addition to creating the object hierarchy, you must also establish additional relations between certain objects in the
hierarchy (beyond the parent-child relations that are automatically established when you create the objects). For example, you
must associate an EmulatedDevice object with a Port object. You must also define the order of interfaces for the router.

BGP Communication in the Spirent TestCenter Environment
A BGP session is a periodic stream of BGP messages sent between BGP peers - an OPEN message followed by a series of
UPDATE and KEEPALIVE messages. Session termination is indicated by a NOTIFICATION message.

The table in the next section lists the BGP messages and describes the context in which Spirent TestCenter will generate
those messages.

BGP message Spirent TestCenter Automation context

OPEN The command ProtocolStart begins the session for each of the emulated routers
associated with the specified BgpRouterConfig objects

In the Spirent TestCenter environment, an emulated BGP speaker either initiates a
session by sending an OPEN message, or it listens for OPEN messages. By default,
Spirent TestCenter BGP speakers initiate sessions. To use a speaker as a listener at
the beginning of a session, set the BgpRouterConfig attribute Initiate to FALSE.
(Note that if a Spirent TestCenter BGP speaker is set to initiate a session, it will
still accept an OPEN message to start a session.)

Prior to invoking ProtocolStart, an emulated router is in the IDLE state. As a result
of starting the session, the router will transition through the following states:

l CONNECT
l ACTIVE
l OPEN_SENT
l OPEN_CONFIRM

Once the session is confirmed by the peer, the router changes its state to
ESTABLISHED. The state is represented in the BgpRouterConfig attribute
RouterState.

UPDATE Once the session is established, Spirent TestCenter sends out UPDATE messages
to transmit the routing table. Subsequent UPDATE messages are sent when the
routing table changes. Spirent TestCenter sends UPDATE messages according to
the interval set for the BgpGlobalConfig object. To specify the time interval
between UPDATE messages, set the updateDelay attribute.

KEEPALIVE During a session, Spirent TestCenter sends out KEEPALIVE messages according
to the interval set for the BgpRouterConfig object. To specify the time interval
between KEEPALIVE messages, set the KeepAliveInterval attribute.

You can enable and disable the generation of KEEPALIVE messages by invoking
the BgpResumeKeepalive and BgpStopKeepalive commands. Note that it is not
necessary to start KEEPALIVE messages at the beginning of a session; once the
session has been established, Spirent TestCenter automatically starts sending
KEEPALIVE messages. If you stop the transmission of KEEPALIVE messages,
and the hold time expires (the BgpRouterConfig attribute HoldTimeInterval), the
session is terminated.

NOTIFICATION BGP speakers send NOTIFICATION messages to signal errors and terminate a
session. A BGP session will run until one of the following occurs:

l An error occurs that causes the session to be terminated.
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BGP message Spirent TestCenter Automation context

l You invoke the BgpStopKeepalive command, and the hold time
expires.

l You invoke the ProtocolStop command.
l The BGP peer terminates the session.

If a session is terminated, the router returns to the IDLE state. You must invoke the
ProtocolStart command to start it again.

During a session, Spirent TestCenter advertises routes based on the attributes of the BgpRouterConfig, route configuration (for
example, BgpIpv6RouteConfig), and network block objects. The initial UPDATE messages contains all of the routes that are
defined at the start of the session. After sending the initial version of the routing table, a speaker sends subsequent UPDATE
messages only if the routing table changes. You can make changes to the emulated router by modifying the objects. You must
call the Spirent TestCenter Automation function apply to send the changes to the module on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.
Spirent TestCenter sends an UPDATE message to communicate the changes according to the updateDelay timing.

Withdrawing Routes

The changes to a BgpRouterConfig object, route configuration object, or a network block object result in adding or
withdrawing routes (including replace transactions, which withdraw a route and add its replacement). The following methods
are used to withdraw routes:

l A BGP speaker uses the WITHDRAWN ROUTES field in the UPDATE message to identify routes that are no
longer available.

l A speaker can specify a replacement route in the Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI), implicitly
withdrawing the previously existing route.

l The connection between speakers can be closed, withdrawing all routes (for both speakers).

When Spirent TestCenter sends UPDATE messages to BGP peers, it uses both the WITHDRAWN ROUTES field and the
NLRI data to reflect changes to the object hierarchy.

To test withdrawing routes by closing a connection, you can use the ProtocolStop command. You can also use flapping
commands to simulate closing (and then opening) a connection (BgpWithdrawRoute and BgpReadvertiseRoute commands);
the flapping action will result in the withdrawal (and subsequent re-addition) of all routes.

BGP Example (Tcl)
These topics describe a Tcl script that creates an object hierarchy for a BGP test. (See BGP Test Configuration Objects for a
representation of the object hierarchy.) The test emulates two routers, each acting as a BGP speaker. The script also performs
route flapping.

l Initialization

l Object Hierarchy - Project and Port Objects

l Object Hierarchy - Router Configuration

l Start Capture and Subscription

l Test Execution

l Cleanup

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment loads the package, and it also defines variables that will be used later in the script. These variables
control capture and specify the IP address of the chassis along with the slot and port numbers. Note that the first statement
begins a Tcl catch block that contains the entire script.
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if {[catch {
package require SpirentTestCenter

set ENABLE_CAPTURE 1

# Physical topology
set szChassisIp 10.98.6.12
set iSlotA 12
set iPortA 1
set iSlotB 12
set iPortB 3

Object Hierarchy - Project and Port Objects

The following code fragment creates the Project and Port objects for the test.

l The Project object is the root of the object hierarchy.

l This configuration uses two Port objects; each will be associated with an emulated router.

After the script creates the port configuration, it invokes the AttachPorts command. AttachPorts accomplishes the following
actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

The code fragment also retrieves handles to the transmitting Generator and receiving Analyzer objects.

# Create the root project object
set hProject [stc::create project]

# Create ports
set hPortA [stc::create port -under $hProject \

-location //$szChassisIp/$iSlotA/$iPortA \
-useDefaultHost False ]

set hPortB [stc::create port -under $hProject \
-location //$szChassisIp/$iSlotB/$iPortB \
-useDefaultHost False ]

# Attach ports.
puts "...[clock format [clock seconds] -format %m-%d-%Y%l:%M:%S%p] Attaching

PortList ..."

stc::perform attachPorts -portList [list $hPortA $hPortB] \
-autoConnect TRUE

# Initialize generator/analyzer.
puts "...Initialize generator/analyzer..."
set hGenerator [stc::get $hPortA -children-Generator]
set hAnalyzer [stc::get $hPortB -children-Analyzer]

Object Hierarchy - Router Configuration

These topics describe a configuration you can use to emulate BGP routers.
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l Global Configuration

l BGP Interface - 1st Speaker

l Relations - 1st Speaker

l 2nd Speaker Configuration

Global Configuration
The BgpGlobalConfig object defines global values for emulated router settings. The object attributes affect the following
behavior for all emulated BGP routers represented in the object hierarchy:

l Connection (the ConnectionRetryCount and ConnectionRetryInterval attributes)

l Session startup and shutdown (the SequentialStartup, StaggerOpen, and StaggerClose attributes)

l Update message control (the UpdateCount and UpdateDelay attributes)

l VPLS version (the VplsDraftVersion attribute)

See the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for details about these attributes.

This following code fragment retrieves the handle to the automatically created BgpGlobalConfig object. The script will use the
handle later, to manage route flapping (see Route Flapping).

# BgpGlobalConfig
set hBgpGlobalConfig [stc::get $hProject -children-BgpGlobalConfig]

BGP Interface - 1st Speaker
Router configuration involves setting up interfaces for protocols. The following code fragment creates an EmulatedDevice
object and objects for Ethernet and IPv6 interfaces. Then it configures the router as a BGP speaker. The test uses the following
objects (see the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference for the complete definition of these objects):

l The EmulatedDevice object is a child of the Project object.

l The EthIIIf object specifies the MAC address(es) for the router’s Ethernet interface(s). The EthIIIf object is a
child of the EmulatedDevice object.

l The script creates an Ipv6If object for the router’s link-local IPv6 interface. A child of the EmulatedDevice
object, the Ipv6If object specifies IPv6 address(es), gateway addresses, and other characteristics.

l The script creates an Ipv6If object for the router’s global IPv6 interface. A child of the EmulatedDevice object,
the Ipv6If object specifies IPv6 address(es), gateway addresses, and other characteristics.

l The BgpRouterConfig object defines characteristics for an emulated BGP speaker. A child of the
EmulatedDevice object, the BgpRouterConfig object identifies the emulated speaker (the AsNum attribute), the
BGP peer (the DutIpv6Addr and PeerAs attributes) and the IP version (the IpVersion attribute), and it specifies
other speaker characteristics.

l The BgpIpv6RouteConfig object defines characteristics for BGP IPv6 routes; for example, AS path information
(the AsPath and AsPathSegmentType attributes) and origin information for UPDATE messages (the Origin
attribute). The BgpIpv6RouteConfig object is a child of the BgpRouterConfig object.

l The Ipv6NetworkBlock object is an automatically created child of the BgpIpv6RouteConfig object. The script
uses the network block object to define a range of IPv6 addresses.

# Configure an IPv6 Router on Port A.
set hRouterA [stc::create "EmulatedDevice" \
-under $hProject -RouterId "50.0.0.3"]

# Build the router device interfaces.
set hEthIfPortA [stc::create "EthIIIf" -under $hRouterA \
-SourceMac "00:10:00:00:00:11" -SrcMacStep "00:00:00:00:00:01"]
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# Ipv6If Link Local address
set hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortA [stc::create "Ipv6If" -under $hRouterA \
-Address "fe80:50::3" -PrefixLength "64" \
-Gateway "2000:50::1" -GatewayMac "00:09:b6:f6:c0:08" ]

# Ipv6If IP address
set hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortA [stc::create "Ipv6If" -under $hRouterA \
-Address "2000:50::3" -PrefixLength "64" \
-Gateway "2000:50::1" -GatewayMac "00:09:b6:f6:c0:08"]

# BgpRouterConfig
set hBgpRouterConfigPortA [stc::create "BgpRouterConfig" -under $hRouterA \
-DutIpv6Addr "2000:50::1" -IpVersion "IPV6" \
-PeerAs 65503 -AsNum 65504 -Name "Port A router"]

# BgpIpv6RouteConfig
set hBgpIPv6RouteConfigPortA [stc::create "BgpIpv6RouteConfig" \
-under $hBgpRouterConfigPortA -Origin "IGP" \
-AsPath "65504" -AsPathSegmentType "SEQUENCE" -RouteCategory "UNIQUE"]

# Ipv6NetworkBlock
set hIpv6NetworkBlockPortA [stc::get $hBgpIPv6RouteConfigPortA \
-children-Ipv6NetworkBlock]

stc::config $hIpv6NetworkBlockPortA \
-StartIpList "2000::" -PrefixLength "64" -NetworkCount "1000" \
-AddrIncrement "2" -Active "TRUE" \
-Name "BGP Route 2000::-2000:0:0:7ce::/64,+2"

Relations - 1st Speaker
Up to this point, the connections between objects in the test configuration have been defined by the parent-child relations that
Spirent TestCenter automatically configures when you create objects. Spirent TestCenter requires additional, non-parent-

child relations between objects in order to support various operations on the test configuration.

For this test, the example script uses the following relations:

l The TopLevelIf relation identifies the initial interface(s) in the router interface stacking order. In this
configuration, the top level interface uses two IPv6 interfaces – the link-local and global address interfaces.

l The PrimaryIf relation matches the top level interface (TopLevelIf).

l StackedOnEndpoint relations (specified with the side name StackedOn) define the stacking order of the
interfaces on an emulated router. In this example, both internal and external IPv6 interfaces are stacked on the
Ethernet interface.

l The UsesIf relation identifies the interfaces that the router uses. To define this type of connection, configure a
UsesIf relation between a BgpRouterConfig object and the set of interface objects that it uses – in this case
link-local and global interfaces (Ipv6If objects).

l The AffiliationPort relation defines the connection between an emulated router and the Spirent TestCenter port
that the router will use. To define this connection, specify the side name AffiliatedPort to configure the
relation between an EmulatedDevice object and the appropriate Port object.

This code fragment shows the config function calls that create these relations. When you configure a relation, you specify the
object that will act as one side of the relation, followed by the relation specification, which identifies the other side of the
relation. For example:

stc::config $hRouterA -AffiliatedPort $hPortA

This call to config specifies hRouterA as the source of the AffiliatedPort relation, and hPortA as the target.
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# Configure relations for router on port A.
# Note that -TopLevelIf has two interfaces.
stc::config $hRouterA \
-TopLevelIf "$hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortA $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortA"

# -PrimaryIf is always configured the same as the -TopLevelIf relation.
stc::config $hRouterA \
-PrimaryIf "$hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortA $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortA"

# Both IPv6 interfaces require -StackedOn relations.
stc::config $hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortA -StackedOn $hEthIfPortA
stc::config $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortA -StackedOn $hEthIfPortA

# Configure relations for BGP protocol on port A.
stc::config $hBgpRouterConfigPortA \
-UsesIf "$hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortA $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortA"

# Affiliate the router with a port.
stc::config $hRouterA -AffiliatedPort $hPortA

This figure shows the relations for the first BGP router configuration. (The relations for the second BGP router configuration
are identical.)
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2nd Speaker Configuration
This code segments repeat the configuration code for the second BGP speaker. First, create the configuration:

# Configure an IPv6 Router on Port B.
set hRouterB [stc::create "EmulatedDevice" \
-under $hProject -RouterId "51.0.0.3"]

# Build the router device interfaces.
set hEthIfPortB [stc::create "EthIIIf" -under $hRouterB \
-SourceMac "00:10:00:00:00:22" -SrcMacStep "00:00:00:00:00:01"]

# Ipv6If Link Local address
set hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortB [stc::create "Ipv6If" -under $hRouterB \
-Address "fe80:51::3" -Gateway "2000:51::1" \
-GatewayMac "00:00:01:00:00:01" -PrefixLength "64"]

# Ipv6If IP address
set hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortB [stc::create "Ipv6If" -under $hRouterB \
-Address "2000:51::3" -PrefixLength "64" \
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-Gateway "2000:51::1" -GatewayMac "00:09:b6:f6:c0:06"]

# BgpRouterConfig
set hBgpRouterConfigPortB [stc::create "BgpRouterConfig" -under $hRouterB \
-DutIpv6Addr "2000:51::1" -IpVersion "IPV6" -PeerAs 65503 \
-AsNum 65505 -Name "Port B router"]

# BgpIpv6RouteConfig
set hBgpIPv6RouteConfigPortB [stc::create "BgpIpv6RouteConfig" \
-under $hBgpRouterConfigPortB -Origin "IGP" -AsPath "65505" \
-AsPathSegmentType "SEQUENCE" -RouteCategory "UNIQUE"]

# Ipv6NetworkBlock
set hIpv6NetworkBlockPortB [stc::get $hBgpIPv6RouteConfigPortB \
-children-Ipv6NetworkBlock]

stc::config $hIpv6NetworkBlockPortB \
-StartIpList "2000::16" -PrefixLength "64" -NetworkCount "1000" \
-AddrIncrement "2" -Active "TRUE" \
-Name "BGP Route 2000::16-2000:16:0:7ce::/64,+2"

Now the relations for the second speaker:

# Configure relations for router on port B.
stc::config $hRouterB \
-TopLevelIf "$hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortB $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortB"

stc::config $hRouterB \
-PrimaryIf "$hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortB $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortB"

stc::config $hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortB -StackedOn $hEthIfPortB
stc::config $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortB -StackedOn $hEthIfPortB

# Configure relations for BGP protocol on port B.
stc::config $hBgpRouterConfigPortB \
-UsesIf "$hIPv6IfLinkLocalAddrPortB $hIPv6IfGlobalAddrPortB"

# Affiliate the router with a port.
stc::config $hRouterB -AffiliationPort-targets $hPortB

Start Capture and Subscription

The following code fragment handles capture and results for the BGP test. The script:

l Retrieves a handle to the capture object for port A and specifies capturing received packets.

l Starts capture.

l Subscribes to BGP router results.

# The capture object is automatically created.
set hCapture [stc::get $hPortA -children-capture]
stc::config $hCapture -mode REGULAR_MODE -srcMode RX_MODE

stc::perform CaptureStart -captureProxyId $hCapture

# Apply the config
stc::apply

# Subscribe to realtime results.
stc::subscribe -parent $hProject \
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-configType bgprouterconfig \
-resultType bgprouterresults \
-interval 1 \
-filenamePrefix "bgprouterresults"

Test Execution

These topics describe the elements of test execution for the BGP test:

l Starting the BGP Protocol

l Error Handling (Sessions Not Established)

l Route Flapping

l Stop Protocol and Save Capture

Starting the BGP Protocol
To start BGP sessions, use the ProtocolStart command. The command uses router configuration object(s) – in this case,
BgpRouterConfig objects – to identify the protocol type. Spirent TestCenter will generate the appropriate messages to start
and maintain the protocol sessions (OPEN, UPDATE, and KEEPALIVE messages for BGP sessions).

The following code fragment invokes ProtocolStart and uses the WaitForRouterState command to determine the session state
for each router. WaitForRouterState will return control to the script if either session reaches the ESTABLISHED state, or the
-WaitTime attribute setting expires. The script uses a Tcl catch statement to handle errors in establishing sessions (see Error
Handling (Sessions Not Established)).

# Start BGP Protocol.
stc::perform ProtocolStart \
-ProtocolList "$hBgpRouterConfigPortA $hBgpRouterConfigPortB"

# Check to see if the protocol is up.
# Put the router config objects in a list,
# which will be used later in a loop.
set lstRouterConfigHandles [list $hBgpRouterConfigPortA $hBgpRouterConfigPortB]

# Use the WaitForRouterState command.
set lstResults {}
if {[catch {
set lstResults [stc::perform WaitForRouterState \

-ObjectList [list $hRouterA $hRouterB] \
-WaitRouterState PROTOCOL_UP -WaitTime 10 ]

set iNotEstablished 0
} szError] } {

puts $szError
set iNotEstablished 1

}

# Note, if the WaitForRouterState fails,
# the lstResults variable will be empty.

foreach {szAttribute szValue} $lstResults {
puts \t$szAttribute\t$szValue

}

Error Handling (Sessions Not Established)
The following code fragment handles the condition where sessions cannot be established. The script:
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l Displays the router states for failed sessions.

l Stops capture, saves the capture data to a file, and displays the captured frame count.

l Terminates the test (detaches ports and deletes the Project object), and exits.

# Verify that the routers enter the ESTABLISHED state.
if {$iNotEstablished} {

puts "Some ports failed to establish BGP sessions with peer."
foreach hRouterConfig $lstRouterConfigHandles {

puts "\t[stc::get $hRouterConfig -RouterState] for [stc::get $hRouterConfig
-Name]"

}

# Save the capture.
if { $ENABLE_CAPTURE } {

stc::perform CaptureStop -captureProxyId $hCapture
# Save captured frames to a file.
stc::perform CaptureDataSave -captureProxyId $hCapture \

-FileName "capture.pcap" -FileNameFormat PCAP -IsScap FALSE
puts "Captured frames:\t[stc::get $hCapture -PktCount]"

}

# Detach ports.
stc::perform detachPorts -portList [list $hPortA $hPortB]

# Delete configuration
puts "Deleting project"
stc::delete $hProject

return
}

Stop Protocol and Save Capture
The following code fragment:

l Stops protocol communication.

l Stops capture.

l Saves the capture data to a file.

# Stop BGP Protocol.
stc::perform ProtocolStop \
-ProtocolList "$hBgpRouterConfigPortA $hBgpRouterConfigPortB"

# Save the capture.
if { $ENABLE_CAPTURE } {
stc::perform CaptureStop -captureProxyId $hCapture
# Save captured frames to a file.
stc::perform CaptureDataSave -captureProxyId $hCapture \

-FileName "capture.pcap" -FileNameFormat PCAP -IsScap FALSE
puts "Captured frames:\t[stc::get $hCapture -PktCount]"
}

Cleanup

At the end of test execution, the script:
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l Releases the reserved ports. The script uses the detachPorts command to release the ports.

l Deletes the Project object.

This code fragment shows an example of the function calls that you use to perform termination. It also contains the end of the
outermost Tcl catch block that encompasses the entire script.

# Detach ports.
stc::perform detachPorts -portList [list $hPortA $hPortB]

# Delete configuration
stc::delete $hProject

} err] } {
puts "Error caught: $err"

}
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Unicast Routing – Open Shortest Path First
The Internet is a collection of autonomous systems. An autonomous system (AS) is a group of routers that use a common
routing protocol. These common routing protocols are called Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs).

The Open Shortest Path First protocol (OSPF) is an IGP that is designed to manage communications in large IP networks by
dividing them into smaller networks called areas. The use of OSPF areas reduces router memory, CPU requirements, and
routing traffic.

An individual router maintains a local state that represents the router’s interfaces and adjacent neighbors. OSPF routers use
link state advertisements (LSAs) to exchange the local state information. Within an AS, the combined LSA data prod`uces a
link-state database. Routers maintain a representation of the AS topology in a link-state database. Each router has a separate
link-state database for each area to which it is connected. A router uses the topology information to create a shortest-path tree
for the routing table.

Note: OSPFv2 is designed to work with IPv4. OSPFv3 uses IPv6. The two OSPF protocols are based on the same concepts
of LSA communication. In general, OSPFv3 introduces new LSA types, and it modifies the packet format to support IPv6
addresses, IPv6 authentication, and multiple instances per link. (For detailed information about the differences between the
protocols, see RFC 2740, "OSPF for IPv6".) This documentation provides an overview of the OSPF mechanisms as a context
for using Spirent TestCenter Automation, including information about the different versions where appropriate. It also
includes examples of Tcl scripts for both versions of the protocol.

These topics provide information about:

l OSPF Router Topology

l OSPF Communication

l Using Spirent TestCenter Automation for OSPF Tests

l OSPFv2 and OSPFv3 Differences
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OSPF Router Topology
OSPF routers assume roles depending on the topology of the autonomous system; these roles determine both what type and
how much routing information is maintained. This figure uses a general configuration of OSPF routers to represent the
different router classifications and link types.

The figure shows one AS divided into three areas, and a second AS that can communicate with the first. Area 0, the backbone
of the AS, is responsible for distributing routing information between non-backbone areas. These topics provide an overview
of:

l Router Classification

l Router Link Types

Router Classification

OSPF routers are classified according to the functions that they perform. Note that a router can assume more than one role in
the OSPF topology.

l Internal routers — The interfaces of an internal router are located within a single area, and require only one
link-state database.

l Area border routers (ABRs) — Area border routers are located on the border of an OSPF area, and are members
of both the backbone and the attached area(s). An ABR can be a member of the backbone through a virtual link.
Each ABR runs multiple copies of the basic algorithm (one copy for each attached area), and each maintains
routing tables describing both the backbone topology and the topology of the other area(s).

l Backbone routers — A backbone router has at least one interface connected to area 0. ABRs may be backbone
routers, but not all backbone routers are ABRs. If all of a router’s interfaces are in area 0, it is not an ABR.

l Autonomous System Boundary Routers (ASBRs) — An ASBR exchanges information with routers belonging
to other ASs. Its responsibility is to advertise AS external routing information throughout the AS. Every router
in the AS knows the paths to the ASBRs. ASBRs may be internal or area border routers, and they may, or may
not, participate in the backbone.
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Router Link Types

This table describes the different link types.

OSPF Link Type Description

Point-to-Point A point-to-point link is a physical or logical serial link between two routers. The link can
be numbered (IP address is configured on the link) or unnumbered.

Transit Network A transit network link connects a router to a transit network. A transit network has more
than one router attached to it, and it is capable of carrying data traffic for which the
source and destination are outside of the local area.

Stub Network A stub network link connects a router to a stub network (not the same as a Stub Area). A
stub network, or stub segment, has one router attached to it. One router attached to an
Ethernet or Token Ring network is considered a link to a stub network.

Virtual Link A virtual link is a logical link connecting areas with no physical connections to the
backbone. Virtual links are treated as numbered point-to-point links.

OSPF Communication
The OSPF protocol runs directly over the Internet Protocol (IP). OSPFv2 is designed to work with IPv4; OSPFv3 is designed
to work with IPv6. IP packets are encoded with the IP protocol number 89, indicating that the packet contains OSPF data.

OSPF communication begins with a discovery phase in which routers transmit Hello packets to identify themselves. Through
the reception of Hello packets from other routers, a router discovers its neighbors. Two routers become neighbors by agreeing
on the following criteria:

l That they are in the same area (Area ID).

l The authentication format they will use (plain text or message digest).

l How often they will exchange Hello packets to maintain the neighbor relationship.

l How long they will wait to hear from a neighbor before it is declared dead.

l The Stub Area Flag.

On point-to-point and broadcast networks, the router discovers neighbors by sending Hello packets to the IP multicast address
224.0.0.5. On broadcast and non-broadcast, multi-access (NBMA) networks the Hello Protocol also elects a Designated

Router (DR).

Subsequent communication establishes adjacencies, which provide the basis for the exchange of routing information. Routing
updates are sent and received only on adjacent routers. Two routers that are neighbors need not be adjacent, but adjacent
routers must be neighbors. To establish an adjacency, two routers participate in a co-operative message exchange to perform
a link-state database synchronization:

l A router sends database description packets to summarize its link-state database.

l Based on the neighbor’s database description, a router will send link-state request packets to obtain routing
information that it does not already have in its link-state database.

l In response to a link-state request, a router sends link-state update packets containing the requested routing
information.

l A router sends link-state acknowledgement packets in response to link state updates.

Two routers are considered fully adjacent when they each contain all the information about the other’s local network
connections. From this point on, routers continue the communication by sending out packets to maintain the network.
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Link-State Advertisements

The primary mechanism for OSPF communication is the Link State Advertisement. Routers send LSAs in link-state update
packets. An LSA describes the local state of a router, including information about the router's interfaces and adjacencies. LSAs
are flooded throughout the routing domain. The collected link state advertisements of all routers form the link state database.

Every OSPF LSA starts with a 20-byte header which carries information used to organize the link-state database. This header
contains, among others, the LS type, Link-state ID and Advertising router fields. The combination of values in these three
fields uniquely identifies the LSA. The fields are described in the following table.

LSA Header Field Description

LS Age Age of the LSA, in seconds. The LS Age field is examined if a router receives two
instances of an LSA with identical LS Sequence numbers and LS Checksums.

The LS Age value is set to 0 when the LSA is originated.

Options OSPF defines several optional router capabilities. Each router communicates the
capabilities it supports through its LSAs, its Hello packets and its Database Description
packets. This enables routers supporting a mix of optional capabilities to coexist in an AS.

A list of defined options is included in RFC 2328, section A.2.

LS Type Dictates the form and function of the LSA. (See Link State Types.)

Link-state ID Identifies the part of the routing domain to which the LSA applies (depending on the LS
type).

The following list describes the use of the link-state ID for the LSA types supported by
Spirent TestCenter.
1 – The originating router’s Router ID.2 – The IP interface address of the network’s
Designated Router.3 – The destination network’s IP address.4 – The Router ID of the
described AS boundary router.5 – The destination network’s IP address.7 – The destination
network’s IP address.

A detailed explanation of the Link-state ID is included in RFC 2328, section 12.1.4.

Advertising Router Specifies the OSPF Router ID of the LSA’s originator.

l Router LSAs — this value is identical to the Link-state ID value.
l Network LSAs — originated by the Designated Router.
l Summary LSAs — originated by area border routers.
l External/NSSA LSAs — originated by AS boundary routers.

LS Sequence Number Used to detect old and duplicate LSAs. The larger the sequence number, the more recent
the LSA.

A detailed explanation of the LS Sequence Number is included in RFC 2328, section
12.1.6.

LS Checksum The checksum of the contents of the LSA, except the LSA Age field.

Link State Types

An LSA is classified by its type (encoded in the LS type field of the LSA header). These topics provide brief descriptions of
the LSA types:

l OSPFv2 LSA Types

l OSPFv3 LSA Types
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l Unknown LSA Types

OSPFv2 LSA Types

LSA (OSPFv2) LS Type Description

Router LSA Type 1 Describes the states and costs of the router’s interfaces. Indicates that
the router is an Area Border Router (ABR) or an Autonomous System
Boundary Router (ASBR).

Network LSA Type 2 Originated by the link's Designated Router (DR) for every broadcast or
Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) link having two or more
attached routers. Lists all routers attached to the link.

Network Summary LSA Type 3 Describes routes to networks outside of the area in which the LSA is
transmitted (flooded). Also used for aggregating routes.

Originated by area border routers.

ASBR Summary LSA Type 4 Describes routes to AS boundary routers outside of the area in which
the LSA is transmitted (flooded).

Originated by area border routers (ABRs).

AS External LSAs Type 5 Describes routes to destinations external to the AS. A default route for
the AS can also be described by a type 5 LSA.

Originated by AS Boundary Routers (ASBRs).

Group Membership LSA

[Not supported by Spirent
TestCenter]

Type 6 Describes multicast group members for multicast OSPF packets.
Flooded throughout a single area only.

Originated by area border routers.

NSSA

Not-so-stubby-Area

Type 7 Describes routes to destinations external to the AS. Usually from a
different protocol. Originated by AS Boundary Routers (ASBRs).

Type-7 AS External LSAs have virtually the same syntax as the Type-
5 AS External LSAs, with the following exceptions:

l Type-7 LSAs may be originated by and advertised
throughout an NSSA; as with stub areas, NSSAs do not
receive or originate type-5 LSAs.

l Type-7 LSAs are advertised only within a single NSSA;
they are not flooded into the backbone area or any other
area by border routers, though the information which
they contain can be propagated into the backbone area.

Opaque LSA Type 10 Defined in RFC 2370 and used to convey traffic engineering
information in OSPFv2. Traffic Engineering extensions to OSPF are
defined in RFC 3630. Similar to Router LSAs, Opaque LSAs with TE
information describe routers, point-to-point links, connections to multi-
access networks and associated link resource information.
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OSPFv3 LSA Types

LSA (OSPFv3) LS Type Description

Router LSA Type 1 Describes the states and costs of the router’s interfaces. Indicates that
the router is an Area Border Router (ABR) or an Autonomous
System Boundary Router (ASBR).

OSPFv3 Router LSAs have no address information and are network
protocol independent.

Because router interface information may be spread across multiple
Router LSAs, receiving routers must concatenate all Router LSAs
originated by a router when it runs the SPF algorithm.

The Options field is expanded to 24 bits for OSPFv3 LSAs.

Network LSA Type 2 Originated by the link's Designated Router (DR) for every broadcast
or Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) link having two or more
attached routers. Lists all routers attached to the link.

OSPFv3 Network LSAs have no address information and are
network protocol independent.

The Options field is expanded to 24 bits for OSPFv3 LSAs.

Inter-Area Prefix LSA Type 3 Replaces the OSPFv2 Summary LSA. Can represent one network or
advertise a set of networks as one advertisement. Originated by
ABRs.

Inter-Area Router LSA Type 4 Replaces the OSPFv2 Autonomous System Boundary Router
Summary LSA. Describes the routes to AS boundary routers. Used
by routers to find the best path to the next hop on the way to an
external network.

The Options field is expanded to 24 bits for OSPFv3 LSAs.

Originated by Area Border Routers (ABRs).

AS External LSA Type 5 Describes routes to destinations external to the AS. Usually from a
different protocol. Originated by AS Boundary Routers (ASBRs).

In OSPFv3 External LSAs, advertised LSAs use address prefixes
(see the Note at the end of this table).

NSSA External LSA Type 7 Describes routes to destinations external to the AS. Usually from a
different protocol. Originated by AS Boundary Routers (ASBRs).

In OSPFv3 External LSAs, advertised LSAs use address prefixes
(see the Note at the end of this table).

Link LSA Type 8 New in OSPFv3.

Provides the originating router link-local address to all other routers
attached on the link, and provides a list of IPv6 prefixes associated
with the link. The originating router can assert Options bits to be
associated with the Network LSA that will be originated for the link.

The Options field is expanded to 24 bits for OSPFv3 LSAs.
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LSA (OSPFv3) LS Type Description

See the Note at the end of this table for more information about link-
local addresses.

Intra-Area Prefix LSAs Type 9 New in OSPFv3.

The link-state ID describes prefixes directly attached to the
originating router. Includes all transit, numbered PtP, and stub
networks.The Options field is expanded to 24 bits for OSPFv3 LSAs.

In OSPFv3 External LSAs, advertised LSAs use address prefixes
(see Note below).

See the Note at the end of this table for more information about the
link-state ID.

Note:

l An address prefix is made up of three fields: PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and AddressPrefix. In OSPFv3,
addresses for LSAs are expressed as prefix, prefix length. (In OSPFv2, addressing is expressed as
address, mask.) The default route is expressed as a prefix with length 0.

l Link-local addresses appear only in OSPFv3 Link-LSAs, and are not allowed in other OSPFv3 LSA types. The
link-local address is used on a single link for purposes of neighbor discovery, auto-configuration, and so on.

OSPFv3 assumes that each attached physical segment on a router has been assigned a link-local unicast
address. On all OSPFv3 interfaces except virtual links, OSPF packets are sent using the interface's associated
link-local unicast address as source. A router learns the link-local addresses of all other routers attached to its
links, and uses these addresses as next hop information during packet forwarding.

On virtual links, global scope or site-local IP addresses must be used as the source for OSPFv3 protocol
packets.

IPv6 routers do not forward IPv6 datagrams that have link-local addresses.

l The purpose of the link-state ID in Inter-Area Prefix LSAs, Inter-Area Router LSAs, and External LSAs is to
identify pieces of the link-state database. In Network and Link LSAs, the link-ID is always the interface ID of
the originating router on the described link. The Network LSA must list all networks connected to the link, and
the Link LSA must list all of the address prefixes for a router on the link. Because of this, Network and Link
LSAs are the only two LSAs whose size cannot be limited.

Unknown LSA Types
In OSPFv2, routers are not required to store or forward LSAs with an unknown LS type. OSPFv3 supports flooding of
unknown LSA types. Unknown LSA types are treated either as having link-local flooding scope, or they are stored and
flooded as if they were understood. Coding in the LS type field indicates the action to take upon receipt of unknown LSA
types.

Designated Router

In multi-access OSPF networks, one router acts as a Designated Router (DR). The DR is elected during the discovery
process.The router with the highest priority is elected or, if there is a tie, the router with the highest IP address is elected. The
router with the second highest priority becomes the Backup Designated Router (BDR).

The DR establishes an adjacency with all routers in its area and it determines which routers should become adjacent. If the
DR fails, the BDR takes over. To reduce advertisements, the DR generates network link-state advertisements on behalf of the
network. When a local router has a link-state update, it sends an LSA packet only to the DR. The DR notifies all other
routers. It also synchronizes updates.

Note: If you do not want a router to become the DR, set its priority to 0.
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Setting a high router priority does not guarantee that a router will be elected the Designated Router. Each router must go
through the negotiation process.

Using Spirent TestCenter Automation for OSPF Tests
A Spirent TestCenter OSPF test configuration consists of emulated and simulated routers. An emulated router will
communicate with other routers in the test topology, either other emulated routers or router devices used as DUTs. Network
topology behind an emulated router is represented by simulated routers.

When you use Spirent TestCenter Automation to test OSPF, you create objects to represent OSPF routers and LSAs. Spirent
TestCenter uses the information that you provide in these objects to generate LSA data and participate in control plane
communication.

Spirent TestCenter performs all of the communication required for neighbor discovery and the transition to full adjacency. The
emulated routers progress through all the states without intervention by your application. Spirent TestCenter will maintain the
communication automatically according to the values in your object hierarchy (hello interval and LS age, for example).

l OSPFv2 Example (Tcl)

OSPFv2 Example (Tcl)
This diagram shows a simple network topology for an OSPFv2 Tcl example. The example uses two ports on a Spirent
TestCenter chassis for a back-to-back test configuration.

l The script creates a backbone area containing routers and stub networks. Each port has an emulated router
associated with it; Router 1 has a simulated router behind it.

l Router 1 and the simulated router are connected by a point-to-point link.

l Router 1 and the simulated router both provide access to stub networks.

l The simulated router provides access to external networks.

In this test, Router 2 is the designated router. All of the LSAs are defined for Router1 and the simulated router and networks
behind it. During the test, both emulated routers will send Hello messages to establish communication, and Router 2 will build
its LSA database from LSAs received from Router 1.

These topics describe a simple Tcl example that creates and runs a test for the topology shown above.

l Test Data Model

l Initialization

l Project and Port Objects

l OSPF Router Configuration

l Test Execution
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l Flapping

l Test Results

l Termination

Test Data Model

This figure shows the data model for the OSPFv2 example topology. In the figure, the objects that Spirent TestCenter creates
automatically are shown in red.

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment:

l Loads the Spirent TestCenter package.

l Sets automation options; this script directs Spirent TestCenter to send diagnostic messages (INFO,
WARNING, and ERROR) to standard output.

l Defines the IP address of the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

package
require SpirentTestCenter
stc::config automationoptions -logTo STDOUT
stc::config automationoptions -logLevel INFO

#stc controller ip address
set chassisIp 10.0.0.1

Project and Port Objects

The following code fragment creates the Project and Port objects for the test. This test uses two ports on the Spirent
TestCenter chassis. After the script creates the port configuration, it invokes the AttachPorts command. AttachPorts
accomplishes the following actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.
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# Create project and ports
set project [stc::create project]
set port1 [stc::create port -under project1 \
-location $chassisIp/3/2 \
-name p1]

set port2 [stc::create port -under project1 \
-location $chassisIp/3/4 \
-name p2]

# Connect, reserve and map ports
stc::perform attachPorts -portList [list $port1 $port2] \
-autoConnect TRUE

OSPF Router Configuration

These topics describe the OSPF router configuration for the test topology:

l Router Topology

l Router 1 Emulation

l Router 2 Emulation

l LSA Configuration (Emulated and Simulated Routers)

l LSA Configuration (External Networks)

Router Topology
This figure shows the test topology.

Router 1 Emulation
The following code fragment configures the OSPF router emulation for the test. This script uses the DeviceCreate command to
create router and interface objects, and the ProtocolCreate command to create the OSPF configuration object.

By using DeviceCreate, you can create the router and interface objects in a single function call; Spirent TestCenter will
automatically create objects for the specified interfaces and it will also create the necessary relations between the objects. The
following code:

l Calls DeviceCreate to create a router with Ethernet and IPv4 interfaces. Note that the order of interfaces
specified for the -IfStack attribute determines the stacking order. The first interface in the -IfStack list will be
the top-level interface facing the DUT.
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In addition to creating EmulatedDevice, Ipv4If, and EthIIIf objects, the DeviceCreate command creates
AffiliationPort, TopLevelIf, and PrimaryIf relations.

l Sets the IPv4 interface and gateway addresses for the back-to-back configuration.

l Sets the Ethernet address for the emulated router.

l Calls ProtocolCreate to create the OSPFv2 configuration object. The script will use this object to configure the
router for OSPF operations.

puts "creating ispfv2 routers"

# Create ospfv2 router on port1
array set deviceInfo \
[stc::perform DeviceCreate -ParentList $project \

-IfStack "Ipv4If EthIIIf" \
-IfCount "1 1" \
-Port $port1]set router1 $deviceInfo(-ReturnList)

stc::config $router1 -IpV4If.Address 1.1.1.1 \
-Ipv4If.Gateway 1.1.1.2 \
-RouterId 2.2.2.1

stc::config $router1 -EthIIIf.SourceMac 0:0:0:0:0:10
array set protoInfo \
[stc::perform ProtocolCreate -ParentList $router1 \

-CreateClassId Ospfv2RouterConfig]
set ospfRouterConfig1 $protoInfo(-ReturnList)

Router 2 Emulation
The following code fragment creates a second OSPF router configuration. The code:

l Calls DeviceCreate to create a router with Ethernet and IPv4 interfaces. The second router will use the same
IPv4 and Ethernet interface stack configuration as the first router.

l Sets the IPv4 interface and gateway addresses for the back-to-back configuration.

l Sets the Ethernet address for the emulated router.

l Calls ProtocolCreate to create the OSPFv2 configuration object. The script will use this object to configure the
router for OSPF operations.

Once the script has created the objects for the router emulation, it sets the following OSPF parameters for both routers:

l Hello interval

l LSA refresh interval

l Router priority

# Create ospfv2 router on port2"
array set deviceInfo \
[stc::perform DeviceCreate -ParentList $project \

-IfStack "Ipv4If EthIIIf" \
-IfCount "1 1" \
-Port $port2]

set router2 $deviceInfo(-ReturnList)

stc::config $router2 -IpV4If.Address 1.1.1.2 \
-Ipv4If.Gateway 1.1.1.1 \
-RouterId 2.2.2.2

stc::config $router2 -EthIIIf.SourceMac 0:0:0:0:0:20

array set protoInfo \
[stc::perform ProtocolCreate -ParentList $router2 \
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-CreateClassId Ospfv2RouterConfig]
set ospfRouterConfig2 $protoInfo(-ReturnList)

stc::config $ospfRouterConfig1 -HelloInterval 5 \
-LsaRefreshInterval 900 \
-RouterPriority 0

stc::config $ospfRouterConfig2 -HelloInterval 5 \
-LsaRefreshInterval 900 \
-RouterPriority 1

LSA Configuration (Emulated and Simulated Routers)
This figure shows the emulated router affiliated with port 1 and the simulated router behind it. A point-to-point link connects
the two routers. Both routers provide access to stub networks. The figure shows the code that creates the RouterLsa and
RouterLsaLink objects, and code that sets the network blocks to define the stub networks.

set routerLsa1_1 [stc::create RouterLsa -under $ospfRouterConfig1 \
-LinkStateId 0.0.0.0 \
-AdvertisingRouterId "2.2.2.1" ]

set routerLsaLink1_1 [stc::create RouterLsaLink -under $routerLsa1_1 \
-LinkType "POINT_TO_POINT" \
-LinkId "3.3.3.0" ]

set Ipv4NetworkBlock_rlsalink1 [stc::get $RouterLsaLink(1) \
-children-Ipv4NetworkBlock]

stc::config $Ipv4NetworkBlock_rlsalink1 -StartIpList "3.3.3.0" \
-PrefixLength "32" \
-NetworkCount "1" \
-AddrIncrement "0" \
-Active "TRUE" \
-Name "OSPFv2 Stub Network 3.3.3.0"

set routerLsa1_2 [stc::create RouterLsa -under $ospfRouterConfig1 \
-AdvertisingRouterId 3.3.3.0]

set routerLsaLink1_2 [stc::create RouterLsaLink -under $routerLsa1_2 \
-LinkType POINT_TO_POINT \
-Abr "TRUE"
-Asbr "TRUE" \
-LinkId 2.2.2.1]

set Ipv4NetworkBlock_rlsalink2 [stc::get $RouterLsaLink(2) \
-children-Ipv4NetworkBlock]

stc::config $Ipv4NetworkBlock_rlsalink2 -StartIpList "2.2.2.1" \
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-PrefixLength "32" \
-NetworkCount "1" \
-AddrIncrement "0" \
-Active "TRUE" \
-Name "OSPFv2 Stub Network 2.2.2.1"

l The script creates two RouterLsa objects as children of the Ospfv2RouterConfig object ($ospfRouterConfig1)
for Router 1. One RouterLsa object is associated with the emulated router. (The value for the RouterLsa
attribute AdvertisingRouterId matches the first router’s RouterId value – 2.2.2.1) Spirent TestCenter uses the
second RouterLsa object to simulate a router behind the emulated router.

l The script creates a RouterLsaLink object for each RouterLsa object. The RouterLsaLink objects define the
point-to-point link between the emulated router (2.2.2.1) and the simulated router (3.3.3.0).

l Spirent TestCenter creates network blocks automatically. The script uses the network block children of the
RouterRsaLink objects to define stub networks attached to the emulated and simulated routers.

LSA Configuration (External Networks)
The script uses the following LSA objects to describe access to external networks:

l The ExternalLsaBlock and its child network block define access from the simulated router (IP address 3.3.3.0)
to the external network (address 100.0.2.0/24).

l The SummaryLsaBlock and its child network block define access from the simulated router (IP address
3.3.3.0) to an AS boundary router (address 100.0.0.0/24).

This figure shows the simulated router and the external networks, along with the code fragment that creates the LSA objects
and sets the network blocks. The LSA objects are children of the Ospfv2RouterConfig object, and are associated with the
simulated router by specifying the simulated router ID as the AdvertisingRouterId value (3.3.3.0).

set extLsaBlock1 [stc::create ExternalLsaBlock -under $ospfRouterConfig1 \
-AdvertisingRouterId 3.3.3.0]

set Ipv4NetworkBlock_elsablock \
[stc::get $externalLsaBlock1 -children-Ipv4NetworkBlock]

stc::config $Ipv4NetworkBlock_elsablock \
-StartIpList "100.0.2.0" \
-PrefixLength "24" \
-NetworkCount "1" \
-AddrIncrement "1" \
-Active "TRUE" \
-Name "OSPFv2 External LSA 100.0.2.0/24"

set summaryLsaBlock1 [stc::create SummaryLsaBlock \
-under $ospfRouterConfig1 \
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-AdvertisingRouterId 3.3.3.0]

set Ipv4NetworkBlock_slsablock \
[stc::get $summaryLsaBlock1 -children-Ipv4NetworkBlock]

stc::config $Ipv4NetworkBlock_slsablock \
-StartIpList "100.0.0.0" \
-PrefixLength "24" \
-NetworkCount "1" \
-AddrIncrement "1" \
-Active "TRUE" \
-Name "OSPFv2 Summary LSA 100.0.0.0/24"

Result Subscription

To subscribe to results, the script creates ResultDataSet and ResultQuery objects. The ResultDataSet object is a child of the
Project object, establishing the scope of results for the test. (The test will collect results for both routers.) When Spirent
TestCenter collects results, it will use the ResultDataSet object to manage result objects. The ResultQuery object specifies the
results to be collected. For this test, Spirent TestCenter will collect data defined for the Ospfv2RouterResults object. (For the
specific set of results attributes, see the definition of the Ospfv2RouterResults object in the Spirent TestCenter Automation
Object Reference.)

The following code fragment:

l Creates the ResultDataSet and ResultQuery objects.

l Invokes the ResultDataSetSubscribe command to establish the subscription.

l Applies the subscription, and calls the sleep function to suspend script execution for 5 seconds to allow time for
updating the chassis.

# Subscribe for results
puts "subscribing for results"
set resultDataSet1 [stc::subscribe -Parent $project \
-ConfigType Ospfv2RouterConfig \
-resulttype Ospfv2RouterResults ]

stc::apply stc::sleep 5

Test Execution

The following code fragment begins the test by starting the routers.

l The script invokes DevicesStartAll to start the router protocols.

l By default, WaitForRouterState waits for the PROTOCOL_UP state.

# Start routers
puts "start routers"
stc::perform DevicesStartAll

# Wait for routers to come up
stc::perform WaitForRouterState -ObjectList "$port1 $port2" \
-WaitTime 200

stc::get $ospfRouterConfig1 -RouterState
stc::get $ospfRouterConfig2 -RouterState

Flapping

To perform router flapping, the script stops and then restarts the routers. The following code fragment:
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l Invokes the Ospfv2ShutdownRouter command.

l Invokes the WaitForRouterState command to suspend script execution until the routers are down.

l Retrieves the router adjacency states.

l Invokes the Ospfv2RestoreRouter command to restart the routers.

l Invokes the WaitForRouterState command to suspend script execution until the routers are up.

l Retrieves the router adjacency states.

# Shut down router
puts "perform shutdownrouter event"
stc::perform Ospfv2ShutdownRouter \
-RouterList [list $ospfRouterConfig1 $ospfRouterConfig2]

stc::perform WaitForRouterState \
-ObjectList "$ospfRouterConfig1 $ospfRouterConfig2" \
-WaitTime 200 \
-WaitRouterState PROTOCOL_DOWN

stc::get $ospfRouterConfig1 -RouterState
stc::get $ospfRouterConfig2 -RouterState

# Restore router
puts "perform restore router event"
stc::perform Ospfv2RestoreRouter \
-RouterList [list $ospfRouterConfig1 $ospfRouterConfig2]

# WaitForRouterState can also take in port handles
# and will check all routers under those ports.
stc::perform WaitForRouterState \
-ObjectList"$port1 $port2" -WaitTime 200

stc::get $ospfRouterConfig1 -RouterState
stc::get $ospfRouterConfig2 -RouterState

To perform route flapping, the script stops and then restarts the routers. The following code fragment:

l Invokes the Ospfv2AgeRouterLsa command.

l Waits until the Router Lsas have been aged.

l Invokes the Ospfv2ReadvertiseLsa command to restart the routers.

l Waits until the Router Lsas have been aged.

# Shut down router
puts "perform AgeRouterLsa event"
stc::perform Ospfv2AgeRouterLsa \
-RouterList [$ospfRouterConfig1 $ospfRouterConfig2]

# Wait some time for LSAs to age
stc::sleep 10

# Readvertise router LSA
puts "perform readvertise router LSA event"
stc::perform Ospfv2ReadvertiseLsa \
-RouterList [$ospfRouterConfig1 $ospfRouterConfig2]

# Wait some time for LSAs to readvertise
stc::sleep 10

Test Results

In this example, results are stored in Ospfv2RouterResults objects. The script obtains the handle of an Ospfv2RouterResult
object by using the result child relation:
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set result1 [stc::get $ospfRouterConfig1 -children-result]

Once it has the result object handle, the script retrieves the transmitted and received Hello packets, and the transmitted and
received router LSA packets. In this example, the script retrieves the results while the test is still running.

# Get protocol results
puts "get ospfv2 results"
set result1 [stc::get $ospfRouterConfig1 -children-result]
set txHello [stc::get $result1 -TxHello]
set rxHello [stc::get $result1 -RxHello]
set txRouterLsa [stc::get $result1 -TxRouterLsa]
set rxRouterLsa [stc::get $result1 -RxRouterLsa]

Termination

To stop the test, the script:

l Invokes the DevicesStopAll command.

l Releases the reserved ports.

l Deletes the Project object to destroy the object hierarchy.

l Resets the default configuration values.

# Stop routers
puts "stop routers"
stc::perform DevicesStopAll -project $project

# Wait for routers to go down
stc::perform WaitForRouterState \
-ObjectList "$ospfRouterConfig1 $ospfRouterConfig2" \
-WaitTime 200 \
-WaitRouterState PROTOCOL_DOWN

# Release ports
puts "releasing ports"
stc::release $chassisIp/3/2
stc::release $chassisIp/3/4
stc::perform chassisdisconnectall # Delete the project
stc::delete $project

# Clean up
stc::perform ResetConfig -config system1

OSPFv2 and OSPFv3 Differences
These topics provide brief descriptions of the differences between versions 2 and 3 of OSPF.

l Multiple Instances per Link

l Authentication

l Addressing Semantics

l Flooding Scope

l Link-Local Addresses

l Stub Areas

l OSPFv3 Data Formats
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Multiple Instances per Link

OSPFv3 supports multiple OSPF protocol instances on a single link. The Instance ID, contained in the OSPFv3 packet header
and in the OSPFv3 interface structure, makes this possible. The Instance ID affects only the reception of OSPFv3 packets.

Authentication

There is no authentication in OSPFv3. When it runs over IPv6, OSPFv3 relies on the IP Authentication Header to ensure
integrity, authentication, and confidentiality of routing exchanges.

Addressing Semantics

A network-protocol-independent core was created by removing address semantics from OSPFv2 protocol packets and the
main LSA types.

Flooding Scope

Flooding scope for LSAs has been generalized, and is explicitly coded in the LSA LS Type field as having one of three
flooding scopes:

l Link-local – The LSA is flooded only on the local link. This is used for the new Link LSA.

l Area scope – The LSA is flooded throughout one OSPF area. Used for Router LSAs, Network LSAs, Inter-
Area-Prefix LSAs, Inter-Area-Router-LSAs, and Intra-Area-Prefix-LSAs.

l AS scope – The LSA is flooded throughout one routing domain. Used for AS-External LSAs.

The high-order bit (U bit) in the LS Type field encodes determines how unknown LSA types are to be handled.

Link-Local Addresses

OSPFv3 operates on the assumption that each router has been assigned link-local unicast addresses on each of its attached
physical segments. Each OSPFv3 interface, except interfaces on virtual links, sends packets using the interface’s associated
link-local unicast address as the source address. Receiving routers learn the link-local address of other routers attached to its
links, and use these addresses as next hop information for packet forwarding. On virtual links, global-scope or site-local IP
addresses must be used as the source for OSPFv3 protocol packets.

Stub Areas

OSPFv2 stub areas are designed to minimize link-state database and routing table sizes for an area’s internal routers. The stub
area concept is retained in OSPFv3. OSPFv3 stub areas carry only Router LSAs, network LSAs, Inter-Area-Prefix LSAs,
Link -LSAs, and Intra-Area-Prefix LSAs.

Because IPv6 allows LSAs with unrecognized LS types to be labeled "Store and Flood the LSA, as if type understood" there
is a possibility that a stub area’s link-state database could grow larger than its component routers’ capacities. To guard
against uncontrolled flooding of unknown LSA types, RFC 2740 states that LSAs with an unrecognized LS type may be
flooded into/throughout a stub area only if the LSA has area or link-local flooding scope and the LSA U-bit is set to 0.

Neighbors and Router IDs
In OSPFv3 all routers on a link are identified by Router ID. In OSPFv2, the Router ID is used to identify neighbors on point-
to-point networks and virtual links only. This change affects receipt of OSPF packets and Hello packets, and neighbor
lookup.

OSPFv3 Data Formats

Section A of RFC 2740 provides details about the format of OSPFv3 protocol packets and OSPFv3 LSAs. The following
reference information is extracted from that section.

Packet Encapsulation
l OSPFv3 runs directly over the IPv6 network layer.

l OSPFv3 packets are encapsulated by IPv6 and local data-link headers, only.
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l OSPFv3 depends on IPv6 fragmentation when transmitting packets larger than the link MTU.

l Special multicast addressing applies when OSPFv3 messages are multicast over broadcast networks. Two
distinct multicast addresses are used:

n AllSPFRouters

n AllDRouters

l OSPF is IP protocol 89. This number should be inserted in the IPv6 header Next Header field.
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Internet Protocol Television
IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) is a system in which digital television service is transmitted to subscribing consumers
using the Internet Protocol over a broadband connection. The digital television service can be part of a triple play service, in
which the digital television signal (video) is delivered with voice and data signals over IP.

The IPTV communication model uses IP multicast to deliver video streams (channels) from the video server to multiple
clients (set-top boxes) across the network. IPTV client devices use IGMP to subscribe and unsubscribe to channels.

These topics provide information about IPTV measurements, the Spirent TestCenter data model for IPTV, and an example
script that uses Spirent TestCenter Automation to run an IPTV test.

l IPTV Measurements

l IPTV Data Model

l IPTV Example (Tcl)

IPTV Measurements
During an IPTV test, channel change operations are accomplished through IGMP Leave and Join operations. Spirent
TestCenter measures the latency associated with these operations. The measurements provide a statistical analysis of the
minimum, maximum, and average latencies for join, leave, gap, overlap, and change events. When you configure your test,
you can specify various values that influence message transmission and how measurements are interpreted.

These topics provide examples of IPTV test measurements:

l Channel Zapping

l Channel Overlap

l Channel Gap
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Channel Zapping

This figure shows channel zapping as determined by view duration, leave/join delay, and leave-to-leave interval.

Channel Overlap

In the figure below, the emulated set-top box is receiving channel 2 multicast packets. To change channels, the set-top box
sends an IGMP Leave message for the channel 2 group, followed by an IGMP Join message for the channel 3 group. When
you create the IPTV configuration, you can specify a value for the Leave/Join delay. In this situation, the Leave/Join delay is
relatively short, so the first channel 3 packets arrive before the last channel 2 packets, resulting in a period of overlap. After
the last channel 2 packet arrives, the set-top box receives channel 3 packets only. This figure also shows the Leave latency
threshold, a value that you can set to flag leave operations that exceed an acceptable tolerance level.
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Channel Gap

In this figure, the channel is changed from channel 3 to channel 4. This time, the specified Leave/Join delay is a longer time
period, resulting in a gap between the last packet received from channel 3 and the first packet received from channel 4. This
figure also shows the Join latency threshold, a value that you can set to flag join operations that exceed an acceptable
tolerance level.
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IPTV Data Model
During an IPTV test, Spirent TestCenter uses multicast traffic to simulate channel traffic. A Spirent TestCenter Automation
IPTV test configuration consists of objects that represent a multicast source and IPTV clients (set-top boxes) that receive the
multicast traffic.

l For multicast transmission, use a StreamBlock object to generate IP traffic.

l To emulate IPTV clients, use an IGMP configuration to subscribe to the multicast transmission, and an IPTV
set-top box configuration to emulate channel viewing.

Spirent TestCenter Automation defines the following IPTV objects for set-top box configuration:
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IPTV Object Purpose

IptvStbBlockConfig The set-top box configuration represents one or more set-top boxes
(IPTV clients). The number of clients is determined by the device
count for the Host parent of the IptvStbBlockConfig object.

IptvChannelBlock The channel block specifies the channel for the first multicast
group; it also specifies IGMPv3/MLDv2 source-specific multicast
handling.

IptvViewedChannels The viewed channels list specifies the channels that a set-top box
uses to receive IPTV traffic. One set top block configuration can
have multiple lists of viewed channels associated with it. The lists
of viewed channels associated with a block of set top boxes must
not have overlapping channels.

IptvViewingProfileConfig The viewing profile specifies configuration settings to simulate the
behavior of a person watching TV.

The following figure shows an example IPTV test configuration and the object hierarchy for the example. The test uses two
ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis. Each port has an associated emulated host. Spirent TestCenter uses one host as a
multicast traffic source. The second host is for IPTV client emulation. In the figure, the generator and analyzer objects are
shown in red, indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates these objects automatically.
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IPTV Example (Tcl)
These topics describe a Tcl script that implements a simple IPTV test using the configuration shown in the previous section
(IPTV Data Model).

l Initialization

l Multicast Source Host Configuration

l IPTV Clients

l Traffic Configuration

l Relations

l Sequencer Commands
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l Test Execution

l Results

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl script must load the Spirent TestCenter package before it can use the API. The
following code fragment:

l Loads the Spirent TestCenter package.

l Sets timing variables for measuring test execution.

l Defines variables for port identification.

l Creates the Project object that is the root of the test configuration object hierarchy.

package require SpirentTestCenter

set scriptTime [clock format [clock seconds] -format %Y%m%d_%H%M%S]
puts "\n[clock format [clock seconds]] - Test Begin"
set testTimeBegin [clock seconds]

### STC Ports ###
set chassisAddr "10.14.18.14"
set slot1 "1"
set port1 "9"
set slot2 "1"
set port2 "10"
set port1Location "//$chassisAddr/$slot1/$port1"
set port2Location "//$chassisAddr/$slot2/$port2"

### Project ###
set Project(1) [stc::create "Project" -TestMode "L2L3" -Name "Project 1"]

Multicast Source Host Configuration

To emulate a host system that will generate multicast traffic, the script creates the following objects:

l Port and EthernetCopper objects represent the physical port on the chassis.

l Host, IPv4If, and EthIIIf objects represent a host system with Ethernet and IPv4 interfaces.

In addition to creating these objects, the script also retrieves the handle to the Generator object for use in generating multicast
traffic. Spirent TestCenter creates the Generator object automatically as a child of the Port object. (Traffic generation also

requires a StreamBlock object – see Traffic Configuration.)

This code fragment shows the multicast source host emulation.

### Port 1 Settings ###
set Port(1) \

[stc::create "Port" -Under $Project(1) -Location $port1Location
-Name "Port 1" ]

set EthernetCopper(1) \
[stc::create "EthernetCopper" -Under $Port(1) \

-Duplex "FULL" -LineSpeed "SPEED_100M" \
-AutoNegotiation "FALSE" -Name "EthernetCopper - Port 1" ]

set Generator(1) [stc::get $Port(1) -children-generator]

### Host Block Settings ###
set Host(Port1,Block1) \
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[stc::create "Host" -Under $Project(1) \
-DeviceCount "1" \
-Name "Host Block 1 - Port 1" ]

puts "Creating Interface Layer IPv4..."
set Ipv4If(Port1,Block1) \

[stc::create "Ipv4If" -Under $Host(Port1,Block1) \
-Address "100.0.0.2" \
-AddrResolver "default" \
-PrefixLength "16" \
-Gateway "100.0.0.1" \
-GatewayMacResolver "default" \
-Name "IPv4If - Host Block 1 - Port 1" ]

puts "Creating Interface Layer Ethernet II..."
set EthIIIf(Port1,Block1) \

[stc::create "EthIIIf" -Under $Host(Port1,Block1) \
-SourceMac "00:10:94:00:00:01" \
-Name "EthIIIf - Host Block 1 - Port 1" ]

IPTV Clients

For IPTV client emulation, the script creates a second port and host combination. The second host has Ethernet, IPv4, and
VLAN interfaces. For IPTV operation, the host will be configured for IGMP, and will use objects that represent television set-
top boxes, user viewing profiles, and channel ranges.

These topics describe the different aspects of IPTV client emulation:

l Port and Host Configuration (Ethernet, IPv4, and VLAN Interfaces)

l IPTV Client Host Interfaces (IGMP, IPTV Set-top Box)

l Multicast Group Configuration

l IPTV Configuration

Port and Host Configuration (Ethernet, IPv4, and VLAN Interfaces)
The host system interfaces for IPTV client emulation includes the following objects:

l Port and EthernetCopper objects represent the physical port on the chassis.

l Host, IPv4If, VlanIf, and EthIIIf objects represent a host system with Ethernet, VLAN, and IPv4 interfaces.
This example uses a device count of ten (specified with the Host attribute DeviceCount), which translates to ten
IPTV clients.

This code fragment shows part of the IPTV client host emulation. The script will also configure this host for IGMP – see IPTV
Client Host Interfaces (IGMP, IPTV Set-top Box).

############################
### Port 2 Configuration ###
############################

set Port(2) \
[stc::create "Port" -Under $Project(1) -Location $port2Location

-Name "Port 2"]

puts "Creating Ethernet Copper..."
set EthernetCopper(2) \
[stc::create "EthernetCopper" -Under $Port(2) \

-Duplex "FULL" \
-LineSpeed "SPEED_100M" \
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-AutoNegotiation "FALSE" \
-Name "EthernetCopper - Port 2" ]

### Host Block Settings ###
puts "Creating Host Block..."
set Host(Port2,Block1) \
[stc::create "Host" -Under $Project(1) \
-DeviceCount 10 \
-Name "Host Block 1 - Port 2" ]

puts "Creating Interface Layer IPv4..."
set Ipv4If(Port2,Block1) \
[stc::create "Ipv4If" -Under $Host(Port2,Block1) \
-Address "150.1.0.2" \
-AddrStep "0.1.0.0" \
-AddrResolver "default" \
-PrefixLength "16" \
-Gateway "150.1.0.1" \
-GatewayMacResolver "default" \
-GatewayStep "0.1.0.0" \
-Name "IPv4If - Host Block 1 - Port 2"]

puts "Creating Interface Layer VLAN..."
set VlanIf(Port2,Block1) \
[stc::create "VlanIf" -Under $Host(Port2,Block1) \
-VlanID 1501 \
-IdStep 1 \
-Name "VlanIf - Host Block 1 - Port 2"]

puts "Creating Interface Layer Ethernet II..."
set EthIIIf(Port2,Block1) \
[stc::create "EthIIIf" -Under $Host(Port2,Block1) \
-SourceMac "00:10:95:00:01:01" \
-SrcMacStep "00:10:95:00:01:01" \
-Name "EthIIIf - Host Block 1 - Port 2"]

IPTV Client Host Interfaces (IGMP, IPTV Set-top Box)
To complete the host configuration for the IPTV client, the script creates the following objects:

l The IgmpHostConfig object supports the multicast group participation. It defines parameters that influence
Leave and Join message transmission. The IgmpHostConfig object is a child of the Host object.

l The IptvStbBlockConfig object represents one or more IPTV clients (set-top boxes). The IptvStbBlockConfig
object is a child of the Host object. The number of clients is determined by the host device count (Host object
DeviceCount attribute). To emulate set-top boxes, Spirent TestCenter uses information from:

n The viewing profile (the IptvViewingProfileConfig object)

n The viewed channels list (the IptvViewedChannels object)

n The channel block (the IptvChannelBlock object).

See IPTV Operation Relations (Multicast Group and Set-top Block) for a description of the
relations that support IPTV client emulation.

This code fragment creates the IgmpHostConfig and IptvStbBlockConfig objects.

puts "Creating IGMP Host Config..."
set IgmpHostConfig(Port2,Block1) \

[stc::create "IgmpHostConfig" -Under $Host(Port2,Block1) \
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-Version "IGMP_V2" \
-ForceRobustJoin "FALSE" \
-ForceLeave "FALSE" \
-InsertLengthErrors "FALSE" \
-InsertCheckSumErrors "FALSE" \
-RobustnessVariable "2" \
-UnsolicitedReportInterval "1" \
-UsePartialBlockState "FALSE" \
-Name "IGMP/MLD HostConfig - Host Block 1 - Port 2" ]

puts "Creating IPTV STB Block Config..."
set IptvStbBlockConfig(Port2,Block1) \

[stc::create "IptvStbBlockConfig" -Under $Host(Port2,Block1) \
-SaveTimeStamps "FALSE" \
-InterClientStartDelayStep "0" \
-Name "IPTV STB Block Config - Host Block 1 - Port 2"]

append IptvStbBlockConfig(List) "$IptvStbBlockConfig(Port2,Block1)"

Multicast Group Configuration
The IPTV test configuration includes the following objects to define multicast groups:

l The Ipv4Group object represents a multicast group.

l The Ipv4NetworkBlock object defines the set of addresses for the multicast group.

This code fragment shows the multicast group configuration. The script creates the Ipv4Group object; Spirent TestCenter
creates the Ipv4NetworkBlock automatically. The script retrieves the handle to the network block, and sets the starting IPv4
address, count, and increment values.

#####################################
### Multicast Group Configuration ###
#####################################

puts "Creating IPv4 Group..."
set Ipv4Group(1) \

[stc::create "Ipv4Group" -Under $Project(1) -Name "IPv4 Group"]

set Ipv4NetworkBlock(1) \
[stc::get $Ipv4Group(1) -children-Ipv4NetworkBlock]

puts "Configuring IPv4 Network Block..."
stc::config $Ipv4NetworkBlock(1) \

-StartIpList "230.0.0.1" \
-NetworkCount "32" \
-AddrIncrement "1" \
-Name "IPv4 Network Block"

IPTV Configuration
To set the parameters for IPTV client behavior, use the following objects:

l IptvChannelBlock – The channel block specifies the channel for the first multicast group. (The channel block
also specifies IGMPv3/MLDv2 source-specific multicast handling [not used in this example].)

l IptvViewedChannels – The viewed channels list specifies the range of channels that a set top box uses to
receive IPTV traffic. It also defines the step value for incrementing through the range, and an initial step value
for managing channel ranges for multiple set-top boxes.
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l IptvViewingProfileConfig – The viewing profile defines channel change behavior and latency and delay values
for IGMP message transmission.

This code fragment creates the IptvChannelBlock, IptvViewedChannels, and IptvViewingProfileConfig objects for the test.

##########################
### IPTV Configuration ###
##########################

puts "Creating IPTV Channel Block..."
set IptvChannelBlock(1) \

[stc::create "IptvChannelBlock" -Under $Project(1) \
-ChannelName "news" \
-ChannelStart "1" \
-FilterMode "INCLUDE" \
-UserDefinedSources "FALSE" \
-Name "IPTV Channel Block"]

puts "Creating IPTV Viewed Channels..."
set IptvViewedChannels(1) \

[stc::create "IptvViewedChannels" -Under $Project(1) \
-ChannelRangeStart "1" \
-ChannelRangeEnd "32" \
-ChannelRangeStep "1" \
-InitialChannelStart "1" \
-InitialChannelStep "1" \
-Name "IPTV Viewed Channels 1"]

puts "Creating IPTV Viewing Profile Config..."
set IptvViewingProfileConfig(1) \

[stc::create "IptvViewingProfileConfig" -Under $Project(1) \
-ZapBehavior "ZAP_ONLY" \
-ZapDirection "UP" \
-ZapIntervalType "LEAVE_TO_LEAVE" \
-Interval "5000" \
-ChangesBeforeView "5" \
-ViewDuration "10" \
-SetTopLeaveJoinDelay "0" \
-JoinLatencyThreshold "300" \
-LeaveLatencyThreshold "3000" \
-Name "IPTV Viewing Profile Config 1"]

Traffic Configuration

This code fragment configures the generator and creates a stream block for multicast traffic transmission. In the call to the
config function, the script uses the Generator handle to retrieve the GeneratorConfig object. (The script obtained the
Generator handle during the Multicast Source Host Configuration.)

#############################
### Traffic Configuration ###
#############################
puts "Configuring Generator..."
stc::config [stc::get $Generator(1) -children-GeneratorConfig] \

-SchedulingMode "RATE_BASED" \
-LoadUnit "FRAMES_PER_SECOND" \
-FixedLoad "1000"

puts "Creating Stream Block..."
set StreamBlock(1) \

[stc::create "StreamBlock" -Under $Port(1) \
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-TrafficPattern "PAIR" \
-EndpointMapping "ONE_TO_ONE" \
-EnableStreamOnlyGeneration "TRUE" \
-FrameLengthMode "FIXED" \
-FixedFrameLength "1024" \
-LoadUnit "FRAMES_PER_SECOND" \
-Load "1000" \
-Name "StreamBlock - Port 1 to Network Block 1" ]

Relations

When you create objects (with the exception of the Project object), you specify a parent when you call the create function
(create objectType -under parent). Spirent TestCenter automatically creates the ParentChild relations for newly
created objects. A test configuration requires additional relations between objects to establish connections that are not available
through the ParentChild relation.

To establish a relation between two objects, use the config function to specify the two objects and the sidename for the relation
between them. For example:

stc::config $Host(Port1,Block1) -AffiliatedPort "$Port(1)"

This call uses the sidename AffiliatedPort to define an AffiliationPort relation between the source of the relation (the Host
object) and the relation target (the Port object).

These topics describe the relations that are required for an IPTV test:

l Multicast Source Relations

l IPTV Client Relations (Port and Host Interfaces)

l IPTV Operation Relations (Multicast Group and Set-top Block)

l Traffic relations

Multicast Source Relations
Multicast source emulation uses a collection of Host, Port, and physical and network interface objects (in this example,
EthernetCopper, EthIIIf, and Ipv4If objects). The example script establishes the following relations for the Multicast source
host emulation:

l The ActivePhy relation establishes the association between the Port object and the EthernetCopper object that
provides the physical interface parameters.

l The AffiliatedPort relation defines the association between the emulated host and a port on a Spirent TestCenter
chassis (in this example, the first host and the first port).

l The TopLevelIf relation identifies the initial interface in the host interface stacking order (in this example, the
Ipv4If object).

l The PrimaryIf relation identifies the top level interface (TopLevelIf) that faces the DUT (in this example, the
Ipv4If object).

l StackedOn relations define the stacking order of the interfaces on an emulated host (in this example, the IPv4
interface is stacked on the Ethernet interface).

The following figure shows a code fragment that creates the relations for the multicast source emulation. The figure shows a
representation of these relations and it shows the automatically created ParentChild relations. In the figure, the additional (non-
ParentChild) relations are shown with arrows.

stc::config $Port(1) -ActivePhy "$EthernetCopper(1)"
stc::config $Host(Port1,Block1) -AffiliatedPort "$Port(1)"
stc::config $Host(Port1,Block1) -TopLevelIf "$Ipv4If(Port1,Block1)"
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stc::config $Host(Port1,Block1) -PrimaryIf "$Ipv4If(Port1,Block1)"
stc::config $Ipv4If(Port1,Block1) -StackedOn "$EthIIIf(Port1,Block1)"

IPTV Client Relations (Port and Host Interfaces)
The host emulation for IPTV clients is similar to the multicast source host emulation, with the addition of relations for the
VLAN interface and the IGMP host configuration. The example script establishes the following relations for the IPTV client
host emulation:

l The ActivePhy relation establishes the association between the Port object and the EthernetCopper object that
provides physical interface parameters.

l The AffiliatedPort relation defines the association between the emulated host and a port on a Spirent
TestCenter chassis (in this example, the second host and the second port).

l The TopLevelIf relation identifies the initial interface in the host interface stacking order (in this example, the
Ipv4If object).

l The PrimaryIf relation identifies the top level interface (TopLevelIf) that faces the DUT (in this example, the
Ipv4If object).

l StackedOn relations define the stacking order of the interfaces on an emulated host. For the IPTV client
emulation, the IPv4 interface is stacked on the VLAN interface, which is stacked on the Ethernet interface.

l For IPTV client emulation, the host is configured for IGMP operations. To identify the interface that the host
will use for IGMP traffic, the script establishes a UsesIf relation between the IgmpHostConfig object and the
Ipv4If object.

The following figure shows a code fragment that creates the relations that define the interfaces for the IPTV client host(s).
The figure shows a representation of these relations and it shows the automatically created ParentChild relations. In the
figure, the additional (non-ParentChild) relations are shown with arrows, with the arrow pointing at the target of the relation.

stc::config $Port(2) -ActivePhy "$EthernetCopper(2)"
stc::config $Host(Port2,Block1) -AffiliatedPort "$Port(2)"
stc::config $Host(Port2,Block1) -TopLevelIf "$Ipv4If(Port2,Block1)"
stc::config $Host(Port2,Block1) -PrimaryIf "$Ipv4If(Port2,Block1)"
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stc::config $Ipv4If(Port2,Block1) -StackedOn "$VlanIf(Port2,Block1)"
stc::config $VlanIf(Port2,Block1) -StackedOn "$EthIIIf(Port2,Block1)"
stc::config $IgmpHostConfig(Port2,Block1) -UsesIf "$Ipv4If(Port2,Block1)"

IPTV Operation Relations (Multicast Group and Set-top Block)
The set-top box emulation uses the IPTV client host IGMP configuration, the viewing profile, the range of viewed channels,
and (indirectly) the channel block to define multicast Leave and Join transactions for channel change operations. The set-top
box (IptvStbBlockConfig object) uses the following relations:

l The MulticastParam relation (sidename McastParameter) provides the connection to the IPTV client IGMP
configuration (the IgmpHostConfig object). The IgmpHostConfig object specifies the multicast protocol used to
manage multicast group memberships, and parameters that affect IGMP message transmission. (For descriptions
of the IgmpHostConfig attributes, see the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.)

l The IptvProfile relation (sidename ProfileForStb) provides the connection to the viewing profile (the
IptvViewingProfileConfig object). The viewing profile defines channel change behavior and latency and delay
values for IGMP message transmission. (For descriptions of the IptvViewingProfileConfig attributes, see the
Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.)

l The StbChannel relation (sidename ChannelForStb) provides the connection to the viewed channel definition
(the IptvViewedChannels object). The viewed channels definition specifies the range of channels for the set-top
box, the step value for incrementing through the range, and an initial step value for managing channel ranges
for multiple set-top boxes. (For descriptions of the IptvViewedChannels attributes, see the Spirent TestCenter
Automation Object Reference.)

l The MulticastParam relation (sidename McastParameter) provides the connection to the IPTV client IGMP
configuration (the IgmpHostConfig object).

In addition to these relations, the code fragment also creates a connection between the viewed channels range (the
IptvViewedChannels object) and the channel block (the IptvChannelBlock object). Note that this connection between the
IptvViewedChannels object and the IptvChannelBlock object is established by using the channel block handle to set the -
ChannelBlock attribute for the IptvViewedChannels object (not by setting a relation between them).

The channel block uses the MulticastParam relation (sidename McastParameter) to support the mapping between channels and
multicast groups (defined by the Ipv4Group object and its child Ipv4NetworkBlock object). Spirent TestCenter maps channels
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by applying the viewed channel range (IptvViewedChannels) to the multicast addresses described in the Ipv4NetworkBlock.
Channels are mapped to multicast groups in a 1:1 sequence.

Note: Restrictions on channel mapping:

l If the viewed channel range specifies more channels than can be mapped to available multicast groups, Spirent
TestCenter will generate an error.

l If there is more than one viewing profile for a single IPTV host, the channels cannot overlap.

The following figure shows a code fragment that creates these relations. The figure shows a representation of these relations
and it shows the automatically created ParentChild relations. In the figure, the additional (non-ParentChild) relations are
shown with arrows. The -ChannelBlock attribute connection between the IptvViewedChannels object and the
IptvChannelBlock object is shown with a dashed-line arrow.

stc::config $IptvStbBlockConfig(Port2,Block1) \
-McastParameter "$IgmpHostConfig(Port2,Block1)"

stc::config $IptvStbBlockConfig(Port2,Block1) \
-ChannelforStb "$IptvViewedChannels(1)"

stc::config $IptvStbBlockConfig(Port2,Block1) \
-ProfileforStb "$IptvViewingProfileConfig(1)"

stc::config $IptvChannelBlock(1) -McastParameter "$Ipv4Group(1)"
stc::config $IptvViewedChannels(1) -ChannelBlock "$IptvChannelBlock(1)"

Traffic relations
To support multicast traffic generation, the script establishes the following relations for the multicast source host
StreamBlock object:

l The SrcBinding relation (sidename SrcBinding) for the connection to the IPv4 interface (the Ipv4If object) to
obtain source addresses.

l The DstBinding relation (sidename DstBinding) for the connection to the IPv4 network block (the
Ipv4NetworkBlock object) to obtain destination addresses for multicast group transmission. (The script
obtained the handle to the network block during Multicast Group Configuration.)
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The following figure shows a code fragment that creates the relations for multicast traffic generation. The figure shows a
representation of these relations and it shows the automatically created ParentChild relations. In the figure, the additional (non-
ParentChild) relations are shown with arrows.

stc::config $StreamBlock(1) -SrcBinding "$Ipv4If(Port1,Block1)"
stc::config $StreamBlock(1) -DstBinding "$Ipv4NetworkBlock(1)"

Sequencer Commands

The example IPTV script uses the Sequencer to execute the test. To use the Sequencer, the script creates the following
command objects:

l The DevicesStartAllCommand starts protocols for all hosts in the test configuration.

l The GeneratorStartCommand will start traffic generation using the StreamBlock associated with the multicast
source host.

l The IptvStartTestCommand starts the IPTV test. Spirent TestCenter will send IGMP messages to receive the
emulated video traffic. Spirent TestCenter uses the set-top box configuration (viewing profile and channel
configuration) to manage the IPTV communication. In this example, the IPTV test will run for 60 seconds. At
the end of the test, Spirent TestCenter will create a results database named "iptvTest.db". (Note that when you
use the sequencer, the IPTV end-of-test results database is always named "iptvTest.db".)

l The IptvWaitForTestCompletionCommand will give the Sequencer control until the test has completed.

l The GeneratorStopCommand stops traffic generation.

l The AnalyzerStopCommand stops traffic analysis. (Note that you do not need to use AnalyzerStartCommand to
start the Analyzer for an IPTV test; the IptvStartTestCommand starts the Analyzer.)

This code fragment creates the command objects, creates a list of handles to the command objects, and uses the list to set the -
CommandList attribute for the Sequencer object.

set Sequencer(1) \
[stc::create "Sequencer" -under system1 -Name "Sequencer" ]

puts " Creating Devices Start All Command..."
set DevicesStartAllCommand(1) \
[stc::create "DevicesStartAllCommand" -under $Sequencer(1) \
-Project "$Project(1)" -Name "Start All Devices"]

append commandList "$DevicesStartAllCommand(1) "

puts " Creating Generator Start Command..."
set GeneratorStartCommand(1) \
[stc::create "GeneratorStartCommand" -under $Sequencer(1) \
-GeneratorList "$Generator(1)" -Name "Start Traffic" ]

append commandList "$GeneratorStartCommand(1) "
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puts " Creating IPTV Start Test Command..."
set IptvStartTestCommand(1) \
[stc::create "IptvStartTestCommand" -under $Sequencer(1) \
-TestName "IptvTest" -TypeOfTest "CHANNEL_ZAPPING_TEST" \
-TestEnv "TESTING_ENV" -TestTime "60" \
-JoinFailPercentageThreshold "50" -InterStbStartDelayStep "0" \
-DatabaseFileName "iptvTest.db" -StbBlockList "$IptvStbBlockConfig(List)" \
-Name "IPTV: Start Test" ]

append commandList "$IptvStartTestCommand(1) "

puts " Creating IPTV Wait For Test Completion Command..."
set IptvWaitForTestCompletionCommand(1) \
[stc::create "IptvWaitForTestCompletionCommand" -under $Sequencer(1) \
-Name "IPTV: Wait for Test Completion" ]

append commandList "$IptvWaitForTestCompletionCommand(1) "

puts " Creating Generator Stop Command..."
set GeneratorStopCommand(1) \
[stc::create "GeneratorStopCommand" -under $Sequencer(1) \
-GeneratorList "$Generator(1)" -Name "Stop Traffic" ]

append commandList "$GeneratorStopCommand(1) "

puts " Creating Analyzer Stop Command..."
set AnalyzerStopCommand(1) \
[stc::create "AnalyzerStopCommand" -under $Sequencer(1) \
-AnalyzerList "$Project(1)" \
-Name "Stop Analyzer 1" ]

append commandList "$AnalyzerStopCommand(1) "

stc::config $Sequencer(1) -CommandList "$commandList"

Test Execution

The following code fragment handles the IPTV test execution. The code fragment:

l Attaches the ports. The AttachPorts command accomplishes the following actions:

n Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location
attribute).

n Reserve the ports.

n Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations
in the test configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the
ReservePort and MapPort commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

n Applies the configuration.

n Starts the command sequence, and then waits for test completion.

n Saves the results.

n Releases the ports and disconnects from the chassis.

In addition to executing these operations, the code fragment also times the operations.

puts "\n[clock format [clock seconds]] - Reserve Begin"
set reserveTimeBegin [clock seconds]
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### Connect, Reserve, and Map ports ###
puts "\nConnecting to $chassisAddr..."
stc::perform attachPorts -portList [list $Port(1) $Port(2)] \
-autoConnect TRUE

puts "\n[clock format [clock seconds]] - Reserve End"
set reserveTimeEnd [clock seconds]

### Apply ###
puts "\n[clock format [clock seconds]] - Apply Begin"
set applyTimeBegin [clock seconds]
stc::apply
puts "[clock format [clock seconds]] - Apply End"
set applyTimeEnd [clock seconds]

### Sequencer ###
puts "\n[clock format [clock seconds]] - Sequencer Begin"
set sequencerTimeBegin [clock seconds]
stc::perform sequencerStart
stc::waituntilcomplete
puts "[clock format [clock seconds]] - Sequencer End"
set sequencerTimeEnd [clock seconds]

### Results ###
puts "\nSaving Results..."
stc::perform SaveResult -SaveDetailedResults "TRUE"

### Disconnect ###
puts "\nReleasing ports..."
stc::release $port1Location
stc::release $port2Location

puts "Disconnecting from chassis..."
stc::disconnect $chassisAddr

Results

At the end of the test, the script retrieves and displays test results. The script uses the following result objects (shown in the
following figure):

IPTV Result Type Result Object

Test IptvTestResults object (child of Project object)

Channel IptvChannelResults (child of IptvViewedChannels object)

Profile IptvViewingProfileResults (child of IptvViewingProfile object)

Port IptvPortResults (child of Port object)

Set-top box IptvStbBlockResults (child of IptvStbBlockConfig object)

This figure shows the IPTV result objects. The objects are shown in red, indicating that Spirent TestCenter creates these
objects automatically.
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This code fragment creates an array of lists, each list containing result attribute names. The script builds result lists for
channel results, profile results, port results, and set-top box results.

### Results ###
# Results to display
set config(iptv,testResultsList) ""
append config(iptv,testResultsList) "TestResult "
set config(iptv,channelResultsList) ""
append config(iptv,channelResultsList) "NumOfChannelChanges "
append config(iptv,channelResultsList) "AvgJoinLatency "
append config(iptv,channelResultsList) "AvgLeaveLatency "
set config(iptv,profileResultsList) ""
append config(iptv,profileResultsList) "NumOfChannelChanges "
append config(iptv,profileResultsList) "AvgJoinLatency "
append config(iptv,profileResultsList) "AvgLeaveLatency "
set config(iptv,portResultsList) ""
append config(iptv,portResultsList) "TotalPkts "
append config(iptv,portResultsList) "TotalPktRate "
append config(iptv,portResultsList) "PrbsErrorCount "
set config(iptv,stbResultsList) ""
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "NumOfChannelChanges "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "JoinFails "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgJoinLatency "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgLeaveLatency "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgChangeLatency "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgGapLatency "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgOverlapLatency "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgLeaveToLeaveInterval "
append config(iptv,stbResultsList) "AvgMulticastPktToLeaveInterval "

After creating the array, the script uses the appropriate results object for each class of results (test, channel, profile, port, and
set-top box). For each result attribute, the script uses the following sequence of calls to retrieve a handle to the result object,
then use the result object handle to retrieve the result value.

set iResultObj [stc::get project1 -children-resultObjectType]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
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For example:

foreach iResult $config(iptv,channelResultsList)
{

set iResultObj [stc::get $Project(1) -children-iptvviewedchannels]
set iResultObj [stc::get $iResultObj -children-iptvchannelresults]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
puts " $iResult - $iResultValue"

}

In the example above, the script starts at the Project object and first retrieves the handle to the IptvViewedChannels object;
then it retrieves the handle to the IptvChannelResults object. With the handle to the IptvChannelResults object, the script can
retrieve the channel results.

This code fragment retrieves displays the results.

puts "\nIPTV Test
Results"
foreach iResult $config(iptv,testResultsList) {

set iResultObj [stc::get $Project(1) -children-iptvtestresults]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
puts " $iResult - $iResultValue"

}
puts "\nIPTV Channel Results"
foreach iResult $config(iptv,channelResultsList) {

set iResultObj [stc::get $Project(1) -children-iptvviewedchannels]
set iResultObj [stc::get $iResultObj -children-iptvchannelresults]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
puts " $iResult - $iResultValue"

}
puts "\nIPTV Profile Results"
foreach iResult $config(iptv,profileResultsList) {

set iResultObj [stc::get $Project(1) -children-iptvviewingprofileconfig]
set iResultObj [stc::get $iResultObj -children-iptvviewingprofileresults]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
puts " $iResult - $iResultValue"

}
puts "\nIPTV Port Results"
foreach iResult $config(iptv,portResultsList) {

set iResultObj [stc::get $Port(2) -children-iptvportresults]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
puts " $iResult - $iResultValue"

}
puts "\nIPTV STB Results"
foreach iResult $config(iptv,stbResultsList) {

set iResultObj [stc::get $Host(Port2,Block1) -children-iptvstbblockconfig]
set iResultObj [stc::get $iResultObj -children-iptvstbblockresults]
set iResultValue [stc::get $iResultObj -$iResult]
puts " $iResult - $iResultValue"

}
puts "\n[clock format [clock seconds]] - Test End"
set testTimeEnd [clock seconds]

set reserveDuration [expr [expr $reserveTimeEnd - $reserveTimeBegin] 60.0]
set applyDuration [expr [expr $applyTimeEnd - $applyTimeBegin] 60.0]
set sequencerDuration [expr \
[expr $sequencerTimeEnd - $sequencerTimeBegin] 60.0]

set totalDuration [expr [expr $testTimeEnd - $testTimeBegin] 60.0]
puts "\nTimers (Minutes)"
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puts " Reserve: $reserveDuration"
puts " Apply: $applyDuration"
puts " Sequencer: $sequencerDuration"
puts " Total: $totalDuration"
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Spirent TestCenter vLS Operation
Spirent TestCenter vLS is a virtual machine that hosts sessions controlling ports on one or more Spirent TestCenter chassis.
You use a client PC to create a test session on the vLS. One or more test sessions execute on the vLS, and many client PCs
can connect to the vLS and view the same test session. A client PC can disconnect from the test session without destroying it,
and the client PC can reconnect to the same test session later to perform status checks or retrieve results. This capability
allows a user to execute a script on the vLS and view the progress of the script using the Spirent TestCenter GUI

This figure shows the systems involved in Spirent TestCenter vLS operation in automation.
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Each client PC must have the Spirent TestCenter application installed, unless the client is interacting with vLS via the ReST
(HTTP) API only. There are two modes for a client PC: controller and viewer. In controller mode the client PC can create the
test session and has read and write access to the test configuration.

Controller Mode Only

In Spirent TestCenter Automation, a script can only be in controller mode. It cannot be in viewer mode. There can be only one
controller for a test session.

To use viewer mode, a client PC must use the Spirent TestCenter Session Manager GUI application. A client PC running the
Session Manager can also be in controller mode. Refer to the online help for Spirent TestCenter Session Manager.

Sequence of Actions

This figure shows a test environment involving two clients running on separate PCs, and a Spirent TestCenter vLS running a
single test session.

1. The first client, running a Spirent TestCenter Automation script as the controller, creates a test session and
connects to the test session.

2. The first client creates a test configuration using the Automation API and runs the test.

3. A second client, running the Spirent TestCenter Session Manager application (not part of automation), connects
to the existing test session as a viewer to monitor the executing test.

Note: Spirent TestCenter API refers to either an automation client that uses a TestCenter or HTTP to communicate with vLS

Test results and test output (result files and log files) are maintained on the vLS. Clients can retrieve result data and test output
files associated with the test session.

This example has a test management configuration in which multiple clients access a single test session. Spirent TestCenter
vLS also supports multiple test sessions, with client connections to the different sessions.

Note:

l There can be only one controller client accessing a test session at any time, unless the clients are accessing vLS
via HTTP.

l Spirent TestCenter Automation clients are always controller clients.

l The client PC must run the same version of Spirent TestCenter as the vLS. If client is accessing vLS using
HTTP, then Spirent TestCenter is not required on client PC.
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l To view a test session (viewer mode, read-only access), use the Spirent TestCenter Session Manager.

l Viewing capabilities are also provided by ReST (HTTP) API.

Methods of Using the vLS
These are the methods for using the Spirent TestCenter vLS with Automation:

l Use the Spirent TestCenter vLS commands and objects to create and manipulate test sessions. See Using the
vLS Automation Objects.

l Run existing test scripts without adding code for the vLS commands and objects to them. This requires using
special environment variables when you run the script. See Running Existing Scripts with the v LS.

l Use HTTP to access the ReST API provided by Virtual LabServer. Use of this service is discussed in About
the REST API.

Using vLS Automation
This section shows a way to use the Spirent TestCenter vLS with Spirent TestCenter Automation, and describes the vLS
objects.

Commands

This following table describes the commands for vLS operation.

Command Purpose

CSTestSessionConnect Create and connect to a test session on a Spirent TestCenter vLS.
Or, connect to an existing test session on a vLS.

CSTestSessionDisconnect Disconnect from a test session.

CSSynchronizeFiles Download result files and other files from the vLS to the client
PC.

CSServerConnect Connect to the vLS for administration tasks.

CSServerDisconnect Disconnect from the vLS.

Objects

This table describes other vLS objects. These are automatically created. Before you can access these objects, you must
connect to the vLS with the CSServerConnect command.

Object Description

CSServer Information on the Spirent TestCenter vLS.

CSMachineStats Information on the Spirent TestCenter vLS hardware.

CSProcessStats Statistics on the Spirent TestCenter server process on the vLS.

CSTestSession Information on a test session.

For more information on these objects, see the Spirent TestCenter Automation Object Reference.
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General Steps for Using the vLS Objects

These topics show typical ways to use the vLS objects, in the order you would use them. They also show where the main test
code fits in.

Creating a Test Session on the vLS
This code fragment loads the Spirent TestCenter package, creates a test session, and connects to the test session.

package require SpirentTestCenter
set stcLsIP 10.1.1.1
stc::perform CSTestSessionConnect -Host $stcLsIP \
-CreateNewTestSession TRUE

Connecting to an Existing Test Session
You can also connect to an existing test session. This code fragment connects to an existing test session using the test session’s
name and owner ID.

stc::perform CSTestSessionConnect -Host $stcLsIP \
-TestSessionName MySession -OwnerId MyId

Creating and Running the Test Configuration
Once you have written code that accomplishes a connection between the automation client and a test session on the Spirent
TestCenter vLS, there are no differences in the way you code the rest of a test configuration. Calls to the Spirent TestCenter
Automation API will create and modify a test configuration in the newly created test session. You can run any test that you
can run when there is a direct connection to a Spirent TestCenter chassis.

For end-of-test results, you must download results from the vLS to the client PC. See Downloading Results from the vLS.

Downloading Classic Results from the vLS
When a test runs on the vLS, the result files and log files are stored on the vLS. You must download them from the vLS. The
following code fragment shows how to do this. The automation client must already be connected to the test session. By
default, the files are downloaded to the same location on the client where they would have been written if the script was run in
stand alone mode. In other words, scripts will write files to the same location regardless of whether they run in stand alone or
client/server mode.

stc::perform CSSynchronizeFiles

TestCenter IQ Results from the vLS
When a test runs on the vLS, TestCenter IQ results are saved to a database on the vLS. To view the results, click Launch
TestCenter IQ from Spirent TestCenter Session Manager.

Disconnecting from a Test Session
This code fragment shows how to disconnect from a test session while leaving it running. Then you or someone else can
reconnect to it later.
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stc::perform CSTestSessionDisconnect -Terminate FALSE

Terminating a Test Session
You can disconnect from a test session and terminate it at the same time. The following code fragment shows how to
disconnect from a test session and terminate it.

stc::perform CSTestSessionDisconnect -Terminate TRUE

Note: All result files and other files associated with the test session will be deleted, so you should download them with
CSSynchronizeFiles before using this command.

Running Existing Scripts with the vLS
You can run scripts with the vLS, even if the scripts do not contain code that uses the vLS commands and objects. This is
useful if you want to run existing test scripts that were not written to be used with the Spirent TestCenter vLS. To run these
scripts with the vLS, you use special environment variables on the client PC. You can set these environment variables at the
system level of the PC, or you can set them temporarily in the command shell that you run the script in.

Note: These environment variables will work best with scripts that use the Command Sequencer (Sequencer object). If you
created a script using the Command Sequencer in the Spirent TestCenter GUI application, and then exported the script with
the Save As Tcl Script feature, the script will use the command sequencer.

Environment Variables

This table describes the vLS environment variables.

Environment Variable Description

STC_SERVER_ADDRESS Set this to the IP address or DNS name of the Spirent TestCenter vLS.
When the Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl package is loaded, a
connection to the vLS specified by this variable will be attempted.

For running existing scripts that do not use the vLS objects, you should
use at least this variable and STC_SESSION_NAME. Then a
connection will be accomplished and a test session will be created on
the vLS before the script runs.

STC_SESSION_NAME Use this variable to connect to an existing test session or to create and
connect to a new test session on the vLS referred to by STC_SERVER_
ADDRESS.

To connect to an existing test session, set this variable to the name of
the existing test session.

To create and connect to a new test session, set this variable to __
NEW_TEST_SESSION__. The created test session will be named
AutoCreatedSession_XX, where XX is the lowest decimal number that
results in a unique test session name on the vLS.

STC_SESSION_SYNCFILES_ON_SEQ_
COMPLETE

Set this to 1 to download the files associated with the test session
(result files, log files) when the waitUntilComplete function returns.
The script must use the waitUntilComplete function, which is what
triggers the download. The files will be downloaded to the client PC
working directory.

Otherwise set it to 0 (or do not create it) and the files will not be
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Environment Variable Description

downloaded.

STC_SESSION_TERMINATE_ON_
DISCONNECT

Set this to 1 to terminate the test session when the automation client
disconnects from the session. A disconnect can occur in the following
ways:

l The script runs to completion and the automation shell
exits normally.

l The script calls the exit command to exit the shell.
l The automation shell exits unexpectedly due to some

error.
l The client PC loses its network connection with the vLS.
l The script calls the CSTestSessionDisconnect command.

If this command is called with the Terminate attribute set
to FALSE (which is the default), an error will be thrown.

Otherwise set this variable to 0 (or do not create it) and the test session
will not be terminated when the automation client disconnects.

Note: All files associated with the test session will be deleted when the
test session is terminated.

Running a Script with Environment Variables

The following example shows how you might use the environment variables in a Windows command shell. The same thing
could be done in a Unix shell (different syntax would be required). The variables are set first, and then the script is run. It is
assumed that the script loads the Spirent TestCenter Automation Tcl package with "package require SpirentTestCenter", and
uses stc::waitUntilComplete.

set STC_SERVER_ADDRESS=1.1.1.1
set STC_SESSION_NAME=__NEW_TEST_SESSION__
set STC_SESSION_SYNCFILES_ON_SEQ_COMPLETE=1
set STC_SESSION_TERMINATE_ON_DISCONNECT=1
tclsh myExistingScript.tcl

In this example, when the script is invoked with tclsh myExistingScript.tcl, a connection will be attempted to a Spirent
TestCenter vLS with an IP address of 1.1.1.1, and when the connection is accomplished, a test session will be created and
given an automatic name. The script will be run, and when it completes, the test session files will be downloaded to the client
PC, and then the test session on the vLS will be terminated and the client PC will disconnect from the vLS.
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About the Perl API
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an API for use with the Perl language. See the release notes for the Spirent
TestCenter base and test packages for information about the supported Perl software and operating system versions.

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

The Perl language API supports the standard set of API Functions and the standard Spirent TestCenter data model. These
topics describe the Perl API syntax, provide a brief synopsis of the API, and describe an example of using the Perl API to
create and run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test.

l API Syntax in the Perl Environment

l Perl API Synopsis

l Perl Example

API Syntax in the Perl Environment
In the Perl API, the Spirent TestCenter Automation functions are instance methods of the class StcPerl. The following
code fragment creates an instance of the class . Once you have instantiated the class, you can use the variable stc as a prefix
in referencing API functions.

use SpirentTestCenter;
my $stc = new StcPerl;
[...]
$stc->apply();

The method invocation ($stc->apply) produces a call to the automation function apply.

Note: This table summarizes the Perl syntax rules as they apply to the Spirent TestCenter Automation API. For a detailed
discussion of the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax elements, see API Syntax.

Syntax
Element Usage

object and
attribute
references

Object and attribute references in a Spirent TestCenter Automation function call are arguments in the
Perl method invocation. Enclose the argument list in parentheses. Arguments are separated by commas.
For example:
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Syntax
Element Usage

$stc->create("port", under=>$project);

attribute name-
value pairs

l Attribute name-value pairs use the arrow “corresponds to” operator (=>). An attribute
name-value pair is equivalent to a Perl hash expression for a key-value pair.

l The attribute name is not quoted in name-value pairs. (The exceptions are DAN
references; see below.)

l With the Perl API, the dash prefix is not used with attribute names.

For example:

$stc->create("streamBlock", under=>$port[1] );

DAN references Attribute references that use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) require enclosing quotes (and do
not use the dash prefix). In the following example, streamBlock.name is a DAN attribute reference that
must be enclosed in quotes:

$stc->create("port",
under=>"$project",
"streamBlock.name"=>"mystreamblock1");

DDN references Object references that use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) require enclosing quotes. For example:

$stc->get("$project.port")

handle
references

Handle references are not quoted. For example:

$stc->create("port", under=>$project) $stc->get($port);

object type
names

Object type names are enclosed in quotes. For example:

$stc->create("project")
$stc->perform("GeneratorStart", generatorList=>$generator);

standalone
attribute names

Attribute names (standalone) are enclosed in quotes. For example:

$stc->get($stream1, "enabled", "name");

relation
references

Relation references are treated as attributes in the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax. Relation
references are enclosed in quotes. For example:

$stc->get($port, "children");

With an object type filter, use a dash separator. For example:

$stc->get($port, "children-generator);"
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Syntax
Element Usage

integers Integer values are not quoted. For example:

$stc->sleep(10);
$stc->perform("createdevice",

parenthandlelist=>$project1,
createcount=>4);

Note that combined values must be enclosed in quotes:

$stc->config( $port[1], location=>"//$chassisAddress/1/2");

Perl API Synopsis
These topics provide a brief synopsis of the Perl API for Spirent TestCenter Automation.

l API Function Synopsis

l Arrays (Input Arguments)

l Hashes (Input Arguments)

l Arrays (Return Values)

API Function Synopsis

The following table lists the functions in the API. For each function, the table shows the arguments for the method invocation
argument list, including the type of the return value (if there is one). In the table:

l A dollar sign ($) indicates a scalar value (a handle value, a string, an integer). For example: $handle.

l An "at" sign (@) indicates an array. For example: @attrName_value_pairs.

l Attribute name-value pairs are shown using the required hash expression syntax: attrName=>value.

l Brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

l Italics indicate a variable element (for example, the name of an object type or a handle value).

This table shows an abstraction of the argument list for each function. For details about the functions, see API Functions.

Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

create
create(“project”, [, $attrName=>$value [,...]])
create($objectType,

under=>$handle
[, $attrName=>$value [,...]]);

$handle

config
config($handle, $attrName=>$value [,...]);

none

get
get($handle [, $attrName [,...]]);

$value

or

@attrName_value_
pairs
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Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

perform
perform($commandName [, $attrName=>$value
[,...]);

$value

or

@attrName_value_
pairs

delete
delete($handle);

none

connect
connect($hostName);
connect($ipAddress);

none

disconnect
disconnect($hostName);
disconnect($ipAddress);

none

reserve
reserve($csp [,...]);

(//chassis/slot/port)

none

release
release($csp [,...]);

(//chassis/slot/port)

none

apply
apply();

none

sleep
sleep($numberSeconds);

none

log
log($loglevel, $message);

none

waitUntilComplete
waitUntilComplete([timeout=>$numberSeconds]);

none

subscribe
subscribe($subscribe-args);

$ResultDataSetHandle

unsubscribe
unsubscribe($ResultDataSetHandle);

none

help
help();
help(commands);
help($commandName);
help($handle);
help($objectType);

$helpString
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Arrays (Input Arguments)

The Perl API provides some flexibility in passing arguments to functions. The following functions take arguments that can be
passed in as inline, comma-separated sequences of scalar values, or as arrays.

l get($handle [, $attrName [,...]]);

l reserve($csp [,...]);

l release($csp [,...]);

For example, to retrieve Port object attributes, you can use an inline specification of attribute names when calling the get
function:

my @retValues = $stc->get($port, "name", "location");

As an alternative, you can declare an array of attribute names, and pass the array to the get function.

my @portArray = ("name", "location");
my @retValues = $stc->get("automationoptions", @portArray);

Hashes (Input Arguments)

Perl also provides flexibility in passing hash arguments. The following functions take attribute name-value pairs as
arguments.

l create($objectType, under=>$handle [, $attrName=>$value [,...]]);

l config($handle, $attrName=>$value [,...]);

l perform($commandName [, $attrName=>$value [,...]);

The name-value syntax uses the Perl hash key-value syntax. You can specify name-value pairs as a sequence of inline
arguments (using the hash key-value syntax), or you can declare a hash structure and pass that to the function.

For example, you can specify arguments as inline name-value pairs when calling config:

$stc->config("automationoptions",
loglevel=>"info",
logto=>"mylog.txt");

As an alternative, you can declare a hash structure and pass the hash structure to config:

my %autoPairs = (loglevel=>"info", logto=>"mylog.txt");
$stc->config( "automationoptions", %autoPairs);

Arrays (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return arrays of attribute name-value pairs. If the result of a particular function call is one
attribute value, the function returns a single scalar value. Otherwise, the functions return arrays.

The returned array is a set of paired array entries. In each pair, one array entry is the attribute name, the next array entry in
sequence is a string containing the attribute value. If the attribute has multiple values, the array entry is a string containing
values separated by spaces.

For example, the following call to the get function retrieves all of the Port attributes:

my @portAtt = $stc->get($port[1]);

The returned values:
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print "port 1 attributes = @portAtt\n";

port 1 attributes = parent project1 children host1 analyzer1 generator1
capture1 igmpportconfig1 mldportconfig1 arpcache1 arpndreport1 pingreport1
stpportconfig1 dhcpv4portconfig1 dhcpv6portconfig1 l2tpportconfig1
pppoxportconfig1 pppprotocolconfig1 eoamportconfig1 resultchild-Targets
pppoeportresults1 pppprotocolresults1 Name Port //2/7 (offline)
Location //10.100.20.196/2/7 Online false SupportedPhys ETHERNET_COPPER
UseDefaultHost true AppendLocationToPortName true Layer3Type IPV4
Active true

To access individual attributes, use array notation. For example, name and corresponding values for the Port children are the
third and fourth elements of the returned array. (The parent-child relation is treated as an attribute, using the side name
"children".)

l The value of the array element $portAtt[2] is the string "children".

l The value of the array element $portAtt[3] is the string "host1 analyzer1 generator1 capture1
igmpportconfig1 mldportconfig1 arpcache1 arpndreport1 pingreport1 stpportconfig1 dhcpv4portconfig1
dhcpv6portconfig1 l2tpportconfig1 pppoxportconfig1 pppprotocolconfig1 eoamportconfig1".

Perl Example
The example described in these topics uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis and creates the simple test configuration
shown in the following figure:

The Perl script will create the Project object, two Port objects, and a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter creates the
Generator, Analyzer, and result objects automatically; the automatic objects are shown in red.

The following sections describe the example Perl script:

l Initialization

l Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Termination
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Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Perl script must load the Spirent TestCenter module before it can use the API. The
following code fragment initializes the Spirent TestCenter Automation environment. The script begins with the path
statement that identifies it as a Perl script.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use strict;
use SpirentTestCenter;
my $stc = new StcPerl;

The code fragment establishes access to the Spirent TestCenter Automation Perl API.

l The first use statement directs the Perl interpreter to use the most restrictive syntax rules.

l The second use statement loads the Spirent TestCenter module.

l The last statement uses the constructor new to load the variable stcStcPerlstc. The statement creates an
instance of the class . The script will use the variable as a prefix in referencing Spirent TestCenter Automation
functions.

Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

This code fragment declares variables to identify the chassis, slot, and ports to be used in the test. It also sets up logging.

my $chassisAddress = "10.100.20.5";
my $slot = 2;
my $p1 = 1;
my $p2 = 2;

print "using //$chassisAddress/$slot/$p1\n";
print "using //$chassisAddress/$slot/$p2\n";

#set up the log file
$stc->config( "automationoptions",

loglevel=>"info",
logto=>"mylog.txt" );

Project and Port Objects

The following code fragment creates the Project and Port objects. The Project object is the root of the object hierarchy. The
Port objects represent the ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

The example uses arrays for handles and attribute data:

l The port array (@port) will hold the Port object handle values.

l The project object attributes array (@projectAtt) will hold the set of Project attribute name-value pairs.

This code creates the objects, retrieves and displays the Project attributes, and specifies the port locations.

print "Create a Project - root\n";
my(@port);
my $project = $stc->create("project");

print " get project attributes\n";
my @projectAtt = $stc->get($project, "name");
print "@projectAtt\n";

print "Create Ports under $project\n";
$port[1] = $stc->create("port", under=>$project);
$port[2] = $stc->create("port", under=>$project);
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print "Configure port location\n";
$stc->config( $port[1], location=>"//$chassisAddress/$slot/$p1");
$stc->config( $port[2], location=>"//$chassisAddress/$slot/$p2");

Traffic Configuration

This code fragment creates a StreamBlock object and retrieves the handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

print "Creating streamBlock on Port 1\n";
my($streamBlock);
$streamBlock = $stc->create("streamBlock", under=>$port[1] );

my($generator, $analyzer);
$generator = $stc->get($port[1], "children-generator");
$analyzer = $stc->get($port[2], "children-Analyzer");

Attaching Ports

This code fragment invokes the AttachPorts command and applies the configuration. AttachPorts accomplishes the following
actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

print "attaching ports.....\n";
my @ports = ( $port[1], $port[2] );
$stc->perform("AttachPorts",

portList=>"@ports",
autoConnect =>"TRUE");

$stc->apply();

Results Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. The
calls specify a file name prefix to generate a results output file containing comma-separated values. For detailed information,
see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

my($port1_GeneratorResult, $port2_AnalyzerResult);

print "call subscribe ...\n";
$port1_GeneratorResult =

$stc->subscribe( Parent=>$project,
ResultParent=>$port[1],
ConfigType=>"Generator",
resulttype=>"GeneratorPortResults",
filenameprefix=>"Generator_port1_counter_$port[1]",
Interval=>2 );

$port2_AnalyzerResult =
$stc->subscribe( Parent=>$project,

ResultParent=>$port[2],
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ConfigType=>"Analyzer",
resulttype=>"AnalyzerPortResults",
filenameprefix=>"analyzer_port2_counter_$port[2]" );

$stc->apply();

Traffic Generation

The following code fragment:

l Starts the Analyzer and waits to allow sufficient time before proceeding.

l Starts the Generator.

l Sleeps for five seconds and then stops the Generator and Analyzer.

l Cancels the subscriptions.

print "Starting Traffic...\n";
$stc->perform("Analyzerstart", analyzerList=>$analyzer);
print "start $analyzer[2]\n";

# wait for analyzer to start
sleep(1);

$stc->perform("GeneratorStart", generatorList =>$generator);
print "start $generator[1]\n";

# generate traffic for 5 seconds
print "sleep 5 seconds ...\n";
sleep(5);

print "Stopping Traffic...\n";
$stc->perform("GeneratorStop", generatorList => $generator);
$stc->perform("AnalyzerStop", analyzerList => $analyzer);
print "stop $generator \n";
print "stop $analyzer \n";

print "call unsubscribe ...\n";
$stc->unsubscribe($port2_AnalyzerResult);
$stc->unsubscribe($port1_GeneratorResult);

Termination

At the end of the test, the script releases the ports, disconnects from the chassis, and deletes the Project object to release all of
the resources. The following code fragment shows the function calls you use to perform termination.

print "call release ...\n";
$stc->release("//$chassisAddress/$slot/$p1");
$stc->release("//$chassisAddress/$slot/$p2");

print "call disconnect ...\n";
$stc->disconnect("$chassisAddress");

$stc->delete("$project");
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About the Ruby API
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an API for use with the Ruby language. See the release notes for the Spirent
TestCenter base and test packages for information about the supported Ruby software and operating system versions.

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

The Ruby language API supports the standard set of API functions and the standard Spirent TestCenter data model. These
topics describe the Ruby API syntax, provide a brief synopsis of the API, and describe an example of using the Ruby API to
create and run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test.

l API Syntax in the Ruby Environment

l Ruby API Synopsis

l Ruby Example

API Syntax in the Ruby Environment
In the Ruby API, the Spirent TestCenter Automation functions are module methods of the module Stc. This code fragment
loads the StcStc.

require 'spirenttestcenter'
[...]
Stc.apply()

The method invocation (Stc.apply()) produces a call to the automation function apply.

Note: This table summarizes the Ruby syntax rules as they apply to the Spirent Automation syntax elements. Refer to the
API Syntax topic.

Syntax
Element Usage

object and
attribute
references

Object and attribute references in a Spirent TestCenter Automation function call are arguments in the
Ruby method invocation. Enclose the argument list in parentheses. Arguments are separated by commas.
For example:
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Syntax
Element Usage

Stc.create("port", "project")

attribute name-
value pairs

l Attribute name-value pairs use the arrow "corresponds to" operator (=>). An attribute
name-value pair is equivalent to a Ruby hash expression for a key-value pair.

l The attribute name is quoted in name-value pairs.
l With the Ruby API, the dash prefix is not used with attribute names.

For example:

Stc.config(streamBlock, "name"=>"myStreamBlock")

DAN
references

Attribute references that use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) require enclosing quotes (and do not
use the dash prefix). In the following example, streamBlock.name is a DAN attribute reference that must
be enclosed in quotes:

Stc.create("port",
"$project1",
"streamBlock.name"=>"mystreamblock1");

DDN
references

Object references that use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) require enclosing quotes. For example:

Stc.get("project1.port")

handle
references

Handle references are not quoted. For example:

port = Stc.create("port", "project")
Stc.get(port)

object type
names

Object type names are enclosed in quotes. For example:

generator = Stc.create("project")
Stc.perform("GeneratorStart", "generatorList"=>generator);

standalone
attribute
names

Attribute names (standalone) are enclosed in quotes. For example:

Stc.get(stream1, "enabled", "name");

relation
references

Relation references are treated as attributes in the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax. Relation
references are enclosed in quotes. For example:

Stc.get(port, "children");

With an object type filter, use a dash separator. For example:

Stc.get(port, "children-generator");
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Syntax
Element Usage

integers Integer values are not quoted. For example:

Stc.perform("createdevice",
"parenthandlelist"=>"project1",
"createcount"=>4);

Note that combined values must be enclosed in quotes:

Stc.config( port[1], "location"=>"//#{chassisAddress}/1/2");

Ruby API Synopsis
These topics provide a brief synopsis of the Ruby API for Spirent TestCenter Automation.

l API Function Synopsis

l Arrays (Input Arguments)

l Hashes (Input Arguments)

l Hashes (Return Values)

API Function Synopsis

The following table lists the functions in the API. For each function, the table shows the arguments for the method invocation
argument list, including the type of the return value (if there is one). In the table:

l Attribute name-value pairs are shown using the required hash expression syntax: attrName=>value.

l Brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional element.

l Italics indicate a variable element (for example, the name of an object type or a handle value).

This table shows an abstraction of the argument list for each function. For details about the functions, refer to the API
Functions topic.

Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

create
create(objectType,

parentHandle
[, attrName=>value [,...]])

handle

config
config(handle, attrName=>value [,...])

none

get
get(handle [, attrName [,...]])

value or @attrName_
value_pairs

perform
perform(commandName [, attrName=>value [,...])

value or @attrName_
value_pairs

delete
delete(handle)

none
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Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

connect
connect(hostName)
connect(ipAddress)

none

disconnect
disconnect(hostName)
disconnect(ipAddress)

none

reserve
reserve(csp [,...])

(//chassis/slot/port)

none

release
release(csp [,...])

(//chassis/slot/port)

none

apply
apply()

none

log
log(loglevel, message)

none

waitUntilComplete
waitUntilComplete([timeout=>numberSeconds])

none

subscribe
subscribe(subscribe-args)

ResultDataSetHandle

unsubscribe
unsubscribe(ResultDataSetHandle)

none

help
help()
help(commands)
help(commandName)
help(handle)
help(objectType)

helpString

Arrays (Input Arguments)

The Ruby API provides some flexibility in passing arguments to functions. The following functions take arguments that can be
passed in as inline, comma-separated sequences of scalar values, or as arrays.

l get(handle [, attrName [,...]])

l reserve(csp [,...])

l release(csp [,...])

For example, to retrieve Port object attributes, you can use an inline specification of attribute names when calling the get
function:

retValues = Stc.get(port, "name", "location")

As an alternative, you can declare an array of attribute names, and pass the array to the get function.
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portArray = ["name", "location"]
retValues = Stc.get("automationoptions", portArray)

Hashes (Input Arguments)

Ruby also provides flexibility in passing hash arguments. The following functions take attribute name-value pairs as
arguments.

l create(objectType, parent [, attrName=>value [,...]])

l config(handle, attrName=>value [,...])

l perform(commandName [, attrName=>value [,...])

The name-value syntax uses the Ruby hash key-value syntax. You can specify name-value pairs as a sequence of inline
arguments (using the hash key-value syntax), or you can declare a hash structure and pass that to the function.

For example, you can specify arguments as inline name-value pairs when calling config:

Stc.config("automationoptions",
"loglevel"=>"info",
"logto"=>"mylog.txt")

As an alternative, you can declare a hash structure and pass the hash structure to config:

autoPairs = {"loglevel"=>"info", "logto"=>"mylog.txt"}
Stc.config( "automationoptions", autoPairs)

Hashes (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return hashes of attribute name-value pairs. If the result of a particular function call is one
attribute value, the function returns a single scalar value. Otherwise, the functions return hashes.

The returned hash is indexed by the attribute name. If the attribute has multiple values, the corresponding return value is a
string containing values separated by spaces.

For example, the following call to the get function retrieves all of the Port attributes:

portAtt = Stc.get(port[1]);

The returned values:

puts "port 1 attributes = #{portAtt}";

port 1 attributes = {"AppendLocationToPortName"=>"true", "Name"=>"Port
//1/1 (offline)", "Online"=>"false", "UseDefaultHost"=>"true", "Location"=>"//
(Offline)/1/1", "SupportedPhys"=>"ETHERNET_COPPER",
"Active"=>"true", "Layer3Type"=>"IPV4", "children"=>"host1 analyzer1
generator1 capture1 arpcache1 arpndreport1 pingreport1", "parent"=>"project1"}

To access individual attributes, index the hash using the attribute name. For example, the attribute name to retrieve the
corresponding values for the Port children is "children" (the parent-child relation is treated as an attribute, using the side
name "children").

l The value of the hash entry portAtt["children"] is the string "host1 analyzer1 generator1
capture1 arpcache1 arpndreport1 pingreport1".
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Ruby Example
This example uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis and creates the simple test configuration shown in the following
figure:

The Ruby script will create the Project object, two Port objects, and a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter creates the
Generator, Analyzer, and result objects automatically; the automatic objects are shown in red.

These topics describe the example Ruby script:

l Initialization

l Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Termination

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Ruby script must load the Spirent TestCenter module before it can use the API. The
following code fragment initializes the Spirent TestCenter Automation environment. The script begins with the path statement
that identifies it as a Ruby script.

#!/usr/bin/ruby
require 'rubygems'
require 'spirenttestcenter'

Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

This code fragment declares variables to identify the chassis, slot, and ports to be used in the test. It also sets up logging.

chassisAddress = "10.100.20.5"

portLoc = []
portLoc[0] = "//#{chassisAddress}/2/1"
portLoc[1] = "//#{chassisAddress}/2/2"
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#set up the log file Stc.config( "automationoptions",
"loglevel"=>"info",
"logto"=>"mylog.txt" )

Project and Port Objects

The following code fragment creates the Project and Port objects. The Project object is the root of the object hierarchy. The
Port objects represent the ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

The example uses arrays for handles and attribute data:

l The port array (port) will hold the Port object handle values.

l The project object attributes array (projectAtt) will hold the set of Project attribute name-value pairs.

The following code creates the objects, retrieves and displays the Project attributes, and specifies the port locations.

puts "Get the Project - root"
project = Stc.get('system1', 'children-Project')

puts " get project attributes"
projectAtt = Stc.get(project)
puts "#{projectAtt}"

print "Create Ports under project"
port = []
port[0] = Stc.create("port", project)
port[1] = Stc.create("port", project)

puts "Configure port location\n"
Stc.config(port[0], "location"=>portLoc[0])
Stc.config(port[1], "location"=>portLoc[1])

Traffic Configuration

This code fragment creates a StreamBlock object and retrieves the handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

puts "Creating streamBlock on Port 1"
streamBlock = Stc.create("streamBlock", port[0])

generator = Stc.get(port[0], "children-generator")
analyzer = Stc.get(port[1], "children-Analyzer")

Attaching Ports

The following code fragment invokes the AttachPorts command and applies the configuration. AttachPorts accomplishes the
following actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.
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puts "attaching ports..."

Stc.perform("AttachPorts",
"portList"=>port,
"autoConnect"=>true)

Stc.apply()

Results Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. The
calls specify a file name prefix to generate a results output file containing comma-separated values. For detailed information,
see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

puts "call subscribe ..."
generatorResult =

Stc.subscribe( "Parent"=>project,
"ResultParent"=>port[0],
"ConfigType"=>"Generator",
"resulttype"=>"GeneratorPortResults",
"filenameprefix"=>"Generator_port1_counter_#{port[0]}",
"Interval"=>2 )

analyzerResult =
Stc.subscribe("Parent"=>project,

"ResultParent"=>port[1],
"ConfigType"=>"Analyzer",
"resulttype"=>"AnalyzerPortResults",
"filenameprefix"=>"analyzer_port2_counter_#{port[1]}" )

Stc.apply()

Traffic Generation

The following code fragment:

l Starts the Analyzer and waits to allow sufficient time before proceeding

l Starts the Generator

l Sleeps for five seconds and then stops the Generator and Analyzer

l Cancels the subscriptions.

puts "Starting Traffic..."
Stc.perform("Analyzerstart", "analyzerList"=>analyzer)
puts "start #{analyzer}"

# wait for analyzer to start
sleep(1)

puts "start #{generator}"
Stc.perform("GeneratorStart", "generatorList"=>generator)
# generate traffic for 5 seconds
puts "sleep 5 seconds ..."
sleep(5)

puts "Stopping Traffic..."
Stc.perform("GeneratorStop", "generatorList"=>generator)
Stc.perform("AnalyzerStop", "analyzerList"=>analyzer)
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puts "stop generator "
puts "stop analyzer "

puts "call unsubscribe ..."
Stc.unsubscribe(analyzerResult)
Stc.unsubscribe(generatorResult)

Termination

At the end of the test, the script releases the ports and deletes the Project object to release all of the resources. The following
code fragment shows the function calls you use to perform termination.

puts "call disconnect ..."
Stc.disconnect(chassisAddress)

Stc.delete(project)
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About the C++ API
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an API for use with the C++ language. Refer to the release notes for the Spirent
TestCenter base and test packages for information about the supported C++ software, operating system versions, and set up
instructions.

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

The C++ language API supports the standard set of API Functions and the standard Spirent TestCenter data model. These
topics describe the C++ API syntax, provide a brief synopsis of the API, and describe an example of using the C++ API to
create and run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test.

l API Syntax in the C++ Environment

l C++ API Synopsis

l C++ Example

API Syntax in the C++ Environment
In the C++ API, the Spirent TestCenter Automation functions are defined in the stc namespace. The following code fragment
includes the C++ API header and invokes an API function with the stc:: namespace prefix.

#include "stccppapi.h"
[...]
stc::Apply();

stc::Apply() calls the automation function Apply.

Note: This following table summarizes the C++ syntax rules as they apply to the Spirent Automation syntax elements, see
API Syntax.

Syntax Element Usage

object and attribute
references

Object and attribute references in a Spirent TestCenter Automation function call are arguments in
the C++ method invocation. Arguments are separated by commas. For example:

stc::Create("port",
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Syntax Element Usage

project);

attribute

name-value pairs

Attribute name-value pairs are stored in STL maps (see C++ API Synopsis for more detail). Both
attribute name and value are specified as stringsWith the C++ API, the dash prefix is not used with
attribute names.

For example:

stc::StringMap attrs;
attrs["name"] = "my stream";
stc::Create("streamBlock", port, attrs);

DAN references Attribute references that use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) are specified as strings (and do
not use the dash prefix). In the following example, streamBlock.name is a DAN attribute
reference:

stc::StringMap attrs;
attrs["streamBlock.name"] = "my stream";
stc::Create("port", project, attr);

DDN references Object references that use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) are specified as strings. For
example:

stc::Get("project.port");

handle references Handle references are stored as strings. For example:

std::string port = stc::Create("port", project)
stc::Get(port);

object type names Object type names are specified as strings. For example:

stc::Create("project")
stc::Perform("GeneratorStart");

standalone attribute
names

Attribute names (standalone) are specified as strings. For example

stc::Get(stream1, "enabled");

relation references Relation references are treated as attributes in the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax. For
example:

stc::Get(port, "children");

With an object type filter, use a dash separator. For example:
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stc::Get(port, "children-generator");

integers Integer and other native values must be converted to strings first. For example:

std::ostringstream os;
os << 4;
stc::StringMap attrs;
attrs["parentHandleList"] = project;
attrs["createCount"] = os.str();
stc::Perform("createdevice", attrs);

C++ API Synopsis
These topics provide a brief synopsis of the C++ API for Spirent TestCenter Automation.

l API Function Synopsis

l StringVector (Input Arguments)

l StringMap (Input Arguments)

l StringMap (Return Values)

API Function Synopsis

This table lists the functions in the API. For each function, the table shows the arguments for the method invocation argument
list, including the type of the return value (if there is one). All API functions return std::runtime_error exceptions on error.

This table shows an abstraction of the argument list for each function. For details about the functions, see API Functions.

Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

Create
Create( handlestring

const std::string& type,
const std::string& parent,
const StringMap& propertyPairs = StringMap())

handlestring

Config
Config(const std::string& handle,

const std::string& attribName,
const std::string& attribValue)

Config(const std::string& handle,
const StringMap& nameValuePairs)

none

Get
Get(const std::string& handle,

const std::string& attribName)

Get(const std::string& handle,
const StringVector& propertyNames

=StringVector())

value string

attr name_value_
pairs

StringMap
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Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

Perform
Perform(

const std::string& commandName,
const StringMap& propertyPairs = StringMap()

attr name_value_
pairs

StringMap

Delete
Delete(const std::string& handle)

none

Connect
Connect(const StringVector& hostNames)

none

Disconnect
Disconnect(const StringVector& hostNames)

none

Reserve
Reserve(const StringVector& CSPs)

none

Release
Release(const StringVector& CSPs)

none

Apply
Apply()

none

Log
Log(const std::string& logLevel,

const std::string& msg)

none

Waituntilcomplete
WaitUntilComplete(const StringMap&
inputParameters)

Sequencer TestState

Subscribe
Subscribe(const StringMap& inputParameters)

ResultDataSetHandl
e string

Unsubscribe
Unsubscribe(const std::string&
resultDataSethandle)

none

StringVector (Input Arguments)

String collections are passed in as a stc::StringVector (std::vector<std::string>).

stc::StringVector portLocations;
portLocations.push_back("//10.100.20.78/2/5");
portLocations.push_back("//10.100.20.78/2/6");
stc::Reserve(portLocations);

StringMap (Input Arguments)

Attribute name value pairs are passed in as stc::StringMap (std::map<std::string>).
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stc::StringMap attrs;
attrs["loglevel"] = "info";
attrs["logto"] = "mylog.txt";
stc::Config("automationOptions", attrs);

If the value itself is a string collection, you can convert it to a string using the stc::JoinString utility function.

stc::StringVector ports;
...
stc::StringMap attrs;
attrs["portList"] = stc::JoinString(ports);
attrs["autoConnect"] = "true";
stc::Perform("attachPorts", attrs);

StringMap (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return a collection of attribute name-value pairs as stc::StringMap (std::map<std::string>).

For example, the following call to the get function retrieves all of the Port attributes:

const stc::StringMap portAttrs = stc::Get(portHandle);

To access a particular attribute value, index the map using the attribute name as the key.

std::cout << portAttrs["name"] << std::endl;

If the value itself is a collection, you can parse it using the stc::TokenizeString utility function.

stc::StringVector children = stc::TokenizeString(portAttrs["children"];
for (int i = 0; i < children.size(); ++i)

std::cout << children[i] << std::endl;

C++ Example
This example uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis and creates the simple test configuration shown in this figure:

The C++ example will create the Project object, two Port objects, and a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter creates the
Generator, Analyzer, and result objects automatically; the automatic objects are shown in red.

These topics describe the example C++ script:
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l Initialization

l Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Termination

Initialization

To access Spirent TestCenter Automation C++ API, you must include the "stccppapi.h" header.

#include "stccppapi.h"
#include <stdexcept>
#include <iostream>

The code fragment includes the Spirent TestCenter Automation C++ API header and other common headers.

Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

The following code fragment declares variables to identify the chassis, slot, and ports to be used in the test. It also sets up
logging.

const std::string chassis = "10.100.20.78";
stc::StringVector ports;
stc::StringVector portLocs;

portLocs.push_back("//" + chassis + "/2/9");
portLocs.push_back("//" + chassis + "/2/10");

//set up the log file
stc::StringMap attrs;
attrs["loglevel"] = "info";
attrs["logto"] = "mylog.txt";
stc::Config("automationOptions", attrs);

Project and Port Objects

The following code fragment retrieves the Project object, prints out the project name, and then creates Port objects with the
specified port locations.

const std::string project = stc::Get("system1", "children-project");

attrs = stc::Get(project);
std::cout << "Using project " << attrs["Name"] << std::endl;

for (int i = 0; i < portLocs.size(); ++i)
{

attrs.clear();
attrs["location"] = portLocs[i];
std::cout << "Using port location " << portLocs[i] << std::endl;
ports.push_back( stc::Create("port", project, attrs) );

}
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Traffic Configuration

This code fragment creates a StreamBlock object and retrieves the handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

std::cout << "Creating streamBlock on Port1" << std::endl;
const std::string streamBlock = stc::Create("streamBlock", port[0]);

const std::string generator = stc::Get(ports[0], "children-generator");
const std::string analyzer = stc::Get(ports[1], "children-Analyzer");

Attaching Ports

The following code fragment invokes the AttachPorts command and applies the configuration. AttachPorts accomplishes the
following actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

std::cout << "Attaching ports" << std::endl;
attrs.clear();
attrs["portList"] = stc::JoinStrings(ports);
attrs["autoConnect"] = "true";
stc::Perform("attachPorts", attrs);

std::cout << "Apply to IL" << std::endl;
stc::Perform("applyToIL");

Results Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. The
calls specify a file name prefix to generate a results output file containing comma-separated values. For detailed information,
see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

std::cout << "Call subscribe" << std::endl;
attrs.clear();
attrs["parent"] = project;
attrs["resultParent"] = ports[0];
attrs["configType"] = "generator";
attrs["resultType"] = "generatorPortResults";
attrs["fileNamePrefix"] = "generator_port1_counter_" + ports[0];
const std::string generatorSubscription = stc::Subscribe(attrs);

attrs.clear();
attrs["parent"] = project;
attrs["resultParent"] = ports[1];
attrs["configType"] = "analyzer";
attrs["resultType"] = "analyzerPortResults";
attrs["fileNamePrefix"] = "analyzer_port2_counter_" + ports[1];
const std::string analyzerSubscription = stc::Subscribe(attrs);

stc::Apply();
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Traffic Generation

The following code fragment:

l Starts the Analyzer and waits to allow sufficient time before proceeding

l Starts the Generator

l Sleeps for five seconds and then stops the Generator and Analyzer

l Cancels the subscriptions.

std::cout << "Start analyzers" << std::endl;
attrs.clear();
attrs["analyzerList"] = project;
stc::Perform("analyzerStart", attrs);

std::cout << "Start generators" << std::endl;
attrs.clear();
attrs["generatorList"] = project;
stc::Perform("generatorStart", attrs);

std::cout << "Running traffic for 5 seconds" << std::endl;
Sleep(5000);

std::cout << "Stop generators" << std::endl;
attrs.clear();
attrs["generatorList"] = project;
stc::Perform("generatorStop", attrs);

std::cout << "Stop analyzers" << std::endl;
attrs.clear();
attrs["analyzerList"] = project;
stc::Perform("analyzerStop", attrs);

std::cout << "Call unsubscribe" << std::endl;
stc::Unsubscribe(analyzerSubscription);
stc::Unsubscribe(generatorSubscription);

Termination

At the end of the test, the program disconnects from the chassis, and deletes the Project object to release all of the resources.
The following code fragment shows the function calls you use to perform termination.

std::cout << "Disconnect" << std::endl;
stc::Disconnect(stc::StringVector(1, chassis));
stc::Delete(project);
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About the Java API
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an API for use with the Java language. Refer to the release notes for the Spirent
TestCenter base and test packages for information about the supported Java software, operating system versions, and set up
instructions.

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

The Java language API supports the standard set of API Functions and the standard Spirent TestCenter data model. These
topics describe the Java API syntax, provide a brief synopsis of the API, and describe an example of using the Java API to
create and run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test.

l API Syntax in the Java Environment

l Java API Synopsis

l Java Example

API Syntax in the Java Environment
In the Java API, the Spirent TestCenter Automation functions are defined in the stc namespace. The following code fragment
includes the Java API header and invokes an API function with the stc namespace prefix.

stc.Apply();

stc.Apply() calls the automation function Apply.

Note: This table summarizes the Java syntax rules as they apply to the Spirent Automation syntax elements, see the API
Syntax topic.

Syntax
Element Usage

object and
attribute
references

Object and attribute references in a Spirent TestCenter Automation function call are arguments in the
Java method invocation. Arguments are separated by commas. For example:

stc.Create("port", project);
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Syntax
Element Usage

attribute name-
value pairs

Attribute name-value pairs are stored in String maps (see Java API Synopsis for more detail). Both
attribute name and value are specified as stringsWith the Java API, the dash prefix is not used with
attribute names.

For example:

Map<String, String> m = new HashMap<String, String>();
m.put("name", "my stream");
stc.Create("streamBlock", port, m);

DAN references Attribute references that use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) are specified as strings (and do not
use the dash prefix). In the following example, streamBlock.name is a DAN attribute reference:

Map<String, String> attrs = new HashMap<String, String>();
attrs.put("streamBlock.name", "my stream");
stc.Create("port", project, attrs);

DDN references Object references that use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) are specified as strings. For example:

stc.Get("project.port");

handle
references

Handle references are stored as strings. For example:

String port = stc.Create("port", project)
stc.Get(port);

object type
names

Object type names are specified as strings. For example:

stc.Create("project")
stc.Perform("GeneratorStart");

standalone
attribute names

Attribute names (standalone) are specified as strings. For example

stc.Get(stream1, "enabled");

relation
references

Relation references are treated as attributes in the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax. For example:

stc.Get(port, "children");

With an object type filter, use a dash separator. For example:

stc.Get(port, "children-generator");

integers Integer and other native values must be converted to strings first. For example:
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Integer count = new Integer(4);
Map<String, String> attrs = new HashMap<String, String>();
attrs.put("parentHandleList", project);
attrs.put("createCount", os.ToString());
stc.Perform("createdevice", attrs);

Java API Synopsis
These topics provide a brief synopsis of the Java API for Spirent TestCenter Automation.

l API Function Synopsis

l Vector<String> (Input Arguments)

l Map<String, String> (Input Arguments)

l Vector<String> (Return Values)

l Map<String, String> (Return Values)

API Function Synopsis

The following table lists the functions in the API. For each function, the table shows the arguments for the method invocation
argument list, including the type of the return value (if there is one).

This table shows an abstraction of the argument list for each function. For details about the functions, see API Functions.

Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

Create
Create(

final String type,
final String parent,
final Map<String, String> propertyPairs)

Create( 
final String type,
final String& parent)

handlestring

Config
Config(final String handle,

final String attribName,
final String attribValue)

Config(final String handle,
final Map<String, String> nameValuePairs)

none

Get
Get(final String handle),

Get(final String handle, final String attribName)

Get(final String handle, final Map<String, String
propertyNames)

attrname_value_
pairs vector of
handle string

attrname value
pairs

attr name_value_
pairs
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Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

Perform
Perform(final String commandName)
const StringMap& propertyPairs = StringMap()
Perform(final String commandName,

final Map<String, String> propertyPairs)

vector of handle
string

attr name_value_
pairs

Delete
Delete(final String handle)

none

Connect
Connect(final String hostName)
Connect(final Vector<String> hostNames)

none

Disconnect
Disconnect(final String hostName)
Disconnect(final Vector<String> hostNames)

none

Reserve
Reserve(final String CSP)
Reserve(final Vector<String> CSPs)

none

Release
Release(final String CSP)
Release(final Vector<String> CSPs)

none

Apply
Apply()

none

Log
Log(final String logLevel,

final String& msg)

none

Subscribe
Subscribe (final Map<String,
String>inputParameters)

ResultDataSetHan
dle string

Unsubscribe
Unsubscribe(final String resultDataSethandle)

none

WaitUntilCompl
ete WaitUntilComplete()

WaitUntilComplete(int timeoutInSec)

Sequencer
TestState

Vector<String> (Input Arguments)

String collections are passed in as a Vector<String>.

Vector<String> portLocations;
portLocations.add("//10.100.20.78/2/5");
portLocations.add("//10.100.20.78/2/6");
stc.Reserve(portLocations);
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Map<String, String> (Input Arguments)

Attribute name value pairs are passed in as Map<String, String>.

Map<String, String> attrs = new HashMap<String, String>();
attrs.put("loglevel", "info");
attrs.put("logto", "mylog.txt");
stc.Config("automationOptions", attrs);

If the value itself is a string collection, you can convert it to a string using the stc.JoinString utility function.

Map<String, String> attrs = new HashMap<String, String>();
Attrs.put("portList", stc.JoinString(ports));
Attrs.put("autoConnect", "true");
Stc.Perform("attachPorts", attrs);

Vector<String> (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return a collection of String as Vector<String>.

For example, the following call to the get function retrieves all of the Port attributes:

VectorString generator = stc.Get(portHandle, "children generator");

Map<String, String> (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return a collection of attribute name-value pairs as as Map<String, String>.

For example, the following call to the get function retrieves all of the Port attributes:

final Map<String, String> portAttrs = stc.Get(portHandle);

To access a particular attribute value, index the map using the attribute name as the key.

System.out.println(portAttrs.get("name"));

Java Example
This example uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis and creates the simple test configuration shown in the following
figure:

The Java example will create the Project object, two Port objects, and a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter creates the
Generator, Analyzer, and result objects automatically; the automatic objects are shown in red.
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These topics describe the example Java script:

l Initialization

l Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Termination

Initialization

Spirent TestCenter Automation Java API must load the Spirent TestCenter module before it can use the API.

The following code fragment loads and initializes the Spirent TestCenter module. This must be called first, before calling any
other API methods:

stc.Init();

Note: The Spirent TestCenter install path must be included as a VM argument via the stc.dir system property. For example:

java –Dstc.dir=”C:/Program Files/Spirent Communications/Spirent TestCenter <version>/” MyProgram

Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

This code fragment declares variables to identify the chassis, slot, and ports to be used in the test. It also sets up logging.

final String chassis = "10.100.20.78";
Vector<String> ports;
Vector<String> portLocs;

portLocs.add("//" + chassis + "/2/9");
portLocs.add("//" + chassis + "/2/10");

//set up the log file
Map<String, String> attrs = new HashMap<String, String>();
attrs.put("loglevel", "info");
attrs.put("logto", "mylog.txt");
stc.Config("automationOptions", attrs);

Project and Port Objects

This code fragment retrieves the Project object, prints out the project name, and then creates Port objects with the specified
port locations.

final String project = stc.Get("system1", "children-project");

attrs = stc.Get(project);
System.out.println("Using project " + attrs.get("Name"));

for (int i = 0; i < portLocs.size(); ++i)
{

attrs.clear();
attrs.put("location", portLocs.get(i));
System.out.println("Using port location " + portLocs.get(i));
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ports.add( stc.Create("port", project, attrs) );
}

Traffic Configuration

This code fragment creates a StreamBlock object and retrieves the handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

System.out.println("Creating streamBlock on Port1");
final String streamBlock = stc.Create("streamBlock", port.get(0));

final String generator = stc.Get(ports.get(0), "children-generator");
final String analyzer = stc.Get(ports.get(1), "children-Analyzer");

Attaching Ports

The following code fragment invokes the AttachPorts command and applies the configuration. AttachPorts accomplishes the
following actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

System.out.println("Attaching ports");
attrs.clear();
attrs.put("portList", stc.JoinStrings(ports));
attrs.put("autoConnect", "true");
stc.Perform("attachPorts", attrs);

System.out.println("Apply to IL");
stc.Perform("applyToIL");

Results Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. The
calls specify a file name prefix to generate a results output file containing comma-separated values. For detailed information,
see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

System.out.println("Call subscribe");
attrs.clear();
attrs.put("parent", project);
attrs.put("resultParent", ports.get(0));
attrs.put("configType", "generator");
attrs.put("resultType", "generatorPortResults");
attrs.put("fileNamePrefix", "generator_port1_counter_" + ports.get(0));
final String generatorSubscription = stc.Subscribe(attrs);

attrs.clear();
attrs.put("parent", project);
attrs.put("resultParent", ports.get(1));
attrs.put("configType", "analyzer");
attrs.put("resultType", "analyzerPortResults");
attrs.put("fileNamePrefix", "analyzer_port2_counter_" + ports.get(1));
final String analyzerSubscription = stc.Subscribe(attrs);
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stc.apply();

Traffic Generation

The following code fragment:

l Starts the Analyzer and waits to allow sufficient time before proceeding

l Starts the Generator

l Sleeps for five seconds and then stops the Generator and Analyzer

l Cancels the subscriptions.

System.out.println("Start analyzers");
attrs.clear();
attrs.put("analyzerList", project);
stc.Perform("analyzerStart", attrs);

System.out.println("Start generators");
attrs.clear();
attrs.put("generatorList", project);
stc.Perform("generatorStart", attrs);

System.out.println("Running traffic for 5 seconds");
Thread.currentThread().sleep(5000);

System.out.println("Stop generators);
attrs.clear();
attrs.put("generatorList", project);
stc.Perform("generatorStop", attrs);

System.out.println("Stop analyzers");
attrs.clear();
attrs.put("analyzerList", project);
stc.Perform("analyzerStop", attrs);

System.out.println("Call unsubscribe");
stc.Unsubscribe(analyzerSubscription);
stc.Unsubscribe(generatorSubscription);

Termination

At the end of the test, the program disconnects from the chassis, and deletes the Project object to release all of the resources.
The following code fragment shows the function calls you use to perform termination.

System.out.println("Disconnect");
stc.Disconnect(chassis);
Stc.Delete(project);
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About the Python API
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an API for use with the Python language. See the release notes for the Spirent
TestCenter base and test packages for information about the supported Python software and operating system versions.

The Python language API supports the standard set of API Functions and the standard Spirent TestCenter data model. These
topics describe the Python API syntax, provide a brief synopsis of the API, and describe an example of using the Python API
to create and run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test.

l API Syntax in the Python Environment

l Python API Synopsis

l Python Example

Configuring the Python 3 language when using the Spirent TestCenter Python API
on Linux

The Spirent TestCenter Python API requires that the libpython3.4.so file be compiled using the --enable-shared option in your
Python 3.4 language setup. Before using the Spirent TestCenter Python 3.4 API, please check if the libpython3.4.so file
exists.

NOTE: The file name may be slightly different, depending on your Linux distribution and version. It is the only .so
file that is executable in the <python>/lib directory (where <python> is the python install dir).

Use this command to check whether you have the required library:

$find <python> -name "libpython3.4*so*" 2>/dev/null

If the libpython3.4*so* file does not exist, then you must recompile Python using the --enable-shared option, as follows:

# Configure the makefile to pass in the install location and to enable the shared
lib
$ configure --enable-shared –prefix=/sw/postsi/vendor/python/Python-3.4.4
$ make
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API Syntax in the Python Environment
In the Python API, the Spirent TestCenter Automation functions are instance methods of the class StcPython. The following
code fragment creates an instance of the class. Once you have instantiated the class, you can use the variable stc as a prefix in
referencing API functions.

from StcPython import StcPython
stc = StcPython()
[...]
stc.apply()

The method invocation (stc,apply()) produces a call to the automation function apply.

Note: This table summarizes the Python syntax rules as they apply to the Spirent TestCenter Automation API. For a detailed
discussion of the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax elements, see API Syntax.

Syntax
Element Usage

object and
attribute
references

Object and attribute references in a Spirent TestCenter Automation function call are arguments in the
Python method invocation. Enclose the argument list in parentheses. Arguments are separated by
commas. For example:

stc.create('port', under='project1', name='myport')

attribute name-
value pairs

l Attribute name-value pairs use the = operator.
l The attribute name is not quoted in name-value pairs. (The exceptions are DAN

references; see below.)
l With the Python API, the dash prefix is not used with attribute names.

For example:

stc.create('streamblock', under=port)

DAN references Attribute references that use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) require enclosing quotes (and do
not use the dash prefix). In the following example, streamBlock.name is a DAN attribute reference that
must be enclosed in quotes:

d = dict([('under', 'project1'), ('streamBlock.name',
'mystreamblock')])
stc.create('port', **d)

DDN references Object references that use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) require enclosing quotes. For example:

stc.get('project1.port')

handle
references

Handle references are not quoted. For example:

portHandle = stc.create('port', under='project1')
stc.get(portHandle)

object type Object type names are enclosed in quotes. For example:
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Syntax
Element Usage

names
stc.create('project')
stc.perform('GeneratorStart',generatorList=generator)

standalone
attribute names

Attribute names (standalone) are enclosed in quotes. For example:

stc.get(streamblockHandle, 'name')

relation
references

Relation references are treated as attributes in the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax. Relation
references are enclosed in quotes. For example:

stc.get(portHandle, 'children')

With an object type filter, use a dash separator. For example:

stc.get(portHandle, 'children-generator')

setting up
relationships

Use keyword arguments format (**kwargs) to specify the relationship and its values. For example:

stc.config(Project_1,**{"DefaultSelection-targets":
[FrameLengthDistribution_1]})
stc.config(Port_1,**{"AffiliationPort-sources":
[EmulatedDevice_1,EmulatedDevice_3]})

integers Integer values are not quoted. For example:

stc.sleep(10)
stc.perform('devicecreate', parentList='project1', createCount=4)

Note that combined values must be enclosed in quotes:

stc.config(portHandle, location="//10.1.1.1/1/2")

Python API Synopsis
These topics provide a brief synopsis of the Python API for Spirent TestCenter Automation.

l API Function Synopsis

l dict or string(Return Values)

API Function Synopsis

The following table lists the functions in the API. For each function, the table shows the arguments for the method invocation
argument list, including the type of the return value (if there is one).

This table shows an abstraction of the argument list for each function. For details about the functions, see API Functions.
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Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

create
create(objectTypeString, attributeName=value
[,...])

handleString

config
config(handleString, attributeName=value
[,...])

none

get
get(handleString)
get(handleString, attributeName [,...])

value or attribute
name/value pairs

perform
perform(commandNameString)

perform(commandNameString,
attribute
Name=value [,...])

value or attribute
name/value pairs

delete
delete(handleString)

none

connect
connect(hostNameString [,...])

none

disconnect
disconnect(hostNameString [,...])

none

reserve
reserve(//chassis/slot/port string [,...])

none

release
release(//chassis/slot/port string [,...])

none

apply
apply()

none

sleep
sleep(numberSecondsInteger)

none

log
log(logLevelString, messageString)

none

waitUntilComplete
waitUntilComplete(timeout=numberSecondsInteger)

none

subscribe
subscribe(inputParamName=value [,...])

ResultDataSetHandl
e
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Function Argument List Data Types Return Value

unsubscribe
unsubscribe(resultDataSetHandleString)

none

help
help()
help(‘commands’)
help(commandNameString)
help(handleString)
help(objectTypeString)

helpString

dict or string (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return a dict ( Python standard library object ) of attribute names to values. If the result of
a particular function call is one attribute value, the function returns a string. Otherwise, the function returns a dict.

For example:

stc.get(port, ‘name’)

returns a single string value, however,

stc.get(port)

returns a dict with multiple entries.

If an attribute has multiple values, the dict value is a string containing values separated by spaces.

Python Example
The example described in these topics uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis and creates the simple test configuration
shown in the following figure:

The Python script will create the Project object, two Port objects, and a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter creates the
Generator, Analyzer, and result objects automatically; the automatic objects are shown in red .

The following sections describe the example Python script:
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l Initialization

l Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Termination

Initialization

Every Spirent TestCenter Automation Python script must load the Spirent TestCenter module before it can use the API. The
following code fragment initializes the Spirent TestCenter Automation environment

from StcPython import StcPython

stc = StcPython()

The code fragment establishes access to the Spirent TestCenter Automation Python API.

l The first statement imports the StcPython module.

l The second statement creates an instance of StcPython and initializes the Spirent TestCenter system. The script
will use the stc variable as a prefix in referencing Spirent TestCenter Automation functions

Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

This code fragment declares variables to identify the chassis, slot, and ports to be used in the test. It also sets up logging.

chassisAddress = '10.100.20.60'
slot = 2
p1 = 1
p2 = 2

print "using //%s/%s/%s" % (chassisAddress, slot, p1)
print "using //%s/%s/%s" % (chassisAddress, slot, p2)

#set up the log file
stc.config( 'automationoptions', loglevel='info', logto='mylog.txt' )

Project and Port Objects

The following code fragment creates the Project and Port objects. The Project object is the root of the object hierarchy. The
Port objects represent the ports on the Spirent TestCenter chassis.

This code creates the objects, retrieves and displays the Project attributes, and specifies the port locations.

print 'Create a Project - root'
project = stc.create('project')

print 'Get Project attributes'
projectAtt = stc.get(project, 'name')
print projectAtt

print 'Create Ports under', project
port1 = stc.create('port', under=project)
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port2 = stc.create('port', under=project)

print 'Configure Port locations'
stc.config(port1, location="//%s/%s/%s" % (chassisAddress, slot, p1))
stc.config(port2, location="//%s/%s/%s" % (chassisAddress, slot, p2))

Traffic Configuration

This code fragment creates a StreamBlock object and retrieves the handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

print 'Creating StreamBlock on Port 1'
streamBlock = stc.create('streamBlock', under=port1 )
generator = stc.get(port1, 'children-generator')
analyzer = stc.get(port2, 'children-Analyzer')

Attaching Ports

This code fragment invokes the AttachPorts command and applies the configuration. AttachPorts accomplishes the following
actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

print 'Attaching Ports...'
stc.perform('AttachPorts', portList=[port1, port2], autoConnect='TRUE')
stc.apply()

Results Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. The
calls specify a file name prefix to generate a results output file containing comma-separated values. For detailed information,
see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

print 'Call Subscribe...'
port1GeneratorResult = stc.subscribe(Parent=project,

ResultParent=port1,
ConfigType='Generator',
resulttype='GeneratorPortResults',
filenameprefix="Generator_port1_counter_%s"

% port1,
Interval=2 )

port2AnalyzerResult = stc.subscribe(Parent=project,
ResultParent=port2,
ConfigType='Analyzer',
resulttype='AnalyzerPortResults',
filenameprefix="Analyzer_port2_counter %s" %

port1 )

Traffic Generation

The following code fragment:
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l Starts the Analyzer and waits to allow sufficient time before proceeding.

l Starts the Generator.

l Sleeps for five (5) seconds and then stops the Generator and Analyzer.

l Cancels the subscriptions.

print 'Starting Traffic...'
stc.perform('AnalyzerStart', analyzerList=analyzer)
print 'start', analyzer

# wait for analyzer to start
stc.sleep(1)

stc.perform('GeneratorStart', generatorList=generator)
print "start", generator

# generate traffic for 5 seconds
print 'Sleep 5 seconds...'
stc.sleep(5)

print 'Stopping Traffic...'
stc.perform('GeneratorStop', generatorList=generator)
stc.perform('AnalyzerStop', analyzerList=analyzer)
print 'stop', generator
print 'stop', analyzer

print 'Call Unsubscribe...'
stc.unsubscribe(port2AnalyzerResult)
stc.unsubscribe(port1GeneratorResult)

Termination

At the end of the test, the script releases the ports, disconnects from the chassis, and deletes the Project object to release all of
the resources. The following code fragment shows the function calls you use to perform termination.

print 'Call Disconnect...'
stc.disconnect(chassisAddress)
stc.delete(project)
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About the C# API
Spirent TestCenter Automation provides an API for use with the C# language. Refer to the release notes for the Spirent
TestCenter base and test packages for information about the supported C# software, operating system versions, and set up
instructions.

You can find sample scripts on the Spirent TestCenter installation DVD. Open the Spirent TestCenter <version> folder, and
navigate to Spirent TestCenter Application > SampleScripts.

The C# language API supports the standard set of API Functions and the standard Spirent TestCenter data model. These
topics describe the C# API syntax, provide a brief synopsis of the API, and describe an example of using the C# API to
create and run a Spirent TestCenter Automation test.

l API Syntax in the C# Environment

l C# API Synopsis

l C# Example

API Syntax in the C# Environment
In the C# API, the Spirent TestCenter Automation functions are defined in the Stc class within the StcCSharp namespace.
The following code fragment calls an API function.

Stc.Apply();

Stc.Apply() calls the automation function Apply.

Note: This table summarizes the C# syntax rules as they apply to the Spirent Automation syntax elements, see the API
Syntax topic.

Syntax
Element Usage

object and
attribute
references

Object and attribute references in a Spirent TestCenter Automation function call are arguments in the C#
method invocation. Arguments are separated by commas. For example:

Stc.Create("port", project);
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Syntax
Element Usage

attribute
name-value
pairs

Attribute name-value pairs are stored in String maps (see C# API Synopsis for more detail). Both attribute
name and value are specified as stringsWith the C# API, the dash prefix is not used with attribute names.

For example:

Dictionary<String, String> m = new Dictionary <String, String>();
m["name"] = "my stream";
Stc.Create("streamBlock", port, m);

DAN
references

Attribute references that use Descendant-Attribute Notation (DAN) are specified as strings (and do not use
the dash prefix). In the following example, streamBlock.name is a DAN attribute reference:

Dictionary<String, String> attrs = new Dictionary<String, String>();
attrs["streamBlock.name"] = "my stream";
Stc.Create("port", project, attrs);

DDN
references

Object references that use Direct-Descendant Notation (DDN) are specified as strings. For example:

Stc.Get("project.port");

handle
references

Handle references are stored as strings. For example:

String port = Stc.Create("port", project)
Stc.Get(port);

object type
names

Object type names are specified as strings. For example:

Stc.Create("project")
Stc.Perform("GeneratorStart");

standalone
attribute
names

Attribute names (standalone) are specified as strings. For example

Stc.Get(stream1, "enabled");

relation
references

Relation references are treated as attributes in the Spirent TestCenter Automation syntax. For example:

Stc.Get(port, "children");

With an object type filter, use a dash separator. For example:

Stc.Get(port, "children-generator");

integers Integer and other native values must be converted to strings first. For example:

int count = 4;
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Syntax
Element Usage

Dictionary<String, String> attrs = new Dictionary<String, String>();
attrs["parentHandleList"] = project;
attrs["createCount"] = count.Tostring();
Stc.Perform("createdevice", attrs);

C# API Synopsis
These topics provide a brief synopsis of the C# API for Spirent TestCenter Automation.

l API Function Synopsis

l List<String> (Input Arguments)

l Dictionary<String, String> (Input Arguments)

l Dictionary<String> (Return Values)

API Function Synopsis

The following table lists the functions in the API. For each function, the table shows the arguments for the method invocation
argument list, including the type of the return value (if there is one).

This table shows an abstraction of the argument list for each function. For details about the functions, see API Functions.

Function Argument List Data Types
Return
Value

Create
Create(

string type,
string parent,
Dictionary<string, string> propertyPairs)

Create( 
string type,
string parent)

handlestring

Config
Config(string handle,

string attribName,
string attribValue)

Config(string handle,
Dictionary<string, string> propertyPairs)

none

Get
Get(string handle),

Get(string handle, string property)

Get(string handle, Dictionary<string, string
properties)

attrname_
value_pairs

property value
string

attrname_
value_pairs

Perform
Perform(string commandName)

attrname_
value_pairs
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Function Argument List Data Types
Return
Value

Perform(string commandName,
Dictionary<string, string> propertyPairs)

attrname_
value_pairs

Delete
Delete(string handle)

none

Connect
Connect(string hostName)
Connect(List<String> hostNames)

none

Disconnect
Disconnect(string hostName)
Disconnect(List<string> hostNames)

none

Reserve
Reserve(string CSP)
Reserve(List<String> CSPs)

none

Release
Release(string CSP)
Release(List<string> CSPs)

none

Apply
Apply()

none

Log
Log(string logLevel,

string message)

none

Subscribe
Subscribe(Dictionary<string, string>inputParameters)

ResultDataSet
handlestring

Unsubscribe
Unsubscribe(string handle)

none

WaitUntilComplete
WaitUntilComplete()
WaitUntilComplete(int timeoutInSec)

Sequencer
TestState

List<string> (Input Arguments)

string collections are passed in as a List<string>.

List<string> portLocations = new List<string>();
portLocations.add("//10.100.20.78/2/5");
portLocations.add("//10.100.20.78/2/6");
Stc.Reserve(portLocations);

Dictionary<string, string> (Input Arguments)

Attribute name value pairs are passed in as Dictionary<string, string>.
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Dictionary<string, string> attrs = Dictionary<string, string>();
attrs["loglevel"] = "info";
attrs["logto"] = "mylog.txt";
Stc.Config("automationOptions", attrs);

Dictionary<string, string> (Return Values)

The get and perform functions can return a collection of attribute name-value pairs as Dictionary<string, string>.

For example, the following call to the get function retrieves all of the Port attributes:

Dictionary<String, String> portAttrs = Stc.Get(portHandle);

C# Example
This example uses two ports on a Spirent TestCenter chassis and creates the simple test configuration shown in the following
figure:

The C# example will create the Project object, two Port objects, and a StreamBlock object. Spirent TestCenter creates the
Generator, Analyzer, and result objects automatically; the automatic objects are shown in red.

These topics describe the example C# script:

l Initialization

l Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

l Project and Port Objects

l Traffic Configuration

l Attaching Ports

l Results Subscription

l Traffic Generation

l Termination

Initialization

Spirent TestCenter Automation C# API must load the Spirent TestCenter module before it can use the API.

The following code fragment loads and initializes the Spirent TestCenter module. This must be called first, before calling any
other API methods:

Stc.Init();

Note: The STC_DIR environment variable must be set to the Spirent TestCenter install path, prior to running the application
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Chassis, Slot, and Port Variables

This code fragment declares variables to identify the chassis, slot, and ports to be used in the test. It also sets up logging.

string chassis = "10.100.20.60";
string portTxLoc = "2/1";
string portRxLoc = "2/2";

//set up the log file
Dictionary<String, String> attrs = Dictionary<String, String>();
attrs["loglevel"] = "info";
attrs["logto"] = "mylog.txt";
Stc.Config("automationOptions", attrs);

Project and Port Objects

This code fragment retrieves the Project object, prints out the project name, and then creates Port objects with the specified
port locations.

// Get the project.
string project = Stc.Get("system1", "children-project");
Console.WriteLine("Using project {0}", Stc.Get(project, "Name"));

// Create ports.
attrs.Clear();
attrs["location"] = String.Format("//{0}/{1}", chassis, portTxLoc);
string portTx = Stc.Create("port", project, attrs);
Console.WriteLine("Using port location {0}", Stc.Get(portTx, "location"));

attrs["location"] = String.Format("//{0}/{1}", chassis, portRxLoc);
string portRx = Stc.Create("port", project, attrs);
Console.WriteLine("Using port location {0}", Stc.Get(portRx, "location"));

Traffic Configuration

This code fragment creates a StreamBlock object and retrieves the handles for the Generator and Analyzer objects.

// Set up traffic.
Console.WriteLine("Creating streamBlock on {0}", portTx);
string streamBlock = Stc.Create("streamBlock", portTx);
string generator = Stc.Get(portTx, "children-generator");
string analyzer = Stc.Get(portRx, "children-Analyzer");

Attaching Ports

The following code fragment invokes the AttachPorts command and applies the configuration. AttachPorts accomplishes the
following actions:

l Connect to the chassis (using the chassis IP address specified in the Port object location attribute).

l Reserve the ports.

l Create the mapping between the physical ports on the chassis and their logical representations in the test
configuration.

You can perform these operations separately, by calling the connect function, and then using the ReservePort and MapPort
commands; however, the AttachPorts command is more efficient.

// Attach ports.
Console.WriteLine("Attaching ports.");
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Stc.Perform("attachPorts");

// Apply the configuration to the hardware.
Console.WriteLine("Applying configuration to the hardware.");
Stc.Apply();

Results Subscription

The following calls to the subscribe function establish subscriptions for generatorPortResults and AnalyzerPortResults. The
calls specify a file name prefix to generate a results output file containing comma-separated values. For detailed information,
see the description of the subscribe function and the information about creating Subscriptions.

// Subscribe to results.
Console.WriteLine("Subscribing to results.");
attrs.Clear();
attrs["parent"] = project;
attrs["resultParent"] = portTx;
attrs["configType"] = "generator";
attrs["resultType"] = "generatorPortResults";
attrs["fileNamePrefix"] = "generator_counter_" + portTx;
string generatorSubscription = Stc.Subscribe(attrs);

attrs["resultParent"] = portRx;
attrs["configType"] = "analyzer";
attrs["resultType"] = "analyzerPortResults";
attrs["fileNamePrefix"] = "analyzer_counter_" + portRx;
string analyzerSubscription = Stc.Subscribe(attrs);

Traffic Generation

The following code fragment:

l Starts the Analyzer and waits to allow sufficient time before proceeding

l Starts the Generator

l Sleeps for five seconds and then stops the Generator and Analyzer

l Cancels the subscriptions.

// Start analyzers/generators.
Console.WriteLine("Starting analyzers.");
Stc.Perform("analyzerStart");
Console.WriteLine("Starting generators.");
Stc.Perform("generatorStart");

Console.WriteLine("Running traffic for 5 seconds.");
Thread.Sleep(5000);

// Stop analyzers/generators.
Console.WriteLine("Stopping generators.");
Stc.Perform("generatorStop");

Console.WriteLine("Stopping analyzers.");
Stc.Perform("analyzerStop");

// Unsubcribe results.
Console.WriteLine("Unsubscribing to results.");
Stc.Unsubscribe(analyzerSubscription);
Stc.Unsubscribe(generatorSubscription);
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Termination

At the end of the test, the program disconnects from the chassis, and deletes the Project object to release all of the resources.
The following code fragment shows the function calls you use to perform termination.

// Disconnect.
Console.WriteLine("Disconnecting.");
Stc.Disconnect(chassis);
Stc.Delete(project);
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 API Navigator Addendum

Purpose

The API Navigator is a feature of Spirent TestCenter which allows automation users to 
easily discover the syntax of API calls by working with a loaded configuration. The 
feature is implemented as a web application which connects to the Spirent TestCenter 
session via its REST API, and then displays the configuration in a hierarchical set of 
objects. Currently, the API Navigator is only supported for use with the LabServer REST 
API. You can inspect the objects and their properties by pointing and clicking from within 
the web application. You can also modify object property values, and then see the 
corresponding AIP calls in both REST and Python formats. You can use the API 
Navigator to see what commands are available for the selected objects and issue the API 
call for those commands. Responses from the API calls are also displayed in the web 
application in JSON format. A history of invoked API calls and responses is also 
provided. A search feature is provided to find objects and properties in a configuration.

Getting Started
The API Navigator uses Spirent TestCenter’s REST API on Virtual LabServer (vLS). 

1 Install a Virtual LabServer machine in your test environment. 
Record the IP address of the vLS.

2 From the Windows Start menu, launch the Spirent TestCenter Session Manager.

3 In the Choose Server dialog, enter the IP address of the Virtual LabServer recorded in 
Step 1.
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Note: API Navigator is not currently supported on the AION Server Type.

4 Click New… to create a new test session.

5 Use the default values, or enter new values for User Name and Test Name.

6 Click OK. 
A new test session is created, and the Spirent TestCenter Windows GUI launches.
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7 Configure Spirent TestCenter as you normally would, or load an existing .tcc or .xml 
configuration file.
This example shows a session with two offline ports, one device behind each port, 
with BGP enabled and basic traffic configured between the devices.
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Displaying API Navigator

There are two methods of hosting the API Navigator web pages; locally from the user's 
computer or directly from the LabServer. 

Local API Navigator Server

1 Start the API Navigator server by double-clicking on the api-navigator.exe file. 
The file is located in the install directory; for example, C:\Program Files\Spirent 
Communications\Spirent TestCenter 5.36\Spirent TestCenter Application\

2 Open a browser (i.e. Chrome), type localhost:3000 in the URL bar, and press Enter.
.

3 In the LabServer / STCWeb IP Address box, enter the IP address of the vLS, and then 
click Connect.
All sessions connected to the vLS will be listed in the session table, as shown in the 
screen capture.
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LabServer-based API Navigator Server

The Spirent LabServer also hosts the API Navigator web server. To access it, run vLS as 
before.   

Open a browser (i.e. Chrome), type {IP address of the vLS}:8080 in the URL bar, and 
press Enter. 

Notes: • Connecting to the session displays the configuration information as Step 3 in 
the previous section. 

• The REST API button is linked to the URL of REST API Functions: 
http:// {IP address of the vLS}:/stcapi/. 
Refer to Chapter 4, REST API Functions for more details about this page.

• The Result IQ button is linked to the URL of Spirent TestCenter IQ: 
http:// {IP address of the vLS}:9199/results. 
Refer to the Spirent TestCenter IQ online Help for details on how to export 
results for off-board archival.
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Using API Navigator
1 Click the link to the desired LabServer session in the Session column.

The API Navigator displays the configuration information for the session.

2 Expand the hierarchy to show all devices under the first port, and then click 
EmulatedDevice – Device 1 to see the properties for this object.
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3 To see the API calls corresponding to changing a property value, for example, change 
the value of the Respond to Ping property from false to true.

4 Click the checkmark to apply the change and issue the API call.

The corresponding Python API and JSON response will appear at the bottom of the 
API Navigator GUI.

5 Use the applicable tabs to see the equivalent REST and Robot API calls.
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6 Click the Device Start button to see API calls corresponding to the commands.

A dialog exposing the options for this command will display.
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7 In the Device Handle field, enter the value of the property ID for the emulated device 
you want to start; an example is shown below.

8 Click the Perform button to issue the API call corresponding to this command.
The corresponding API calls and responses will be shown in the lower part of the API 
Navigator GUI.

Notes: • You can copy these API examples by highlighting the displayed API text and 
pressing Control-c.

• You can also see previously invoked API calls and responses by using the 
Session History dialog on the lower left of the API Navigator GUI.

Use the Search elements by name bar to find objects and properties of interest.
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For example, searching on BGP in this sample configuration shows how BGP has been 
configured and the associated results for BGP.

In this example, clicking on the BGP Results object shows the commands that are 
available to subscribe to BGP results, as well commands to pause and resume results.

Note: If changes have been made to the Spirent TestCenter configuration using the main 
Spirent Test Center GUI, the API Navigator may become out of sync. To synchronize the 
API Navigator with the current configuration, click Sync with STC session.

Closing API Navigator

You can close the API Navigator web page at any time by closing the browser or browser 
tab. This does not affect the underlying LabServer session. API Navigator can be 
reconnected to a session, as described in this document, at any time.
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Spirent TestCenter IQ Automation 
Addendum

General steps to utilize Spirent TestCenter IQ in automation

Following is the typical automation workflow, with some modifications.

Notes: • View Spirent TestCenter IQ results in the database on your computer or in the 
database on a remote server. For instructions, see Result Service Connections. 
Search for DOC12115 on the Spirent Customer Service Center 
(support.spirent.com)

• Refer to the Spirent TestCenter Automation Overview manual for details on 
the automation workflow steps.

1 Set up a communication link between your PC and your Spirent TestCenter chassis.
2 Prepare the DUT/SUT.
3 Connect the Spirent TestCenter chassis to the DUT/SUT.
4 Initialize the Spirent TestCenter API to establish the object set context.
5 Create a project object and set the project attributes.
6 Create Port objects and set the port attributes.
7 Create StreamBlock objects (and, if necessary, header objects for the traffic), and set 

the appropriate attributes.
8 Set up the Spirent TestCenter generator and analyzer for traffic support.
9 Establish the software connection from your PC to the Spirent TestCenter chassis.
10 Start the test.
11 Take snapshots if needed (TestCenter IQ) 
12 Review/Retrieve the test results (TestCenter IQ)
13 Cleanup after the test has completed.

Results are stored in a Postgres database. In order to retrieve results, a query must be sent 
to Result Service. This service is the interface to the database. 

The TestCenter IQ web UI provides example queries in the standard and the drill-down 
table views.

https://support.spirent.com
https://support.spirent.com
https://support.spirent.com
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The next section describes how to acquire queries and use them in a script. After copying 
the queries, there are two ways to embed them into an automation script:

• Spirent TestCenter commands

• Interface with the Result Service REST API directly

When these queries are set up, the subsequent test runs will be fully automated.

Acquire Query

To acquire a query that you can use to verify results, copy the query in a relevant table 
View in TestCenter IQ.

Follow these steps:

1 Launch the Spirent TestCenter application. 
The application must be running in order to start up Result Service. 

2 Launch TestCenter IQ and open the current test.
3 Open a Standard or Drill-down table View that shows the results of interest. 

Note: If you would like snapshot results, take the snapshots before continuing to step 4. 
A snapshot consists of the result values at a point in time. This is similar to the Classic 
Results Save Result action.

4 Complete any of the following actions to create the correct query. 
• Select LIVE or Snapshot from the drop-down options.

This action defines the scope of results to be included in the query.

• Select Edit to choose counters/columns to retrieve from results.
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• Select Add Conditions to further narrow the results query.

• Select View Query to display the query and then copy the entire query.

The acquired query is a JSON string. You can use it as a template for similar queries. 
For example, if the acquired query selects Snapshot 1, you can change the value to 
Snapshot 2 and run the query again.
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Use Spirent TestCenter Commands

TestCenter IQ-specific commands are available in the Spirent TestCenter Sequencer and 
for use in automation. The follow commands are available: 

• StartEnhancedResultsTestCommand - this command creates a new db. If the test is in 
session, this command stops the current test, then starts a new one. The test name that 
you set is used in the TestCenter IQ Results Library.

• StopEnhancedResultsTestCommand

• StartEnhancedResultsIterationCommand - this command starts one test session; only 
RFC tests have multiple iterations.

• StopEnhancedResultsIterationCommand

• SaveEnhancedResultsSnapshotCommand

• DeleteEnhancedResultsTestCommand - deletes the most recent test if the Test ID is 
empty. If the Test ID is set that test is deleted.

• VerifyEnhancedResultsCountCommand

• VerifyEnhancedResultsValueCommand

All Spirent TestCenter commands listed are communicating with Result Service in the 
backend through the REST API. For example, the query acquired in last step can be used 
in VerifyEnhancedResultsCountCommand and VerifyEnhancedResultsValueCommand 
JSON Queries to retrieve results from db.

When the Spirent TestCenter command runs, Spirent TestCenter sends the query to Result 
Service, which returns the results in a JSON string. 
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VerifyEnhancedResultsCountCommand and VerifyEnhancedResutlsValueCommand have 
options to save the test and/or export the test on failure. This will allow the tests to be 
saved at the time of the failure.

Utilize Result Service RESTful API Directly

In essence, Spirent TestCenter commands use the RESTful API to get the results from 
Result Service. The same can be done by using the scripting languages and REST 
packages directly. The following scripts are provided as examples:

• Python REST API support 

• Tcl REST API support 

These example scripts are located in the SampleScripts folder under the Spirent 
TestCenter installation directory.

The next section describes the steps to set up the Tcl environment to run the provided 
sample scripts.

Set up Tcl to run a Spirent TestCenter IQ automation sample
Tcl must already be installed on your machine, and a library path must be set up, so that it 
can run Spirent TestCenter scripts. The sample code provided was tested with ActiveTcl 
8.5. At the time of this writing, the available version is 8.5.18. Several packages must be 
installed for the sample code to work. This section describes the steps to set up the Tcl 
environment.
1 Download and install tcllib 1.19
2 Download and install tdom
3 Validate setup

Download and install tcllib 1.19

tcllib contains the rest package that is required by the sample script. Locate the download 
at https://sourceforge.net/projects/tcllib/files/tcllib/.

Download the latest version 1.19 file based on your system. For example, for Windows 
users, download tcllib-1.19.zip. Unzip to a folder and type:
tclsh installer.tcl

https://sourceforge.net/projects/tcllib/files/tcllib/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/tcllib/files/tcllib/
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A pop-up window opens so you can confirm the location to install Tcl. Once installed, 
confirm that the tcllib1.19 folder is located under the corresponding location as shown in 
the example screen capture.

Download and install tdom

The rest package itself requires another third-party package tdom, which can be 
downloaded from http://tdom.org/downloads/.

Download the appropriate files based on your system. For example, for a 32-bit Windows 
system, download tdom-0.9.1-windows-x86.zip.

http://tdom.org/downloads/
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Open the downloaded file and copy tdom0.9.1 to the tcllib1.19 folder installed in the 
previous step.

Validate setup

Confirm that the rest package is installed correctly before running the sample script. Open 
a tcl command prompt and type: package require rest
If everything is set up correctly, it will return the version of the rest package which is 
1.3.1.
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If it fails and reports an error about loading tdom.dll, make sure the tdom you used 
matches the tcl. For example, 64-bit Tcl requires a 64-bit tdom091.dll (Windows) or 
libtdomstub091.a (Linux).
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